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IPAOGM)AI SUiM LWARY

Thepreimiarydesgn ndevaluation of a thrufst vector, contrcl-(TVCi

system previousy -required-the expenditukd of 'considerable -effort and time ýover

a period of months.

To alleviate this situation,_tiie.Rocket Propulsioh Laboratory, -Edwards-

Air Force Basei,- California-, f1un !dedthe fiet-TVC-.design-k jogain * under-Con~tract, _i

Ar? o4(qi1i-nj-uuwhichwa-s -comphetvu b ThiokoI in 1904: :Subsequexwcaanges

in state-of -thee-:Art a~nd a nedo expand-tis apbliyg.-t-hepoga entitled.

??Adance T~iu~t ecto Co Tro Hfeitiinary- Design -Program"? clvelopediunder.

Contract-AF 04(611)-11647. The, pro&rixni -resulting- froni thi s contract is describ-

edi th "Fna flp~r, dvanced Thrust~ ector Contol Preliminary Dein

-Computeýr Progrim," Januiary 1968,-desi;gnated-Techniical ReportAFRPL-TR-G7--

318. Subsequent pirt h!r changes -in the-state--of-thea-art and the-need to expand-

the TVC deia cajbility to provide avanced steeering and, t.rutxagnitude-

contol ASCTMC le totheproramdescrined in-this xepcrt. 'This- -dditional

capability w.-s accomplished _thr~hagh additions-and modifications -to -the- previously

develloped Advanced 'PVC Prlm _ay Design Computer Program-. The :na'or

51 -additions to this program are:

I. -Capability to -determine-the-thtust- magnitude 1
ruired to-fly Wyjon e-of six-typee ftaet

oneas whetc- thrust vector-and thrust rikn~itudde

control is TQuired: and -

2. Desi;.W capability -for a pintle nozzle -single -

i~nijevrtlrust ma~itude controt conce pt with -

_or 'ithout TVIC. v -75



Additionally, data permanently stored within the computer program have

been improved and equations have been updated for use in the current sub- 3

routines for the design and performance prediction functions. ChManges have been

made to improve basic accuracy and to extend the range applicability of the detsign

models to include nozzle designs with throat diameters ranging from 0.5 to

100 inches. Included in the models updated are the nozzle, torque and actuation

subroutines.

The program also has been modified to improve its efficiency through

allowing more flexibility in performing multiple runs, minimizing program input

requirements, and improving capabillty for debugging program input through the

use of computer print flags.

A three-dimensional, six degrees Df freedom trajectory roctine is

available in this computer program. Included is the capability to simulate a I

linear control system using either input or internally calculated control system

-gains. An associated optimization procedure for flight path shaping is included, --a

The-complete discussion of the trajectory routine is contained in subsequent -) j -

sections of this book. The nozzle design capability provided in this computer

program represents comprehensive design calculations for two types of fixed

nozzles- and five types of movable nozzles: submerged fixed; external fixed;

subsonic splitline, hinged, integral, submerged inlet supersonic splitline; and

""xternal inlet supersonic splitine. The exit conG design can be either conical

or contoured. The outpt from the nozzle subroutine includes nozzle dimensional

characteristics, nozzle performance parameters, and nozzle mass properties

information.

-Additionally. a pintle nozzle subroutine has beer, added which is capable -Z

- of designing a -movable pintle for nozzle throat-area control. This subroutirne-

has been so designed and integrated that a-pintle can be incorporated in any Of the

nozzle-types in which this feature is practical. These types are the-subsonic

-splitline, external fixed hinged, iniegral and external entry supersonic splitline.

The pintle nozzle subroutine getierally applies to the nozzle designs

2-
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incorporating an external inlet (convergent cone), rather than for those with sub-

merged inlets. In addition, provision has been made-to design a pintle for use

with integral nozzles which have gimbal ring or flexible seal TVC.

The incorporation of a pintle does not affect the incorporation of TVC in

any of these designs. The program includes an election of the preferred- material.

For throats less than 10in. in diameter, tungsten is the preferred material. Solid

tungsten pintles are designed for throat diameters less than 2 in. in diameter,

while tungsten shell pintles are designed for throat diameters between 2 avd 10

inches. Ablatives are preferred for pintles larger than 10 in. in diameter. The

fill -range of Insulation and structural materials is included in t!Vie oazle routine

for the remaining pintle.components. Thermal sizing is accomplished with the

-insulation design section; structural sizing is part ofcthe pintle subroutine.

-Piovision for area balancing of the pintles is incorporated. The pintle will be

supported by insulated•struts with thenumber to Vary from two to six. 1

The pintle will be hydraulicaLy actuated by a single, double-acting

actuator for small sized and an optional annular actuator for the larger pintles.

Fluid is supplied and returned through the passages in the struts. The

actuation auxiliary power unit is sized in-the actuation and roll control sub-

routine.

The computer program includes capability for simulation of a non-

programed thrust profile. Thrust control systems simulated are either a

perfect-system (i.e., achieved thrust equals commanded thrust), or a pintle

controller network. The pintle controller commands the time rate change of throat-

:•area from a control law consisting of a chamber pressure error with time rate change

feedback. Thrust control modes incorporated include: specific velocity-time

profile, axial acceleration proportional to line of sight rates, constant Mach

number _|hrzist proportional to commanded turning rates, minimum velocity

3 _
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during a commanded- turn, and dynamnic pressure constraints.

The pintle nozzie TMC portion of the program defines performance,

structure, inslztation, -actuationi and system comiponents for both fixed and

movable nozzles.Li1
The thrust -control system logic used in the trajectory cimulation is

-broker. into two -separate parts: (1) the command thrust logic, and (2) the

controllable- motor thrust dynamics. The command thrust logic. or thrust

control, lawv chosen, Wvill provide the-needed thrust comma~nd for the m~otor to

-enable the missile system, to achieve the-desired trzijectory condition. The

criteria for evaluating the commanded thrust is established by flight performance

paraimetiers such as specified vclociiy history, stipuziated Mach number,

-commanded turning rates, minimum velocity or constrained dynamic pressure.

This final repcrt is organized into three basic volumes:

-Program DescriptionJ

UI User's ManualN
xe

III Test Cases

Volume I contains a summary of equations used in fo)rmulating the

mathematical models used in the program. This volume cont"-ins two major

-books. Book 1 - Req.-Orements, and Book 2 - Hardware. The trajectory

documentation- is included as a separate- section in Book 1, asare the

gerodynamic' coefficients and the roll control requirements. Book 2 of Volume I

inctludes a complete description of th;ý', hardware and component design-routines

and-theory.

-Ir Volume HI - User's.Manual-, instructions for use -of the program are

given; however, the-input portion of the trajectory program write-up is also-

needed-for reference by the user. 4

-Sample test cases are contained in Volume II. The description of eachq

4



test case is given, along with a listing of the computer input card deck-and -a re-

production of the complote computer output..

References to the source of-thd materiatl-use_•d-in-developing~this progran.

are included in the particular sectioas to wh.ch th•- ly--

R9
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jSECTION -

AEROMYNAMt C COEFFICIENTS -

The subroutines contained -in this section provide the capability of

determining the forces and moments generated on a missile by the flow of air '4'

o-.4er the external surface of an airborne vehicle. The approach used was to

separate the forces and moments into two groups: those produced on the

missile body (payload, motors, -interstages, etc.), and those-producod on the- A

lifti-g- surfaces (canards, fins).

The forces are represented by the nondimensional lift coefficient,

for bodiesC. and for canards and fins, and the drag coefficients,

CAfor-bodies, and CDO and CDL for canards and fins. The'm-oments are. deter- -'3

mined from the forces and the point of application, referred to-as centers

-of pressure. The coefficients are calculated at the Mach number! listed in

"Table 1.

Included in the subroutine generated for lifting surfaces is the

capability of calculating a weight estimate of the surfaces and the location I A
of their longitudinal and lateral center-of-gravity.

A. BODY AXIAL-FORCE COEFFICIEVT r-

- This subsection presents the method used for calculating the aero-

dynamic axial force coefficient of a body of revblution in axial £f.lo %%ich

-is. ccinposed of cor... , cone-frustums, and cylindrical sections.

The total agrodynamic axial force of c body is composed of three

"sep~rtte comuPnent4: forebody-pressure forces, viscous forces t(skin frictiop),

-and-the base pressure forces. The axial fo:xce coefficient for each of :hese

force3 must be calculated separately.

r- .page blank 7



TABTL E I

STOR.ED 1'.%ACI{~ NUMBER TABL ES

First Stage - IprStge

MAchN.Mch No.

0.00 1.25

0.50 1.50

_0.75 - -

-095 -2.f 0

1.00 3.00

1.25 4.00-

1.50 -5.00-

-2.00 :6- .00 4

2.-60 .00

3.00o 16.00-

4.00

65.00

8.:00

10. 00

-A
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S1. FOREBODY PRESSURE PORCES

C AF Cp D 2 2 (1i

ret

p Cp + CrPFB CP1 P2

2 sina

2.1 sin2 a + (2)
2 V

The forebody axial force coefficienri is calculated separately for

each section of the body, which is either a cone or cone frustum. Where

the first section- of a body is a blunted cone and thp equivalent nose radius

is less than 20 percent of the cone base radius, the section can be con-!
sfdered as a-pointed cone. The axial force-coefficient, cAFB) is calculated

-for M 3.0; the value at H 3.0 is multiplied by the factor KFB shown 1

Table 2 . Thus,

(CAFBB)M - 2.0 (KFB)M U 2.0 (cA-B)M - 3.0 (3)

and so on for values of M < 3.0.

The pressure coefficient CPFB is calculated using Equaticn 2. !1

2. VISCOUS FORCES (SKIN FRICTION)

- 'Siet(4)CqAF CF S_
- ref

The axial force coefficient due to the Viscous effects of the fluid

is a fumction 6f Reynold'I No., Mach N6., and the surface area in contact

with the fluid. Typ. :&I values of Reynold's No. per foot va Maci' No. are o -

provided in--Table 3 <for a small ballistic missile, a larger ballistic --

missile, a large booster- type vehicle- and a small- air laumched missile.

To determinC the flat plrte coeffti-ient, -CF, Reynold's No. va Hach No. must

be ealcudtated in the-fl. -wing manner. Using Table 3 RN/ft is determined

Sr"
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TABLE 2

SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC FOREBODY
-PREbSURE DRAG COEFFICIENT (FB)

Mach No.KFB)

0.-00 0.36

bo.50 0,36

-0.75 0.53

0.-951.0

1.00 - 1.24

1.25- 1.71 Q
-• :1.50 1.58

2.00 1.31

2.60 1.09

3.00 1.00

3.-00 1.00

3.00 - 1.00

3.00 1.00

-3.00 1.00



TABLE 3

VARIATION OF REYNOLD'S NUMBER PER-FOO)T
VS MAC1H NUMBER

If-ach- ILIIIL -1
No..-1) 2)

0.00 -3.70 -&30 -3.55 1.976

-0.50 -3.70 3.30 3.55 1. 976

0.75 5.25 4.62 4.68 2.9 64

-0.-95 6-.25 5.-55 -5.45- 3.754'

1. 00 -6.50 W.77 5.55 3.952

-1.25 -7~76.,517 6.21 4.940 -

-1.50 8.22- 7.13 6.75 5.928

-200 9.-02- 7.-87 7.40 -7. 904-AI

2.09.20 8.2 7.50 10.275

-3.00 8.90 8.15 -7.04 11.856

4.00 7.-00 6.70 4.52 15.808 74i
5.00 -4.75 4.85 2.62 19.760

g. o3.10 J440 -1.44 23.712

8.00 1,05 1.18 0.48 31. 616

10,; o o*.4s 0.42 - 0-36 39A2

*(1) ýSmill -ballistic missile
(2) Large ballistic mnissile-

-(3) Large -boos ter-vehicle ~

ý(4) Small air launched -missile

11-M



at a particular Mach number. Then RN Rn/ft x L, where L is the length ofI the missile in feet from the nose to the end of the aft skirt. Knowing RN

and Mach No., the appropriate value of CT can be calculated using Eq 5.

[(oC~28 [(I +0.162-M O5j (5)
S. . 0.44 2-o.58

The parameter A is the total surface area of the missile excludingwet
the base area. Total wetted area is the sum of the wetted area of the parts;

therefore.

A -A + A+A(6•-wet wet wet wetcyidr •et wcone cone- cylinders

frus tunms

iCAF then can be calculated using Eq 4. 4
3. BASE PRESSURE FORCES

c-bs- -- A(7)C- A:•.CA-B -CPO Sre-:

ref

Bse cpressure coeffic.int, CPB, vs Mach No. Ls givea in Table 4.

The effective base area, Abase' is considered equal to one-half the difference

between the base area of the missile and the totei nozzle exit area. Using

Eq 7, CAB then is calculated.

4. TOTAL AXIAL FORCE COEFFICI ENT

Total axial forre coefficient is as show, ir Zq S.

•CA - CAp + CAF + CAB (8)

3. NCHENCIATURE

-- mi - - -ef inition Vnits

D2 Largest diameter of a frust-ur of a cone j-.

Smallest diameter of a fristum of a cone in.

12



TABLE 4

BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT (CpB)

First Stage -Upper Stages

M CpB M Cpa

0.00 -0.800 1.25 -0.289

0.50 -0.483 1.50 -0.206

0.75 -0.417 2.00 -0.152

0.95 -0.466 2.60, -0.116

1.00 -0.516 3.00 -0.099

S1.25 -0.289 4.00 -0.067

1.50 -0.206 5.00 -0.047--

2.00 -0.152 6.00 -0.032

2.60 -0.116 8.00 -0.013

3.,00 -0.098 10.30 -0.000

11O0 -0.067

S 05 -0.047

6.00 -0.032

.- 100 -0.013

10.00 -0.000
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SLAbbcl NDe ntiftofl Un i.ite

Semivertex angle of a tone or frustWt- of a cone deg

Subsonic and transoni': forebody poressure drag dim.

fctor

k ApB Forebody axial force coefficient due to essure Cim.

Forebody pressure ccefficient to) dim.

Iii P Press-re on- local surface lb/sq ft

Pa •Abient pressure lb/sq ft

q Dynamic presoure, lb/sq ft A

Dr .Reference diameter (uesally taken as diameter ft
of largest motor)

CAF Axial force -coefficient due to viscous forces dim. N:
RN. Reynold-S !No. (R N dim. f

P Density of air ilug/cu fi

V Velocity ft/aec

L Characteristic length (length of-missile) ft

Viscosity of air -slug/ft sec

1, Kinenatic viscosity of air, Phi sq ft/sec- _4

- Flat plate skin friction coefficient dim.

Aet Missile vetted area (surface area in eoitact sq ft
vith the rair)

Sref Reference area 4 - sq ft

-1 A3  Axlal force coefficient due :tc base pressiure dim.

-pB Base pressure coafficlent {-P B_ - q.

Tý Base pressure lb/sq fL -

Abatse Effective base area of -missie _(Ab•s. A (cross- -3q ft
sect-on. ara of motor- bate =mui nOzzle -exita

14
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WB. BODY SUBSONIC-TR~ANSONIC NORMAL FORCE- COEF "i

This subroutine is used to calculate the initial slope of the normal

force coeffici.ent vs angle of attack and the longitudinal position~ of the

normal force coefficient center of pressure over the s'ibsonic-transonic

range of Mach numnbere. The method used is~ app"Licable to bodier, of revolutiorn

which are composed of conical sections (cone~z and cone frustums) and cylin-

ders, such as are encountered with, most ball.istic~ missile corfigurations.

-One restraint must be applied to conical sections: the slope of these4

sections must be forward facing (no boat-tail sections) at v~ro angle of1

attack. 
'l

This procedure for determining C~a and x. or the subsonic-cransonic

4,

-15



l1, NOI*MAt FORCE -COEFFICIEW~ SLOPE
-The initial slope 6f-the curve of normal force coefficient, Cversus

angle of attack, Cc-, is defined La this pr-icedure by the following-equation.

;.N, ) sin 2a cc- s t/2 + r,~ Ap/S sin 2 cij (1)

where (x 1*.

Ther-efore; % 1C N[;.349 AiS +.00031ijCdAS (2)

The facto s Kand 12aefunctions of number inl

7itgures-1 and 2 -The f tiýtors Srt A~3  nd A., and 1) are funct!.ons-of

body Sgecetxy ad are -def ined bdeoiw.

5- Cross-sectional. area of -h~first -stage motor cylindrical

se~tion (0 d 2  avnd--Is the ref-erenke area. on which-
4

is -based. (ft-)

AB Cross-iaeeioiial area of the largest cylindrical sectiont if

t-here is -no conical frustlu on the aft end of the vehicle.

If there is a ccoical f istum on the aft end of t~he vehicle,

ASis equjil to the cross-sectionil zrea- of the conical-

frustumn at the poi.nt of its largest disaiazfx (ft2)

Ap Planlý rm area o~f the total vehicle whi.h is the lateralj ~projected arca of the body. As the vehiele will be

cotposed of conts, i~anical -frustUS, -and cylindkkra, the

Cone andareas of-these-sections are as follows*. I(f t 2 )
Coe ud Conical Frustums

Ip n

-16
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0.02

0.000

0.0006-

0 051.0 1.5 .

MACH NUMBER

Figure 2. Subsonic-Transonic Normal Force Parameter K2
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Cylinder

I .IXn nn Ix+ n

I~ xn~.

Therefore:
ApE= + E6p+ FAp

cones conical cylinder
frustum

L/d Total body fineness ratio sihere L is the length of the body,

and d is the diameter of the largest cylindrical section.

(nondimensional)

Ti Factor which is a function of total body fineness ratio.

I (Figure 3) (nondimensional)
I5i - KI, K., Constants which are a function of Mach number. (Figures 1 and

2 ) (nondimensional)

1 2. NOMIAL FORCE CENTER OF PRESSURE

- The normal force center of pressure. Xcp, as defined in this procedure,I is the location of a point, measured from the nose reference station of the

vehicle, at which the rotal normal force acting on the body could be placed

-J te produce the same moment about tte body nose reference station as would

the distcibuted normal force.

The following equation is used to calculate this parameter: -

rr Q-BL1xp = l N .41818 --.- 36- x / (.5)
x- 4 -S-e - .00366 X x Cd A P/Sref

Sc C

"I-� .sref - K c XK AP/Srf Iinche,) (5-.)

The pa-rameters A%-re, ' L, Ap, and are the same as defined for the
purpose of calculating_ the slope of t:he normal force coefficient, %. The-.

factors K, and-K4 are a function of Mach number and are provided in Figures 4

&Mn 5, while Q and x are functions of body Stometrv and are defined as follows:

18
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1.5

1 0

[ 01

5 10 is 20 25

BODY FINENESS RATIO, L/D

CAA
: Figure 3. SubsonIc-Transonic Normak Force Parameter
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0.6

0.4 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0. S673
K3

0.2

0-
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

MACH NUMBER

Figure 4. Subsonic-Transonic Center of Pressure Parameter K3

0.015 -

K4 0.010 1
N~K4

0.005

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

MACH NUMBER *-
Figur6 5. Subsonic-Transonic Center of Pressure Parameter K4
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Centroid of -Cones and Frustiuy

(6)Tr -3(d,2) + 21(4,n.,.2)- (d /2)

-NOTE: For acone d 0O

Centrolid of-Cylinder

I TM 4A

21



Q Body volume of the total vehicle (Figure. 6). The equations
'to be used to calculate the-volumes of- the cones, conical

frustums, and cylinders are as follows: (ft 3

Cones-and-Conical Frustums

d- Jd U+1. 'n1 +(

(d~..r\2(8)
2-J

NOTE: ForA-cone d- 0w

CyUnder

- - x (9)

2 Ix+ n

Therefore

Q+=MQ
cones ~onical -cylinder

L Length of vehicle (ft)

x Centroid of the total planform area m~easured froma the body

nose along the body longitudinal axis. (ft)

x ohent of~ X (10)
E Area MAP

22
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C. BODY SUPERSONTC NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT

The method described herein has been generated for the purpose of calculating

the slope of the normal force coefficient, CN, the normal force center- of pres-
sure, xp,. and the normal force loading distribution, dCN/dx, for a pointed nose
body of revolution near zero angle of attack in supe-sonic air flow. The Mach
number range for this method is considered to be from 2.60 to 10. This method is
based on second-order shock expansion theory as presented in reference 1* and

an extension of the method derived in reference 2*.

Though the current approach was intended to produce a means of calculating

values of the above paraneters for a body of revolution composed of conical and

cylindrical sections, bodies with curved profiles can be accommodated by approxi-

mating carved sections with straight line sections.

1. NORMAL FORCZ COEF.ICIENT SLOPE, Cj

Beginning with the standard definition for the- normal force coefficient,

C., we have

N qS
q 5 ref

N

2Z (la)
2 Sref

2 P1'
J P r cos dC dx (lb)Z

2 • w ref 0 0

f f Prcosp dQ dx- (lc)
ref 0  0

As the slope of the normal force coefficient is desired, the equation. for CN

is differentiated with respect to angie of attack, a. Thus

dC.N = ~ d• CN=dA 73i -- - -JIr cos pd dx (2)
l re4 0 0•

÷ r.,- .rences are listed, in Table 5.

24
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Now defining A as the non-dimentional loading on a chin disk, the equation

for A is _-

!LP (3)(pdq
m2 itM~ d~.ot~ c

CO 0

and the equation for Cha, after substitution, becomes

21( J

NO -A A r dx (4)

aB
0

where A i ri and r. is the radius at the base of the body section for which
. -i

C is being calculated.

The basic problem at this point is to define the loading parameter, A, for

each section of the body. As shown by equation (3), to define A it is necessary

dP
to define •. In reference 1, the pressure at any point on the body is defined

as

P = c P (PC P 2) e" (5)

1- e") P +e" P2  (5a)

SN

Differenting with respect to angle of attack, C, gives A

P dP "
---- d 1" e'-1) dC + e7 [da-• (6)

where

•-A P - (7) •_
1) )(P - Pa) cos VX (7

Referring to equations (3) and (6), we can define A as

26



A. b (8)

where

.2 - dP
~ (1- e c~-os Tdq(94a Pco M'-, 'I5

0

(1 - e'1) tan a C (9a)"Nlc

and

2- - rdPA1  • z• (10)
0

" e (1Oa)

%here

7 fo'w da O ( (

Thu3

A- ( - e) tan cM +e"•r (12)

27
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with

AMA +.A (8

then

and the value of C.for each body section can be calculated in two increments:

20a' AB~rd (14)

and

2i j 'r r dx (15)

Two parameters now remain to be defined, (apIas)2 in equation (7) and

dP2/dct in equation (11). Each must be defined separately for convex corners

and concave corne-ca

A convex corner, as nsed herein, is defined as a conter for which the

secti;)n downstream of the cotner has an angle a which is smaller than the

angle a7 of the section upatream of the corner, It follows then that a concave

corner is one where the angle a of the dciuitstream section 2.s larger than

the angle a of-the upstream setctio~n.

The definitions of ~Pa),which ate contained in reference 1, for convex

and concave corners will be used in this method. They are, with substitution of

symbols:

Convex Corner

(~) -sin al. sin c* j(t (16)_

28



2 -N

w~here

7+l
: _ •i•-"t," M2 2'• -(7

2

Pa"k•#l k'3t c-Ps k'lti)2  (19)

-7 -
~ (~*%)2(19a)

ConcagV Corner

tan + a,,-• q2 1&1 ncs'Lg i (20)

t 2 + - ) + tan 1ii r Csin(+ox-ff(22)

S[bg sinC e P&- ~taen

+("

si-' (21a)

2'- --- ,,-- '-- A



I ý17

where

f(y + 13 an(o2 - q,.) c,,s C- s in~ Cl 2 3.si s in F 3
7 Z 2(25)

I. + [I -, 2sin' e + 2tan(ca.- - 02%) sin e co*u el M3 sin s

To define dP2/,IOC the definitions as found in reference 2 for both

convex and concaVe corners are used with only-sligh~t changes in nomenclti~ure.

Convex Corner

dP-. = B (26>-

Whlere

Concave-Carner

dPZ ýd~)C + itl D (29) - -

-2
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pt, 141(33)A

At this point it is desirable to recapitulate in such a manner as to

consider the equations previously given as being the geperal equations of

this method and the equations that follow will be those to be used for numnerical

calculations. This requires modifying the subscript nomenclature to make

possible calculations for a multi-sectioned body.

Rewriting equat~i:ns (4), (5) (7), (9 ),(10), (11), (12), (13), (14)

and (15) gives

C Jv A (n) r (n) dx (35)
() B(n)

where

r(n) r 1+ (x x ntana (r. (36)

= 1-0 i(n)) p + -Tn) P 37

-Kn %a (38)

~S (Pe(..) - Pf2) cs 0 (n)

"( " T(n) ~tania(9'

(n (n) (39)

0 (n) r (40~)

rn P p d ZPA) cos 9dy (41)

p M, w& P

ni -i 0



(1- e-"()) tan ( C + e"•U) r(n) (42)

• CNOC (. CW a• (n + C N O• (n) (43)

C f acn) t, •'B• (n)- e'I(n)) tan U(n) C abC(n) r (n) dx(44)

(n) B(n) r

; (n) 0 . in

The term ineuto 38 n •P in equation (41), as noted. previous ly, ,

must be defined separately for a co:wxex cerner and a concave corner and are as

S1 follows

Convex Cornier

Using the definition f-r given in equations (16) through (19) and

applying subscripts results in the following:

nTh =- - -sin a) + -z tap (46)
r ",,nt •(n-1)•() b-• bl•'S

where

n2
.

-'

n2 2 2M (47)

-2



i aL.... (49)-1

_ _L+•2~ (50)2 2

bn2 ?n1 2  /I m2 'M(49

_~2' 2_ ':' (52)

where • "Pnx2is defined in calculariens for body section (n-I)

Concave Corner

rx I

(21), (22), and (23) and applying subscripts produces:

S[AtartYnf +0 •. -,1 " I} [,.. i1. n , -iir. i
__• k•/.. -= itanp L(n) + 0() (.- l-• rm= • •.() ,-0 ".)! sr

( 0( ni)l (n- ) sin r - )

S±11

) tan•• 2 in + ] (54)

f) ,I- 7C= "

+ [•'• • +n) +2(2.)- (7)Il 1J

33
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wh 0 re

F (+ I~( +. Ml )(sin rz) ~(5F= +-%Y 1 + . na O(n)

and ( "•H~2 sn2 n
(7 ) tan_ý C n) a Cos c sin E (n)) H I sn C (n + in c(n) (5 a

(n-s1) (n) (55a)

I + 2 +n-) a sn + sin n
2sin f (n) -(n- sin c(n) o (n ni (n)

Using the definitions for dP 2 /dtt, equation (26) for corvex corners and

equations (29) and (30) for concave cornerrsand applying subscripts

provides the following;- ,

Conve;< Corner

,dF\ (dP, \E
h + _- B (56)

da7 n d

Concave Corner

d+ D ( (57)

daa Cn da n

(t')G +d H (58)

The subscript n has been omitted on equation (58' because the pressures _v-

are a function of the body sections which have preceded body szction (n).

Consider equation (57) and note that \( nis a function of
In i a n

which is a function of d which in turn is a function of (d• .x)

and so forth upstream until 0. Thus there in established a re-

currence formula which, in the process of defining also defines the\da/

paaeter ~

34
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Definitions of parameters A., B, C, D, C and It are provided in equa-

tions (59) through (37).

The returrence fonnulas providing for the evaluation of r for con-

vex corners are shown in Table 6 and those for concave corners in Table 7.

A

35 L



TABLE 6

EQUATIONS FOR r FOR A CONVEX CORNER

No. of
Concave

Equation Corners r
No. Preceding (1)

(1) nose cone A tan a(n) C
nTC()4 c(n-1)

(2) preceded A An nl
by convex " 2
corners only

(3) 1 Eq ( 2 ) + B•K AxK)

(4) 2 Eq (3) + Bn(GK HL ALI)

(5) 3 Eq ( 4 ) + Bn(Gk GL HH N 1 )

(6) 4 Eq (5) + Bn(GK GL GM H.

• (7) 5 Eq ( 6 ) + B(GK GL GA GN 110A 1 )

(8) 6 Eq ( 7 ) + B(;K GL GMG GGO HpAp1 )

(9) 7 Eq ( 8 ) + Bn(GK GL GMGN GO Gp H A)n N Q Qi

(10) 8 Eq (9 ) + B(GK GL G, G. Gp GQ HR A% )

(11) 9 Eq (10) + Bn(GK G M GN GO Gp GQ GR Hs )

(12) 10 Eq (11) + B (GK GL GM N Go Gp GQ GR GS }1T AT,)

"))-(n) -(n

(1 - e( tan a C +e r(n)
convex corner (n) (n) C(n)
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TABLE 7

EQUATIONS FOR r FOR A CONCAVE CaMNER

No. of
Concave

Equation Corners r n
N-o, Preceding (n)_______________________

(1) nose cone C A
11 nI-

(2) 0 C A (assumes only nose cone plus convex cornersn l precede)

=()1 c A1  + D (1.ý AX,)-I(3 n ni

(4) 2 Eq (3 ) + Dn(GK ItL l

(5) 3 Eq (4) + D (GK GL 1 f ýId

(6) 4 Eq (5) + Dn (GK GL % HNAN)

(7) 5 Eq (E) + Dn (GK GL L G% N HO A01)

(8) 6 Eq (7)-+ D (GK GL % GN GO HP API)

(9) 7 Eq (S) + D (GK GM C Go Qip HQ ^l"

(10) 8 Eq (9) + D (GK GL % GN GO Gp GQ Ip Al)

(11) 9 Eq (10) + D (G G GN o Gp GQ Gp HS J1,I
ni K Lr 1  O Q

(12) 10 Eq (11)+ Dn •K GG G! G G GG G G

A A e +(n) tan a
concave corner = A(n) ( e )tan (n) Ch. (n)-

37



TABLE 7 (Cant)

IWhere the Subscripts* Are

Upstream corner of body section being analyzed

K Upstream corner" of nearest concave body section upstream of
body section (n)

L Upstream corner of nearesc concave body section upstream of
body section (1-'

H Same as L except upstream of body section (L)

Niit It It It It) i0 (NIN
p ii? II It it 0

Q I if it t it io fI it (

iitil to it It t! (Q)

T"" (S)

1 When used with a lecter subscript C Example KI); refers
to c6nditions on upstre= side of corner.

!4

T-•hese subscripts are applicable to both Tables 6 and 7.

)C
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A (~Ip~ G~EI(59)
nl2 nl2n

B ni n3.'~t n~ n2 nfg~tl' (60)
nl2 nl2 r.2 n2 fl2

~C + -en(61)

n i ni(n (n) (xi) ;(

C ~n1 2i (63)_

P_ (64)
xiin (n)n t

-~ n nM 1 ((n))Z(6

NN

G ~~iL, (68)

/ýt2 (ýni .(aptL7l). n ae 2m

_~ ,i ;FiJ '(
H p -! _ / ý (69



= - - ,, (• ) • -

Mnz

ag~~~+ 1 (+2)iy I (69)
22 n22

1 Z t (70)

o(70)

n 2y 2  sin 2 , - (t-1)
+1 (72)

02

/4 £ (73)-N

a ) 2 -y M 2 sin coe74

1_-1

n-n COS L(n (74)

2 2 2 222_2

[2p M 1-sin~ c~(Mcoc 2 (73)]
7- n

:+ .. 2 2" ]2-

m sin+_2-Cos-c (7

72+ sn n ~ n (n) (n)

2 2 2 2(2
a9 n [2 M 741- si e os c 2M 40



T-77)

ii

_' cot e " i

n-i(n
2 -. l)2 2 2 (7 6) IN"

dnt2 sinc Cos f ct

• , 1' __" __J • _____ ____ __o

01)2 2 7i (n) (n- )( (n-)-
Xli () ~ 2  &-1)M~~jn (n) -4

•Ptt M" si " "M2 1 28•

_(77)

ý Y1 7-1 :+ Lp )7  -(78)

4

7 i7

n2~~~~ t-/---'13

1i nH

fl:1) (n)1 f4i V)2 (n (n

2-yF
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S(z_7 777
-- i

'- - X
()n ' L - 1)

~ 'yj- ~ c6t 2c83
_- ____n (83)__

ln2 '5n 7 '(n) rl2') ) x + 2]

S+ 2 2(84)

n2 2

2 7 )Mn si:::n (7 1)+2(5

,n 7 + 1) H 2 .sin 2 {u •

X M2 s2 n2(86) (

4, -(82)

"7i 114' H 87

2 2 Ai,

42 2(

n2-- . ni (n)~-~--

op t 7-1
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Referring now to eqpations (5) and (12), it is seen that values of the pres-

sure on a cone, P , and th e s lope af the normal force coef ficient for a cone ,

C are required. Both of these parameters are a function of Mach number
TC

and, therefore, the surface Mach number or a cone is also requirad. Values of

thes e parameters can be determined from several sources, but to simplify t!~e

procedure for machine calculation, equations will be used to calculate the pres-

sure and Mach number on the cone surface. Values from reference 5 will be used for

values of C and these are contained in Table 8.
TCt4

The. Mach number, as derived from reference 3, is

M~ Cos~ 0(n
M =~ .n l- (88) j

1.0 h+ O.35(Mn sin a

n V ninP)

It and

(n) \ t

ni ((n)LL
for Msin (-.I)

The pressure on a cone, PC is calculated from the equation for pressure

coefficient in references 3 and 4, which is in current nomenclature,
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(4 sin2 ((n))(2.5 + 8 sI2. 0sn)) (90) 4
1 + 16 1i77sin1

But alsoL

cP 7 (2)2 g

therefore

2

C(n) ni nj C2) (92)

I'A,
-2

1 + 7- M2  (n)(5+(nnXI -A
It has been shown that this method of calculating SN for a vehicle caicu-

lates the incremental contribution of each body section. These incremental con-

tributions are nondimesionalized by the dynamic pressure, q, immedlately up-

stream of the particular body section and the cross-sectional area at the dowi-

stream end of the same bedy section. It is necessary to use common nondimensionaliz-

ing factors and these will be the dynamic pressure of the free stream immediately

ahead of the vehicle arM the cross-sectional area of the largest cylindrical section

of the vehiclý. These factors are identified by the symbol qjj for the free

stream dyaamic pressuire and Sref for the crcss-sectional reference area.

Thus (ni) n

C, t-t A 1 (93)
(W. (r. (1) tn) q Sref

where

qni Z vi n3.

j P3 It 2=q 1 3.1 2 P 1 1 2 3 .+ +-
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AB (n) c r2 n 16

2
S i~rr

Sref " rref (97.)

2. UNIT NORKAL FORCE LOADINg, DISTRIBUTION

The longitudinal loading distribution of the normal force coefficient is ex-

pressed by the parameter d CN0dx and is developed below.

Previously the slope of the normal force coefficient was defined as

C.NI( A - A rd). (4)
AB

0

but it can also be defined as

4I
CM f (dCN/dx) dx (98)

0
therefore

(dC( /dx) ' Ar (99)

?4erz, as befc e.

A A- A.(8

(12)

an-d

r cta n ý (100)

40 ja n C; +& e-r xcna (101)

B C



The distribution in the above form is referenced to th2 dynamic pressure

immediately upstream of the subject body section aad to the cross-sectional area

ac the downstream end of the same body section, Once aggai, it is necessary that

the incremental values be referenced to the same value of the dynamic pressure

qI2, and area Sref. The equation for the loading distribution then becanes

2 qn, 1 -e') e 1 1(102)
eC-ada e" + e' ]pJ(r 1 + x tan I)

12 qJ. S

'The aL)ve development for the leading distribution &C• /dx), provides

the general equation for this parameter. Adding appropriate subscripts produces

the form of the equation to be used for calculating the loading distribution -

over each body section of a multi-sectioned vehicle. This is

2 nt q [ e"'I(n)') tan ao (n) C
(n) 12 q.1 1 Sref

+ e1 (r) n + x tan 1

(n)]Qn (nO

wherexxn x

For most body sections, the loading distribution should be adequately de-

scribed by values at six longitudinal body stations. These points will be at

the forward end, aft end and at four intermediate locations equally spaced along the I

body section of the vehicle. This will apply to each body section of the vehicle.

3. N0WAL FORCE CENTER OF PRESSURE

The center of pressure, as used here, will he defined as the longitudinal

location, in body station, of the centroid of the normal force loading distri-

butiono.

f Using the norma definition of a moment-of force end the uspual sign convention
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Mom - -Nx (104)

- N(Xref - )
cp

NOW

"N C w aq S ref (105.

and

om - Cml ' q Srefd (106-

Thus

SC Srefdcq Sref(xref -x cp) (107)

Rearranging

C Ol a S Sref dX ar d (108)

cP C q Sref

C d
= -x (1083)

C ref

If Xref is defined as zero body rtation, then xref 0 and

=C d
S-C(109)

In reference 1, the definition of Cma is given as

2
C P Arx dx (110)

0

Viith

A (1- _') tan 6C + e- I r (12)
TrC

then

Ci - d-f [(1 - eT) tan* + e- r] rx dx (111)
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and

2%-eh tan a +e rrdx (112)4
C A B= 7B NC C0

.rid the center of pressure is

lA d I - e"y) tan a CMý(: + e"I r1; rxdx d

Xep (.• 113)

2_ (1. e-1) tan ra CcZC + e-1 1 rrdx

0'

0 . . (113a)

(1 -e-T') tan a C -T rcd

EquationOl:)Is then the general equation for the center of pressure. J
The same equation with the proper subscripts added will be used for calcu-

lations and is

- "2(114)
+ef f¢j.() n a(n) + e (n) x

g I - e tan o (n) NIC(T ) + e n) r(n)j (n)
"f'~n r11 d
1- e a F()+ -()r r

where x (x x (13)
"••-•-• mid (n) in nx-x

aiid

r r + (x - x)tan a (36)
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The above equation defines the center of pressure for one particular body

section,whereas the center of pressure of the loading over the complete body is

- desired; therefore, equation (l1$)defiLne. tie summation to be u-nd

(11)

e- () tan a CnC + e- (n r 1 r x dx(n) (n)' (n

(I- (n tan a( CN + e r(n) rn) dx
(I-e"() tn•()+(n) n)~n l'n (n~d

()0-

To-utilize this method for determining the nomal force coefficient

center of pressure and loading distribution, it is first necessary to calculate

the variation along the body of the static and total pressure, Mach number,

pressure gradient and the lotding parameter F. The following equations,

(116-138), are to be used for this purpose.
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eifl

F27_HM sin f.16f~
p p (n 27 116)

n. 2 L 7+ 1

(7+ 1)2M sin 2 H2sin 2c2sin 2 + 1%
ni n (n) 41( 2. n ( n ) 117

n2711 2  sin 2 F,72 n , 2.
-n7 I (n) 2

(7+l)H 2  sin2  7+) 118
-_2 -n 1 i 1_____________ 118

St M2 s 2 c ~ 12v ~2 -(-

r 2 [cot { (o + Tan. - a ] 1

M (L1  (n-1))]• %. 119
Ls in) 2 c 7 cs(n'l )" (-)) 'a" n ' 7nI

2 222 a in e 1) ct

cot(a() •(n-l))=Tan (sin2  (n) 120

(ni) (n-i) 2 co
m (722 in +

-•k• 7+1> "

1 22 J
12. 51 i f

L 1 123

-<~-7+ 1242f
E- al 4 Cs o
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p Ptt. .2 )7 125
ni

- f~1 + 12 1126
nl2

Pt
"- -n127

Pt
pt

P I ng 128

n22
1 + Z_- I M2

\ 2 n2,/

to - 1(+ 7h21 ~(i 129

130\ n2rn2 n - i)(n) n-2-- ' b

' n .. 131n(n) 3c n2 ("c,(n) " n- Cos "(p)

I$ p- ( - P e1() x 3
.•nx = cn (nc ) nitC (n)

C ) Ut l ,

133

(n-i) (n) n21 Onn)-

- - ---(n)) _ - 1) _

Cd2

3( (n (ni)l (n-1)
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F )sin( + 6(n) 135

wher e

(7 +1•) tan (or - a Cos)) cs -sin e " 2  i2 c + sin c
(n) 011 n) (ni) I2 (n) (n)

S+ (I - 2 sin2c(n) + 2 tan (d (n_-' (n-1)) sin e(n) C (n)] n i (n

0 M sin a •1.O

ni (n)

(1[.0 + 0.35M •sin (

xi2 xii (n)ý~

0I0 - H coCossi

M... -n 137

no e1.552Hsn ()')[
[1,0+ 0.5M3 in

2q

(n)f
)(sn2r .0 +~N lii

-i (n) xi 3

(1 ~ ~ ~ ~ i a ~~i c()

III

0
nA
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CR)

4. LIMITS ON PARAM RS

(n) (n-1))

a. O < (O 30.0

2. m

a. 2.6 S Mn 1 0.0

3. for a convex corner, (a(n) < Crn-1

a. 0.0
;5n2

b. Must have same sign as the pressure difference (Pc -"-Pn)
c(n) n)2

4, for a concave corner, (a(n) > a )

a. l o.o0
nl2

b. Must have same sign as the pressure difference (P - P )
C~n) nl2

S8)for both convex atrl concave body sections

a. Because of 3 and 4 above, it follows that q(n) ] 0.0

54
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5. NMENCLATURE

Symbol Definition Units

0 A Parameter -Defined by Equation (59)

Base Area of Body Section (n) sq ft

b Parameter Defined by Equation (17)

B Parame-er Defined by Equation (60)

C Parameter Defined by Equation (61)

•4CX dCM/dIX Slope of Pitching Moment Coefficient l/deg

C Normal Force Coefficient dim.
N

C Pressure Coefficient dim.

(=P 2Pco cc

C dCN/dot Slope of Normal Force Coefficient 1/dog

C Slope of Normal Force Coefficient for a I/deg
NC Taigent Cone

dC¶dx Longitudinal Loading Parameter I/deg-in.

d Body Diameter in.
ft

D Parameter Defined by Equation (62)

e Base of Naperian Logarithm dim.

E Parameter Defined Equation (65) dim.

F Parameter Defin,.- by Equation (55) and (55a) dim.
G Parameter Defined by Equation (63) dim.

H Parameter Defined by Equation (64) dim.

Upper Limit of Integration ft

M Mach Number dim.

Mom Moment in-lb

N Normal Force 1b

p Pressure psipsf

Static Pressure at Downstream Side of a sii

Corner 
p

P Cone Surface Static Preusure. psi
-c ps-



"A Dynamic Pressure psf

(PK2)

r Body Radius in.
ft.

S Distance Along Streamline in.

S Reference Area (Cross-sectional Area of sq ftrfLargest Cylindrical Body Section)

x Longitudinal Distance Along Body "Body Station) in.
ft

x Normal Force Center of Pressure, Body Station in.

SAngle of Attack in Fitch Plane deg

7 Ratio of Specific Hears dim.

P Loading Parameter Defined by Equation (11) dim,

Shockwave Angle Relative to Body Centerline deg

C Shock Wave Angle Relative to Flow Direction deg
Immediately Upstream of Body Corner (Two-
Dimensional Flow)

Pareri ter Def-.ned by Equatiorn (55a) d .

r 1 Exponsnt of e dim.

_ Flow Turn Angle deg6. )
(n) (n.-1)

A Loading Paramet-r Defined by Equation (3) & (12) dim.

sill dim.
p Density Slugricu ft

Pi = 3.1416 dim.

e Body Surface Angle Relative to Body Centerline deg

SBody Meridional Angle deg

f'l Parameter Defined by Equation (18)
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6. SUBSCRIPTS

Sa First Increment

b Second Increment

Base

c Cone Value

cp Center of Pressure

i i th Section or Location

(n) Body Section for which Values are being Calculated

n Upstream Corner of Body Section (n)

n1 Upstream Side Df Upstream Corner of Body Section (n)

n2 Downstrean. Side of Upstream Corner of Body Section (ni)

n3 Upstream Side of Downstream Corner of Body Section (r.)
(Same as (n + 01))

K Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs 11pstreani
1 K• of Body Section (n)

L Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Upstrcam
of Body Corner K I

oM Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Upstream
of Body Corner L

N Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Upstream

0 Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Upstream
of Body Corner 0

o Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Upstrep-m •
oi Body Corner 0

Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Upstream
of Body Corner P

R Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Up.stream •

•_v ~of Body Corner Q

57A
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S Nearest Body Corner at which a Concave Corner Occurs Upstream
of Body Corner R d

T Zlea'est Body Corner ,it vhtih a Concave Corner Occurs Upstream
of Body Corner S

t Total

TC Tangent Cone

ref Reference

1 Upstream Side of Upstream Corner of Body Section

2 Downstrean Side of Upstream Corner of Body Section

3 Upstream Side of Downotream Corner of Body Section

11 Body Free Stream Value

a Derivative with Respect to Angle of Attack 0!

00 oLocal Free Stream Value
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D. LIFTING SURFACES AERODYNiMIC MARAMETERS

This subroutine is designed to provide the carability of predicting

the force and moment contribution of lifting surfaces to missile oaerodynamics

and control. The planforms of the surfaces are restrir-ted to a basic delta

planform with an unswept trailing edge and taper ratios in the range of 0.0

to 0.60 (0.0 'S 7%: 0.60).

The surfaces, whether they are canards or tail fins, are considered to

occur in sets consisting of two pairs of surfaces in n cruciform configura-

tion. Deflections for pitch and yaw control are possible but only by deflect-

I ing the full semi-span surface (Z.e. no provisions for partial chord flaps)

and each surface of a pair is deflected identically to the, other (I.e. no M

differential deflections).

The basic aerodynamic parameters derived from this procedure are Cl,•- A

CDO' and x versus Mach number for canards and fins. The forceDO CDL, c

coefficients CL, CDO and CDL are calculated per pair based on the exposed

planform area, Sexp of the particular lifting surface. As it is desired to L

use the values of these parameters as they apply to a missile system, equa-

tions are provided to resolve them into normal, side and axial force coefficients,
C% V9

CN, Cy, and CA in the missile axis system and based on Sref, the missile

reference area.

In addition, equations are provided for de'ernina.ion of hinge moments

produced by the lifting surfaces and a procedure for calculating an estimated

weight and center of gravity of the lifting surfaces. The weight calculated

is an estimate only of the weight of the expo3ed surfaces and does not include

an estimate for attachment zr actuation syst-e weights.

1. BASIC FORCE AND MOMENT EQUATIONS

Assuming " missile system composed of an axisymmetric body with cruciform

canards and cruciform fins, the following equations uan be written, referenced

to the missile axis system.

Static Forces

N -=. + Nc + Nf (Fitch) (1)

A - Ab + Ac + Yf (Yaw) (2)

A Ab +c A "+f (Axial) (3)
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Nb ~Chb q-Agef ~()U

N C Sre (5)"ic Nc e

Nf KE q ref )

yb~~ c (7)

b Yc ref

Yf Cyf q ref (9)

C ~C at (0

0Nc "NtC ef fc s
ref

S (r[ (cgt, )+2
- ~ \tc+ccP iclc(a+ljc) 2 coset
sref

4+ICl +KLIw(+ )4c (C1+5 CtJn (11)

DO Y-cC.t-c+c Ct Sp

NE NClf efff SE
ref

f ([jy(Ce+bfp)+c (a+ebf)2cosa

ref

[l~fC (ta+b )+cf (c1+bf)Lj-'sinlr )(12)
DOCf+~ w Ii -p J

C~ c~ (13)

Yb W50



CYc Mc 0ef fC-
Sref

L C IA yC
rfNCfeff

SfJ

SS
ref 4 ref

4 C )21~ FCO f(+~Y cE 8 2(5

refe ( (9

coz

2!b)liac (0
E+f 18P c Cý (04 )+ci~ ref5 R (5Dd+"L Loe -fy if I

For he Aial orc
A ('1 6



CAcY -[C, C(F4 )+C10  CY)21cos 13c

[IC.(0+3eY)4-Cl (ObJ ~y 2 sin, 13) Sj... (21)
Sf

5ref

CAfY D-'Kf at

s in 17 f~ (22)

N~CI fpx+Nx iff Xf+Ap (25)

-LCN - ,b40 -8C )- NfCb Y06, --i- 13 ff (28)

M + Nx + N) xb- 4Y+Y) 3 (25)



The forces Nc, and f have been defined leaving the

definition of the moment arms. Tnese are as folldws: P-4

Xbx a x (30) 15b cg cpb K

Xc 'cg "•cvc (31) 4

Xf = cg Xcpf (32)

Zb Ucg (3

Yb cg (34

Lifting Surface Hinge loment e

The general equat'tons for the lifting surface hinge moments and moment i

arms are:
I

(H.M.)y = - CAz (35)
h!

(H.H)z = Y + h (36)
- Ir

Where

xh (XH Xcp) Cos b (37)

h|

y• (N -xcp) sin b (38)

zh (x x scp sn (39)
hi H cp a

Thus, for the canards

NtM)y N(XH x )Cos~ A (xt -x ain 5 (40)(HM)yc C N(Hc " cp)C° •cp ÷ CAcP (Hc " Xcpc) •I CP (

(H.M.)ZC " yc (xH. " Xcpc)cos bc + CAcY (xC - x sinncy (41)
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and similarly for the fins

)rfsN (x~fxp)sin (2

(HM.)~f~f (Hf E'cpf)" f + CAfP (~cflP(2

(H.M.) f Y f (xHf - crf) c"s +f CAfY (xNf -xcf) sin by(43)
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2. INPLt PARAMETERS

The parameters required as input are Xor* CR' Ls x H rb and

def. Except for drf, sets of values of the other parameters must be

provided for each set of lifting surfaces, canards and tail fins.

Limitations exist on the range of permissible values for some of

these parameters and are defined below. Definitions of all the parameters

can be found in the section -n nomenclature and sketches defining the axis

system; lifting surface geometry and missile geometry are provided in.

Figures 7 thru £0.

24.00 "L 70.00

0.0 W 5•-< 0.60

0.03 - 1 0.12

Xorf -e Itf

The above are limitations on the input parameters and must be

controlled at that point. Additional limitations exist relative to values

of some of the parameters which are calculated. These are;

AR Limits on this parameter are defined in Figure II as a

function of the limits imposed on L and

a

A
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Figure 9. Lifting Surfaces PI~ch, Yaw and Deflection
Angles and Force Coefficients
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n ~ -05 -

3. DETE1M1INATION OF PAAMETERS

An #xamination of the equations vhltch define the static forces and

moments will show that values must he determined for the parameters C,

CI, O , K1, SC and Values of the parameters versus Mach number
DO Y1.' exp cp

must oe determined for each set of surfaces.

CI

The linear value of lift curve slope for canards and fins is determined

versus Mach number. For subsonic values of Mach numberO M 9 1.0 Cl is

determined from Figure 12 as a function of 4ii tan eL and taper ratio,

W• ; and for supersonic Mach numbers, M > 1.0, C is determined from Figure

13 and the equatioa shown on that figure as a function of 4M2 AR and

taper ratio. The parameter determined in this manner is C•IAR per radian,

and to produce CL per degree use the equation below: -i
CU-2 AR

C (44)
La* A 57.3

Data provided for the above will accommodate values of PAR up to

109.34788 which corresponds to a condition of 14 10.0, AR 10.98988

and N 0.

Cl1

The parameter C1 is defined as the nonlinear lifr curve factor and is

obtained from Figure 14 for the appropriate aspect ratio.

-- 7 D O

The ý'c-g coefficient at zero lift, C., is composed of two components,

friction drag coefficient, CDF, and form or pressure drag coefficient, CDP.

For incompres.ible flow, the form drag coefficient is small enough relative

to the friction drag doefficient, that the parameter CDO for M<i.0 is defined

as follows:

1DO . CDF M < 1.0 (45)

The above is limited to tte caze Vnera M < 1.0, therefore, another

S-4 definition for C must be vied for the case where M > 1.0, thus
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r SUPERSONIC LIF.Aa LIFT CURVE SLOPE

- ~For rNI11Ali -4.0 U.- -

(CLW/ARli (LW"Rý Wof

Where

(C IF.) t VIucWhen *IN12.. AH >4.0
LWRt -

(C /All) Is V~duekW1Kn '.I-AI 4.0

ii:iWh!n IJi12- All 4.9)

I AR-4.

9%.4- _ __ax 19.48

1.7

0.0

I ?

-o .Oval"-Q S.41-21A3I 4J. V See Am

0 0.5 1.0 i...h 2.$ý .0.5 4.0

g~Ure Mfl Supers:Dni.; Linear Lift C--,rve Slope
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CD( C + C M > 1.o (46)
DO~ DF DP

where k

CA j ,EAR
p l~ .. (IO)C [ - 0.9) + DAR. I (46a)

with

3 = 0.51393 i -°-0.79948

C = 0.35801 j =1.4767

D = 1.65 k -- 0.1765

E --1.0613 K - 5 743

The friction drag cUefficient C is a functicn of Reynolds number~DF
and wetted area and is determined in the foAl-wing manner.

a. For a given Macb number and type of miss ile, determine RN/FT

from Table 9.

b. Calculate c in feet

cR +
IC - (I + (47)

18+

where cR is in inches
RI

c. Calculate R,

RN RllC (48)

d. 2or given M and corresponding R11 ,calculate Cf froa equatiorn 49

Cf = [ 0.455 ] [( + 0.162 M•)"0"8 (49)(' T(togto RN12 -581 L '

or, for hand calculaticns, Cf may be obtained fran Figurel.5.

e. Calcuate CDF

DF f S

• 2Cf (•0)
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TABLE 9

VkRIAtION OF REYNOLDS INHBER PER FOOT VERSUS MACH NUMBER Li

Mach (R/FT)°O
Number ()_U 4

0.0 3.70 3,30 3L55 1.976

0.50 3.70 3.30 3.55 1.976

0.75 5.25 4.62 4.68 2.964

0.95 6.25 5.55 5.45 3.754

1.00 6.50 5.77 5.55 3.952

1.25 7.47 6.57 6.21 4.940

1.50 8.22 7.13 6.75 5.928

2.00 9.02 7.87 7.40 7,904

2.60 9.20 8.21 7.50 10.275

3.00 8.90 8.15 7.04 11.856

4.00 7.00 6.70 4.52 15.808

5.00 4.75 4,85 2.62 19.760

6.00 3.10 3.40 1.44 23.712

8.00 1.05 1.18 0.48 31.616

10.00 0.45 0.42 0.3( 39.520

(I) Small Ballistic Missile

(2) Large Ballistic Missile

(3) Large Boooter Vehicle

(4) Small Air Launched Missile
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The drag due to lift factor, KL, describes the shape of the drag polar

as a function of CY and, combined with CDO, provides the drag coefficient

of the lifting surface. As csed in this procedure, the following definition

applies.

1 (51)

where C is in radian units.

Th poepan ae Si

The exposed planform area, S,,Pis defined as the planform area of

the lifting surface- whiph exists external to the body and is calculated

from the equation below.

II (. (-2) c2 tan c (52)

The longitudinal location of the lifting surface center of pressure

is defined in inches of missile body station and is determined fr~a the

equations below as a function of geometric locatiorn and Mach number.

Xc xo + )C+ KcC (53)Xcp " or X cp

- '~bere
XL2E tan C

L

(1+ 2c) (1 - ?) cR
(54)

and
c = cR (I+ -+•"

and K is determined as A function of Mach number from Fi'ure !6.
cp
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Sandz

'The spanwise center of p•essure is determined from the basic

assumptica that the upanwise loading distribution over the lifting sur-

facex is-elliptical in shape at all Mich numbers. With this assumption

then, the center of pressure is a constant fraction of the lifting stu-

face senti-span, b/2, and the definition below will be used.

Ycp rb +0.42441 (b/2) (56)

and

Zcp rb + 0.42441 10/2) (57)

For application in the controls section of the trajectory subroutine,

it is desired that the center of i- essure and hinge line be referenced from

the root chord leading edge in fraction of the roct chord, This can be

accor.plished by using the equations below.

X XLE + c (58)

"N11  N " or (59)

cR cR

4%0
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4. LIFTING SURFACE WEIGHT AND CENTER-OF-GRAVITY

The weight and center of gravity of the lifting surfaces, as

formulated below, will be based on a symmetric double wedge type air-

foil section. The volume of material for each fin will be calculated

assuming a solid airfoil section. The resulting vcight will be cal-

culated from the volm-e and the density of the material used. An

option between two nmaterials, steel and aluminum alloy, is provided.

Using the approach of a solid airfoil section for the lifting sur-

faces will provide an estimate of what should be a near maximmrn weight

for a set of canards or fins in a cruciform configuration.

It. Lifting Surface Weight

--

-t 1 (60)

t 4

1 (61)
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Cross Sectional Area

"½'tc 49

-½ 1 c2

t
Where • - --c

c In. CU (63)

X , .. + CR (64)

XL Xr+ Y cot" t: (65)

cCRycotL (66)

b/2

o -4-sect

b/2
w4f iTc2 dy

0
b/2

2-f (c-cot C)f ( CR "-y ott 2L)J 0i

S~]b/2

"- b CR b2 cot £. + 1/12 b3 cot 2 6.1 (67)

WT (P) (VOL)

4p[bci- ½ cR b cot eL+ 1/12 b3 cot . (68)

Where P is determined from

Density

Material Ib/in-
Almlinum Alloy .101
Steel .286

14
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b. Lifting Surface Center-of-Gravity

1 e center of gravity of each lifting surface will be calculated

using the same assumption of a solid airfoil section as for the weight

calculation. The coordinate system is as shown in the sketch below

with the equations following.

/--n- T

~' .~Lb/2h/ /fT

© I'L Yo

Lonalocatin Center bf Gravity

X =xo +c1R/2+ x (69)

SVolume per Fin ± xs(0

is The volume per fin, as defined for the weight calculation, •

b/2
VuIlwf A ~e•dy (71)

x-sect

or

04

--• .•

Logtuia Lctono.'Cner.fGrvt



W______ - -6 y.

b/2

VOL "f2 (C'R "7 cot CL)dy

0

-2 2C b3 cot2CL](2

= (4bL - 2b 2 cR cot L + (72)16 AR L 3L

and the mron.ent about an axis at cR/2 normal to the x axis is

Mornx Vo . o (73)

- Momn
Xo0 Cx (74)

Vol

b/2
MIcm " f A-~ sect xi dy (75)

0

where x, - y/2 cot CA L

M(CR " y cot L) 2 (y/2 cot CL)dy

x j 2 L
0

S(c y cot 4! 2y2 C cot 2cL + y3 cot cL)dy

0_

b C cotC + b cot 6] (76)
32 [b2 L 3 R L +8

thus

r. 2  ot C. - . b3 c, cotoC. + 1-b4 C (77)
o2[4bCl-25 2 cR cot EL +R L 8Ao ~ ~ b2 otE 3 Cot•.L

Lateral Location of Center of Gravity

YJ (78)

Moment of Fin Volune about cR

Volume per Fin (79)
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The volune per fin is as defined before, 3nd the moment about

an axis parallel to the x axis and located at the root chord of the

surface is

Mom Vol. Y (80)
- =0

MOM
= (81)

Yo Vol

b/2
Moma = A y. dy (82)

y X .sect dI0

where yi = y

Thus b/2

Momy =j (cR y cot CL) 2 ydy

0

b12

2y C +Y 3 cot 2C dvy
J2 Ryc -ycR cot L

00
2r Cb 2 2 + b4 Cot•L e•,

16 [bCR - •b CR cot CL + 8L(83)

and
- [b c• - 3b 3 CR coteL+ 8 b coteL] (4

(4bc 2  - 2b CR cot CL + hb cot 26

R R3

As the cruciform configuration is svmmeteical then iis numerically

equal to therefore

S(85)
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5. EQUATIONS FOR LIFTING SURFACE GECGE-RIC PARAIIETERS

CT " 90.00 (1A)

. 2 T (2A)
CR

4 tan c (1-N)

AR - - L (3A)
Exp

2 N2

cC(1+2\) (l-704
S• , 3(i+•)" ' cR tan c• 5•)• --

xLE y y cot CRL (aA)

x y cotC (7A)
LE L

-x E CR (8A) -,A

cTE XLE c RY cot L (9A)

b 2(1- ) CR tan CL (10A) I

SI- _ 1cR+ cT N C
S 2)- -- )= (2- )) c( tan e (11A)

Exp 2 2 R L (A

"ref ref

r e" 3 (I ! X) (]C^)(3 ( (13h)
ce 3(l +.

r X2
cea [43(l1+ CRT-VC
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6. NcW¶ENCLATURE

SyMbol Def in it ion Units

A Axial Force in Missile Axis System_ lb
Also, Area q in- .

A Surface Area Sq in.

A Area of Airfoil Cross-Section sq in.

x-sect

AR Lifting Surface Aspect Ratio dim.z

b/2 Lifting Surface Semi-Span (y distance From in.
Body External Contour to Lifting Surface
Tip Chord

B Constant in Equation 46a dim.

C Length of Lifting Surface Chord.

c Length of Lifting Surface Root Chord in.RI
CT Lifting Surface Tip Chord in.

c Length of Mean Aerodynamic Chord in. f

C Constant in Equation 46a dim.

C Friction Drag Coefficient dim.
CDF

CDL Lifting Surface Drag Due to Lift Coefficient dim.

CDO Lifting Surface Drag Cocffieint at Zero Lift dim.

Ce- Flat Plate Friction Drag Coefficient dim.

CA Axial Force Coefficient in Missile Axis System dim.
A4

CD Drag CoeffIcient dim.

CDC Pressure Drag Coefficient dim.

Lift Coeffitient dim.

C Slope of Lifting Surface Linear Lift I/deg,
Coefficient Curve I RAD
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CN Normal Force Coefficient in Pitch Plane of the dim.Missile Axis System

C Slope of Normal Force Coefficient 1/deg

C• Normal Force Coefficient in Yaw Plane of the -dim.
Missile Axis System

C Non-Linear Lift Coefficient Factor I/deg2

d Reference Diameter (Diameter of Largest in.
Cylindrical Section of Missile Body

dy Differential Length in y in.

D Constant in Equation 46a dim.

E Constant in Equation 46a dim.

rwd Forward dim.

()y Hinge Moment in Pitch Plane in.-lb

(ox) Hinge Moment in Yaw Plane in.--lb

i Constant in Equation 46a dim.

j Constant in Equation 46a dim.

k Constant in Equation 46a dim.

K Factor locating Lifting Surface Center of dim..
cp Pressure as a Fraction of c Measured From

the Leading Edge of E

KD Constant in Equation 4 6a dim.

Drag Due to Lift Factor rad

M Mach Number dim.

Mb Moment Due to Body Aerodynamic Forces in.-lb

M Moment Due to Canard Aerodynamic Forces in.-Ib

Mf Moment Due to Fin Aerodynamic Forces in.-lb

Moment About x Axis in.-lbx

H Moment About y Axis in.-lb
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M Moment About z Axis in.-lb

z

Morn Moment in. -lb

Morn Longitudinal Moment of Lifting Surface Weight in.-1b

x About Midpoint of Root Chord

Morn Lateral Moment of Lifting Surface Weight About in.--lb
Y Root Chord

N Nozrnal Force in the Pitch Plane of the lb
Missile Axis System

q Dynamic Pressure (= p M2 ) Psf
2

rb Average Radius of Missile Body Between the in.

Root Chord Leading and Trailing Edges

RN Reynolds Number dim.

S Planform Area Per Pair of Lifting Surfaces sq i"./sq ft

S Area of Two Lifting Su-.face Semi-Spans Outside sq in./sq ft
SExp the Body External Contour

S Missile System Reference Area (-T•d2  /4) sq in./sq ft

t Thickness of Airfoil Section (Lifting Surface) in.

V Relative Velocity fps

Vol Volume of Set of Lifting Surfaces cu in.
(4 Semi-Spans)

Wt Weight of Set of Lifting Surfaces (4 Semri-Sans) lb

x Longitudinal I Distance in.

x Longitudinal Distance the Planform Centroid Lies in.

Aft of Root C,,iord Leading Edge

p Longitudinal Location of Center of Pressure in.
S~cp

x Body Station at End of Aft Skirt in.

x Body Stition of Lifting Surface Root Chord in.
Leading Edge

Longitu-4nal Location of Hinge Axis in. Ai

(Canards am,• Fins)

Distance of Lifting Surface Leading Edge in.
XLE From xor
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'TE Distance of Lifting Surface Trailing Edge- in.
Fror- x

or

x Distance Between Component Center of ?ressure in.
and Missile Center of Gravity

Xh Longitudinal Distance Between Center of in.
Pressure and Hinge Axis

Longitudinal Distance of Lifting Surface Center in.
of Gravity from Root Chord Midpoint

Distance Lifting Surface Mean Aerodynamic in.
Chord Leading Edge Lies Behind Root Chord
Leading Edge

x Body Station of Missile Body Theoretical Nose in.

X Longitudinal Location of Lifting Surface Center in.
of Gravity Relative to Body Station 0.0

y Lateral Distance in.

c Lateral Distance the Planform Centroid for in.
one Semi-Span lies Outboard From the Root Chord

Y Lateral Location of Lifting Surface Center of in.
Pressure Relative to Vehicle Centerline Axis

Y Normal Force in the Yaw Plane of tne Missile lb
Axis System

y Lateral Distance of Mean Aerodynamic Chord in.
From Root Chord

Lateral Distance of Lifting Surface Center of in.
Gravity from Root Chord

y Distance of Missile cg From Body Centerline in.

Lateral Distance Between Center of Pressure in.
and Hinge Axis

Y Lateral Location of Lifting Surface Center of in,
Gravity Relative to Vehicle Centerline-Axis

z Vertical Distance in.

z Vertical Location of lifting Surface Center of in.
cp Pressure Relative 'Lo Vehicle Centerline Axis

z Distance of Missile cg Fro• Body Centerline in.

Vertical Distance Between Center of Pressure in.
and Hinge Axis
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SVertical Distance of Lift-ing Surface Center of in.
j0 0 Gravity Frau Root Chord

Z Vertical Location of Lifting Surface Center of in.
Gravity Relative to Vehicle Centerline AxIr

Centerline dim.

=44

4

4
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Angle of Attack in Pitch Plane deg

Effective Angle of Attach in Pitch Plane deg
•eff (Canards and Fins)

AAngle of Attack in Yaw Plane deg

417- (Where 1.0 < M S 10.0) dim.
3 eff Effective Angle of Attack in Yaw Plane del;

(Cantrds and Fins)

7 Ratio of Specific Heats dim.

5 Deflection Angle of Lifting Surface deg

L Complement of Lifting Surface Leading Edge deg
Sweep-Back Angle

T Complement of Lifting Surface Trailing Edge deg
Sweep-Back Angle

Surface Angle of Airfoil Section Relative deg
to Chord Plane (Double Wedge Section)

Lifting Surface Taper Ratio (mCT/cR) dim.

ft 3.1416 dim. -

Density lb/cu i9l,

Thickness Ratio of Airfoil Section (=t/c) dim.
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7. SUBSCRIPTS

b Body

c Canard

cg Center of Gravity

cP Canard for Pitch Control

cY Canard for Yaw Control

f Fin

fP Fin for Pitch Control

fy Fin For Yaw Control

P In Pitch Plane

Y in Yaw Plane
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SECTION III

SDI DEGREES OF FREEDOM TRAJECTORY PROGRAM

A. INTRODUCTION

This document describes a versatile digital trajectory program developed

by the Wasatch Division of Thiokol Chemical Corporation. The program was

developed, as are most programs, in an evolutionary manner. As a result, most

of the general capabilities are the result of past experience, thus making the

program well adapted to most forms of missile system flight simulation.

The equations and logic permit the simulation of missile flight in three

dimensions %with an additional three degrees of freedom possible, i.e., the

-vehicle can pitch, yaw, and roll about its center-of-gravity. A spherical rotating

earth model is utilized for missile location. The gravitational forces are cal-

culated from an oblate earth model.

The program has three general capabilities in three dimensions:

(a) Rlight simulation of a rigid body point mass missile system, (b) flight simu-

lationi of a rigid body missile system with angular momentum considered plus

attitude stability provided by a closed loop control system, and (c) flight simu-

lation of a rigid body point mass missile system with a quasi-attitude control

system which exactly balances the disturbing pitching moments. These three

capabilities are primarily used in (1) performance requirements for analysis,

(2) vehicle control requirements determination, and (3) vehicle stability, control

and loads analysis, respectively.

Vehicle launch can occur at any azimuth and altitude and from any latitude

and longitude. The vehicle is commanded with respect to an inertial system

whil.h does not rotate with the earth. Flight path through the atmosphere can be

commanded by 11) input turning rates, (2) gravity turn equations, (3) steering

Preceding page blank
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equatons whose coefficients are determined internally, (4) rail launch equations,

(5) constant altitude equations, (6) constant normal load factor equations, (7) inter-

cept guidance equations, and (8) hom',.• guidance equations. These different

methods of flight path control can be changed for different parts of the flight, thus

•.lowing wide variations in ii :ght path determination and accurate results witll

relative eabe by the user.

Program input is minimal, the input complexity being dictated by the

sophiztici.tion the user wishes to employ. Mandatory input includes the missile

launch conu'¶tions, data describing the flight path desired, and data describing

Snmissile characteristics. Mmosile characteristics include weight, thrust history,

specific impulso, exit area, and aerodynamic coefficients versus Mach number.

Up to four discrete propulsion stages can be-sir.•ulated.

Missile thrust is computed from an input thrust history table and atmos-

pheric back pressure. Instantaneous Weight is a function of stage initial weighi,

weight flow, thrust, and propellant vacuum specific impulse. The capability of

simulating simultaneous operation of motors having different characteristics is

av.ailable by the use of separate tabular. input.

A pintle nozzle thrust modulation control motor can be simulated. This

thrust control system logic is broken into twr -eparate parts: (1) the command

thrust logic and (2) the controllable motor thrust dynamics. The command thrust

logic or thrust control Law provides the needed thrust command for the motor so

the missile system will achieve the d-'sired trajectory conditions. The criteria

for evaluating the commanded thrust is established by flight performance parameters

such as a specified velocity history, stipulated Mach number, commanded turning

rates, minimum velocity, constrained dynamic pressure or line of sight rate.

The actual motor thrust dynamic is based on the solution of the time rate

of change of chamber pressure equation. This equation is a function of nozzle

throat area, internal gas properties, free volume, burning surface area, and

"propellant burning rrte characteristics. The instantaneous vacuum thrust is

ev-•uated from the pintle throat area and the motor chamber pressure. The motor
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ballistic characteristics are evaluated from one of the three input options: (a) thrust

time table (b) chamber pressure table, or (c) surface area-web depth fraction table.

T•,' effective thrust gimbal point can be located at any place about the nissile.

Pitch, m-lw, and roll moments of inertia are specified as functions of instantaneous

';'ehicle weight. A

Pitch and yaw thrust vectoring are obtained. from first or second order

trani'sr functions or from an infinite aitopilot gain model. Roll control results

from the nperation of a system separate from the main propulsive one. A first-

order Lransfer function is used to simulate a bang-bang with deadband or propor-

tional roll control system. Pitch, yaw, and roll control system commands can

be generated by vehicle attitude errors, rates, and steady state errors.

The controlling pitch, yaw and roll moments are determined for each

computed interval. The required thrust vector slew rate, duty cycle, and other

thrust vector control requirements are evaluated for the TVC design stage.

Aerodynamic forces are functions of Mach number, input aerodynamic

coefficients, and angle of attack. Up to a third degree normal force slope coefficient

can be used. The angles of attack are modified .o that flight with values up to

±80 degrees can be simulated with a-:ial forces going to zero at + 90 degrees and

normal forces zero at 0 and 180 degrees. Norms! forz- canter of pressure is a

function of Mach nlmber. Aerodynamic dairping forces and moments are determnined

from input coefficients, rate change of angle of attack, pitch rate, and dvynamic

pressure.

Movable aerodynamic control fins can be simulated. Fin aerodynamic

characteristics are determined from input fin lift and drag coefficient plus center A

of pressure and hinge location.

Dynamic forces include gravity, thrust, let damping, and aerodynamic.

The dynamics include overturning monents created by differences in thrust level

97
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of individual motors in a clustered solid propellant rocket motor stage. These

moments are determined by statistical techniques from the cluster geometry and

single motor varipnces in burning time and total impulse.

Program options whicb provide utility to the users are special print capa-

bilities, flexibility in inputting thrust time curves, variable methods of tericmnating a

propulsion stage, and an efficient and highly sophisticated hunting procedure. The

huntJng procedure can maximize, minimize or isolate any dependent variable

subject to a maximum of seven constraint conditions.

1. DIAGRAMS

The more important symbols with geometric interpretation are shown on

Figures 17 thru 29,

2. DEFINITIONS

Input, output, and internal program parameters are designated by symbols

defined In this section.

a. General Comments--Parameter unf's required by program logic or for

input are abbreviated as follows:

dbi Determined by input lb Pound

deg Degree min Minutes

dim Dimensionless nm Nautical mile

ft Feet rad Radian

in. Inch sec Second

Multipliers are associated with many of the input parameters. Since only

the unit of the proouct of the parameter and multiplier is specified by program logic,

the. units ot the parameter, and multiplier are an option of the program user. Dimen-

sions are designated dbi for parameters which have optional units. Units of the
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parameters used by the program snould be noted so that the prc-'.,,. ,its are the

same.- iBecauie of the four-stage capability of the program, many parameters are

applicable for each stage. When further clarification is necessary, the subscript

k is shown with the symbol of the parameter.

Two tables, for a main stage and a complewentary stage, are available

for inputting thrust, weight, and weight flow data. Parameters whien apply to one

or the other table are referenced accordingly.

b. Coordinate System--Coordinates are referenced to right-handed Cartesian

systems having X, Y, and Z with lower-case subscripts as the coordinate ax-i,. For

L.)V7.,le, the e system has coordinates axis Xee, e.g., Xee represents a value

along the appropriate coordinate axis. In some instances, vector Pnd matrix

notation are used to simplify the writing of equation; i.e.,

Xee x.
Xee Xee i+ Yee-j+ Ze - =•ee

SZee

where i" J, and k are unit vector parallel to the coordinate axis Xee, Yee, and

Zee, respectively.

The coordinate systems discussed below have coincident origins; i. e.,

no translation is involved in their relations with other systems. Howe./er,

defining them with their origins at the conceptual locations rather than all simply

rotated about one another is convenient. Furthermore, velocity and acceleration

components would be affected only by rotation and not translation. The ccrdinate

systems are shown in-the illustrations appearing in SectU.n MI. A. I and are defined

as follows:
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Systems Definitions

b Missile orientation coordinates. Origin is fixed at the vehicle
center-of-gravity with Xb parallel to the vehicle centerline,
positive forward. As seen from the rear o-.th" vehicle Zb is
positive down.

e Earth fixed system whose origin is located at sea level at the launch
latitude and longitude. Tie X axis is positive north, the Ye axis Is
positive east, and the Ze axis is along the launch vertical, positive
down.

e. Initially 2oincident with the e system, but does not rotate with the

earth.

g Earth fixed, launch centered, azimuth oriented coo-dinate system.
"Mhe orientation of this system about the e system is specified by
the input Euler imgles 1 g, 9 g, and g.

Origin is coincident with the eo system. The orien.tation of this
system Is specified by input Euler atgles l i. e i" and "

e "X. and Xee are the components of missile acceleration and veloci• y
inr a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system whose origin is fixed
at sea level at the input latuch latitude, P L and longitude is" The
Xe axis is positive north, Ye axis positive east, and Z., the vertical
axis, positive down. This coordinate system is the one in which the.
equations of iinear-motion are Integrated.

Xee is defined in section B. . as the linear
momenta equations.

Xe Xeeo: fXeedt

t
= + dtee X eo toj Xed

eo Xe are the components of velocity which are initially coincident
with the e system, but da not rotate writh the earth. Components
In this system are not calculated directly because the eo system is
an intermediate system in evaluating the missile achieved and cmm-
manded components. -

~11.3
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&C-teins Definitions

Sii Origin is coincident with the eo system. The orientation of this
system about the eo system is specified by input Euler angles V i,
0 i, and 0 1. The position, velocity, and acceleration in this axis
system represent the components aligned with the inertial platform.
Components in this system are not calculated directly because the
ii system is an intermediate system in evaluating the missile
achieved and commanded components.

i = [Ai] X

bb Xbb, Xbb are the earth fixed launch centered components of missile
position and velocity, respectively. Position, forward along
missile body station axis:

Xbb lID]I -- 1--

-1

Xbb [D] "Xee

mra Missile orientation coordinates with axis coincident with those
of the b system, if control system operation is not being simulated.
For sim.ulated control oper, tion, the .coordinate axes orientation
is specified by comrmanded turning rates or specified value evaluated
by the type of flight. Components in this system are not calculated
directly because the angles relatively between ii and the mm system are
those of interest.

-1

Xmm = [D Xee

Sgg Earth fixed, launch centered, azimuth oriented coordinate system.
The orientation of this system about the eo system i5 specified by
the- input Euler angles b a, 9 g, and (0 -. The velocity components
of this system are used in the velocity zteering logic.

=gg [Ag]k ee
[A g]XNe

U X.11 and X11 are the earth fixe•d velocity and acceleration components
in the losal system (the i) system). X11 !s positive in t.e local
north direction-. Y1 1-is-rositive in the local easterly direction and
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S Systems Definitions

Zll is positive toward the center of the earth. Note this system i

kil •[il]-i •Xee i

•ee +[A•] Xee .•,

-• wee ee is the wind velocity component in the ee system.
SXwee :[A1] Xwl]

wll Xwl1 and Xwl1 are the Ca,-tesian components of wind velocity and }
acceleration in the local eooixlinate system (the 11 system).

i

|
Xwli='Pw sin w I

t] i
( °'4

* t ° J i
cc Xce m'•d Xcc are the earth geocentric coordinate position and velocity

with the origin at the center of the each. The Xcc is positive !o;vard
the earth north pole, Ycc is positive 90 degree longitude eastward from

earth .surface launcher poL-tt and Zcc is negative through the equator
at the launcher longitude, o•c

c°sPL 0 -•00PL! TelsinpL}

c : 0 I Xee + 0 •. "
sinpL 0 cos [-a•spL •

iiS •:!



§Zste-mS Definitions

I. -s PL 0 -iP
x0 1 0

CC LSin Pr 0 cOsPLj

abb Xab and XaSbb aire the components of missile velocity and acceleration
in the missile oriented coordinate (the b system).

Xabb [ i - aee

Xab D Xee Xee' 4 :DI [A,] X%211

A1 x -1 N

-ED] [A1] XW11  , jD [All XW71
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Systems Definitions

aee Xaee are the earth fixed launch centered velocity components with

respect to the local ambient air.

Xaee --- Xee = Xwee

c. Rotation Matrices--The Euler angle rotation matrices havethe properties of

being a uniortbogonal array. Their determinate in unity and A-Inverse ( [A) -1)

is equal to A-transpose ( CA]T). (The transpose of a matrix is obtained by inter-

changing rows and columns.)

The Euler angle rotation matrices used in the trajectory program are

defined as follows:

Systems Definitions

[Ae] The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the e system to the
e. system thru the angles P L at (2), wt at (1), andP L to (2).
This rotation accounts for the effect of the launcher point rotating
with the earth. The matrix is defined in section B. L c () Matrix).

[Ai] The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the i system to the
eo system thru the anglesot at (1), 0, at (2), and di, at (3). These
Euler angles represent the inertial platform alignment angles such that
Sdefines the reference azimuth, %i defines the reference elevation
andO i defines the reference roll attiN.e. This matrix -s defined
in section B. 1. c. (D MLatrix).

[-Ab] Tha Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the b system to the
i system thru the angles 9Pb at (1), 0 b at (3), and 0 b at (2). These
angles are the achieved vehicle attitude angles.

[D] The Euler angle rctation matrix which rotates the b system to the
e system as

ED] = [Aeo] [Ai] [Ab]•

rAV The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotater the m system to the
i system thru the angles 9 m at (1), l m at (3), and 6 m at (2).
These angles are the command vehicle attitude angles.
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Systems Definitions

[K] The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the m system to the
b system. The pitch (&)b), yaw (0 b), and roll (&q b) attitude
error angles are the direction cosines between the achieved and desired
vehicle attitude and are defined as elements of this matrix.

[K] = [Am] -1 [Ab]

[A 1] The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the e system to the
1 system thru the angles -p at (2), 1' at (1), and P L at (2).
These angles are the launcher latitude, missile instantaneous change
in longitude and missile instaneous latitude. This rotation basically
rotates the earth fixed launcher coordinate to the local earth fixed
coordinates. Winds and gravity are defined in local coordinates then
-ransformedtothe e system for inclusion in the equaticns of motion.

[Ag] The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the e system to the
g system thru the generalized coordinate orientation angles 1I g at (1),

g at (3), and 0 g at (2). This rotation is used in velocity steering
logic.

-[ATM) The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the e system to the
TM system thru the angle C at (1, 0 at (2)., and 0 at (3). These
angles are the firing azimuth angle, down range angle, and cross
range angle. This rotation matrix is used in evaluation of the missile-
target coordinates.

c] The Euler angle rotation natrix which rotates the vehicle velocity

vector to the m system thru the angles 'Pc at (1), ct . at (2), and P
at (3). ? nis rotation is used in commanding the desired vehicle
attitude.

[A•, 1 The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the. local azimuth
oriented velocity vector to the missile velocity vector thx-u the
elevation flight path angle.

[Ay 23 The Euler anglh rotation matrix which rotates the local velocity
vector in the 11 system to the local azimuth orient velocity vector
thru the axinmuth Mlig- path ngae.e{ 11]~Y [Ay2)]R11

10
I1 1
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Syvstems Definitions

[A]ty The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the roll and yaw
compensated no-wind velocity vector to the b system thru the no-wind
angle of attack a.

"[A•'] The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the roll oriented no-
wind velocity vector to the roll and yaw compensat2d no-wind velocity
vector thru the angle • .

[f ] The Euler angle rotation matrix which rotates the no-wind velocity
vector such that the z axis passes thru the center of the earth. This
rotation is used in evaluating the local vehicle back angle attitide.

k Stage number. For example, one value of the parameter Iy is needed
in each stage, and 1yK appears in many equations as the particular
value of 'y applicable to the current stage.

o An initial c .ndition, e.g., the trajectory Ptart time, to.

f The value of a parameter at impact or intercept.

j The final value in a table. Severa anctions are input in tabular
form, and often it is unnecessary to fill one entire table to define
a function. Thus, in some equations involving tabular functions,
statements like "if W >W,.l . ' appear.

First de•:ivative with respect to time, e.g., the pitch thrust vector
deflection angular rate6 p is d~p/dt.

Second derivative with respect to time, e.g., the vehicle pitch
angular acceleration0b is d2 Ob/dt

Input modified by the program, e.g., the input radius of the earth
re if input zero is set to 20,926, 400 feet.

Symbols

Symbols appearing in this document are dcfined on the following pages.

Those symbols which are input to the prc-gram or outputfrom the program have

their associated "L-numbers" following the description. Input data have L-numbers

1•6s. than 5, 000, &jtput data have L-nimbers greater than (or equal) to 5, 000.
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a~ A

Symbol Definition Units

a Input value o; •e dependent variable to (dbi)
be isolated by the hunting procedure (P1)
(L0082)

at Input nozzle separation polynominal coef- (dim)
ficient used in the separated flow nozzle
thrust equation. If input zero is set to 0. 3
(LkO17)

aTC Target transverse acceleratkon (L5446) (g's)

aTC. Input target earth reference acceleration (g's)
crosswise to the target velocity vector for
the j-th period of the target dynamical
condition table 1L0643, 647, etc )

aTj Input transformation constant used in (dbi)
the simultaneous bunting procedure (P2)

j - 1, Z,... 7 (L0099, 108, etc )

aTN Target normal to its velocity vector (g'S)
acceleration (L5445)

a Input target earth reference acceleration (g's)
normal to the target velocity vector -or

the j-th period of the target dynamical
condition table (L0642, 646, etc )

aTT Target tangential acceleration (L5444) (g's)

aT Input target earth reference acceleration (g's)aTTj
tangential to the target velocity vector for
the j-th period of the target dynamical condition
table (L0641, G45, etc.

ab Component of vehicle acceleration due to (g's)
total thrust and aerodynamic forces.

Positive in the direction of the coordinate
axes of b system (L5504)
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Symbol Definiti'on Units

a Vehicle acceleration due to total (g's)
thrust and aerodynamic force ?t the
termination of stage I (L5911)

aXb(BZ) Vehicle acceleration due to total (g's)
thrust and aercdynamic force at the
termination of stage II (L5936)

a Vehicle acceleration due to total (g's)
thrust and aerodynamic force at the
termination of stage III (L5961)

a (B 4 ) Vehicle acceleration due to total (gb,)
thrust and aerodynamic force at the
termination of stage IV (L5986)

ayb Component of vehicle acceleration due (g's)
to total thrust and aerodynamic forces.
Positive in the direction of the coordinate
Y axes of the b system (L5505)

aZb Components of vehicle acceleratien due (g's)
to total thrust and aerodynamic forces.

Positive in the direction of the coordinate
Z axes of b system (L.506)

a -. Input constants used in the Zgg and (tad)
constant components nontarget dependent

pitch steering equations for the k-th stage

(Lk3913-32)

A Earth fined axial acceleration, constrain (ft/sec )
ax

to lie greater than zero, during rail launch
typ6 of flight.

A 0  Input complementary thrust-weight table (ft ,
stage nozzle exit area (LklO4)

F A Elements of the (AE) matrix which define (deg/see)

Ilik the commanded turning rates for type 2

flight.

At Input main thrust-weight table input (ft)
stage nozzle exit area (LkOl I)
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STmbol Definition Units

k•W1 AFWl Input and output resp.actively Stage I (g's)
vacuum thrust to liftoff weight used in
the vehicle characteristics pertinent to
roll requirement (L0675)

A Input amplitude of limit cycle for the (deg)
k -th stage. (Lk386)

A'. Input and utilized relative integration (dbi)
ri tolerance, j = 1, 2,..., 7 (LOZ81, Z83, etc)

2
ASI Burn surface area (L5079). 'in )

At Pintle nozzle throat area. Used in TMC (in )
logic 'L5735).

a Time rate change of pintle throat area (in /sec)
(L5785).

At Input absolute allowab-e break-up (dim)
toleran:e of time (L0306).

2
A Commanded throat area (L5080). (in )

tcc
A' Input absolute allowable break-up (sec)

x tolerance oi target value (L0308).

2
A Propellant extinguishment throat area (in )

(L5085).
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Srbo2 Definition Units

Input constants used in the Xgg, (rad-sec.ft
X gg, and X3gg components of the rad-sec /ft
nontarget dependent pitch steering and rad-sec)

equation for the k-th stagej = 1, 2, 3
(Lk393-395).

bi lnF-At nozzle separation polyneminal (dim)
cor-fficient used in the separated flow
nozzle thrust equation if input zero is
set to 0. 7 (LkO18).

BD Inpu, basic deck number (LOOOO). (dim)

Bt Input relative allowable break-up (dim)tolerance of time (L0307).

B' Input relative allowable break-up (dim)-to'erance of target vaiue (L0309).
r

12:
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Symbol Definition Units

c Input nozzle separation polynominal (dim)
s coefficient used in the separated flow

nozzle thrust equation. If input zero is
set to 0. 884 (LkOl9).

C Instantaneous aerodynamic axial force (1b)
(L5164).

C' Input stage axial force control function (dim)
and multiplier. If input zero, the multi-
plier is set to one; if nonzero , the axial
force is determined from input and multi-
plied by C (Lk186).

C Speed of sound at the missile (L5066). (ft/seci
a

CA Instantaneous aerodynamic axial force (dim)
coefficient (L55,3).

CAi Input and instantaneous (with Mach (dim)
number M.) aerodynamic axial force
coefficients, respectively, where j = 1, 2,

15 per stage (Lk189, 191, etc).

CBN Added aerodynamic base drag coefficient (dim)
due -to nozzles not thrusting (L5574).

C' input and calculated nozzle efficiency (dim)
D coefficient used in the separated flow

nozzle thrust equation (LkO15).

C Dz Instantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable (dim)
fin drag cocficient (L5566).

Cz Input aerodynamic pitch iin drtg coeffi- (dim)cient multiplier. if zerc set equal to orne

(LkU08).

C Instantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable (dim)
fin total drag coefficient (L5579).

CD Input aerodynamic pitch fin drag coeffi- (dim)
cient 1, 2,..., 15 per stage
(Lk713. 719, etc).
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Symbol Definition Units

C Input thrust system proportionality (dim)
system gain of the j-th type TMC

(L0804, 8!4, etc).

CFI Thrust coefficient (Lk5081). (dim)

C Thrust coefficient at optimum expansion (dim)
FO /Pe = P) (I,508).

A

CLy Instantaneous aerodynamic yaw movable (dim)
fin total lift coefficient (L5577).

C% Input aerodynamic nonlinear pitch fin (dim)

drag coefficient multiplier. If input
zero is set to i. 0 (Lk707). -

C, Instantafieous aerodynamic pitch movable (1/deg )
fin nonlinear fin lift coefficient (1,5565).

2
CLz Instantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable (1/deg )

~ fins linear fin lift coefficient (L5564). 9

2
C Input and calculated aerodynamic pitch (1/deI

l-j fin nonlinear lift coefficient j = 1,2,...,

15 per stage (Lk712, 718, etc)

C, Input aerodynamic linear pitch fir, lift (dim"
coefficient multiplier. If input zero is
set to 1. 0 (Lk706).A

C Instantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable (dim)
fin total lift coefficient (L5578).

CLzj Input and calculated cerodynanmic pitch (l/deg)
fin ncnlinear lift coefficient j = 1, 2,..., 15
per stage (Lk?1l, 717, etz).

C Calculated and unadjusted for translation (I/deg)
aerodynamic pitch damping moment due

to pitch rate coefficient (L5575).
C Input aerodynamic pitch damping moment (lldeg)

due to pitch, rate coefticient where j = I, it

15 per stage (Lk306, 309, etc).
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Symbol Definition Units

CMa Calculated and unadjusted for trans- (1/deg)
lation aerodynamic pitch damping
moment due to rate change of angle of
attack coefficient (L5576).

CMC j Input aerodynamic pitch damping (1/deg)
moment due to rate change of angle of
attach coefficient where j = 1, 2,..., 15
per stage (Lk307, 310, etc ).

C Instantaneous aerodynamic normal force (dim)
coefficient (L5569).

CN Instantaneous first, second, and third (1/deg 2

CN1 derivatives, respectively, of CN with 1/deg3 3
CN 3  respect to the angle of attack (L5570, 1/deg )

5571,5372).

C Input values of CN1 2 3 respectively, (deg/dgN: C1, 2-1 3j N1- - 9dg 3 3
N- corresponding to M A.ere deg)

j = 1,2,... , 15 per stage (Lk224-226,
Z2Z9-231).

CRRj Input raceway aerodynamic force coeffi- (dim)
cient corresponding, to the MRj, j = 1, 2,

10 (Lk674, 676).

C Aerodynamic pitch fin axial force (L5155). (lb)

zS
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Symbol Definition Units

dC Idh Partial derivative of the speed of (1/sec)
sound with altitude (L5067).

dP /dh Partiai derivative of ambient pressure (lb/ft)with altitude (L5069).

D Propellant bui.. depth. Used in TMC (in)
logic (L5733).

DB Output TVC duty cycle stage case (in)
diameter from axial force reference
area.

D. Input roll control system hysteresis (dim)
for the i-th zone, i = 1,2, or 3

(Lk640, 650, etc ).

D Input diameter of propellant (LkO01). ',in)
Dr1 Rail launch friction drag (L5154). (lb)

D Input aerodynamic reference diameter (ft)

(Lk298).

D Input initial or restart di.icontiin :-y (dim)
print flag (LO009).

22
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Symbol Definition Units

e Eccentricity of the missile path during ;dim)
the glide phase (L5112).

2 2
Elm Total missile energy perr unit mass (ft -sec )

during the glide phase. Potential energy
at the launcher is taken as zero (L5109).

12
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Symbol Definition Units

f Input and flag specifying maximization (dbi)
and isolation of the same parameter used
in hunt procedure (PZ). If fD is nonzero,
the function f is maximized relative to the
independent variables xZ, x 3 ,... ,xn and
is isolated to a value fD by varying xI
(L0089).

fGik Input attitude control system ga-in control (dim)
flag. if equal to zero, inpu1t gains are
utilized; if not equal to zero, the automatic
gains are utilized for the j-th control zone,
i = 1,2, or 3; and k-th stage, k 1,2,3,

or 4 (Lk456, 465, etc ).

F Total instantaneous thrust acting along (lb)
missile centerline. Positive when thrust
vector points forward along missile

centeriine (L5122).

F" instantaneous delivered thrust per motor (ib)
during the TVC design stage.

FInstantaneous complementary thrust (Ib)
(L5127).

A
F Thrust required to maintain V ; (lb)

c i.e., retarding dxial force used in

TMC logic (L5134).

F Command thrust to provide acceleration (1b)
proportional to LOS rate used in TMC
logic (L5137),

F Command thrust to provide a minimum (lb)
cclos missile to target closing rate used in

TMC logic (L5138).

29_4
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Symbol Definition Units

FCi Input value of the complementary (lb)
vacuum thrust to be used during t Ci
- t 5where i = 1, 2,... ,

25 per stage (Lkll-, 115).

Fc Commanded altitude thrust used in TMC (Ib)logic (L5130).

F Maximum thrust so that the venicle will (lb)

cqmax not excePd the maximum dynamnic pressure

used in TMC logic (L5136).

Fcqmin Require thrust so that the vehicle will (lb)
maintain the minimum dynamic pressure
used in TIMIC logic (L55135).

F Instantaneous complementary vacuum (ib)
L.V thrust (L5128).

Instantaneous complementary vacuum (lb/sec)
thrust time rate (L5129).

FCV Commanded vacuum thrust used in (ib)
TMC logic (L5131).

FD instantaneous roll control system (deg)
phase plane signal (.15449).

F Vacuum thrust of the cr short-tim--' (Ib)
h tb

trace.

FJF Jet damping yawing transverse force (lb)
(L5149).

FJD Jtt damping pitching transverse force (1b)
(L-5149).

w Vacuum thrust of ,ie 6- long-time (Ib)
L tb"trace.

F Instantaneous main thrust (L51Z4). (tb)
M

F Input value of the main vacuum thrust to (lb)
be used during t .St4= hr

= -,V . p stage (LkOZI,0Z4,
LAC).
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-Sym-.bol Def inition Units

F MVInstantaneous main vacuum thrust (lb)
MV (L5125).

FýMV Instantaneous main vacuum thrust (lb)
-ate (L5126).

F Nominal vacuum- thrust of each motor. (lb)
n

F Nominal altitude thrlist used in TMC (lb)
N logic.

FDelivered motor thrust 'IF) at tB (lb)
during TVC design stage.

FInstantaneous roll control thrust. (lb)
Positive if -the vehicle is intended to
rotate clockwise as seen from the rear
of the vehicle. (1,5714).

FTime rate change of roll control thrust (Ib/sec)
FR (L5769).

F Instantaneous roll control system thrust (lb)
command signal (L5721).

F R 0Input per stage initial roll thrust (Lk4Z4). (lb)

FT Movable nozzle tail-wag-Aog force in yaw, (1b)
positive to the right (L5147).

FMovable nozzle tail-wag-dog force in (lb)
pitch, positive down (1,5148).

F Instantaneous total v'acuaxrn thrust (L511Z3). (1b)

F Nominal vacuum thrust u~sed in TMG logic (lb)
FVN (L5132).

IFWIInstantaneous effective specific impulse (sec)
(L5115).

Fwl Input Stage I vacu".m thrust to liftoff (g's)
weight used in the vehicle character is ti'7s
partinent to roll requirement (L0675).

F xComponents of total vehicle thrust (Ib)
X parallel to the coordinate axes of the

b systemn (1,5141).
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SyMbol Definition Units

FX Thrust force along nozzle centerline (lb)

(L5144).

F Components of total vehicle thrust (Ib)
parallel to the coordinate axes of the
b system (L5142).

F Component of total vehicle thrust (ib)
moved to nozzle centerline, positive
right (L5145).

F Input thrust control law code for the (dim)
j-th type of TMC table (L6800, 810, etc).

F Components of total vehicle thrust (lb)
z parallel to the coordinate axes of the

b system (L5143).

F Component of total vehicle thrust (lb)
normal to nozzle centerline, positive
down (L5146).

F Input maximum roli control thrust for (lb)
SA the i-th zone, i= l,Z, or 3 (Lk641,

651, 661).

vavF Output TVC duty cycle stage average (lb)S~vave
vacuum thrust.

F Nominal input vacuum thrust time curve (lb)

Fvac Instantaneous vacuum motor thrust (lb)

o Fvacq Output vacuum motor thrustt(• ) (!b)
vacq during t"h TVC design stage

ta
Bq
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kyMrbol Definition Units

g Gravitational force at the missile. (ft/sec2 )
e

ge Input mass conversion gravity. If input (ft/sec2 )

"- o, set equal to 32. 174 (L0024).

Input gravitational acceleration at (ft/sec )2
the surface of the reference body. If

input zero, set equal to 32. 14625 (L0025).

gi Lagranian constraining function of the (dbi)
i-th dependent variables yi used in the
hunting procedure (PZ).

Fraction of Fropellant removed (L5084). (dim)

Percent web (L5077). (dim) -

Launch centered earth fixed northernly (ft/sec )
component of gravity (L5041).

gLocal northerniy component of gravity /ft/sec2)9 (L5038).

g Launch centered earth fixed easternly ift/sec
component of gravity (L5042).

Local easternly component of gravity (ft/sec )
(L5039).

g Launch centered earth fixed downward (ft/sec-)
component of gravity (L5043).

g Local downward component of gravity (ft/sec )
(L5040).

G Partial derivatives of altitude accelera- (ft/sec -deg)
tion to vehicle altitude (L5455).

G Lagrangian constraining function maxi- (dim)_
mized or minimized to provide an
external of the function f subject to one

or more constraints used in the hunting
procedure (PZ).

133
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h, H

Symbol Definition Units

h Missile geometric altitude. Disiance between the (ft)
surface of the reference body and the missile
measured along the local vertical. Positive away
from the reference body (L5028)

hTime rate change of missile geonietric altitude (ft/sec)
rate between the surface of the reference body and
missile measured along the local vertical positive away
from the reference body (L5025)

h Instantaneous altitude acceleration (L5030) (ft/sec)

h Apogee altitude of the missile during the glide (nin)
a phase (L5031)

h Altitude above launcher (L5034) (ft)
ab

h Apogee altitude of the glide phase if the powered (nm)
a(B1) flight were to end at the termination of stage I - 3

(L5915)

h(B2) Apogee altitude of the glide phase if the powered (nm)
flight were to end at the termination of stage II

(L5940)

,h Apogee altitude of the glide phase if the powered (ram)
flight were to end at the termination of stage mI
(1,965)

h Apogee altitude of the glide phase if the powered (nm)
a(B4) flight were to end at the termination of stage IV

(L5990)

hap Height of apogee + paragee (L5033) (nm)

h Missile geometric altitude at the termination of (ft)
stage I (L5902)

h(B) Missile geometric altitude at the termination of (it)
stage II (L5927)

h Missile geometric altitude at the termination of (fi)
h(3) stage II (L5952)
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gymbo Definition Units

h (B4) Missile geometric altitude at the termination of (ft)
)stage IV (L5977)

h B1 Base geopotentiad altitude associated with the (it?
atmosphere representatioa

h. Input commanded altitude used in the constant (it)
altitude type of flight (Ty=8) (L0313, 320, etc)

h Input altitude of atmospheric entry (LA042) (ft)
e

hE Input altitude above which ambient pressure and (ft)
aerodynamic forces are zero and speed of sound
is ,000 ft/sec. If input zero is set to 300,000 ft
(L0021)

hf Input altitude at the termination of the glide (ft)
phase (L0039)

h, Input wind velocity altitude sociated with v (ft)J wj
and Vj1. where j = 1, 2, ... , 30 (L0410, 413,

etc)

h Input launcher altitude (L0019) (ft)
L (t

hMI Estimated altitude at target intercept (L5,142) (ft)

hmxwd Input altitude of maximum wind velocity. Also flag (ft)

to set up wind table per MMRBM wind shear criteria

(L0682)

h Perigee altitude of the missile during the glide (nm)
phase (L5032)

Perigee altitude of the glide phase if the powered (rm)
hp(1) flight were to end at the terminatiou of stage I

(L5914)
h Perigee altitude of the glide phase if the powered (nm)

hp(B2) flight were to end at the termination of stage HI

(1L5939)

h Perigee altitude of the glide phase if the powered (nm)
p(B3) flight were. to end at the termination of stage m

(L5964) 135
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Symbul Definition Units

hp(B4) Perigee altitude cf the glide phase if the powered (nm)
flight were to end at the termination of siage IV

(L 5989)

hT Target alUtitde (L5730) (ft)

hTo Input target in;itial altitude at the start of the target (ft)
maneuvering (L0634)

h Input final attitude of maximum wind shear used in (ft)]t TVC duty cycle siew rate calculations (1,0672)
ho Input initial altitude of maximum wind shear used (ft)

in TVC duty cycle slew rate calculations PA)673)

h Input missile altitude at the trajectory start time (ft)
O (L0012)

H Heating parameter. Integral of qv from stage (lb/ft)
e initiation to the time being printed (L5747)

ý- Target aititude rate (L5780) (ft/see)

13
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Symbol Definition Units

i Orbital inclination angle (L5111) (deg)

I Total missile impulse measured from stage (lb-see)
initiation to the time being printed (L57-37)

1 Output motor thrust impulse for TVC duty cycle (lb-sec)
stage

I Calculated complementary table nozzle back Ilb-sec)
pressure impulse for stage I (L5847)

1FC(2) Calculated complementary table nozzle back (lb-sec)
pressure impulse for stage II (L5862)

IFC'3) Calculated complementary table nozzle back (lb-sec)
pressure impulse for stage III (L5877)

SFC'4) Calculated com plem entary table nozzle back (lb-sec)
pressure impulse for stage ZV (L5892)

IFM(1) Calculated main table nozzle back pressure (lb-sec)
impulse for stage I (L5841)

IFM(2) Calculated main table nozzle back pressure (Ib-sec)
impulse for stage II (L5856)

IFM(3) Calculated main table nozzle back pressure _ (lb-sec)
impulse for stage III (L5871)

I Calculated main table nozzle back pressure (lb-sec)
impulse for stage IV (L5886)

2I Input stage movable portion nozzle movement of (slug-ft2)
inertia about the gimbal point (Lk483)

IpRD Pitch inertia rotation damping moment integral (ft-lb-see)
1(51931)

Pitch control thrust impulse from stage initiation (lb-sec)
to the time being printed (L5739)

I Output pitch control thrust impulse per control motor (lb-sec)
from TVC duty cycle initiation to stage termination

Auxiliary roll control system delivered total (lb-sec)
impulse (L5745)

1,37 
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Symol Defir,1tlon Unit. s

'RRD Roll inertia rotation damphi g moment integral (ft-lb-sec)
(L5195)

Input and output estimated TVC system caused (see)
Ispaug specific impulse augmentation (positive) or

degradation (negative). Used in trajectory TVC
Design program refly (L0679)

Ip Input complementary specific impulse usL-Z ) (sec)
spC compute vehicle weight flow. If zero wi.1-! ,. ,i

is determined from input weight flow

I Calculated complementary table adjusteu w vacuum (see)
SC) specific impulse for stage I (L5852)

Ispc(2) Calculated complementary table adjusted to vacuum (sec)
specific impulse for stage II (L5867)

I Calculated complementary table adjusted to vacuum (sec) 9
SPC( specific impulse for stage III (L5882)

I Calculated complementary table adjusted to vacuum (see)
specific impulse for stage IV (L5897)

p Input main specific impulse used to compute vehicle (see)
weight flow. I' zero, weight flow is determined
from the input weight flow. Also output in the TVC
duty cycle (LkO1O)

IspM(1) Calculated main ?able adjusted to vacuum specific (sac)
impulse for P-tage I (L5846)

1spM( Calculated main tab!e adjusted to vacuum specific (sec)
impulse for stage II (L5861)

I Calculated main table adjusted to vacuum specific (sec)
spM(3) impulse for otage III (L5876)

I Calculated main table adjusted to vacuum specific (see)
IspM(4) in.pulse for stage IV (L5891)

I Ihput roll control motor specific impulse for the (sec)
i-th zone, I = 1, 2, or 3 (Lk646, 656, 6661

IV Total missile vacuum impulse, measured from (lb-sec)
stage initiation to the time being printed (L5738)
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Symbol DefinitionUnt

TVB)Tota missile vacuum inipulsA. for stage 1 (1,5913) (lb-see)
1V(B2) Ttlmsievcu mus o tg I(53)(hsc

V(B32) Total missile vacuum impulse for stage III (L5938) (Ib-sec)'

'VB3) Total missile vacuum. imopulse for stage 111 (1,5963) (lb-sec)

I Output rinotor vacuum thrust impulse for TVC duty (Ib-sec)IV
cycle stage

It Input cumplementary stage t~otal vacuum impulse (lb-sec)

1"Vacuumi impulse under input complementary thrust (lb-sec)vC
curve (L5105)

I C1 Calcalated input vacuum corrected complementary (Ib-sec)
VCQ.)table time adjusted thrust integral for stage I

(1,5849)

I Calcujated input vacuum corrected complementary (lb-sec)
vC(2) tablie time adjusted thrust integral for stage II

(1,5863)

I Calculated input vacuum corrected complemnentary (lb-sec)
vC(3)table time adjusted thrust integral for stage III

(1,5879)

I Calculated input vacuum corrected complementary (lb-see)
vC(4)tablo time adjusted thrust integral for stage IV

(L58,93)

I Calculated complementary table input total impulse (lb-see)
vC(1)adjusted to vacuum condition for stage I (L5849)

ICalculated complementary table input total impulse (lb-sec)
vC(2)adjusted to vacuum condition for stage 11 (1.5863)

OfCalculated complementary table irsput total impulse (lb-sec)
vC(3) adjusted to vacuum conditions for stage Ml (L5878)

I CpIculated complementary table input total impulse (lb-sec)
vC(4)adjusted to vacuum. conditioas for stage IV (L5893)
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Symbol Definition Uniws

1*Calculated complementary table vacuum adjusted (ib-sec)
vC(1)thrust integral for stage I (L5850)

1*Calculated complementary table vacuum adjusted (lb-'sec)
vC(2)thrust integral for stage R (L5863)

1*Calculated complementary table vacuum adjusted (ib-sec)
vC(3) thrust integral for stage LII (L5879)

I* Calculated complementary table vacuum adjusted (lb-sec)
vC(4)thrust integral for stage IV (L5693)

Input main stage total vacuum impulse (LkOO5) (Ib-sec)

7W Vacuum impulse under niput xnaiii thirust curve (L5104) (lb-sec)

-:I Calculated input vacuum corrected main table (lb-sec)
vM(1)time adjusted thrust integral for stage I (L5343)

ICalculated input vacuum corrected main table (lb-sec)
vM(2) time adjusted t~hrusi- integral for stage 11 (1,5858)

IL
IM3 Calculated input vacuum corrected main table (lb-sec)

time adjusted thrust integral for stage MI (L5873)

I Calculated input vacuum corrected main table (lb- sec)
vM(4)time adjusted thrust integral for stage ITV (L5888)

ICalculated main table input total impulse adjustcd (lb-see)
vMQ) to vacuum conditions for staige I (L5842)

ICalculated main table input. total impulse adjusted (Ib-sec)
014(2) to vacuum conditions for stage RI (L5857

I Calculated main table input total impulse adjusted (ll?-.sec)
vM(3)to vacuum conditions for siage II (LS872)-

ACalculated main table input total impulse adjusted (lb-see)
IM4vM(4)to vacuum conditions for stage WV (1,5887)

I* Calculated main table vacuum adjusted thrust (ib-sec)x
* vM(1)Integral for stage I (L5844)

1*Calculated main table vacuum adjusted thrust (lb-sec)
vM(2)integral for stage H (L5859)
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Symbo3, Definition Units

Calculated main table vacuum adjusted thrust (Ib-sec)
vM(3) integral for stage MI (L5874)

1*Calculated main table vacuum adjusted thrust (lb-see)
vM(4)integral for stage IV (L5889)

I'Input total -.4 !he main and complementary vacuum (lb-seq)
vT impulse (Lk0O4)

IT1 Calculated input vacuum corrected main and (lb-sec)
comnpiemeatary impulse corrected for stage I
(1,5855)

1Calculated input vacuum corrected main and (lb-sec)
vT(2)comiplemenftary impulse time corrected for stage 11

(1,5870)

Iv~3 Calculated input vacuum corrected -main and (ib-sec)
comnplementary impulse time corrected for stage III
(L5885)

I Calculated input vacuum corrected main and (lb-see)
vT(4)complementary impulse tince corrected for stage IV

(L5900)

I Calculated input main and com.plementary irnipulse (Th-sac),
vT1)corrected bz vacuum condition for stage 1 (1,585'3)

I. Calculated input main and complementary -impulse (lb-see)
vT(2)correcte t,, vacuum conditions for stage IIl (L55868)

Calculated input main and complementary impulse (lb-sec)
vT(3) corretnted to vacuum conditions for stage m (L5883)

ICalculated Input main and complementary impulse (lb-seq)
vT(4)corrected to vacuum conditions for stage A" (L5898)

1*Calculated main and comiplementary vacuum adjusted (lb-sec)
vT(1)thrust integral for stage I (L5854)

.41*Calculated main and complementary vacuum adjusted (lb-see)
vT(2)thrust integrai for stage HI (1,5869)

1* Ca' ..-ulated rno' n and complementary vacuum adjusted (lb-see)
vT(3)thrust inteigral for st~age mI (L5884)
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Symbol Definition Units

I* Calculated main and complementary vacuum adjusted (lb-sec)
VT(4 thrust integral for stage IV (L5899)

IvT tOutput integral of the stage main plus complementary (lb-sec)
thrust table•i as adjusted by the calculated multipliers

I Input roll moment of inertia multipler (Lk4 77) (dbi)
x2

I Input total vehicle roll moment of inertia weight (slug it )
Input Wj, where j = 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage

(L1-,494, 504)
2

I__ Roll moment of inertia about vehicle center-of- (ft.lb-sec2)
gravit y (L5175)

iXX Time rate change n; roll moment of inertia :(L5184) (ft-lb-sec)

2
I Roll-yaw product of inertia about vehicle center-of- (ft-lb-sec2)

gravity (LU176)

I Time r•.' clange 'if roll-yaw product of inertia (f-lb-sec)
(L5i85)

2
Input total velicle roll-yaw product of inertia (slug Rt2)
corresponding to the total weight input Wj, where

1, 2, ... , 15 per stage (Lk495, 505)
2

I Roll-pitch product of inertia about vehicle center- (ft-lb-sec2)
: •of-.gravity (LM177)

Time rate change of roll-pitch product of inertia (ft-lb-sec)

(L5186)

Yaw control thrust irnpa!se from stage initiation (lb-sec)
to the time being printed (L5740)

L•. Input moment of inertia multiplier (Lk4?5) (dbi)

SIy Input total vehicle pitch moment of inertia coltrr- (dbt)
sponding to the total vehtcle weight input Wj where
j-=1. 2,..., 15 per stage (Lk490, 500)

Ou'put yaw control thrust impulse per control (lb-sec)
y Ymotor from TVC stage initiation to stage termination
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4yrqbol Definition Units

I* T(4) Calculated main and complementary vacuum adjusted (lb-sec)
thrust integral for stage AV (L5809)

AvT Output integral of the stage main plus complementary (lb-sec)
thrust tables as adjusted by the calculated multipliers

input roll moment of inertia multipler (Lk477) (dbi)

2
IXi Input total vehicle roll moment of inertia weight (slug ft)

input Wj, where j = 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage
(Lk494, 604)

J Roll moment of inertia about vehicle center-of- (fR-lb-sec )
gravity (L5175)

i T'ime rate change of roll moment of inertia (L5184) (ft.-lb-sec)

2
I oll-yaw product of inertia about vehicle center-of- (ft-lb-sec2)

grv.vi-.y (L5176)

Ixy Time rate Plqnge of roll-yaw pr--duct of inertia (ft-lb-sec)

r •Input toW naihlle ro!.i--aw prod;ýat of irtertia (slug ft )
xYJ m~orferpon;zg "to the to, weXI&M, inpuW Wj, where

j Z1 , 15 ... .5pi atage iLk495, 505)

3oll-pitch product of hxrtia about vhicle center- (ft-1b-se.c")
ot-¶gravrity (IJa12i

ixz Tme rate change oCi -:li-pitch pr•ljc- of inertia (ft-lb-sec)

Yaw Pontrol- thrist imay.alse from stage iWitiacion (lb-sec)

ty Input won•ent of Inertia multiplier (Lk475) (dbi)

Input iotal-vehicle pitch moncrnt of "nertia corre- (dbi)s0o0 to the toti-yehicle weight input WJ where
j = I 2, ._,,15 pc"tger -:(Lk49Q, 506)

-t pOut yaw tontrol 1hrusf impule per ccatrol (lb-sec)
Ymotoz from TVC- sti irntiation to stage lermination
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Symbol Definiti•a Uuits

SYRD Yaw inertia rotation damping moment integral (ft-lb-sec)
(L5194)

"2
Pitch moment of inertia aboui vehicle center-of- (ft-lb-sec

Sgravity (L5119)

Time rate change ot pitch moment of inertia (L5188) (ft-lb-sec)

2
SYz Yaw-pitch product of inertia about vehicle center- (ft-lb-sec)

"of-gravity (L5180)

SY T im e rate change of yaw-pitch product of inertia (ft-lb-sec)
S"yz (L5189)

-YZj Input total vehicle yaw pitch product of inertia (slug ft 2)

corresponding to the total vehicle weight input Wj, where
j=1, 2,. 15 per siage (Lk496, 506)

N Input yaw moment of inertia multipli-i;r (Lk476) (dbi)

2
IZj Input total vehicle yaw moment of inertia corre- (slug ft)

sponding to the total vehicle weight input W, where

j=l, 2, ... , 15 per stage (Lk492, 502)

I Input total vehicle pitch-roll product of inertia (slug ft )

corresponda to the total vehicle weight input Wj,

where j=1, 2, ... ,15 per stage (LU497, 507)

I Yaw moment of inertia about vehicle center-of- (ft-lb-sec 2)
gravity (L5183)

I Time rate change of yaw moment of inertia (L5192) (ft-lb-sec)
ZZ

I ýp Sum of pitch angular thrust vectering velocities from (deg)
stage initiation to the time being printed (L5741)

I p Sum of pitch angular thrust vectoring velocities irom (deg)
stage initiation to the time being prlifted corrected
for dither (L5116)

SySum of yaw angular thrust vectoring velocities from (deg)
stage initiation to the time being printed (L.5742)

Sum of yaw angular thrust vectoring velocities from (deg)
y" A" lYtage initiation to the time being p:-inted corrected

for dither (L5117) A43
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Symbol Definition Units

J Input gravitational value which accounts for the earth's (dim)
oblateness (L0023)
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k, K

Symbol Definition Units

K Input quantity which determines stage termination (dbi)
(LkO03)

Ka Input isolation-maximization control function. If (dim)
zero, isolation is specified and if ncnzero, maxi-
mization of the dependent variables will occur used
in hunting procedure (PI) (L0076)

KBD Input, flag which stipulates that the main nozzle exit (dim)
area will be used in the base drag calculations when
splitting main and complementary tables to allow for
up to 47 thrust time points (Lkl08)

K Commanded thrust velocity error gain used in (lb-sec/ft)
STMC (1,5452)

.2
K Commanded thrust dynamic pressure error gain (ft )

, q used in TMC (L5453)

K Input lower and upper limits, respectively, for (dbi)

ci ý2 computation of orbital elements and impact

determinationi computations (L0037, 38)

K Input and output stage number of TVC duty cycle (dim)
stage (1,0671)

KDp Instantaneous control system pitch attitude error (dim)
gain (L5461)

K DP Input control system pitch attitude error gain for (dim)
the j-th control region j = 1, 2, or 3 (Lk450, 459,
etc)

Instantaneous control system roll attitude error (dim)
gain- (1,5463)

K Input roll control system att.itude error gain for (dim)
the i-th zone, i = 1, 2, or 3 (Lk643, 653, 663)

K1y Instantaneous control system yaw attitude error (dim)
gain (L5462)

input control system yaw attitude error gain for (dim)%,.
the j-th control region j - 1, 2, or 3 (Lk451, 460, ctc)
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Symbol Definition Units

K C input multiplier of the complemeintary vacuum (dim)
thrust. If input zero for the k-th stage and IV =

vT

"vT = 0, the complementary thrust for the k-th

stage are zero (LklOO)

K" Calculated vacuum scale factor for back pressure (dirn)
FC term for complementary thrust time table

K' Calculated complementary table thrust multiplier (dim)
FC(1) for stage I (L5851)

K* Calculated complementary table thrust multiplier (dim)
FC(2) for stage 11 (L5866)

K* Calculated complementary table thrust multiplier (dim)
FC(3) for stage III (L5881) 

e-

K* Calculated complementary table thrust multiplier (dim)
FC( for stage IV (L5896)

K Inpttt limit of the j-th type of flight where j = 1, 2, (dbi)
... , or 16 (L0312, 319, etc)

KFM Input multipliers of the main vacuum thrust (LkOO7) (dim)

K" Calculated vacuum scale factor for baak pressure (dim)
term for main thrust time table

K* Calculated main table thrust multipli3r for stage I (dim)
FM (,(L5845)

KM Calculated main table thrust multiplier for stage 11 (dim)
FM(2) (L5860)

Calculated main table thrust multiplier for stage HI (dim)
FM(3) (L5875)

K ( Calculated tain table thrust multiplier for stage 11V (dim)
FM(4) ((L5890)

KFyj Input limit of the j-th type TMC (L9802, 812, etc) (dbi)

K Input attitude control system gain zone limits (dbi)
Gik (i = 1, 2, or 3) and the k-th stage k =1, 2, 3, or 4

(Lk458, 467)
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Symbol Definition Units

Kglk Input quantity which designates the start of the (dbi)
acquisition zone for evaluation of the steering
equation coefficient for the k-th stage, k = 1, 2, 3,
ar 4 (Lk398)

Kgk Inpat quantity which designates the end of the (dbi)
acquisition zone for evaluation of the steering
equation coefficient for the k-th stage, k = 1, 2, 3,
or 4 (Lk400)

Kh Input wind altitude multiplipr and flag. If zaro, (dbi)
no wind effects are considered (L0407)

KHG. Input navigation constant used in the Homing (dim)
Guidance (Ty=11) (L0313, 320, etc)

K i-th row, j-th column of the [K] Euler angle rotation
matrix which rctates the m system to the b system.
These elements are the direction cosines between the
achieved and desired vehicle attitude, ie, the error angles.

K Instantaneous control system angle of attack gain (dim)
S~(L5469)

K ij Input pitch angle of attack gain for the j-th control (dim)
region j = 1, 2, or 3 (Lk454, 463, etc)

K Roil control attitude bias gain (L5466) (1/sec)
'H

K Instantaneous control system angle of side slip (dim)r gain (L5465)

Input yaw angle of slide slip gain for the j-th (dim)
control region j = 1, 2, or 3 (Lk455, 464)

Kjj nput value of that parameter at which the weight (dbi)
W Is to be jettisoned where j =1, 2, ... or 8

JTj
(LO051, 54, etc)

SInput stage start control function. if 1, 2, 3, or 4 (dim)
iLhe run starts at the initiation of the first, second,
third, or fourth stago, respectively if input zero
set equal to 1 (L0003)
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Symbol Definition Units

K Instantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable fin drag (dim)
due to lift factor (L5567)

K' Input aerodynamic pitch fin drag due to lift multiplier. (dim)
If zero set equal to 1 (Lk709)

K Input aerodynamic pitch fin drag due to lift factor (rad)
(Lk714, 720, etc.)

Input quantity which designates the limit of the j-th (dim)
mode type end where j = 1, 2, ... , 10 (L062, 605, etc)

KNOk Input complementary thrust-weight table weight (dim)
carryover flag for the k'-th stage. If K and K

KOk KOk
are nonzero, separation has occurred with regards
to the complementary weight. If KOk is nonzero and

and K is zero, the total vehicle weight at the
NOk

termination of the k-i stage is used as the initial
weight of the k-th stage (Lkl 07)

K Input main thrust-weight table weight carryover flag (dim)
Ok for the k-th stage. If zero, separation has occurred

with regards to the main and complementary weights.
If nonzero, the main weight at the termination of the
k-1 stage is used as the initial main weight of the
k-th stage (LkO12)

K Pressure rate gain used in pintlfc area control low (sec)
P in the TMC (L5451)

Kcf Input aerodynamic pitch fin deflection angle multiplier (dim)
Kf (Uk705)

K Q Input aerodynamic pitch damping moment due to pitch (dim)
t rate multiplier (Lk3O1)

Input roll control system flag. If equal 1, an (dirn)
KC auxiliary roll thruster uystem is simulated. If

equal 2, aerodynamic central fins are used (Lk405)

SKRp Instantaneous control system pitch rate gain (L5467) (sec)
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Symbol Definition Units

%KRPj Input control system pitch attitude rate gain for (sec)
j-th control region, j = 1, 2, or 3 (Lk452, 461, etc)

~RR Instantaneous control system roll rate gain (L5469) (sec)

%I Input roll control system attitude rate gain; -or the (sec)
i-th zone, i = 1, 2, or 3 (Lk645, 655, 665)

KRy Instantaneous control system yaw rate gain (L5468) (sec)

,KYj Input control system yaw attitude rate gain for the (sec)
j-th control region, j= 1, 2, or 3 (Lk453, 462, etc.)

4
K Pressure error gain used In pintle area control (in. /lb-sec)S low in the TMC (L5450)

KS Input stage print control function. A nonzero value (dim)

- S is required to print the trajectory at the termina-

tion of each stage during the hunting procedure

(L0074)

Y-sh Input shaper control flag where: if it equals zero, (dim)
ignore routirte
1. maximize range,
2. maximize payload to a given range, or
3. determine payload to a circular orbit (L0598)

K' input complementary switching time multiplier. If (dim)
zero, the prcram assumes a value Qf 1 (Lkl02)

K Input value when a trajectory printout is desired (dbi)where j =1, 2, ... , 8 (L0237, 239, etc)

K6 Input main switching time multipliers. If zero, (dbi)

the program assumes a value of 1. If a- is

designated at tB then K is multiplied by Ktm.

(LkO09)

K Kt Output for the TVC duty cycle stage, the main (dim)
switching time multiplier

K Input titled print flag (L0683) (dim)

TPF
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Symbol Definition Units

KTt° Input quantity which designates the start of target (dbi)
maneuvering (L0631)

K Input wind speed multiplier (L0408) (dbi)v

KSqC Input complementary weight flow multiplier. If (dini)
% input zero is set to 1.0 (LklO1)
K Input mainweight flow multiplier. If input zero is (dim)

WMset to 1.0 (LkOO0)

K Commanded thrust system gain. Set equal to K (dim)
XXX CPR

if Fy=3 and K if Fy=-6 1L5454)
A LOS i ~6(.44

K' Input aerodynamic yaw fin deflection angle (dim)
ycf multiplier (Lk704)

K Input gain constant in the nontarget dependent yaw (dim) J
yk steering equation for the k-th stage (Lk4Ol)

K Altitude error gain used in type 8 flight (L5456) (deg/ft)
z

K Altitude rate gain used in type 8 f light (L5457) (deg-sec/ft)z
2

K__ Altitude acceleration gain used in type 8 flight (de,- sec /ft)z (1.5458)

K& Input aerodynamic pitch damping moment due to (dim)
time rate change of angle of attack multiplier
(Lk303)

K7 •out glide phase termination control function. A (dim)
value of plus 1 will specify impact after apogee,
whil6 a minus 1 will specify impact before apogee
(L0040)

K8  Input thrust control flag. It zero, control thrust (dim)
is determined from instantaneous vehicle thrust.
If 1, the control thrust is obtained from tbe
instanianeous main stage thrust, if 2 control thrust
is nonexistent (Lk434)
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k, K
mI

Symbol Definition Units

Kt Input side impulse multiplier. If input zero is (dim)
set to.1 (L387• )

K-- Command attitude pitch attitude angular (sec2
acceleration gain used !n type of flight 8 and 9
(L5459)

K I-out wind azimuth multiplier (L0409) (dim)

K* Command attitude, yaw attitude angular acceleration (sec2

gain used in type of flight 8 and 9 (L5460)

___ S3
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Symbol Definition Units

2 bz Input pitzh fin base root length (Lk703) (ft)

l Vehicle center-of-gravity to aerodynamic center- (ft)
of-pressure distance (L5596)

2 Gimbal point to vehicle center-of-gravity distance (ft)e (L,5593)

Nozzle exit to center-of-gravity distance (L5594) (ft)

""hz Pitch movable control fin center-of-pressurn to (ft)
hinge-axis lever arm (L5602)

2Missile travel distance on the rail launcher used in ift)r
ground launch tape of fight (Ty=6) (L5113)

2Movable portion of the nozzle center-of-gravity to (ft)
gimbal point distance (L5595)

2 Vehicle center-of-gravity to st.p-start motor thrust (ft)
point distance (L5597)

ZPa Aft end of propellant grain to center-of-gravity (ft)
distance (L5599)

Forward end of propellant grain to center-of-gravity (ft)
distance (L5598)

2 Ri Input thruster roll control lever arm for the i-th (ft)
center zone (Lk638, 648, 658)

2e Input roll fin radial center-of-pressure to missile (ft)
centerline distance (Lk404)

2 Yaw movable control fin center-of-pressure to (ft)
by vehicle center-of-gravity lever arm (L5600)

£ 5z Pitch movable control fin center-of-pressure to (ft)
vehicle center-of-gravity lever arm (1,5601)

LD Drag veloca.ty loss from stage ignition (L5746) (ft/sec)

LD(B1) Drag velocity loss for stage I (L5907) (ft/sec)
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Symbol Definition Units

LD(B2) Drag velocity loss for stage HI (L5932) (ft/sec)

LD(B3) Drag velocity loss due to back pressure for stage III (ft/sec)
(L5957)

LD(B4) Drag velocity loss for stage IV (L5982) (ft/sec)

L Output total velocity loss due to back pressure from (ft/sec)
stage initiation to the time being printed (L5743)

LF(B1) Total thrust velocity loss due to back pressure for (ft/sec)
stage I (L590C)

LFB 2 ) Total thrust velocity loss due to back pressure for (ft/sec)
stage II (L5931)

L Total thrust velocity loss due to back pressure for (ft/sec)
F(B3) stage MI (L5956)

L Total thrust velocity loss duG to back pressure for (ft/sec)
stage IV (L5981)

L Gravity losses, from trajectory initiatiott to the time (ft/sec)
g being printed (L5748)

L Gravity velocity loss for stage I (L5908) (ft/sec)
g(B1)

gL Gravity velocity loss for stage II iL5933) (ft/sec)
gG(B2)

L Gravity velocity loss for stage II (L5918) (ft/sec)

g(B3)L(4 Gravity velocity loss for stage IV (1,5983) (it/see)

L Input control system where j = 1, S ... , 10 per stage. (deg)
If zero, a limit is not applied; otherwise, L. limits the

J
folowLoig parameters where the statement number is j

(1) KDP AOb, (2) , , (3) 5k, (4) 6pand

(5 K*, 6) (7) 6y,(9)

(10) y (Lk440-449)
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vnbol Definition Units

Sioigut maximum roll control thrust for the i-th (Ib)
zone, i= 1, 2, or 3 (Lk642, 652, 662)

L Output ideal velocity vectoring losses (L5118) (ft/sec)
v V

LV(B) Vectoring velocity loss for stage I (L5909) (ft/sec)

LV(B) Vectoring velocity loss for stage I (L595) (ft/sec)

LV(B4) Vectoring velocity loss for stage IV (L5934) (ft/sec) j
LV(4) Vectoring velocity loss for stag6 IV (L5984) (ft/se-c)

I
LV.j 4?

15i
I

I
I
I

II
4

I-
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Symbol Definition Units

M Instantaneous missile mass (L5092) (lb-sec /ft)

M Missile Macb number (L5063) (dim)

M•Mj Input. Mach number for aerodynamic (dim)
Aj axial representation where j = 1, 2,

15 per stage (Lk188, 190, etc)

SMcp Controlling moment abo'.t vehicle (ft-lb)
center-of-gravity in roll (L5ZI0)

MCQ Controlling moment aboat vehicle (ft-lb)
center-of- gravity in pitch (L5208)

M Controlling moment about vehicle ift-lb)
CR center-of-gravity in yaw (L5209)

M Aerodynamic axial force center-of- (ft-lb)
CYG gravity offset yawing moment (L52Z9)

CZG Aerodynamic axial force center-of- (ft-]b)
gravity offset pitching moment (L5230)

MD . Input Mach number for aerodynamic (dim)
representation whe:e j = I, Z,..., 15
per stage (Lk305, 308, etc)

MDP Perturbing moment about vehicle center- (ft-lb)
of-gravity in roll (L5Z07)

M LQ Peilturbing moment about vehicle center- (ft-lb)
o_-.iravity in pitOh (LSZ05)

MR Perturbing moment about vehicle center- (ft -lb)MD, of-gravity in yaw (Lb5Z06)

" Auxiliary roll thrust control moment (ft-lb)SMFCp (L52Z5)

A FQ Thrust vector control pitching moment (ft-ln)
(L5223)

MFCR Thrivt vector control yawing moment (ft-lb)
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h~o'l Definition Units

Mr. tnpuxt Mac numbor for aerodynamiic fin (i)

representation whe-e j 1,,..
15 per stage (Lk7lO, ?16, '-tc)

M Thrust offset rolling moment due to (ft-lb)
FOP pitch and yaw TVC (1,52 16)

M OQThrust offset pitching mnoment (1,5214) (ft-lb)

M FOR Thrust offset yawing momnent (1,5215) (ft-lb)

M Rolling moment about vehicle nter- (ft-lb)
'FVP of-gravity due to vortexing effect of

axial gas flow through the nozzle
(LSZ 19)

MT orq-ie abcut the yaw fin hinge axi~s (ft -lb)
(L5247)

M Hz Torque about the pitch fin hinge axis (ft-lb)
tIZ (L5248)

MIN. Input minimnum velocity or constant idim or ft.1sec)3
Mach number of the i-th type of TMC
(1,0806, 816, etc)

M Jet damping pitching moment (L5220O) (ft-lb)
JDQ

MJet damping yawing moment IL52ZI) (ft-lb)

M Unbalanced roll moment about vehicle (ft-lb)
center -of- gravity (L5Z04)

M IQUnbalanced pitching raoment about (ft-lb)
IQ vehicle center-of- gravity (L5232,1

M IRUnbalanced yaw moment about 'vehicle (ft-lb)
center-of -gravity 11,5203)

yM. x Output maximum of the absolute value (ft-lb)
yaw fin hinge torque for the TVC design

4 stage

MZmaX Output: ma:,imrrn. of the absolute value (ft-lb)
pitch fin hinge torque for the TVC
design stage



m, M

Symbol Definition Units

M Aerodynamnic dampiug moreni about (ft-lb)vehicle center-of-gravity in pitch

(L5325)

mbDM Aerodynamic damping moment about (ft-lb)vehiche center-of-gravity in yaw

tL5Z36)

Input Mach number for aerodynamic (dim)
normal ±or=e coefficient representation
where j = 1, 2, . . . , 15 per stage

(LkZZ3, 228, etc)

M Aerodynamic rolling moment about (ft-lb)
vehicle center-of-gravity (L-5213)

N1 NQ Aerodynamic yawing moment about (ft-lb)vehicle center-of-gravity (L521? )

SM Aerodynamic yawing moment about (ft-lb)
NF• vehicle center-of-gravity (L,21Z)

MNSQ Aerodynamic static pitching moment (ft-lb)
about vehicle center-of-gravity (L5332)

MSR Aerodyanmic static yawing moment (ft-lb)Sabout vehicle center-of-gravity (L5Z33)

M Pitch aerodynamic contrri moment per (ft-lb)PAC radian angle of attack (L5241)

'AD Pitch aerodynamic disturbing moment (ft-lb)
per radian angle of attack (L5Z44)

M Total pitch control moment per radian (ft•Ib)deflection angle (L5Z51)

M Total pitch disturbing froment per radian "ft-lb)angle of attack (L5250)

M Pitch main thrust control moment per (ft-lb)radial TVC deflection angle (L5234)

M Pitch inertial rotation reaction moment (ft-lb)used in th'ý automatic gair logic

C(L1Z35)

i 5
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Xj

mU

Symbol Definition Units

M PTC Pitch total thrust control moment per (ft-lb)
radian TVC deflection angle (L5231)

M•Q Input aerodynamic pitch damping moment (dim)
due to pitch rate multiplier (Lk299)

M Output Mach number at maximum qco (dim)
during the TVC duty cycle stage

M Roll aerodynamic control moment per tft-lb)
radian fin deflection angle (L5Z43)

M Aerodynamic rolling moment induced (ft-lb)
by raceways (L5222)

M.1 Input Mach number for aerodynamic (dim!
rolling moment, j = 1, 2, ... , 10

(Lk673, 675, etc)

MRRR Roll Rotation Reaction moment used in (ft-lb)
the automatic gain logic (L5240) 3

MTDQ Movable nozzle tail-wag-dog m- oment (ft-lb)

about vehicle ceater-of-gravity in

pitch (L52 17)

MTDR Movable nozzle tail-wag-dog moment (ft-lb)
about vehicle cente-of-gravity in yaw

(L5218)

M Mcde type (dim)Y
M, Input initial or restart type of mode (dim)

y control flag (L0007)

l.YAC Yaw aerodynamic control moment per (ft-lb)
raiian angle of side slip (L5242)

MyAD Yaw aerodynamic disturbing moment per (ft-ib)
YADradian angle of side slip (L5Z45)

M Input and output mode type control where (dim)
yj j = 1, 2, ... , 10. If 1 rigid body with

controls, and 2 rigid body wlth controls
(L0600, 603, etc)
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S bol Definition Units

NA Yaw incrtial rotation reaction moment (ft-lb)
used in the automatic altitude gain

logic (L5239)

Mý ,Input aerodynamic pitch damping moment (dim)
due to rate change of angle of attack
multiplier (Lk300)

M Rolling moment due to the aerodynamic (ft-lb)
control force (L5228)

M Pitching moment due to the aerodynamic (ft-lb)
control force (L5Z-6)

M Yawing moment due to the aerodynamic (ft-lb)
8Rcontrol force (L5Z27)
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n,N

Svmbol Definition Units

ndc Outpu' of number TVC duty cycle tB (dim)
data points

n Output number of velocity data points (dim)
g used in calculating the coefficients for

the pitch steering equations

n. Output iteration number of the hunting (dim)
.\ procedure

n Burning rate exponent used in internal (dim)
ballistic evaluation is set to 0. 6 if not
input (Lk097)

n? Input and output "nternaly calculated (dim)
c number of contrcl nozzles for the cluster

motor logic (Lk381)

n Input and output internally calculat.ed (dim) __
m number of motors in the stage cluster

(L k38 1)

ntl Input trajectory number limit. No more (dim)
than n trajectories will be computed during
the hunting procedure (PI) by varying X

(L0075)

nt, Input specified maxidmum number of hunt (dim)
predictions (P2) beyond the initial array.
If n is input a negative number, the hunt
wi1f restart after inI iterations (L0096)

N Input normal force control function and (dim)
normal force multiplier. If input zero, the

multiplier is set to 1 and if nonzero, the
normal force is determined from input and
multiplied by Nk where k 1, 2, 3, 4

(LkZ21)

SNVA Force normal to velocity vector per radian (lb)
NAangle of attack (L51611

N Pitch aerodynamic control normal force (lb)
PAC

per radian fin deflection angle (L5158)
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n, N

Syrnibol DMfinition Units

NPAD Pitch aerodynamic disturbing normal force (lb)
per radian angle of attach (L5159)

NPCD Total pitch control normal force per (lb)
radian deflection angle (L5162)

NPDA Total pitch disturbing normal force per (Ib)radian angle of attack (L5160)

Pitch trim normal force per radian (lb)
angle of attack (L5163)

Aerodynamic force due to damping in (Ib)
yaw (L5167)

Npz Aerodynamic force due to damping and (lb)
pitch (L5168)

Instantaneous yaw aerodynamiL axial (lb)
normal forces directed opposite to the
direction of the Y axis (L5165)

N Instantaneous pitch aerodynamic normal (lb)
forces directed opposite to the direction of
the Zb axes (L5166)

N aAerodynamic yaw fin normal force (L5156) (lb)

N z Aerodynamic pitch fin normal force (lb)
(1,5157)

vlI,1



pP

SyMbol Definition Units

P Glide phase orbital period (L5014) (min)

P Ambient pressure at the missile (L5068) (lb/ft )
a2

P. Main motor nozzle critical pressure used (lb/in )
in separated flow equations (L5072)

2
P ar Input complementary table thrust reference (lb/ft )

atmospheric pressure (Lkl09)

PaRM Input main table thrust reference atmos- (lb/ft)
pheric pressure (Lk&20)

P Instantaneous vehicle angular roll velocity, (deg/sec)
b roll clockwise is positive (L5709)

instantaneous vehicle angular roll acceler- (deg/sec-)
b ation, roll clocskwise positive (L5759)

Pbo Input initial vehicle roll rate (L0033) (deg/sec)

P Main motor chamber pressure used in (lb/in.)
c separated flow equation (L5734)

PC Tin-te rate change of chamber pressure (lb/in. -sec)
(L5784)

2
P Output action time average motor chamber (lb/in.)

pressure for the TVC design duty cycle stage

P Commanded chamber pressure used in (lb/in.)
cc pintle motor control logic (L5071)

P Main motor exit pressure used in separated (lb/ft )

flow equations (L5074)1

PL-DA Input flag xhere nonzero values are (dim)
GB, K, KB, required if printlines DA, GB, K, KB,
N, 0 N, 0 are desired (LOZOO-Z09)

"P Base pressure (lb/'a

P Instantaneous desired roll turning rate (deg/sec)
m (L5403)

1S2
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Symbol Definition Units

P Maximum allowable chamber pressure (lb/in.)
max used in internal ballistic evaluation (Lk099)

P Input vehicle roll turning rate positive if (deg/sec)
Mj the vehicle is intended to roll clockwise

looking at if from the aft end (Ty=l)
(L0315, 322, etc)

zP Main motor nozzle separ•rtiozu pressured (lb/in.)
s used in separated flow equations (L5073)

P1 Input flag to specify hunt procedure (Pl1 (dim)
(L0073)

P Input flag to specify hunt procedure (P2). (dim)
2If P , = 0, by-pass hunt procedure 2;

P= 1, use a linear response; IPZi = Z,
use a quadratic response surface where +2
maximizes and -2 minimizes; P 1 = 3, use
an incomplete quadratic response surface
where +-3 maximizes and -3 minimizes.

(L0084)
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Symbol Definition Units
!

qq a Output dynamic pressure at maximum qa (lb/ft)
during the TVC duty cycle stage

qamax Output product of the maximum absolute (lb-deg/ft 2t)
value of the dynamic pressure-angle of

attack for the TVC design stage

q Missile dynamic pressure (1.5070) (lb/ft )

qmaxj Liput maximum allowablc dynamic (lb ft2)

pressure of the j-th type of TMC
(L807, 817, etc)

qn Input minimum allowable dynamic pressure (lb/ft )
of the j-th type of TMC (L0808, 818, etc)

q•! Product of total angle of attack and (lb/deg/ft )

_ dynamic pressure (L5110)

Missile dynamic pressure at the termina- (lb/ft z

tiop of stage I (L5912)

Missile dynamic press- re at the termina- (lb/ft )

tion of stage HI (L5937,

q (B3) A4Missile dynamic pre. st - at the termina- (lb/ft )
tion of stage 1I (1596Z 1

qB Missile dynamic pressure at the termina- (b/iftz)
tion of stzge IV (L5987)

Q •b Instantaneous vehicle angular pitch velocity. (deg/sec)
b Pitch up is positive (L5707)

5 Qb Instantaneous vehicle angular pitch (deg/sec )
-b acceleration. Pitch up positive (L5757)

0bo Input initial vehicle pitch rate (L0031) (deg/sec)

Q Listantaneous desired pitch turning rate (deg/sec)
m (L5401)
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q,Q

Symbol Definition Units

Q Input vehicle pitch turning rate. Positive (deg/sec)
if the vehicle is intended to pitch up
(Ty=l) 'L0313, 320, etc)

Q Input initial command pitch attitude (deg)
mo (L0028)

I
I

AP,-
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EL

rR

Symbol Definition Units

r Distance between the center of the (ft)

a reference body and apogee during the

glide phase

rb Propellant burn rate 1L5783) (m/sec)

Input burning rate of prr pellant at 1,000 (in/sec)

lb/in chamber pressure and flag to
determine evaluation option (LkOOZ)

rr Instantaneous distance between the center (ft)
C of the reference body and the missile

(L5035)

rt Value of r at the beginning of the glide (ft)
c c

phase-

r Initial missile radius from center of (ft)co--
earth

r Radius of the earth (ft)
e

rt Input geometric radius of the earth. If (ft)
e input zero, set equal to 20, 9Z6, 400

(L0026)

rf Radial distance at the termination of the (ft)
glide phase

r Distance between the center of the (ft)
reference body and perigee during the
glide phase

r Input distance from the vehicle center- (in)
line to the i-th raceway center of pressure,
i = 1, Z (Lk66S, 671)

R Altitude associated geopotential earth (Vt)
radius used in atmosphere model

R* Universal gas constant (joules! /
kilogram K)

Rb Instantaneous vehicle angular yaw (deg!sec)
velocity. Yaw right is positive (L5708)
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rR

Symbol Definition Units
Instantaneous vehicle angular yaw (deg/sec )

b acceleration. Yaw right positive (L5758)

Rbo Input initial vehicle yaw rate (L003Z) (deg/sec)

R Input radius of cluster for the k-th st-ige (ft)
-C (Lk382)

R Instantaneous desired yaw turning rate (deg/sec)
m (L5402)

R Estimated range to target intercept (ft)
MI (L5400)

R Input vehicle yaw turning rate positive if (deg/sec)

the vehicle is intended to turn right

(TyL) (L0314, 321, etc)

RMT Missile to target range distance (L5437) (ft)

M Time rate change of missile to target (ft/sec)
MT distance (L54W8)

RpFV Output ratio of motor chamber pressure to (i/in.)
vacuum thrust of the main thrust '-.le of
the TVC design stage

RR Input reference run number (L0001) (dim)

RUN Input run number (L0002) (dim)

167.
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S, S

Symbol Definition Units

S Missile ground range. Distance along the (ft)
surface of the earth measured clockwise
from the launch vertical to the local
vertical down range (L5018)

STime rate change of missile down range (ft/sec)
(L5019)

S Total missile ground range at ilight (nm)
a

apogee (1502Z)

S Missile cross ground range. Distance *ft)
c along the surface of the earth measured

clockwise from launch azimuth
(L5028)

STime rate change of missile cross (ft/sec)
c

range (L5021)

S Estimated earth surface cioss range at (ft)SCMI
target intercept (L5443)

S Input initial earth surface cross-range (nm)
co at trajectory start time (L0043)

SE Total missile ground range to atmospheric (nm)
entry (L5023)

S Total missile ground range at the termina- (nm)
tion of the glide phase (L50Z4)

z
S Input aerodynamic pitch fin lift and drag (ft )• -• SFz

Fz coefficient reference area (Lk?00)

S T '1 missile ground range at the ter- (nm)
ruination of the glide phase if the powered

flight were to end at the termination of
stage I (L.5905)

S( Total missile ground range at the ter- (nm)
miprtion of the glide phase of the powered
flignt were to end at the termination of
stage JI (1,5930)
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s, S

Symbol Definition Units

S Total missile ground range at the ter- (nml
f(B3minatio of the glide jthase if the powered

ffhght were to end at the termination of
stage HI (L5955)

S fB 4 ) Total missile ground range at the ter- (nm)
mination of the glide phase if the powe--ed
flight were to end at the termination c€
stage IV (L5980)

SSMI Esiimated earth surface down range at (ft;
target intercept (L5441)

4 PF Input missile platform area used in cal- (ft)
culating tumbling aerodynamic axial force
coefficients (LkZ 18)

"S R c Input aerodynamic chord force coefficient (ft)
P.Creference areas (Lkl&5)

SRN Input aerodynamic normal force coefficient ft
"referenc area (LkZ20)

& RRi Input reference area of the i-th raceway, (ft2 )
R i = 1, 2 (Lk667, 670)

S Missile slant ground range. Distance (ft)
along earth surface from the launch
vertical to the local verý;cal slantwise

(L50Z5)

sh Input target range or orbital altitude (nn-)
(L0599)

3ST, Start time stage 11 (L5006) (sec)

SST 3  Fta" . t~me stage IIJ (L5007) (Oec)

SST 4  Start tiroe stage IV (L500L) (sec)

ST Target, down range 'L5731) {f•)

TC Target cross range (L5732) (ft)

STCO Inpu. i.,itial target positazn cross range (nm)
(LAnAI?
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5, S

Symbol Definition Units
STOl Input initial target position down range (urn)
STO (L0636)

S Input initial or restay'. !special print flag (dhm)
(L0008)

S Input missile ground range at the trajectory (ft)
0 start time (L0013)

ST Target down range rate (L5781) (ft/sec)

TC!STC Target cross range rate (L5782) (ft/sec)
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t, T

Symbol Definition Units

t Instantaneous time (L5000) (sec)

t Total flight time to the glide phase apogee (sec)
a altitude (L5012)

tBa Output TVC duty cycle stage time (sec)

tB Time from the cufrent stage initiation (sec)
(L5001)

tBZ Time frcm stage HI initiation zero if (sec)
I-H staging has not occurred (L5002)

t B3 T'ime from stage III initiation zero if (sec)
tB H-Ill staging has not occurred CL5003)
t Time from stage IV initiation zero if (sec)

tB4 IlI-IV staging has not occurred (L5004)

Trajectory burnout time for the stage (see)

tBf below (L5009)

tB.j Output stage time which TVC duty points (sec)
occur

t. Input limit of the computing interval Atq (sec)
CJ where J = 1, Z, . .. , 8 (LO!69, 171, etc)

Input compiementary thrust-weight (sec)
switching time from stage initiation where
j = 1, 2, 3, ... , 25 per stage (Lklll, 114,

etc)
:•!• tE Total flight time to atmospheric entry (Eec)

(L5013)
tf Total flight time to the termination of the (sec)

glide phase (L5014)

tfBl. Total flight time to the termination of the (see)
glide phase if the powered flight were to end

at the termination of stage I (L59161

171
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t, T

£)ýolDefinition Units

t Total fligi " .- the termination of the (see)
f(BZ)glide phase 1. powered flight were to end

at the termination of stage 11 (L5941)

tf(B3) Total flight time to the terinriation of the (sec)
glide phase if the powered fLight were to end
at the termination of stage I1 (L5966)

t Total flight time to the termination of the (sec)
tf(B4) glide phase if the powered flight were to end

at the terminat-lon of stage IV (L5991)

tk Stage start time (L5005) (sec)
k

LtInput stbart time with the initial stage Kk (sec)
k (L0005)

tM! Estimatee' ti'-x to intercept (L5439) (ft)

tl Input main thrust-weight switching time from (sec)
Mj stage initiation where j = Z, 3, ... , or 25 per

stage (Lk023, 026, etc)

t Input limit of the main printline print interval (sec)
tpj where j = 1, 2, ... , 8 (L0185, 187, etc)

t P Input limit of the auxiliary printline pr nt (sec)
interval wherej = 1, 2, ... , 11 (LOZZl, Z23,
etc)

t , Output TVC duty cycle stage time at maximum (sec)
qot qtI

tIi Input. operating time from stage initiation of (sec)
the roll control function for the i-th zone,

i = 2, 3 (Lk647, 667)

t.r Time from target xnaneu',ering initiation (sec)
"((L5010)

tTj Input target time terminating the j-th target (sec)
acceleration value of dynamical condition
t4ble (L0640, 644, etc)
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tT

Symbol Definition Units

tTS Target start time (L5011) (sec)

t Input time value for specific velocity - time (see)
profile used in Fy=1 TMC j = 1, Z, ... , 15

(L0870, 872, etc)
t 17P Output stage time at which maximum magnitude (sec)

pitch thrust vector deflection angle occurs during 5

the TVC design stage (6Pm

t Input trajectory start time (LO004) (sec)

""Bj Input staging values flag, j = 1, 2, ... , 5 (dim)
(LOZ70, 272, etc)

"T Input maximum print region flag (LOZ60, 262, (dim)
mj etc)

"T Input transformation flag used in hunting (dim)

-j prc.cedure (PZ) j = 1, 2, ... , 7 (L0098, 107,

etc)

TMC. Input thrust dynamic mode of the j-th type (dim)
TMC (L0803, 813, etc)

"TM Instantaneous molecular scale temperature (0 K)

"TMB TMBj Base molecular scale temperz -ure and tabular (0K)
M-- M•jvalues associated with the atmosphere

representation
" Tj Input transformation flag used in hunting (dim)

procedure (PZ) j = 1, 2, .. , 7 (L00i;;, 107,
152)

T Type of flight (dim)
y

T' Input initial or restart type of flight control (dim)
yk flag (L0006) I

T Input and output type of flight control flag (dim)
yj wherej = 1, 2, ... , or 16 (L0310, 317 etc)
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u, U

Symbcl Definition Units

u. Elements (j = 1 2 ... , 5) of the vector (dbi)
containing the numeric value of the independent
variables used in the generation of steering
coefficients

rul] Matrix containing specified elements u. for (dbi)
L use in the steering equation coefficient acquisition

[Uz A vector containing specified elements u. for (dbi)
use in the steering equation coefficientacquisition

U3 Output pitch aerodynamic control fin center 01 (dim)
pressure as a ratio of fin chord length (L5568)

U Input pitch aerodynamic control fin center of (dim)
c Z2 pressure as a ratio of fin chord length (Lk715,

Lk7Zl)

Ug] A vector which contains a scaled version of the (dim)
steering equation steering coefficients

U gElements of the [U j ve-tor which are the scaled (tim)
Ugi version of the steering equation steering coefficients

i = I, 2, 3, or 4

U Mean of the regressed least squares fit for use (dim)
go in the steering equation coefficient acquisition

Uihz Input pitch movable control fii. hinge- axif to the (dim)
leading fin base rcot location distance to the
pitch fin base root l-ngth ratio (Lk70Z)
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V, V

Symbol Definition Unir;s

VTo Input target initial velocity at start of (ft/scc)
start of target maneuvering (L0632)

v Instantaneous wind speed change (L5056) (.t/sec)

, Instantaneous wind speed time rate change (ft/sec)
w (1,5057)

Input (with altitude h) wind speeds where (ft/sec)
j = 1, 2, ... , 30 (L0411, 414, etc)

V Missile velocity with respect to air (L5049) (.tlsec)
a

V Velocity with respect to the ambient air (ft/sec)
aE at entry (L5058)

VC Target. transverse velocity (L5727) (ftrsec)

V Chamber volume (L5078) (in:)
ci

V Missile earth referenced velocity (L5046) (ft/sec)
e s

r Time rate change of missile earth reference (ft !sec
e velocity (L5047)

4 V Command acceleration to constrain dynamic (ft/sec?)

ecq pressure used in the TMC command logic

(L5O62)

Vek Earth fixed velocity at stages (1,5048) (ft/sec)

V input missile velocity at the trajectory start (ft/see)
eo time (L0010)

V Missile intertial velocity (L5050) (ft/see)

V Missile inLrtial velocity at apogee if powered (ft/sec)
.flight ends at the time being printed (L5041)

V Mi•.•ile inertial velocity at the termination of (ft/sec)
I(B 1) stage I (L5901)

V (Missile inertial velocity at the termination of (ft/sec)
stage H (L5926.
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v,_V

Syrrbol Definition Units

V iB3ý Missile inertial velocity at the termination (ft/sec)
of stage I1 (L5951)

V Missile inertial velocity at the termination (ft/sec)
V(B4) of stage IV (L5976)

V Inertial velocity at entry conditions (L5059) (ft/sec)
IE

V Missile inertial velocity at apogee and impact (ft/sec)
of intercept, respectively, if powered flight
and the atmosphere end at the time being
printed (L5042)

V /B1) Missile inertial velocity at the termination of (ft/sec)
fBthe glide php.se if thi powered flight were to

end at the termin -)n of stage I (L59 181

V Missile inertial velocity at the termination of (ft/sec)
the glide phase if the powered flight were to end

at the termination of stage II (L5945)

V Missile inertial velocity at the termination of (ft/sec)
If(B3) the glide phase if the powered flight were to

end at the termination of stage III (L5968)

V fjB4) Missile inertial velocity at the termination (ft/sec)
of the glide phase if the pox, ed flight were to

end at the termination of stage IV (L5993)

V Target normal velocity (L5726) (ft/sec)
N

V Target tangential v.locity (L57Z5) (ft/sec)
T

V Input earth reference velocity for the specific (ft/sec)
VVj velocity - time profile used in Fy=l, TMC j = 1,

2, .,., 15 (L0871, 873, etc)

V C-mmand velocity used in the TMC command (ft/sec )

•gic. V if Fy = 1, V if Fy = 4 (1.5060)
ecv eccm

V Commamnd acceleration used in the TMC commaud (ft/sec )
logic. V if Fy -z 1, V ecm if Fy= 2, and zero
i Fy = ! anv Fy 2= (L5061)
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V, V

Symbol Definitien Units

Cj Target transverse acceleration (L5777) (ft/sec)
VjTarget normal acceleration (L5776) (ftsec)

V Target tangential acceleration (L5775) (ft/sec)

Tj

i
17w
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wV W

Symbol Definition Units

W Total instantanecus missile weight (L5093) (Ib)

W Total expended instantaneous missile maas (lb/sec)
flow weight (L5094)

WV Input stage weight multiplier. if input zero, (dim)
is set internally to one and if nonzero, 'he
input weight used in the mass properties table
W: (j = 1, Z, ... , 15) is multiplied by W (Lk478)

W Instantaneous total motor weight flow (Ib/sec)
W Instantaneouts gross vehicle weight minus the (lb)

B useful load (L5095)

W Total missile weight at the termination of (lb)
(Dl)stage I (L5904)

W Total instantaneous m-.'.itie weight at the (lb)
termination of stage II (L5929)

i Total instantaneous missile weight at the (lb)

Btermination of stage I (L5954)

WB Toal instantaneous missile weight at the (lb)
termination of stage IV (L5979)

W Total instantaneous expenced complementary (lb)
SC vweight (L5099)

Total instantaneous expended complementary (lb/sec)

weight flow rate (L5100)

w Total complementary weight flow at t (lb/bec)

W Input comp entary weight flow at"•' (lb/sec)
where j = Z, , ... , Z5 per stage Cj

(Lkll3, 116, etc)

WCok Input initial complementary weight for the k-th (lb)
stage (Lkl05)

" Lnput estimated weight of the TVC system expend (lb)
weight during the TVC design stage during the
original vehicle flight (L0678)
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w, W

Symbol Definition Units

WJT Total weight jettisoned (L5096) (lb)

WJTi Input weig,-t to be jettisor:ed whena-. paramet.- (lb)
had K. ..iue (L0049, 52, etc)

W. Input vehicle weight to relate the input moment (lb)
of inertia values j = 1, Z, ... , 15 per stage

(Lk488-498)

Wkdc Output main motor stage weight for the design (lb)
stage

W Total instantaneous expended main weight (lb)
M ((L5097)

M Total instantaneotxs expended mairn weight (lb/sec)
flow rate (L5098)

WMi Input main weight flow at tkl-j where j = 1, 2, (lb/sec)
25 per ;-age (LkI2M , O'5, etc)

W Total instantaneous main weight flow at t (Ib/sec)
where j = 1, 2, ... , or Z5 M

W Input initial main weight for the k-th stage (lb)
(LkO06)

"WMP Mass flow rate of gases thru pintle nozzle (ib/sec)
throat (L5786)

W Input stage movable portion nozzle weight (Ib)
n (Lk48Z2

WpL Input payload weight (L0020) (lb)

Wp Weight of propellant removed. Used in TMC (lb)
pr logic (L5736)

W Output rnotoz, weight flow (*) at t the TVC (Ib/sec)
q duty cycle point Bq

W Instantaneous expended weight due to roll (lb)
R control motor operation (L5720)

WVR Roll control system mass flow rate (L5770) (lb/sec)
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w, W

rnbcd Definition Uvits

W Stage weight (L5101) (Ib)

WSC Initial weight of complementing motor (L5103) (lb)

WSM Initial weight of main motor (L5102) (lb)

WTVC Input and output estimated TVC system fixed (Ib)weight. Used in TVC design stage for the

refly option (1,0677)

W Input stage I liftoff weight used in ,- 311 control (Ib)
o~l requirements (L0676)

W Output TVC duty cycle stage liftoff weight used (lb)
o in the roll control requirements
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x,X

Symbol Definition Units

X X component of missile velocity with respect (ft/sec)
abb

to the ambient air in the b system (L5507)

Xabb x component of missile acceleration with (flsec )
respect to ambient air in the b system (L35510)

Xb Inertial component of missile velocity along (ft/sec)
xb axis (L5537)

Missile acceleration along vehicle body axes, (ft/sec )
Xb

position forward (L5540)

X Frth centered missile position northern (ft)
cc axis component (L5513)

X Northern component of missile velocity in (ft/sec)
cc earth centered coordinates (L5516)

X Northern component of missile acceleration (ft/sec )
cc in earth centered coordinates (L5519)

x Instantaneous center-of-gravity body station (ft)
cg numbers (L5584)

x Input instantaneous (\ ith total vehicle weight, (dbi & ft)
cgj W j) center-of-gravity body stati3n numbers,

respectively, where j = 1, 2, ... , 15 per
stage (Lk489, 499, etc)

X Output vehicle center-of-gravity at t; the (ft)
cgq TVC duty cycle point B

x Input and instantaneous (with Mach number M) (ft & dbi)• cpcp aerodynamic normal force center of pressure

body station numbers, respectively, where
1, , ... ,15 per stage respectively (L5583)

x input and output instantaneous (with Mach (dbi & ft)
Xcpj number M) aerodynamic normal force center

of pressure body station numbers, respectively,
where j = 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage (LkZZ7, 232, etc)

x' Input stage thrust gimbal body station numbers, (ft)
also Output for the TVC duty cycle (Lk431)
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x,

Synb .1 Definition Units

X1 Input and computed stage nozzle exit body (ft)
station (Lk4l9)

X Instantaneous component of vehicle position (ft)
gg in the generalized coordinates down range

from launcher (L55ZZ)

XInstantaneous component of vehicle velocity (ft/sec)
gg in the generalized coordinates down range

from launcher (L55Z5)

X Instantaneous component of vehicle accelera- (ft/sec

gg tion in the generalized coordinates down range
from launcher (L5528)

Inpqt missile body station of the pitch fin (ft)
hinge axis (Lk70l)

x. Input initial array reference independent (dbi)
variable designated by code input that is
used in hunting procedure (PZ) (L,009, 101,
etc)

x. independent variable designated by code input (dbi)
that is varied during hunting procedure (Pi)
where j = 1, Z, .. 4, or 7
Input lower limit that an independent variable (dbi)

Lj may assume a value in hunt procedure (PZ)

wherej = 1, Z, ... , 7 (L0161-167)

x Input stage movable portion o1 nozzle center- (dbi)
of-gravity body station (Lk484)

Xnf Input body station of nozzle flange. Use: in (ft)4f the TVC design program (L080}P

XPa Computed stage aft end propellant grain body ift)
station (L5588)

xa Input stage aft end of propellant grain body (ft)
Pa station (Lk4l8)
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x, X

Symbol Definition Unit

XPc Input missile body station of the centroid of (ft)
the platform area (LkZl9)

x Computed stage forward end of propellant (ft)
pf grain body station (L5587)

Input stage forward end of propellant grain (ft)
body station (Lk417)

X Input and calculated pitch damping moment (dbi & ft)
due to pitch rate reference moment point

body station (Lk30Z)

Input and calculated pitch damping moment (dbi & ft)
due to rate change of angle of attack reference
moment point body station (Lk304)

x~. Input upper limit that an independent variable (dbi)
may assume a value used in hunt procedure
(PZ) where j = 1, Z, ... , 7 (L0154-160)

XTransformed launcher northerly component (ft/sec)wee of wind velocity at missile location (L5549)

X Local northerly component of wind velocity (ft/sec)
(L5531)

IX Local time rate change of northern component (ft/sec)
Ii of wind velccity (L5534)

Local northerly component of missile velocity (ft/sec)

11l (L5534)

X Local northerly component of missile (ft/sec,
11 acceleration (L5546)

X Local-northerly component of missile (ft/sec)
inertial velocity (L5552)

X Output independent variable designated by (dbi)
code input that is varied during the hunting

procedure {Pl)

X Initial earth centered missile northern axis (ft)
cco

component
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x, X

Symbol Definition Units

cg Input stage center-of-gravity position (dbi)
cg multiplier (Lk479)

XInput stage aerodynamic normal force (dbi)
CP center of pressure multiplier (LkZZ2)

X Input stage thrust gimbal po~sition multiplier (dbi)
e (Lk43O)

x Instantaneous components of vehicle v'elocity, (ft/sec)
ec north of the launcher (L5701)

X Instzntaneous component of vehicle position (ft)
ec north of launcher (L5704)

x Instantaneous northerly component of vhicle (ft/sec Z
ee acceleration at launcher (L5751)

Northern component along launcher of (ft)
cc missile position

X Initial component of vehicle position (t
ceo north of launcher

XInitial component of vehicle velocity north (ftlsec)
eeo of launchei-

X.Input value of the first guess of X used in (dbi)
hunting procedure tL0080)

X. )-utput independent variable used in hurting (dbi)
procedure (P2) where j = 1, 2, .. ,or 7

X. Computed value of X during the hunting (dbi)
procedure (PI) wvhere j 1, 2, . 4
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Symbol. Definition Units

Yabb Y component of the missile velocity 'ft/sec)
W ith respect to the ambient air in,-
the b system -

bb ~y componernt of missile acceleration (ft/sec) i -
wabith re spect -to the ambient air in the <-
b system

(L551 1) !

YbbInertial component off missile velocity (ft/sec)•

ibbi

along Yb axisD o
(L5538)

"abbInertial component of missile accelerat (ft/sec) -

tion Yb axes "

wcc Earth centered missile position cast (ft)

fronilauncher
(L5514)

Yc East from launcher component of (ft/sec)

missile velocity in earth centered

coordinate
(L55171)

CC East from launcher conponen m acto (ft/sec2)

missile acceleration in earth centered

coordinate s(L5520)
Ycg Center-of-gravity offset bias distance (ft)

positive in the Z directionr
(L55851)

y Input center-of-gravity offset bias (dbi)

ccg

distance in yaw, positive to the right
(LR481) A
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r. Y

Symbol Definition Units

Input instantaneou:- 'with t,-.al vehicle (dbi and ft)
weight, Wc ,:f:ter of gravity butt line
number, where j = 1, Z, ... , 15 per stage

(Lk493, 503, etc)

Thrust gimbal yaw point eccentricity (0t)
position in the Yb axis direction

(L5589)

input stage thrust gimbal yaw eccentri- (ft)
cities. Positive in the Yb axis direction

(Lk43Z)

Y 9 Instantaneous component of vehicle (ft)
position in the generalized coordinates
cross range from launcher

(L55Z3)

V Instantaneous component of vehicle (ft/sec)
"gg velocity in the generalized coordinates

crosswise from launcher
(L5526)

. Instantaneous component of vehicle accelera- (ft/sec2)
gg tion in the generalized coordinates cross-

wise from launcher

(L5529)

Y. Dependent variable used in hunting procedure (dbi)
(PZ) wherej =1, 2,..., or 7

YLi Input desired dependent variable or lower (dbi) i

constraint boundary of the dependent
variable designated by code inpat that is
used in hunting procedure (P2) where j =
1, Z, .. ,, 7

(L0095, i04, etc)
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sfo Definition Units

Y_ Iput upper constraint boundary of the (dbi)
dependent variable designated by ccde
input t1at is used in hunting procedure
(PZ) where j - 1, 2Z .. 7

(L0096, 105, etc)

YweTransformed launcher easterly comn- (ft/sec)4
ponent of wind velocity at missile

location
(L5550O-

yLocal -easterly component of wind -(ft/ sec)
wil velocity

AL553 2) A

Y wlLocal time rate change of easterly (ft/ sec2

component of- wind velocity
(1,5535)

_Y1Local easterly component of missile _(ft/sec)
velocity -

(L55 44)

YiLocal easterly component of missile (ft/sec )
acceleration

(L5547)

L 1_ocal -easterly component of missile (ft/sec)I
inertial velocity

(L5553)

Y -Initial -earth centeredý missile position (ft)
east from launcher

-e-Instantaneous component of vehicle (t
position east of. launcher

(L5705) -
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Symbol Definition Units

Ye e Instantaneo~us components -f vehicle (ft/sec)
velocity, ato heluce

(L5703)

- 2Yee inatantaneous easternly component-of (ft/sec)
vehicle acceleration-at launcher

(L5752)

Y*Eastern component a-long launcher of (ft)-ee
missile- position

eeo Initial--component of vehicle -position

-yeeo -Initial co-mponent-of vehicle- velocities (ft)-
-east -of -launcher
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Z, Z Z

Symbol Definition Unit.- .

z Input dependent variable to be maxi- (dbi)
nized or minimized designated by code
input used in the hunting •procedure (P2)-iz Center-of-gravity offset bias distance, (dbi)
posiLive down i-

(L5586)
_Zg Input center-of-graVity offset bias distance, (dbi) ji

cgin pitch, positive down

(Lk480)

z Input instantaneous2(with total vehicle -(dbi and ft)cgjW)
weight, center-of-gravity offsets,

respectively, where-j • 1, Z, ... ,15 per
stage. Positive in the Zb axis direction

(Lk491, 501i etc)

Ze Thrust gimbal pitch point position in the (it)
Zb axis direction

(L5590)

: -Input stage thrust gimbal pitcW point (dbi and ft)
eccentricities, respectively. Positive in
the Zb 9xis direction

-_ (Lk433)

S~bb -z component of missile velocity with (ft/sec)

respect to the ambient air in the b system(L5509) 1•

-Zabz component of missile acceleration with (ft/secZ )I
respect to the ambient air in the b system -

(L5512) el-i
--Zbb Inertial component of niissile velocity aloi• ',ftfJec)

zb axis, A

(L5539)
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Symbo Definition Units

Zb Ine:1 ial -components of missile accelera- (ft/sec A
-tion along _zb axis

(L5542)

ZOutput prim ary dependent variable -which (dbi)
is to be maxi~mized or minimized used -in
huntiaig procedure (P2)

Output -secondary or constrained- dependent -(dbi)
variables which are used-in hunin
procedure (P2), j 1 , ... 7-

cc ~ Earth-ce-nte-red missile pbsitionawvay from (ft)
earth-axi s-at-launcher -longitude

(L5:515)

SAwvay from launcher longitude _cqmpo0nent ý(ftlsiec)-*c of missile velocity in earth centered
coordinates

(L5518)

_-ZCC Away from launcher longitude conmponent (ft/sec)
of missile acceleration in earth czcntcred
coordit~ate $

WL5521)

Z c InitialI earth- centered -missile position (ft)
-away -from ear,, axis at launcher longitude

Zee instantaneous component of vehicle position (ft)-
negative up from sea level launcher latitude

(L5706)

Zeeinstantaneous component of- vehicle velocity (ft/sec)
negative -up from sea level launclher latitude

-(L5703)-

Z ec ~Instantaneous-downward component of(t/e)

vehicle acceleration ct-launcher
(LS753)
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Z, Z

Sy Definition Units

ee _'ownward component along launcher of (t

missile -position

ZeInitial component of vehicle positicrra '(50t
negative up from sea level launcher

_Ze eo Initial comporient of vehic~le Velocity (ft/ sec)
negative up from sea-level launcher

Z -Instantaneous component. of vehicle positive (ft)
verfical from~ launcher

(L55Z4)

Instantaneous comlponentit-of -vehicle -velocity (it/ bec)-
Zggin-the-gener~alized -coordinaites vertical

from-lAuncher

__ -Z Intantneou-comonent of vehicle accelera- (ft/ sec)
tion-in-the generalized coordiinates vertical
from lancer

(L5530)

_Zwee Transformed laxincher downward component (ftlsec)-
-of wind velocity at missile location

-(L5551)

- Zl 1Lr ;al downward _omiponentc of -wind velocity (ftl sec)
L55 33)

__W11Local -time-rate change of downward (ft/ sec)
compone~nt ýof- wind- velocity

(%L5536)--

-~ -Local downw-ard component of miss;le (it/sec)
- velocit-y

~L5545)

~ nLocal-downward compo~nent of missile :iccel-- (ft/sec)
eration

-(L55 48)
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-Sybol - - Definition Units

zLocal downward component of missile (itl 8ec)

ii inertial velocity
(L5554) -

- IZ
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Symbol DAinition Units

0!Instantaneous pitch angle-of attack; positive if the (deg)
-Vehicle -centerline is above the air velocity-- vector
(1L53 01)

Time rate change of -angle -of attack (1,5302) (deg/sec)-

vector; always positive -(1,53 09)

Stll onleof fattack; nge etee te (dg

-C Still 2i~oaangle of attac~k (1,5305) - (deg)-

Tim rate.charge of still Wfindangle of attack-(L5307) -(deg/see)-

-IptCmadangle- of- attack (L5303)- Oeg)

-Commanded- angle of attack (deg)

Input c~mimanded angle of attack used in-the constant - (deg)
Jangle 6f -attack-and angle-of-side slip (Ty= 2)

(L63137, -320, etc)

Input- nozzle half angle used- in the separated flow (deg)
d-nozzle -thrust equation (Lk,,,16)

EffePiv pitch-angle-of attack used to-compute the (deg)
aerodynamic -normal force- (L-5311) -

-Effective totall angle of attack used to compute the.~ (dog)
-aerodynamic-normal force (1,5304)

Angle of attack -rotated- to- command vertical (deg)

-Commanded-angle of -attack fior constant angle of (deg)-
-attack flight-(Ty-= 2) (U.312)

Input- limit of -angle o- oattack -during the j -th type of (d eg)
_ fligh~t (L031,5. 322, etc1
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-Synbo~ Defmitit.2 units

Propellant dilfuisivity -use-d Aninternai ballistic (in. 2 sec)
-p ev. .ation is set to 0. 0002?7 if not-input (L09U)

tm
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L Air

yMtbol Definiti-n- Units

Angle of side slip. Positive if the vehicle centerline (deg)
is left of the air velocity vector when viewed from the

Or'-rear of the vehicle (L53 15)

Time rate change of angle -of side slip (L5316) (deg/sec)

Still wind angle of side slip (L5318) (deg)

Time rate change of still wind angle of side slip (deg/see)
(L5308)

Still wind angle of-side-slip in the commianded-coordi- (deg)
nate system used to-evaluate the -local -bank~angle- L5319)

C, Cimmanded angle- of side slip -(L5317) (deg"

Inutu commanded angle of side-slip used in the eonstant (deg)
ef angle of -attack iand ang-le of side slip (Ty =2)- (U-3 141

321, etc)

Effective yaw angle of -side slip used to compute th~e (deg)
aerodynamic normal face (1,53.20)

Angle of side s~ip-rotated to the commanded horizontal (deg)
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Symbol Definition units

Input and output calculated ratio of specific heats of (dim)
d the rocket motor exhaust gases. If -input zero' 1. 18

is used, Used in separated h1ow nozzle thrust
equations (Lk-014)

Calculated local angle oi velocity to be gained (1,53351, (deg)

YRelative -azimuthal velocity vector angle in missile- (deg)
target coordinates (1,5336)

Relative azimuthlal -velocity vector angular rate in(deg)
missile-target coordinates (L53 37)

Output-required veloc0-ity -flight path--angle at-the missile (deg)
instantaneous position (L5334)

Tar ;4 pitch flight. path-angle (1,57 28) (deg)

Inpuit initial target flight path angle at start of target (deg)

maneuvering (LO633)

71Pitch flight path angle. Angle between the earth re- (deg)
ferenced -velocity vector and the local tangent plane.
Positive away from the earth (1,53 21) ý

Pitch flight path angular rate. Positive up (1,5322) (deg/see)

~7 EPitch flight -path angle with respect to the-ambient air (dog)
at entry conditions (1,5327)

y11 Inertial pitch flight path angle. Angle between- the in- (deg)
ertlal velocity vector and the local tangert plane.
Positive away from the earth (L5330)

Entry- conditions inertial- pitc~h flight path angles, if (d e-g)
powered flight and. the-atmospheric end at the time74
being printed (1,5328)

Impact or -intercel-t inertinal p-'itob -fight pa h angle, if (deg)
powered flight and the atmosphere end at- the-tiffe being N

~,9-printed- (1,5332)
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______ Definition Units

(Y 1 Pitch flight path angle at the termination of Stage I (deg)4
-angle -between the earth referenced velocity vector
and the local tangent plane. Positive avvq-from the
earth (L5903)

YPitch flight path angle at the-termination of Stage 11. (deg)
1(B2) Angle between the earth referenced velocity vector and

-z the local tangent plane. Positive away from the earth
(T.592811

YPitch flight path angle at the termnination of Stage 11'. (deg)
(B) Angle between-the- earth referenced- velocity -vector and

the local tangent plane. Positiv, awaV Irom-thb-earth
(L5953) N

'B' Pitch flight path-angle at the termination of -Stagre IV. (d g)
Angle between the-earti) referenced- Velocity veýetor and --
the local tangent-plane. Positive away from the earth
11,5978)

Impact or intercept inertial pitch flight pat ngei (deg)
~'l~f(Bi) the powered flight were to end at the termination of

Stage I (L5917)

-ýf(112) Impact or iti rcept inertial- pitch flight path angle if -(dpg)
lit the powered flight were to end at the termination of

Stag II (L59421

(p) mpaict or intercept inertial pitch flight pa-1. angle If (06g)R
l~t the powered flight were to end at the ierininatlon of

stage inIII(L961)

(~4) Impact or inter cept inertial pitch flight p ath angle if -(Sec)
l~tthe powered flight were to -end at the termination -of

Stage IV (1,5992)

Input flight-path angle at the trajectory start time, (deg)
10 -1804'<Y. iý10 (1,O01i)

10

Azimuthal flight path angle. Angle between- the -hori- (deg)
zontal projection of-the earth reference velocity -vector
aind the local north, Positive clockwise-from north

UL323)
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Svinbol Definition Units

- Azimuthal flight path angular rate (1L5324) (deg/sec)

Inertial azimuth flight path angle. Angle between local (deg)

north clockwise-to the projection of the inertial velocity

vector on the local tangent plane (L5331)

2h-.ertial azimuth flight path angle at apogee (L5326) (deg)

S2ie Enitry cc,,ditions inertial yew flight path azimuth anglc, (deg)
if powered flight and the atmosphere end at the time
"being printed (L5329)

Impact or intercept inertial yaw flight path azimuthal (deg)
angle, if powered flight and the atmosphere end at the
*ime being- printed (L5333)

Input azimuthal flight path angle at trajectory start (deg)
time (L0044)

rRatio of specific heats functional constants used in (dim)
ri separated flow thrust equitions

Target pitch flight path angular rate (L5778) (deg/sec)
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&Mbo Definition Units

6 Output average TVC deflection angle per control motor (deg)
ave for the TVC design stage

SInput-maximum v-ector angle design limit also output in (deg)
me Iptmxmmvco

' eTVC design duay cycle (LO681)

6 M1 Azimuth-flight path error-to intercept. Used in type (deg)
j 10 flight (L5338)

Input roll system frnm!salignmen,_ angle (Lk403) (deg)

6 MP Input -nozzle -ilsalignment angle -in pitch (Lk389) -(dg)-

6MT Seeker yaw -look anglt-(L5351) (deg):

6 MT Seeker yaw look-angular-rato (L4352) (deg/sec)-

Input- nozzlemisalignment angle in yaw -(Lk390) (d-g)

6 Pitch thrust deflection angle. Positive up-(LS75I.N) (deg)

p
.p Pitch thrust~def-ection angular tak*_Vositive up -(deg/sec)

(L5713-)

* Pitch thrust deflection aagular acceleration angle- -(deg/sec)
P, positive up (1L5763)

SModified pitch thrust deflection angle-to include limit (deg) Z
cycle and misalignment angle (L5342)

""-Pc Pitch plan e thrust deflection commands (L5339)- -(deg)

6PO C . Inpat per stage initial pitch t•hrust vector deflection (deg and deg!

angle and angular -rate at the t.-ajectdy initiatio•i or Sec)
stage Initiation 0Lk420--421)--

PH Pitch nozzle deflection angle at final altitude of mnxi- (dog)
mum wind shear

pL Nozzle deflection-angle at initial althiude of-maximum. (deg)
wind shear
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SyMibol. Definiio Units

Pmax 'Output maximum magnitude -pitch thrust vector de- - adg
flection angles respectively, -per control motor for
the VIC design stage

6'Maxidmum pitch deflection o~utside -r-gion of maximum (deg)Pmax
wind shear

6i~maxOutput mnaximum pitch thrust vector deflection angular (deg/see)
rate, respectively for the TVC design stage

Pitch thrust deflection angle at-ti (deg)

6q Output-modified the-TVC design duty cyele, points pitch (deg)
Pq-thrust deflection-angle at. t

6Maximum pitch within region of maximumn wind -shear (deg)

6Output p0itch slew angle for TVC design stage (deg)
AýS

-6 VVC design-stagp vehicle slew angle (dg)

-sOutput control system design slew rate for TVC design (deg/see)
-stage

F Aerodynamic roll fins deflection angle (L5718-) (deg)
_R

_Aerodynamic roll fins deflection angular rate -(L5715) (deg/sec-)

6RcCommainded roll control fin deflection angle- (L5341) (deg)

6Yaw- thrust deflection angle, posiltive- left (L,5?17) (e.y
6~.Ya thus dflection angular rate, positive left (L5114) (deg/sec)

6 Y_ Yaw -thrust deflection angular acceleration angle (deg/sec-)
positive- left

-oiidyaw t~ius-eftection aagle-to include limit (deg)

-cycle and mn-s. 'ignzitent angles (L5343)

6 Yaw-plane-thrust deflection comnmands (1L5340)(dg
Ye

Or9
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_____Definition Units-

Inu -per stage-initial. yaw thrust-vector deflection (deg and-deg
-angfle ad anua rate: at- the trajectory initiation or see)
sta ge -initiation (Lk422-423)

IEP
Lt

V

e
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§YanoI Definition. -Units-

A Input hunting procedure (Pl)-values that "all should (dbi)a
be- computed within-the isolation or maximization
routine (10083)

A'Pitch-flax e-in angrle (L5349) (deg):
aIA Pit~ch- flare in constant used -in evaluation A'for (deg)

restart (L-5347)- a

-Yaw -flare-in angle- (L5350 -(deg)-

AFlare-in constanit-used in evaluatingA for (deg)
restart (L5~348-) a

dcInput value of-number-of desireddt cycle points (dim)

_(100 maximum) if -input zero5 set equal to-50-(L0670)

- Ah alcuatedaltiaidedifference-of the target and missile (t

(L.54-35)

Calculated time rate change-oifthe altitude -difference (ft/See)-
of the target and-missile (1,54'36)

AQb Input stage pitch Attitude reaction angular impulse; (deg)
-ioe., added to 6 -at staging (Lk4 28)

-b

ARb Input stage ywattitude reaction angular impulsei; (deg)
i.e.,* added toJ -at staging (Uk429)

ACalculated earth -surface down range difference of the Mft)
target and -missile (1,501)

A Calculated time -rate- change- of-the earth surface down (ft/see)
range difference- of the target and missile (U.5432)

AS Calculrated earth surface cross range difference of the Af~_
C ~target and missile (1.5433) -

ASCalculated time-rate change-of the earth surface cross (ft/see4.
range difference of- the target and- missile (1.5434)
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Symbol Definition Units

At -Input computing interval during t~ st gt (sec)
cj cJ
where J 1, 2, .. ,8 (1,0168, 170, etc)

At Input main printing interval during _t <t !t (see)
PS C p - 1) Pi

where J 1, 2, 8. 8(L0184, 186, etie)

At, Input auxiliary printline interval during t 0 1  sc

t; t .wherej 1, 2, .. ,8 (1,0220, 222, etc)
pi

A Ideal mis~sile velocity resulting from achieved thrust (ft/sec)I 574
AVIdeal missile velocity for Stage 1,(L5910) (ft/see)
(Bi)_

AV -Ide.al missile velocity for Stage Tr.-(L5-935) (ft/see)I _(B2)
AV Ideal missile velecity for-Stage 111I (1,59601 (ft/sec)

A V- Ideal missile velocity for Stage IV (L5985) (ft/sec)7
(B4)JAX Input- increments that X is incremented during the (dbi)

hunting procedure _(P1) (L0081)

Ax,, Input increment of xused in incrementing during hunting- (dbi)
procedure MP), J =1, 2, .. ,7 (1,0093, 102, etc)

t-IAO Vehicle pitch attitude error angle- (L5m4) (deg)

-A Vehicle reoll attitude error angle (L5348) (deg):
b

Aj Vehicle yaw attitude error angle (1,534.5) (deg)
b
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Symbol DefinItfion units

-~CTotal-angle of attack roll orientation angle. Angle (deg)
between-total anigle of attaok plane and yaw axis.

-~Measured counterclockwise- (1,5353)

INo wind total angle-of attack roll -orientation angle -(dbg)
(1,5354)

Q CCjInput tolerance on the j-th- condition of constraint used (b)
CJin hunt procedure- (P2)-w~ere-Ju 1, 2, .. ,7FI (M0097, -106, etc-)-

d -Input -and-output-nozzle ex-pans-io-n ratio used in the - (dm)
separated- flow -nozzle -thrust equations (LkIL-3)

In(2__f_ 0 tk mdl wiUl- be iterated until an

exteml sluion-h -a 9 -p -ercent probable model error. V
ift 0, -the extremaL solution is obtained without regard - -

In Z_
to probable model error (1,0087)

-~ MIFlight- path error to- estimated intercept (L-5355) (deg)

C TSe'4cer pitch~look angle (L5356) (deg) I

4M Seeker pitchi-ook-angular rate (L5357) (deg/sec)-
MTi

eMain motor nozzle separation- expansion ratio vised irk (dim)
separated -flow -equation (1,5075)

-(Input -v~lue spectfyifig the toleranco of the--predicted _(dbi)
Zmaximization Parameter (z)-. --Used in tlw- hunt pro--_

~edure (P2) (1,oo86)
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Symbol Definition -Units

Cross -range angle. Angle between local vertical (deg)
- - and vertical on firing azimuth down range location.

Positive if positive Is-left of -firing azim-Uth, (L5358'ý

Cross-range-angular rate (L5359) (deg/sec)

Cclnpd stage pitch -control systems damping ratio for (dim)Cthe thrust vector deflection second-order transferAj function (.0.436)

Clput-0veb-ole -controlled damping-ratio (*Lk438)-(im

_CT Target azimuthal flight-path ariigleiLS729) (deg)

CTO ~~~~~Input iditial~target -azimuths1 ARh -path agea iat ~ Eg
of ft~rget ma".euvering.(L0635)

nput ostn aliue- (¶Iy 8) control damping(im-jratio wbeeJl=1 2- .or 16 M0315, 322, efb)

CInitial, cross range-ang le- (deg)

~~T ~ Target azimuthal path a 2gular rate- (1,15779) d/ec
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- SybolDefinition Units

-Transformed value of the independent variable x used (dbi)

in hant procedure (P2)

Acceleration load factor along-vclocity vector (L5169) (g's)

Acceleration load factor- normal-to the velocity vector gs
(L-5171)

Acceleration load factor- transverse- to the -velocity vector (g's)

(L51110)

-Commnanded load normal factor (g's

Inputcommnd nrmalload-fac-tor--for constant- load(g)
jf factor ty p-e-of J light-where J_=1 2, .. ,or 13 (Ty = -9)

-(L0313. -320. etc)

-~~ ~ ct Commanded load-crosswire factor(g)

Input commandload factor cj5osswi~e to the velocity ('Is)
ctj vector-used for-constant load factor type-of-flight

where -=1, 2, . (Ty 9)- (L0314, 321, etc)4

~1 - Achieved -load facto~r normal to the velocity vector in- (g's
Xn the commanded local roll -coordinates

-1?Achieved load factor crosswise to the velocity vector in (g's)
-the com-maid local roli coordi nates -

1 1 rInput disturbing roll nozzlevotxmliie.0
Ifjiot ýinput is set to 0.00363 tLk-406), R ý
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Achieved missile Euler-angle pitch attitude (1,5710) (deg) 10

Achieved vehicle Euler anlgie- pitch- rate ( L5760) (degsc

8 Input pitch orientatiori angle at- the trajectory start (deg')

bo

6Input inertial elevation axcis Euler _angie reiating the (deg)
i arnd e systems 2jGO15)-

e Input ~~ge~neralized coordinatc rento xrvlcy(eg
-1 steering. First-rotation angle -(ajbouitb- te -axis- -of

the sete_, 4) ,__andO- (L007),

8 Desired-missile attitude Euler -angle -t iati g-the-m (deg)

m and -i system (L5722)

8Dec ired vehicle pitch -EulP-4r angular -rate,- (LV7 2) - (d eg/s e 6)

L
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SYmbol Definition Units

XMT Angle of missile to target line projection on horizontal
and firing azimuth (L5360) (deg/see)

XAngular rate of missile to target line projection or (deg/sec',
MT horizontal and firing azimuth- 4L5361)

XLagrange -multiplier used in the simultaneous hunt (dbl,
I ~(P2) for the l-.th constraint function

1ý4x
a Apogee longitude (deg)

-ozehalf-angle momentum correction coefficient -(dim)

I_ d
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Symbol Definition Units

A Instantaneous vehicle longitude. Value is positive or (deg)
negative west or east of Greenwich, England,
respectively (L536Z)

Instantaneous vehicle change of longitude from launch (deg)
longitude. Value is positive east (L5363)

Vehicle-longitude time rate change (L5364) (deg/sec)

Vehicle apogee longitude if powered-flight and the (dog)
atmosphere end at the time being printed (L5365)

Missile impact or intercept longitude if powered flight (deg)
and-the atmosphere end at the time being printed (15366) 1

ML Input launcher longitude- (L0O1O) (deg)

JAI Initial change in longitude from launch longitude (deg)

2 0

I

,I

I

I
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Symbol Definitioni Units

.2Ratio of specific heats function constant used in (dim)
separated flow thrust equation
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-Symbol Definition Units li

p Instantaneous vehicle latitude positive north of the (deg)
equator -900 -5 p L> 90 (L5367)

pVehicle latitude time rate- change (L5368) (deg/sec)

PVehicle apogee latitude If powered flight and the (deg)
a ~atmosphere end at the time b~eing printed (L5369)

PfMissile impact or ifitereept- latitude if powered flight (deg)
and the atmosphere end at-the time being printed (L5370)

LInput launch latitude, -,90* --! p Žý900 (L0017) (deg)
3

p Density of propellant-u-sed -in internal- ballistic (lb/in.)
evaluation is set to 0. 065 if not in~put- (Ik095) _

p Iniial-vehicle latitude (deg)
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___Symbo Definition- Units

~aInput code which designates the dependent variable- in (dim)
the hunting procedure (P1) (Lo078-)

Ea -q Input code which-designates the integration tolerance - (dbi)
Aj parameters where J1=1 2,..., or 7 ML0280, 283, etc)

a~jinput code which designates the quantities whose values (dim)
at staging are to beavailable to- the-hunting procedure,-
j=1, 2,., 5 (L0271, -273, etc)

A 7 Values which are designated- by input, at staging which -(dbi)
-are-avallable-to the -hunting-procedure (1,5496-500

VBX2

1: Cr BX3

CYBX5_

Input code which-designtes the quantity-that determines (dim)
the flight region when the orbital elements and impact
determination are desired (L0041)A

a ~~Input code which-designae th uniyta-determines (dim)

DJwhen to-print a discontinuity where j 1, 2, .. ,8

= ~(L025.2-259)

Standard oi vacuum thrust-to nominal vacuum- thrust at (dim)
-any ncminal time point

Input code which designates -the quantity -that determines (dim)-
fj when-the J-th type of flight ends where j1, 2,., 16

(1,03110- 318, etc)

-Input code which designates the quantity that determ~ines (dim)
___ -when the j-Lh type--of TWIC-eads (Lt)801,- 811, etc)

-r ~ Inpit code which designates attitude control system (dim)
gain zone limits (j 1, 2, or 3) (LK457, 466)
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Symbol Definition Units

a Input code which designates the start of the acquisition (dbi)
gzone for evaluation of the-steering equatiozas coef-

'ficients for the k-th stage, k 1, 2,_ 3, or 4 (Lk397)

0 k Input quantity which designates the end-of the acquisition (dbi)
zone for evaluation of the steering equation coefficient
for the k-th stage, k =1, 2, 3, or 4 (Lk399)

al Input standard deviation of-the ra:tio of total impulse to (dim)
nominal total impulse for tMe k-th stage I(U383)

"Input codle-which designates the quantity that determines (dim)
rij .when the WjT weight is -to be jettisoned where j 1,

2, ... , or 8 (L0050, 53,9 etc)

-ILocal flight path angle to estimated target, intercept (deg),
(L-5373)

-am Input code which designates the quantity whose maximum (dbi)
vaiue is to be-printed-following each stage time where
J= 1, 2, ... , 5 (L0261, 263, etc)

CrInput code which- designates the quantity that determines (dim)
when the j-th mode type ends where j =1, 2, ... , 10

(L0601, 609, etc)

SMT Angle of missile to target line and local horizontal (deg)

-(L5371)

a Angular rate of missile to-target line and local- (deg/sec)
horizontal (L5372)

Values which are designated-by input, as quantity (dbi)
whose maximum value is to be printed following each

O'mx2 stage time (L5491, 495)-

armx3

0Omx4-

Camx5
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§Smbo Definition Units

Input code designates the quantity to be printed in (see)
IPJ printline Z where j 1, 2, ... , 8 (L0209-2119)

Input code wbhch designates the quantity that determines (dim)
when a stage ýs terminated where k = 1, 2, 3, 4 (LkOOO)

input standard deviation of the ratio of web burntime (dim)
to nominal burntime-for the k-th stage (Lk384)

Ct Inpu:t code which designates the quantity that determines (dim)
ti when to print a special time where j = 1, 2, ... , 8

(L0236, 238, etc)

CTTto -Input code designating start of target manuevering (dim)
(L0630) -

Il xInput code which designates.the independent variable in (dim)
the-hunting procedure (Pi) (L0077-)

CT . Input cod6 whica designates the independent variables (dim)
used-in hunting procedure (P2) where j 1- 2, ... , -

(L0091, 100, :etc)

y. Input code which designates the dependent Variables (dim)
Yj used in hunting procedure (P2) where j = I, 2, ... , -7

(L0094, 103, etc)

Input code. The c identifies the dependent variable (dim)
z I dz -

being maximized or minimized. Used in hunt procedure
(P2). If aT < 0, the values of x1 , x2, ... , X. (L0085)

z in
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_3"bo Definition Units

-J"0 Input stage pitch and yaw control syste.Ls time (sec)

constant for the thrust vector deflection first order
transfer function (Lk435)

cf First order lead constant which will be set proportional (sec)
to equivalent first order lag of controllable motor used
in the TMC command logic

Input pitch flare-in time constant for k-th stage used in -(sec)
velocity steering type cf- flight (-Ty =4) (Lk396)

Input control system time constant of the j-th type TMC (sec)
(10805, 815, etc)

Input pitch and yaw flare-in factor used in the Homing (sec)
Guidance (Ty = 11) (L034, 321, etc)

input pitch and yaw flare-in factor used in the-Antercept -ec)
IGJ guidance- (Ty = 10) (L0314, 321, etc)

Inptut guidance associated first order intercept guidance (sec)
"controller time constant used in type 10 flight:where
j =1, 2, or 13 LL0313, 320, etc) -

Input stage roll control system time constant, for the (sec)
first order transf r- (Lk639, -49, 659)

- Web fractiou used 4n internal ballistic evaluation is set (dim)
to 0. 8 if not input,(Lk096)

7 Input time constant in the nontarget dependent yaw (sec)yk-
steering equation for th. k-th stago (Lk402)

- Input flare-in time constant for constant load factor (g's)
type of flight (Ty = 9) (L0315, 322, etc)
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SyMbol Definition Units

TMI Azimuthal angle to target intercept (L5374)ý (deg)

2151

:. = _
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Symbol Definition UnitsJ

Instantaneous down range angle. Angle between-the (deg)
launch vertical and the local vertical on the down range
azimuth point. Positive as shown in Figure 1.1,•<q <
(L5375)

$ Instaataneous range angular rate. Positive dcw0n range (deg/sec)

Oa Glide range angle to the apogee vertical (L5378) (deg)

Oaa4 Glide range angleto-the aipogee vertical (L5114) (deg)

-Achieved missile Euler-angle roll attitude (L5712) (deg)

-Achieved vehicle Eulcr angle roll rate (L5762) (deg/sec)

Ob- Input roll orientation angle at the trajectory start time (deg)
-1800<0 b< 180- fLQON3)

Glide range-angle to glide phase termination vertical (deg)
used in Keperian impact:predictions (L5381)

Input generalized coordinate orientation angle. Final (deg)
rotation angle (about the X axis) of the setsg ,4 , and

Input inertial meridional axis Euler angle relatirg the i (deg)
- and e systems (L,016)

Desired missile attitude Euler angle relating the m and (deg)
i systems (L5724).

Desired vehicle roll Euler angular rate (L5774)- (deg/sec)

•mo Input initial commanded roll attitude (L0030) (deg)

Ri -Input bank angle locati-on of the i-th raceway where (deg)4'Ii-= 1, 2. As seen from the rear of the vehicle, a

positive angle is- measured clockwise _fom the Z -
axis direction (Lk669, -672)
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-yDefinition- Urnit

Insananousslntrage angle. Angle betwee the eg
S launch vertical-and t-he--local vertical (L-5379)

O Input bivariant consideration aids for the-k-th- stage (deg)

4t.,v L3 8 5)

00Initial down ranga angle (deg)

(PLocal bank-angle (1,5380) (deg)-

-Commanded bank angle (L5377) -(deg)

Input- command -roll- attitud -e used In the-constant (deg)
cJ angle-of attack and angle of side-slip tpe of flight

-(y~')or the constant- lafctrype- of flight
-where j =1, 2,... or -13 (Ty =9) -(L0315,- 322, -etc)
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SymolDefinitioa Units

Vehicle azimutth in the launch horizontal plane (L5982) (deg)

4,,Achieved missile Euler angle yaw attitude (L5713) (deg)

Acbieved vehicle Euler angle yaw rate- (L57617) (deglsec)

input yaw orientation angle at the trajectory start (deg)
ime 18o p< 1800 (L~OON)l

V~gInPut generalized coordinate orientation -angle. (deg)
S&o6nd rotation angle (about the -re uin Z ai
after rotating throughog i g* oniPd 4,0046)--

_Input--flight -plane azimuth angle. Angle measured (ft)
northo-tothe flight plane, -1800• iý' 1800 (EA)014)

Desired missile attitude Euler angle relating the (deg)
m -m and i systems (L57 23)

Desired vehicle yaw Euler angular rate (L5773) (deg/see)
In

1$,Input initial commanded yaw attitude (L0029) (deg)

Instantaneous wind azimuth angles, measured in a (deg)
plane parallel -to the local tangent plane where j = -1, A
2, ... , 30. Angle measured clockwise from north
to the direction from which the wind is comning (L5383)

Input instantaneous ýwith altitude h) wind azimuth (deg and dbi)
agles, measured--in a plane parallel to the loca _

-tangent plane where j 71, 2, ... , 30. Angle measured-I ~Clo.kWise from' north to the direction fromx which the
windis coming. (LG417, 415, etc)
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SvblDefinition Units g

Input magnitude of the earth's aglaeoct.f (rad/sec) &
input greater than: 0. 53, set equal to 7. 2921: -5 (1,0027)

Input stage pitch control -systems forcing frequency for (rad/sec)
C ~the thrast~vector-deflection second-order transfer

function (Lk437)

Output stew frequency used in-the TVC design stage (rad/sec)
slew rate calcuLations

-Input frequency- of -limit cycle-for the k-th stage (rad/sec)

Pintle control frequency (L5083)- (rad/sec) P3

Input slew- frequency- used in the TVC-design stage -(rad/sec)4

slew-rate calculations (L0674)

~ - Input-vehicle controle frquency-for the-k-th stage (rad/see)

Input attitude control frequency used in constant (rad/sec)
attitude type of flight w-here j = ,2, .. ,16 (Ty =8)

(1,0314, 321, etc)

Ratio of specific-heats functional constant. Used in (dim)
separated flow thrust equations
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j B. EQLUATIONS OF MOTION-

IThe equations and logic given in this section estiblish the
trajioctory program ithich simulates micsile 'ýlight in three dimensions

with an add~itional three -degrees of freedom possible, i.e.,i the vehicle

can- pitch, yaw, and roll about its center of gravity. A spherical

rotating earth mode is ut~ilized for missile location; gravitational
forces from an oblate earth-can be included.

Diffetrential equations requiring numerical integration are

as follows:

1. Linear momenta equations

2. Anigular momenta -equations

3. Desired misile atitude Angular velocities

-4. Achieved-missile attitudeý angular vel oct-ies

5. Thrust vectoring-equations

I To yield an essentially point mas.- sol~ution, -items 2,A4,

and- 5 are ignored if m - I or 4.

1 1.Linear Moaient-a Equat1ios-

I ~The linear momenta equations which y'ield the three-dimentional

missile accel~eration components are computed frota the real forces
actiti -on the missile and the accelera~~ns rsn r h at

rotation. The equations are:-

a~ ge W in-
a- 2 ( -w snL.+ Zeecos-c ){~:

V.Z e aLqYeZbo e e
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The above parameters are defined as follows:

X and X are the components of missile acceleration and
ee ee

velocity in a right handed Cartesian coordinate system whose origin

is fixed at sea level at the input launch latitude, pL* The Xe axis

is positive north, Ye-axis positive east, and Ze, the vertical axis, is

positive down.

a. Initial Condition

The initial condition position and velocity vector are as follows:

Down Range Angle

4o= (180/v) So/r

Cross Range Angle

to (180/n) Sclre

Radius From Center of Earth

rco ho + re

Launch Centered Coordinates

Xe rc (cos cos to sin ¢o - sin $ sin t)

Yeeo r (sin i cos to sin 0o + cos sin to)

Z -r e -r coz to cos to

Initial Earth Geocentric Coordinates

X cc 0 SXCeO cos pL "Zeeo sin pL + r esin pL

Ycco Yeea

_Z X si n  rZ coc resPL

Zcco eUO PL + ýeeo e
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- -=

initial Latitude and Differentiai Lognitude

sin po X /r
cco co

COB po (y2  + z2  )-/r•-cs o coo cco co

r~2 + Z2

coS,4 -Zc /(Y.2  + Z2

Initial Launch Centered Velocity Coordinates

X COS PL 0 sinpL pl 0 0

- 0 1 0 0 cos g -sin .YeeoCt

"•,•1e0 L Lsin ,

C.Dati

•-x 0 1 0 Vo cos 710 sin 7go

.- sin PO 0 COS PO0 Ve sin 710

"e J
Sb . D Matrix

The matrix [D], which rotates componehts from the b system

to the e system, is computed from:

I° D] . (e A [ Ab]
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where w is input, (Ar] rotates componentr from the b system to the
e . -[A] from the i aystem to the e system, and AA from the

Ssystem,o
eo system to the e system. The coordinate axes are discussed in Section A.2.c

and shown in Figure 17. These rotation matrices are defined as follows:

cos L- 0 iin p 0 0 Cos PL -sin P

(Ae1 0 1 0 J0 cos wt sinut 0 1 0
-sin pL 0 cos L 0 -sin wt cos Wtj ip 0 Cos

Coo-in 0 Cos 0 0 sin0.jj1 0 0 ]
(Ai] - sir, r cos 'V. 0 I 1 0 0 cos 4b -sin.

0 1 sin G 0 Cos 0 0 sin i cos i74

j Lr

with
" -r-t

Cos 0 G s i o r -sin t 0- oF, 0I
m[m 00

[A 0 0 0sin co 0 Co s sin tCOS

Sm m. mn

l 0 0 Cos 0b -sin s 0

s 1 0 0 sin cos 1b 0 0-

[Sn I 1 0 si os 0 O 1 0 dsnb 't sibn•

-sin8 0 0 Cosi9lO sin(0CosO j
Lb SbII b b

vihere t is the instantaneous time, 0., %t' (0 the input Euler angles

defithing the relation between i and e. systems, and the subscript m

imd b Euler angles are ccuputi"d from the integration of their rate

equations. The angles are. shown in Figufel7 and Figure 18.
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c. inertial A:celeration Components

The components of. acceleration arising from the thrust and

aerodynamic forces acting on the missile are:

a xjF C 5z Dri ss (bb3IW

a ~ + F + +F + N -N +N )iW
y JDy TDy Py Y, FY

aZb Fz + FJDz + FTDz+ NPz "Z + NBZ/ '

where F are the components of missile thrust, main and/or complementary;xc,y,z i--

J and FJDz are the jet damping forces in yaw and pitch respectively; Wi -

and N.. are the aerodynanic damping forcer.-in yaw and pitch respectively;
FZ

F! and F are -the movable nozzle tail-wag-dog force in yaw and pitch

respectively; and C, Ny and are the aerodynamic force components. N

and NbZ are the control fins nofmal force in yaw and pitch respectively;

and CS iS the control fin axial force. Drg is the input rail dreg. The mass

conversion gravity value, gel is input.

The second and third terms of the linear momenta equations result

from:Coriolis and gravitional accelerations.

Some of these forces are depicted on Figures 19 and 20.
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Vd. Gravitv

-The gravItational force is specif ied- by the two

components shown in Figure 24; one directed down from the

missile towards the earth center and the other perpendictilar to

the preceding component, directed towards the equatorial plane- A

Bc-th components are functions of vehicle geocentric latitude

and radial distances and include the accelerations due to

mass attraction and centrifugal force.

The local components of gravity are:

OtgJ/r" + w2 r) cos p sin p

g~~1r~~~0  [ jr{snp~ 1)fr2-a~ c 2 p]

where re 9eT and w are input and rc and p are the instantaneous

where the matrix [All is defined in~ Section F.2.b.

The eaergy per unit mass s

E/m g rc g, r2!rc + V2/1
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2. Angular -Momenta Equations -

The angular momenta equations which yield the angular acceleration

components about the vehicle center of gravity are defined as follows:-

I I . •%j

Q~ t -1b 1 -1 Q

y-• -• z-z -*b Xz YI y Y

V Rb Q

F~ In -Ix ixP

where P, Qb and R are the roll, pitch and yaw turning rates about the

-misaile center of gravity (Figure 21 ), l•, y and I are the roll, pitch

and Yaw moments of inertia respectively; IXe, ' and Iy are the products

-of Inertia; and MT and are the roll, pitch, and yaw unbalance

moments respectively.

a. Initial Conditions, Angles, and-Angular Rates

Initial values of Ob4Ib, and-Oh, at the trajectory start

- time,- to, are obtained from input and thereafter, at the initiation of the

mode are equated to the values existing at the end of the previous mode

segment. At staging,-the input stage attitude reaction angular impulse, *4
• U added to Qb and RSb is added to Rb.
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b. Angular Moments

Angular moments are defined as follows.

Perturbing Pitching Moments

MD M tRM '+%M +TQ+MD

where % is the aerodynamic pitching moment, HOQ is the thrust offset

"pitchimoment, IDL is the movable nozzle tail-wag-dog pitching moment, and

M is the jet damping pitching moment.
JDQ J

Controlling Pitching Moments

if ~ M + M
~CQ rcQ bQ

where M•CQ is the thrust vector control pitching moment and 11 is the

movable pitch control fin moment.

Unbalance Pitching Moment

M- + M
MI(I -DQ CQ

*OLIEi
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Perturbing Yav Moments

Da" MNR +MFOR -DR +MJDR

where MNR is the aerodynamic yawing moment, lPOR is the thrust offset

yawing moment, MTDR is the movable nozzle tail-wag-dog yawing moment, and
MJDR is the jet damping yawing moment. -

Controlling Yawing Moment

H M CR +ýý MSR:

where MECR is the thrust vector control yawing moment and MBR is the

movable -yaw control fin moment.

Unbalance Yawing Moment

4_MIR MDR +MCR

TPrturbing Roll-Moments

M D MfR+MFOP +NMF -+MRAP

where M isthe aerodynamic normal force offset rolling moment, F

is the thrust offset rolling moment, MFvP is the thrust vortex rolling

moment, and HM the raceway aerodynamic rolling moment.

-Controlling Rolling Moment

CP - C +-

where M, p is the auxilliary roll control rolling moment and MR is

the aerodynamic fin rolling control moment.

Unbalance Rolling Moment

Ip- MDP MCP

-- 228
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C. CONTROL TABLES

4

Three different control tables regulate the type of trajectory simulation. The 41

mode control table stipilates the degrees of freedom to be simulated, the attitude

control table dictates the type of flight, anr the thrust modulation control table

specifies the thrust-control law.

1. Mode Control Table

The mode table controls the degree of sophistication that

is obtained in the simulation of missile flight. Options such

as rigid body with and without thrust-vector control are

controlled by the mode table. The desired option or mode is
determined by the type of mode input W.

-~ y

If the input M is zero, all of the logic given below
Is ignored and only the Mode 1 opt rn of a rigid body without

controls is applicable throughout th& run.

The-following logic applies to the mode regions:

Inputting a maximum of ten mode regions per trajectory is I A

possible; Let (F (j- = 1, 2, ... ,: 10) be the achieved value

of a parameter designated by code-input and let be the input -

of the parameter; then the j-th mode region will apply until

jMj = KMJ, then mode is switched to next mode type.

The time when equality in the above occurs will be

determined and is defined as t•'" The KMj crireria are checked -

monotonically with respect to the j. index. The trajectory is
terminated if the final týJ is reached. The applicable region __

at the beginning of a trajectory run is determined from

229 -
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the region start flag, M~ sfollowus:

1. The J-th (m1, 2, .. ,10)-region applies if

MI. -j#0
yj

2. IfM ,the first margin applies.

At the initiar: ion of Mode 4, the Initial thrust vector

angles and rates are obtained from input unless they are

not input-; then, they are equated to the values at the end of

the previogs mode region.

The at des have the Afollowing-mean ing:

a. Point mass simulation (Mdv =4)

Mode 4 simulates In three dimensions the vehicle motion

as a rigid body Without controls -(oint-mass).

b. Rigid body simulation (Mý 5)

Mode 5 simulates in three dimensions the vehicle motion

as a rigid body with controls.

The trajectoxy will be terminated with an error message and

dump if any mode other than 4 ur 5 is encountered.-
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2-.. Flight Control Table

Desired missile attitude (the relation between-the m and i

aystems) as shown in-Figure 18 will be computed by on of-the-many gypes of

f~.ight methods given below. Themn system is the basic coordinates that

thr. autopilot controls. The coemand m system is calculated f or desired

angles of attack, angle of sideslip and back angle for certain types of4

-fltight. The type of at~titude-control desired will be determined by tha

"Itype of flight," input T according to the-following logic.-

if T ~

programmed flight is- desired. Missile at6! Adc is deterM~ined from- the

input-turning rates.,

if T 2
y

stipulated angle of attack and angle of sideslip-for a-given back I-
angle is desired. Commanded pitch, yaw~and roll attitudes are

determined from the coam:anded relative attitude from achieved earth

reference velocity vector.-

-y

nontarget 4epandent guided flight is-desired. Missile attitude is

determined from-velocity steering equations-,

if - T- 6.-
y4

-rail launch dynamuic is desired.: Missile attitude-is fixed in pitch and

yaw-but the roll attitude- -is allowed to be commanded from input roll rate.
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if Tngle.
y

constant nmal load& fco fih is desired.do M-issile attitude will b-otoldfo

be commntoldrocowaid law-specifying angle of attack, and angle ofsielp.Rl

siesip-olattitude will be specifiled from condbak nge

4
ifT T 9

ionsteacet normalnoa aco flight is desired. Missile attitude iscoilleds

if T ý__A 10

HointretgGuidance-flight is desired. Missile attitude is calcuanded s
astoll home - iaion atag yo calledio oporsena naiainl teig

A maxinof 1 typs offlig to p irterajectry t c tn e inpt
--mtvfngit l)2, cordnae.3)bthacevdvlecfaaret eigatd

by oden- uir.uan6 flegt ifs besihed Minpusvle oattiue psar cuamee;thendth

-The typelofin flighillapply for alltps long afoight: qul

An error will occur if ufj and- KJ are eqjual at the beginning of the ;X

J vs the type of flight.-

2321
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The J-th type of flight will end and the trajectory will be computed '4
when equality occurs.* Criterion for ending the (j+l)-type of flight 13
not-checked until the j-th type of flig~ht ends. once the j-th type of
f light ends, it cannot be re-entered during the trajectory.

a. Prograimmed Flight Cry =1)

When T - 1 during the J-'th type of flight, the pitch, yaw andI
y

roll turning rates are obtained from input and the desired vehicle attitude iA
is determined from:j

(0.cos10 R_ .sin 0 )/cos* in Qmj m mj- in

=0 sin (0 + R cog 4
in i3 m mi 1

4) P.- 0sin~
in mJ m in

where %1,i6 aid P are the input turning rates in the attitude contro~l table9rMj -~j' m
whose positive directions are shown in Figure 19.

The initial values of %~, 41 ,and are obtained from input

if 0, --or from the last computed values from the previous type of

-flight.

ZA,

A
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b. -Constant Angle of Attack and -Angle of Side Slip (Tv =2)

WhenlTk 2 during the J-th type of flighto the desired veav.cle
attitude is detetmin~d from:

0 arctan [(-A )(A)J -10<0 80

m arc31 [(A I l2 )] 180* < 0 1800
m

arta [(- V7102 c-_

-where

[Ao [A inl [COB] _[si Aco [ o \

TAcJ -1 c -0 -sint, C os -1A1 0 1 0jo

[A sinct 1 cos sij PI oe -13 iJ [o Co Psinq,. (

-- 
_31



7 -7 
___-_

: • where

13' artan r( tan )/(sec ac)]+-c c

The values of ac, 8c and 0 are input in the flight control table
in tne Qm, Rm, and P~ columns.

-M

A +]+[A [A [A )v-1 AA )
+[A• ]-[Apm [A l [A

71 Y2 eo-S+ (AA[I [A =A _

Y,. V2 1 eo
+ (Ap] R I [A (AIo tA1]

-am1  02feo

(Aeo] = w PL 0 coS [A[Aeo
PL

[AE] P -A] 2 3a

Q AE31

-R AE1l

and 8, *and 0m are determ~ined as in T 1.M2 5

+-ON
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c. Pitch Steering fTy-4)

When Ty=4 during the j-th segment of flight, the vehicle

-attitude and rate are obtained from instantaneous missile

position and velocity components as follows:

9 (18 0/30 [alZ + a +Xb + b +
gg A 9 blk g~ 2 k gg 3k gi ak

i(1801S) fa ~ +b ) 2b + t+3b 2e +&
m k +g lkgg 2k gg gg -3k ggg ak

The constants alk, aOk, bik, b2 k, b3 k (k - i, 2, 3, or 4) are {
-iout per stage, computed under acquisition of coefficients -for

steering equation logic delineates in section L.3.a, or obtained

frcm-previous run if *glk <0 . Also,

ak a exp [(tB - t)/7•]

sic 'bk fik'epI(rff/t

*f- "Wg- Ok lk gf 2k gf 3

S,. 6 v~lu•e5 of the •,icle ait.ue-angle and velocity components

-• wth bscript f" •ari- -Aetei-ncd4 at the-beg nning of this

Sste e -or 2t* st-ginj,,vhicbever -9 --the lae- occurring event,

ii s 1he-thne,-t is-tie value *fthien when Ty.44 flght begins-or Is-

*:_ zero t st•glng, and i•-s-the iix#ut_&p1c flare-In time constant for

the kth s2get

~3 d



(1) Coxmmanded Yaw Attitude

-(180/x) Ky 4k g
*m Kyk[lyk Y g g+

M KYk yk gg- gg

(2) Coaxuand Roll AttitudeA
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d. BaffLaunch Mt=6j

When T -6 during the J-th -segment of flight, the vehicle
y

f light path will simulate flying down a launcher 'rail or-tube.

-The linear momaenta equations are set as

x 'Aee ax

1= (D]

ee :
where

0I

A -MAX e x

wihere the quantities ato -delineated in section Li.I

set

G '~p

b m ID]
b 0

O OCos -R 1n*)

m mm m

P% sin$3 R

X*

ee Xeee ee ee :1( teo)
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Y* +y y (t-t) xl

ee eeo eeo 0

e~e eeo eeo 0

where Xeeo, Yeeo' ZeeGo are the initial values of Xee,

fnd Yee' Ze and t at the•beginning of the segi - A: of flight.

I
I

I- -

12-
I

A r
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e. Constant Altitude (Ty- 8)

The constant altitude type of flight will command the

vehicle 3o as to fly- the missile to e specified altitude and thenII maintain that altitude. The directed flight path azimuth will be

down the generalized coordinates X g Z plane. The transition
gg gg

of the vdiicle initial altitude to the desired altitude is

by an input altitude control frequency and damping ratio.

I:• When T - 8 during the j-th segment of flight, the vehicle•j y
attitude is obtained from instantaneous values of no-wind

total angle of attack, roll-angle of total angle of attack

orientation, bank angle, altitude distance, rate, body angular

attitude, and acceleration, as well as from input values, com-

mand altitude, altitude control frequency, and-damping ratio.

J The commanded angle of attack and angle of side slip is

defined as follows:

(1) Commanded Angle of Attack

I45 +A If ct*> 450
ak C

_ +-1%k _4

I L•a + Aak Otherwise

-I where

a a, + ((h -h) Kz K- K-- cos4
c C z z z c

+ [Y + +Y K +Y K. I sin (p-Igg89g gg; z c

Rb~~ ~ ~ si I C

• - g•~K Qb cos ('P -q~c)-• bsn -0

240
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and the Angle of attack exponential flair-in factor is

determined as follows:

4kexp ( (tf- t) h~(2 If( > 0

where

A~k [U1*f -a11

and the angle-of attack rotated to the coimmanded vertical is

=arctan ([tan .i']I[sec (q) -p + +

where the values of the- vdiicle trajectery parameters with

subscript "'T' are determined at the beginning of this segment

of flight type control.

(2) Commanded Angle3of Side -Sip

If 3*>45*
45f +<-45

~ + Otherwise

L

where

K ~C [g z+Y K~;+Yg KV] cos% 4p
c g Z 99 Z

+ Qb si -ý _'Pd - # Rb cos(c
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and the angle of side slip exponential flare-in factor is

determined as follows:

exp ( (t~f t) [w'(2 if W > 0

&bk

0 Otherwise

and the angle of sideslip in the horizontal is:

f r (tan &]Icac (T q- +

where

where the values of the vehicle trajectory parameters with

subscript "f' are determined at the beginning of this segment

of flight-type control.
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The above gain are defined as:

K W*/AGz z z

K. 2ý 1W IG

z

where the values of hc, tz, and are input in the &ttitude

control table in the locations of mj, R , and Pmj. respectively

for the j-th type of flight row and the variable-gain factor is

determined as:

Oz. (it/1180)[a Nb ýe " NPEA ge/w]

0~ if M I or 4

[LPcD Yy/(NNVA MPCD NPCD "PDA) Otherwise

Pitch aerodynamic control normal force per radian fin deflection

angle

NpAC (leo/IT) CL q S

Pitch •erodynamic disturbing normal force per radian angle of

attack

N (180/71) C q SN

Pitch total thrust control iuoment per radian TVC deflection angle

FN A

Pitch main thrust control moment per radian TVC deflection angle

R4C H e
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Pitch aerodynamic control moment per radian fin deflection

angle

NPAC NpAC •

Pitch aerodynamic disturbing moment per radian angle of attack

PAD "PAD " cp

Total pitch control moment per radian deflection angle

K M M if Ke 0 or Y6 > 2cf PAC + ifPi~oce >

PM D Kf• if 4 N
PC f MAC- +PMC iK~

MpAC ifl 6 - 2

Total pitch disturbing moment per radian angle of attack

NPDA " MPAD "NPAC

Total pitch control normal force per radian deflection angle

Kc NpAC + F if Y,5 M0

N K + 1 i 6

PCD " cf PAC + if

NpA if K5 "2
{PAC i (.

Total pitch disturbing normal force per radian angle of attack

NpDA NpAD NAC

Pitch trim normal force per radian angle of aMtack

rNpDA if M 1 or 4
PDA y

N =
PEA

N PDA + (MPDAO/pcD)NpcD otherwise

244
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Force normal to velocity vectm! per- radian angle of attack

NNVA= a.-W + NPDA

Commanded bank angle

p C
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N fL ConstantNormal Load Factor (Ty -=9)

The programned normal load factor type of flight will

command ehe vehicle attitude so as to fly the missile with a

specified acceleration in g's normal to the earth reference

velocity vector. The transition from the initial load factor

to the deaired load factor is accomplished by a first order

transfer function characterized by an input load factor flare-in

constant.

The values of qcn qct, and qp are input in the attitude

control table in the Qj R., and P locations.
%,ij mj m

Defining the achieved load factor along the velocity

vector is:

%a

[A617 [Aa]
"-Tlt cc] IVl lge i-

{j~bnJkJ

where nba is the acceleration along the velocity vector,

tis the acceleration transverse to the velocity vector,

and %n is the acceleration normal to the velocity vector.

The achieved load factor along the velocity vector is:

(in commuanded local rcll coordinates).

% %t cos 'P-dP) -%n sin (cP -

'1n = 'qbt sin ( -'P + nbn cos ( )d
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The commanded angle of attack

r ak *>5
_fa 450+ f

ac 4 5 0 - ak -Ic~<5[(gk + ~Otherwise

where

-K.i Qb cos (9~ -p) - ~R, s in ((p - p )

-and-the angle of-attack-experimental flare-in factor is

determined as follows:

O if¶f =0

A' exp I(tf- tz)/¶f IotherwiseF k fL CfC

10 Cc*f Otherwise

"The commianded angle of sideslip

4 5-+t Lbk cf*4

0c 4 S~t~bk Ic~-5

a~.~bkOtherwise

where

+ . b bi ~- + j . cos (cp-)pa
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and the angle of side slip exponential flare-in factor is
deterMined as follows:

0 if 1 =0
f

I~ [e exp (t If t) Otherwise

F0 If f=0

%bk
L O$f) Otherwise
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g. Intercept Guidance y= 10)

N The intercept guidance type of flight will command
the vehicle so as to fly the missile on a collision course to
intersect with the input moving target coordinates. This

type of flight represents a radio command guidance system

where the signals are generated by an external facility which

keeps tract of the missile and target dynamical characteristics.

When T = 10 during the j-th segment of flight, the
y

vehicle attitude is obtained from instantancous values of

flight path zngle (yn), the flight path error to intercept angle

(eMI), the flight path azimuth error to intercept %1), the

partial derivative of the linear inertial acceleration normal

to the velocity vector to the vehicle angle of attack (Gz),
z

the earth gravity and rotation acceleraticn (gZl), and vehicle

velocity (V) as well as the guidance -associated first order

intercept guidance controller time -constant (-,d,' and

maximum angle of attack (aC ) input in the attitude control
max

table ib the Qmj and R locations.

The coimmand angles of attack angle of sideslip are

defined as follows:

f a < <a or a
fG +ak max Ca G max max

a = + ~If i> acý %ax: a ai max
%a + t IfaC

max ak GX> ý

where

Commanded- angle of rAttack

0 if Gz 0"g --• z Cos • Ni--- 1  ---

M ifTMi=iO 0"I cGz

(17/180) + + g cosy1  Ifek MI Zl l i M 0

Gz
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ax max-P I G Ok 'T f G m ax < f i ý
acif >01

Commanded angle of side. slip

0 If Gz O

C ~If Ty 0

-(V/180) Ve ~+Mt Af /0

L~Gz

-where

Git; formulated in section C. 2. e (Type 8 flight),, CA11~, 6M1' and

are formulated in section J.4.c, 'Nissile Target Coordinates"-

The exponen~t~bl flare-in factor is determined as follows:

ro If' -oG

-Aak
1Lý.I Ix (t~ - t)/~T1;I Otherwise

where

Il

'&k
- a~f)Otherwise

*0 if -f 0

Lbk exp f (t~ t)/rrGI otherwise
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bk r f -

Otherwise

where the values of the r:ehicle~ trajectory parameters with

subscript "f" are determined atr the beginning of the segment of[ flight type control.

A4



h. Homing Guidanee (Ty 11)

The homing guidance type of flight will command the vehicle

so as to fly the missile to a specified moving target. This

type of flight is also called pfoportional navigation steering which

commands the time rate change ofthe missile flight path angle

proportional to the turning rate of the look angle between the

missile seeker and the target.i! i
When T = 11 during the j-th segment of flight the vehicle

y
attitude is obtained from instantaneous values of flight path
angle (yj); time rate change of the angle to target in pitch

(;T), time rate change of the angle to target in yaw (6MT)

partial derivative of the linear inertial acceleration normal

to the velocity vector to the vehicle angle of attack (Gz), th-
z

earth gravity and rotation acceleration (RI), and vehicle

velocity (V ) as well as the navigation constant (KHG), flare-ine
time- factor (-I*G), and maximum angle of attack (qax) inpý

in the attitude control table in the Qmj' Rmjr and P locations.
m MJ

Commanded Angle oi Attack

I
% +If--a -<a7*< a or a =0

afG+a max c max max

max +thk c max

If a~, >Ifcmax aK max

where

0 If Gz 0

CR (it/l80) sVe + ( osz)IG

L5
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I* + if-a < 3* <a or at 0
ma- max maxF3*c c A cma

""c "max" + 6ck If P~a > amax is-:,

L ''"+ Ack maf

0 If G " 0

• (i/180) 'MV[TVeIG.] Otherwise -

where

G is formulated in-paragraph C.2.e, and im are formlatedin section J.4.c, ',"issile to Target Angles.d

The exponential flare-in factor is determined as follows:

0 If -r 0

k [~ k exp [ (t~f - t) v•fj Otherwise

vherei

BG -

alf Otherwise

0If - 0

[Lbkex B

A( -x ( t I¶J Otherwise

vhere

0 If =f =0

L~c OBf~ Otherwis e
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I subscript "f" are determined at t/he beginning of the segment

S~of flight type control.

I

•-I

I|
I|
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I2
I
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3, Thrust Modulation Control Table

4ae control law type shall be determined from a sequential input

table. Each row in this table contains the fotLowing ten control variables.

1. F thrust control law mode - dim
y

F 1 Specific velocity-time profile
y

Fy= 2 Constant Mach number-time profile

F = 3 Proportional-to-commanded turning rate profile
y

F y= 4 Minimum velocity during com anded turn profile

F 5 -Constrained dynamic pressure profile
y4

F 6 Axial acceleration proportional to line-of-sight

rate

2. %Fy Code which designates the quanity that dim

determines when the j-th type of TMC ends

3. K y Limit of the j-th type of ThC dbi

4. ThC Thrust dynamics mode dim

SmC 0. Achieved thrust equals cowmmnded
thrust

C= 1. First order response system (solve P equation)
c

5. CFy Thrust system proportionality system gain dim

6. -Fy Control system time constant sec

7. MIN Minimum velocity or constant Macd number dim/ft/sec

8 qmax Maximum allowablU dynamic pressure lb~ft 2

255 O
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9. q~. Minimum allowable dynamic pressure tb/ft2

10, Open

Inputting a maximum of seven segments of thm st mode control par

trajectcry is possible. Let yj (j 1, 2, ... , 7) be the achieved value

of a parameter designated by input and let Ky, be the input value of the

parameter, then the j-th segment of thrust modulation control will apply

for:

0Fyj ~ Fyj

The time when equality in the above occurs will be determined and

is defined as t .When the criteria for leaving a segment has been satisfied,
Fyj*

that segment is not re-entered during the trajectory.

The KFy criteria are checked monotonically with-respect to the

j-index. The table is input in the L800-L869 region.
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The fol!-.-,ing discussion provides a description of the control

laws which will be used to determine the centrol thrust command, Fc. 4

These control laws are based upon the commanded throst being proportional J
to the error in the control variable modified with a signal proportional

to the control variable rate of change. The control gains will be

determined internally within the program unless input by the program user.

a. Specific Velocity-Time Profile

If Fy = 1, the flight for a preptogramed velocity-time profile

will be established from specifying the command velocity history in tabular

form. This tabular input will, be in the L-nuimber region L870-L399. The

time coordinate tVpj will be input in L870, L872, ... , L898 and the velocity

Vp. in L871, L873, ... , L899. This corresppnd. to a maximum of 15 points.

If the time is less than or greater than the first or last points in the

taible, the corre:-ponding end point velocity are used. "The points in the

input velocity-timc table are fiL with a third ord(er quadratic functLion, alld

the velocity anO its time derivative are evaluated as V and '1

respectively.

To minimize the collective system error and provide the desired

velocity history, the following control equation for the thrust required to

provide the desired acceleration is:

C F + K (V -V )+mV
C cv Vev C ccv

257
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where V is the command velocity, Ve is the achieved velocity, Kv is aecv ec

velocity error gain, F is the thrust required to maintain Ve a constant

value, m is the missile mass and V ecv is the time rate change of the

.r command velocity. The vdeicle mass divided by thz velocity error gain

magnitude represents the tine required to eliminate the accumulated velocity

error. The automatic control of this gain will be

•_• ~~K = m'•

whcre m is the missile mass and TCF represents the first order lead constant

which will be set proportional to the equivalent first order lag of the

controllable motor or to the input value.

51(p If -y 0

'CF

J:i y Otherwise

where W is the pintle control fr .nry and r, is control system time
p

constant input in the thrust modulation control table.

The thrust required to iaintain Ve, i.e., retarding force iz:

-F= C+C% - (Ny - N- Ny)-sin 1/cos '

- (Nr - Nz " N~) sin /cos a'

.+g siO7I.mtcos '
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where C, Ny and Nz are the aerodynamic force components, Ngy andN are

the control fins normal force in yaw and pitch respectively. C is the H

control fin axial force, - is the still-wind -angle of attack, • is the still
wind angle ofyaw, andS' is the st-ilwindtotal angle of attack. 4N

and are the aerodynamic normal forces due to yaw and pitch damping. 4
SI

Z

S141
i
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••b. Constant Mich Number Flight

Sif Py =2, a constant Mach number flight path is utilized in a

Scruise--type vehicle such as SRAM. Flying constant Mach-number can be used

The command acceleration for constant Mach number flight is:

:- ~V =VMd_.asin 7
•i ~ecru e d

•I ~where V is the achieved missile velocity, M is the achieved missil.e Mach•

:•:!altitude, and -yj is the flight path angle. The command velocity is:

• ~where Mc is the command Mach number input in the thrust modulation control

•-•| table as MIN and C is the instantaneous speed of sound.
m• a

To provide the transition to achieve initially required steady A

state Mach number and to minimize the collective system error, the control

law presented in Fy 1 is used, i.e.,

= + K (Vee V)+ mv
c Fc cv .cm e eem
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c. Provortional-to-Commanded Tirning Rate

If Fy 3, the thrust level will be commanded proportional to

the attitude command turning rate. For air-to-air missiles, the guid.ince

and control logic is benefited by a propulsion system in which the time

rate change of flight path is proportional to the seeker look angle rat.

The trajectory control forces to provide the time rate change of flight

path angle are those normal tG the missile flight path angle. Current

air-to-air missile control the angular rate change by pulling angle of

attack, which provides an aerodynamic lift force. J

A different, and possibly more desirable, mcthod of providing

the forces to change the flight path angle is by TVC system and propulsion

"thrust, or a combination of lift and TVC. The thrust magnitude proportion3l-

to-commanded turning rate can be used in simulation of advanced nir-to-alr

missile TVC and TMC propulsion systems.

The control equation is as follows:

Fc (i/18O) K CRF I + )'

where 0 is the commanded pitch rate, Vis the conmmcnded yaw rate, F

is the nominal delivered thrust and K is the thrust magnitude prcportional

to commanded turning rate system gain. This gain will be input in the

thrust mode control titAe as CFyj,
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d. Minimum Velocity

If Fy 4, the trajectory Aill use the thrust time history input

into the trajectory program when the value • velocity is greater than the

ii inimum specified value; if the input thrust produces velocity less than the

spe.ifIci value, the thrust will be modulated to a value adequate to

maintain -he missile specified minimura velocity. The following logic will

be-used to perform this control. The command thrust is

SFN if V cv < Ve

F• c

the K (Vcv -V) If V _cFC cv 0 cv C

The control law presented in Fy L is that used for V cv, Ve, and Vcv is

the-imput minimum velocity value set in the 'ITC table as MIN. FN is

the nominal thrust.

NS
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e. Constrained -Dynamic Pr~msinre Profile

If Fy = 5, the thrust shall be conw.ianded to constrain

the dynamic pressure between an upper and lower value input in the TMC

cable as qn and q The missile structural loads are established by 'hle

forces 4nd moment on the body during flight in the atmosphere. These forces

result from thrust and aerodynamics. One of the severe.,t Structural loads

is the bending moments cauued by aerodyuamia'i lift which is proportional to 1

the dynamic pressure, and the angle of attack. Thus, if the dynamiic

pressure were to be constrained to be less than some :.perifled value by -

using thrust magnitude controls, the missile critical loads could be

controlled. For !i.-to-air missiles depend-ing on aerodynamic surfaces for

lift and for conttrol; a desirable property of the propitsion system is that

it bc capable of providing enough thrust to keep the vehicle from "stalling

_ out". A thrust magnitude control to guarantee a minimum dynamiic presoure

vill prevent this st~al condition. The control equations for the specified

thrust for a constcained dynamic pressure are:

F. + K (a q) + r V
camin c cq im n ecq

F (qcqnWnx c cq .nta vcq

• ~FN 7,'. qmi q ,md FN Fvm

orqmxq andq F
N O amax

If q < qM orF <F
_..=•.n in cjmin

F Ifcr. orF >F
cl"max max N cqmay
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The command acceleration to constrain dynamic pressure is:

Vecq k dh - dh jp sin 73

where d C /dh is the change in the speed sound with change in altitude,
a

d P /dh is the change in atmospheric pressure with change in altitude;
a

both are a function of altitude and are .,valuated in the Atmosphere

Parameter (F-l) routine. M is the instaivaueous Mach number, Pa i

the instantaneous atmospheric pressure, V is the instantaneous velocity and

yi is the instantaneous flight path angle, where F is the thrus.: required

to maintain V delirteated in Fy I logic, FN is the nominal delivered

thrust and K is tl-- dynamic pressure error gain.
cq

This gain error term will itul the residual dynamic pressure error.

The dynamic pressure error gVin is:

Vm
KKcq 2 q -r q

the time conatant is:

5-ip F 0i "=
cq

Otherwise

w is the control frequency of the controllable moto.- and -Fy is the control
p

system gain input in the 'INC table.
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f. Axial Acceleration Proportional to Line-~f-Sigh,' Rate

A-1 If F =6, the thrust Rhall be commanded so that the axcial acceleration J
y

is proportional -to the line-of-sight rate betweens the~ attacking missile

aaid its target. In addition, the missile-to-target distance rate shall Do

-maintained less than a specified value. For aA air-to-air missile, complex

guidance and control logic is greatly enhanced by a propulsion system in

which the ax~ial acceleration is proportional Co the line-of-sight rate

between~ the missile and the target, subject to the constraint of minimum

closin~g rate and constrained dyvnamic pressuire 1band,

The basic philosophy of this mode of Th!C is that the flight path

changes are needed only wb. 'i changes in the missile-target collision flight

path are needed. Thus, '1'f the missile is ciastin- towards the target. no

thrust is needed except that to maintain closing rate. The traje'-ýtorry control

forces that provide time rate change of flight path anglc~ are those normal

to the missile flight path angle. Thus, when the target perfo-rms evasive

maneovers, power must be applied to charge the missile flight path. Current

air-to-air missiles control thn angular rate change by pulling angle of

attack, which provides an aerody-namie; lift force. AdVZiT,ced systems will

provide the side force by attitude changes wit'i TVC system.s. cRah systems

are greatly improved by increased thruist durinig Lthe turn. T1he constraint

of dyra.r.ic prcssure will aasure, on the lower limit, that enotigh aerodynamic

control force is available tt, pr-ovide control and the upper limit, that the

aerodynamic bias an the vehizle will not cause structural failure. This Lyile

of thrust mcdulation control is essentially a mixture ot (3) pro-nortional-t.1-

comnnanded rate prefile, (4) minimum. velocity during conmmand turn profile, ad

(5) constrained dynamic prcssur profile.
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The commanded thrust to provide acceleration proportional to LOS

rate is

. 2 . 91/2 .1 ~ ~FcA O +"•' V e m (?.,/180) (ourT +I F

cA O e n (rlS) ~ M MT C

where KALOS is the system gain set equal to C ir the thrust modulation
ALOS Fyj

control table. V is the instantar.eoas missile velocity, m is the missile
*e

mnass,cM and are the LOS rates in pitch and yaw respectively, and F
MT AMTa C

is the thrust required to maintain constant velocity delineated in Fy = 1.

The command thrust to provide-a minimum missile to target closing

rate is:

F 1 F + K 1 w~in '?r+ +Fcclos c CV ('lUmin RT

where K is the velocity error gain delineated in Fy = 1, is the-- ;cv min

minimum closing velocity input in the thrust ,odulation control table as

MIN, and is the time rate change ..f the missile to target distancc.

The commarded thr'~st to maintain the dynamic nressure is:

F =F +K -q)+ V
Fcqmin Fc cq fqmin cm cq

anti the cormmanded thrust to maintain the dynamic pressure below the upper

consti ".Pt is:

F = + K ( -q)+viV

Fc qm;x FC cq (max )cq
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-~ 9--- = M -0--

where the control laws and therms are the same as those given in Fy =5

constrained dynamic pressure thrust profile.

The coimmanded thrust for Fy =6 is as follows:

C"scALOS cclos

Fj.,osf

LF cosOtherwise

FF If F < F
C cqmax cqmax Clos

F - Otherwise
clos
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Forpoit mssD. AT IqTUDE CONTROL SYSTEMM

For ointmasssyitems (Mly =1 or 4) the achieved attitude is identical to

u the commanded attitude, or

b in

b Il
and all other attitude control system calculations are ignored.

Fer finite-mass systems (My =2 or 5), the achieved missile attitude (theI

relation between the b and i systems as showra in Figure 18) is a function of the

angular velocities about the missile center-of-gravity:

8b=(Q.bcos -Rb si b)cos b

si.O+ R ~Cos ~

b Pb b b

Initial values of 1)b' b and 0b are obtained from input.

If Mly equals 1 or 4 and Ty =8, 9, 10, or 11 at the end of the compute

interval, set:

q 9i- (6 0+) J /At.

Om in(j+1) mi cj
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where At is the compute interval
cj

i ~P = m+ 0m sin

Qm cos 4 cosm +m sin,0

Rm Om c(..s Cos sin
In in ni In

b mn

iniRb R =

1. PITCH AND YAW THRUST DEFLECTIONS

Thrust deflections are functions of missile attitude errors, angular velocities,

and steady state errors and whether the simulated thrust vector control system is

for a first u- second order transfer function.

a. Attitude Error Angles--The pitch (&b) and yaw (&b) attitude errors shown in

Ftgure23 are the difference between the achieved and desired vehicle attitude and

are formulated as followe:

M0b = arcsin (-K1313

= arcsin K12

K13 12-• -
w~ith

where K and K are the elements oi the K-matrix defined by:
13 12
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b. Autopilot Control Law--The control loop diagram depicting those control laws

are shown on Figure 22.

The command deflection signals are determined from I

~PC KDP '6'b KRPQb -ý

and

b6yej=K~ y _K KRYRb K an r

Swhere KDp' Y and KRp' are the attitude error and rate gains, respectively.yI
c. TVC Deflection Angle Achieved to Commanded Transfer Function--The thrust

vector control system can be represented by a zero order, first order, or a second

order transfer function. The second order transfer function is needed if the tail-wag-

dog effect of a gimbal nozzle is to be simulated. If I = 0 orT 0, quasi-finiteSiy z

mass calculations are used for 6 and 6 respectively.

The following differenti,. equations and logic are employed

1. Zero order

-(c (=1) -- )

6P PC' 6PQ

6y 6yclýy =0( •Z 0)

and 6 are obtained by n erically differentiating 6p and 6

S. First order

=0 and "r 0o

"TC 6P +6P=6PC, and 6p=0iy 0)

SYc + by+ y=6y, and Wy=0(I= 0 ) ri
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__7777 _ zZvz0- =

L4

3. Second order

ýOnd =0)
X•,+2.0•c c.p 2 2 )• 2 2 A-

S+ w 6 18/6)(e y0)

,,= + 2. 0 cWw8 +W y0 r-0
4. Second order, including tail-wag-dog effect G' 1 , 0)

+W t b (180/fw)•e (- # 0)
n n bb 101/ge 1n) Y
2 2

y C C y+we~~ "Y h (i8ATc + ) 'b#0) g

Values of 6po and 6 and o and 5Yo'the initial values of the pitch and
Po yo Po Yo,

yaw thrust vector deflection angles and angular rates, are obtained from input per

stage or equated to the values existing at the end of the previous mode segment.

if = 0, the logic and equations used to determine 5 are:
yP

-p 0

If Ks I and Kf = 0

0 IfK 2 and Kpcf 0

: 5 =(-.Np)*(1bO/n) l~rx/(Mtiic + MrAc "Kpcf) If KB - 0 and KPcf # 0_
M+ MpAc * Kpf) If Kc - I and Kpcf 0
0I i% 2and K #0

t(Q/pAC If K 2 and ?pcf 0

and h 1 hE and hE • -1

o If KB -2 and 'Pcf #0

@and outside the atmosphere
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if Ii = 0 and My 5, the logic and equations used for 6 are:

-| -

SI/M If Kr = 0 and Kcf " 0DR FTC8 Yc

I if 1 and Kcf 0 0

G If Kr =2 and Kyf 0

by =(-My) + (180/k) MDR/(M1TC + yAC • Kycf) If Kr = 0 and Kycf # 0

MjDRi(M C+ NYAC " Kycf) If K8 = I and Kycf #0

MDR/MyAC if K 2 and Kycf #0

and h S h andh #-1
E E

0 If Ka = 2 and Kycf #0

I and outside the atmosphere

Where w is the input stage control system forcing frequency for the

thrust vector deflection second order transfer f,'.ction, -c is the

input stage control system time constant for the thrust vector deflection
Sfirst-order transfer function, tc is the input stage control system

damping ratio for the thrust vector deflection second order transfer

function, 8 PC and 6yc are the pitch and yaw thrust deflection angle

commands, 5angle, angular and *6 & i are the pitch and yaw thrust

deflection angles, angular rates, and angular accelerations, respectively,

W n is the input stage movable portion nozzle weight, 2n is the movable

portion nozzle center of gravity gimbal point distance, In is the input

stage movable portion nozzle moment of inertia about the gimbal point,
Qb and R b are the pitch and yaw missile attitude angular acceleration,

band *bbare the inertii .iissile acceleration positive along the
pitch axis and yaw axis, the missile gimbal point to center of

gravity distance.
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d. Autopilo'. Gains--Three g-ain zones are a-vailable for the control system of each

stage. Zone durations arc as followvs:

from stage initiation until c Kl Zone I

until a K "one 20-2 G2

thereafter to stage termination Zone 3

where aG (i 1,~ 2) are the achieved values of quantit-ies designated

code input' and Ki (i = 1, 2) are the input, zone limits. The time

rzequality occurs is always computed.

The cointrol system gains per gain zone and stage are

as follows:

Pitch. Rotation Reaction Momeiit

g d~PRR IPD - PACI

Yaw Rotation Reaction Moment

MYRR ~ 2 IZ v MYAD MYACI

Pit ch Rotation Damping Moment Integr-nl

1PRO v 2

= ~Yaw Rot~ition Damping Moment Integral
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Pitch and Yaw Total Thrust Cortrol Moment per Radian TVC Deflecwion Angle

MPTC FeN e

FPitch and Yaw Main Thrust Control Moment per Radian TVC Deflection Angle

MPMC ~M e

Pitch Aerodynamic Control Moment per Radian Fin Deflection Angle

MA (l8I0/%) CLz q

Yaw Aerodynamic Control Moment per Radian Fin Deflection Angle

MYAC" MpAC a

Pitch Aerodynamic Disturbing Moment per Radian Angle of Attack

MAD (i80/i) Ca•" q SRS N2 cp

Yaw Aerodyvtmic Disturbing Moment per Radian Angle of Attack

MYAD ='%D
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A

Pitch Attitude Error Gain

0 if Iy 0

4,/M if fGi•0 and , 0 andKpf 0
Ip'RR/M•4C If fGi • 0 and 1= and Kpcf 0

0 I ffGi 0 and Y-,= 2 and KPcf 0

K =p MP (1/(MP + M pAc f) If fGi o and . -o d pcf d 0
MpRR(pmc4*MpAC Kpcf) If fGi #0 and K., I and Kpcf #0
MpRR/MpAC If fi 0 and .f 2 and K~cf#

0 f f p0 andK =2and po o
Gi 6 c

and V =0

OtherwiseLi
Yaw Atritude Error Gain

0 If TZ =0
MyIjHpc Ifi#ad~~nx~~~

/M if fY "d 0 and K• 0 and KyOf 0o 'TC Gi 0.dX manK=

1RR/ ?C + YAc " Y ) '• Gi 0 and K - 0and Kcf #0

" RXR/ ¶c + AC " y0f) if fG • -and K8•=• nd Kycf 0

0 'f Gi 0 and K6 = 2 and Kyc# 0

and V =0
a

if f 0 and K6 2 andK•,.# o
MYRRMYACGi

Kyi Otherwise
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Pitch Angle of Attack Gain o'

0 If = 0 or f
(MAD " 1AC)/(MP;Tc + MPAC K If f 2 and 0

Pi Kp Gi K
~PAD - PAC)(MmC + PAC f f G 2tad l

= 0 iff = 2 a;d K 6 = 2 andl = 0
Gi a t

(MPAD - "PAC)/(MpAC) If fG. = 2 and K6  2

0=

Ifi 0 orf.

•YAD MYAc)C + MyAC aycf) Iffl o 2 and 0
"•-, CI(MpKy" 2 and Ki

(-MY D MA' &(:' + C KAC If f ndKi,Gi ydf.i -l
K- = 0 iff f 2 and K6 =2 and V =0IYGi a

(MYAD - MYAC)/(MyAC) If fGi 2 and K6 2

IfGi -0

•=- 
-- -

SZ~76 -
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Pitch Attitude Rate Gain

0 
if ip 0A

IPRIM•cIf fGi#•0 and Kb = and Kpef -00 
If £i and -es 2and =

_PRD=0 
KCpcf

PRD/PIC + 2 PAd If fG 0 and K_ 1 and K 0
0PRD/C4FC + * If fGi 0 0 and 2 and Kcf • 0

So 
0G o and Y, 2 and K 0o

andV =0
a

'PRD j -if fG #0 and Ka 2and cf 0

%pi 
Otherwise

Yaw Attitude Rate Gain

O 
-=

0 i 0

IYRD/IMPTC If fGi 0 and K. 0 andyc 0
I.j if fGGi 0 and K Iand Kycf 0
"0 if fGi # 0 and = 2 and Kyef 0

(M I 11MAC Iy Af. i #0 and 8 0 and Kcf #0O
Y Y P + C c If # 0 and K I 1and Kycf 0

-0 If fG • O.and 1f and yc 0.

andV =0
a

-Y-D- YAC If ' 0 and 'k- 2 e--i Kyc 0

%- i Otherwise
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where the criteria for evaluating vehicle damping ratio and the vehicle

control frequency are given in section D.l.e. .9

The following parameters are limited by input:

IKD~bl 9 LI IKD A* L5 1,

Ispc I S L2 bCl - L7

NJ 5 3rY s Laj;P1 % L.~ jijS1

BY 10

where (j = 1, 2, 1, 0) are input for each stage. If a limitLiN

is zero, then no limit of the parameter will be made.

The angular velocities, 5p and are further limited by the

following:

if__

Lthen p •0

or A

= , L8 ,then By 0

N
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e. Vehicle Control Frequency and Damping Ratio

-0.7 Otherwis e

NL
7--If W.' 0

Sv lanti e [10.132079 - 1.382972 On W
W01)

_ + 0.0624466 (In W) 2
- 0.00093655891 (en

- 01 L00

where and w' Lre input per stage

vii
where the liftoff weight is

The stage I liftoff weight is determined as follows:

%1 wo If

S3x W0  If-ck 2
01 02

• 03

1. l x W 0 4  If Kk 4

where tis he vehicle ini-ial weight of the Kk-th stage.
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2. ROLL CONTROL

The simulated roll control system discussed below assumes either

a power source from the main propulsive one (Figure 19), or aerodynamic e---

trol fins. I:" KR = 0, a roll system does not exist. If KRC 1 1, an

auxiliary thrust control system is operating and if KRC 2 aerodynamic fins I
provide roll control. A bang-bang system with dead band is simulated if KR/

"KDR
_3is zero and a proportional system is simulated if IDR is non-ero. The force

signal is a function of vehicle roll attitude error, angular velocity, and

steady state error. The roll control equations are ignored if either

M 5 or I is zero

a. Roll Attitude Error Angle

The roll attitude error shown in Figure 23 is determined from

b archtan (K2 3 - K 2 )i(K 2 2 + K 3 )

with

-.180-<40t,= 180-

and the roll attitude error rate (not intaegrated) is

P Pb + (QK 21 + RKV1, QbKI 2 K RbKl 3)/(l 4 K, 1)

where KDR and KR are the attitude error and bias gains determined from input,

K is are the elements of the K matrix and Pr, Q, and R are the current

input roll, pitch, and yaw commands, respectively.

b. Auxiliary Roll Thrusters

The roll coninav' signal is determined from one of the following if

K 1

Zero Order Thrusters

fKR f 0 and KIR , then Fc %R Ac b -KRPb
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[ ~ First Order Thrusters

If KDR 0 and KDO, u~b Ku~ RRb KROb

and F is the integral of F
c C

Bang-Bang Thrr,.ters (KR = 0)

F"-L [1 -sign F D (1 + I. sign)2]j

+ l. sign + F [I + D (I + 1, sign FD)12J

where the rate gain, KRR, the dead band control quantity. FA, and the

hysteresis, D, are determined from input and if F is integrated to obtain

F then its initial value at stage initiation is obtained from input. ThecIphase plane signal and derivative (not integrated) are

FD 6ob- KRRPb

j. a~ K PI

The roll command signal is limited if :L-c # 0 such that

where LR is det-rmined fram input.

The achieved roll thrust level is computed from

where the roll control tt-Ae constant, -R is determined from input and the

initial value at stage initiation is-obt.:ined from inpIut.
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Three sets of roll control sys ým o rameters can be input

for each stage. Values are determined as fcii', ":

1 4]

IJ
if t 9 t,

~Rl B R2

£, A c 1% j 112 B R13

R3 ... B R 113

-here and and are input for

eack stage and uhere t is the roll control motor lever arm shown in
R

Figure 1 .5 and used in the angular momenta equation.

Thrust Control Moment

c. Roll Control Aerodynamic Fins

The roll command signal for aerodynamic control fins is as * -

j lfollows:

If I 0 # and KRc 2 the following differential equations

and logic are employed:

1. Zero Order (0 7 0)

IIR Nc BR Rc andB 5 01

- 2. First Order (w 0 and #Q) I0
Tc 5R+ 8R= Rc' and 5R 0
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3. Second Order (w 0)A

If -0, quasi-finite mass equations a1F used:

~ -O 0 and
6R ' AR

R (_4 + (8/)MDP/MRAC

d. Roll Control Gains

- Roll Aerodynamic Control Moment per Radian Fin Deflection Angle

MRACr2 (180/n) qS.Fz CLz "br

Roll Rotation Reaction MomrenV

Roll Rotation Damping Moment Integral

I RRD 2  v xx Wv

Roll Attitude Error Gain

0 if Ix 0

KDR - MRRRIHRAC If' :Dr 0 & DRCO

KD~i Otherwise
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SRoll Attitude Rate Gain

0 iffx 0~

Y-R T:DMA f % i - 0 and KRC #0

K 0ý;Otaerwise

Roll control commanded Aerodynamic Fin Angle

53RC KR 6'Ob -KRR Pb
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Z., MISSILE LOCATION

The vehicle Location with respect to a spherical earth

is defined. Parameters are shown in Figure 24.

1. Altitude and Earth Centered Coordinates

SVehicle altitude and rate change are determined from

position components defined in an earth geocentric coordinate

system as follows:

ee sin PL + r sin $L

cc X.cosPLZer-y
Ycc ee

Z c X sinL+ cos pL -r OP
•' Zcc = eesn PL + Zee osP "re cos PL,

Co EX p z sinP
cc ee csL ee rP

cc ee
•:-••~ ~ X sin P eCSO

cc ee iPL+Zee cosP

where the launch latitude, PL' and the earth radius, re, are

ir.Lput-aand position components Xee i Ye' apd Z are obtained
Seaee

A, from the integration of the linear m.-menta equations.

'Jehicle distance from the earth center is

r -(X 2  +y 2  + Z2)
c cc cc cc I

rc i(X X + Y + Z z)/c cc cc cc cc -CC CC' c

and the vehicle altitude and rate change are

•-• h r -e

•hr .r

c 2
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2. Headig Azimuth, Latitude and Longitude

L Vehicle azimuth in the launch horizontal plane is

eeIf eeee ee

:: arctan 'ee/kee Otherwise

0 * < 3600

Latitude and Longitude-

The vehicle latitude is

p arcsin X /r
cc c

1 and the change in longitude fr-m launch is •

" •' = arctan Ycc!-Zc

with.

0 SC < 360*

The longitude is defined so that west of Greenwich, -

England is positive and east is negative. The longitude is -

L3 -60° + PL P1 Oh'us

adere the launch longitude, pL, is inputn
2 c6
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3. Ground and Slant Ranges

The down range-cross range coordinal'es are shown in Figure 25.

The range angle is

arcsn. (2 /rIf sin 40 9 0.7
arsn ee ev c

si
arc~cos (r Z )/r Otherwise

with Le C

S <1800

and the ground range is

Ss (lc/180)r s0e s

The cross range angle is

Sarcvin [(Yee cos #i X sin *i)/rc_

(18017)( cos - e sin , sine)
(ee i Xee i c"rc cost

where o•

- 90. < 900 g

the cross range is

PF

Sc. (w/180) r -

S (ic/l80) re

the down range angle is

0 " nrctan [(X cos * + Y sin ) - Z-)] ' 1
ee . e'_ ie
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(180/1c) [ -Cos ~'+Y sin * ) Cos 2 * i o i

(r ee)

whfere

-1806 <~ 0 1800

the down range is

S (7c/180) re

5 (xc/180) re

Am

I

-1-
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F. FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT AND F'ORCE-S

Parameters which define the vehicle flight environment anid

aerodynamic forces are p'-en below.3

1. Atmosphereic Parameters

The ambient pressure,. Pa, the speed of sound, Ca the partial
a.a

derivative of the sp'aed of sound with altitude, /ýh are functions of

the mixxile altitude, h, and the formulas and constants contained in

National Ageronautioc and Space Administration, "U.S. Standard Atmosphere,

1962"

a. Speed of Sound, ftl/sccC

1,177-.7301 If h 5 1 6,391.307

a3,417.9390 If h 2,296,587.9

OtherwiseIRZG TH

where

G = 2403.1756

Temperature Gradient, 0R/ft

0.0 If h i - 16,391.307

SB 0.0 if h ? 2,296,587.9

~ Otherwise
h -h
B(i+l) Bi

Temperaturý-, "

-~TM TM B. i SB hBi)
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The values of B and h. are given in the table at the end of

this section. The index value i is set such that hBi _ h <hIi B(i+1).
b;. Partial Derivative of the Speed of Sound with Altitude,(l/sec)

I 0.0 If h S - 16,391.307

V a 0.0 If h 2_ 2,296,587.9

GZ - B Otherwise
2C a

Sc. Ambient Pressure, lb/ft 2

3711.0756 If h t - 16,391.307

2.4891 x 10 If h 2,2q6,587.9

ZMGMIB h)
R ,i

R* (SBRB TMBRR
P PBe Ia

S' R* (SBRB - MB)"

RB 'Sb (h hB) +TMB)i R*SBB T)

RTN

where

R h+Rz MXM= 40.80696 x 101 _

RB hB + RZ PZ " 20,925,780.

R - 49718.9585

and

290MXZK
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d. Partial Derivative of Ambient. Pressure with Altitude (lb/f t")

0.0 If h 9 - 16,391.307

0.0If h 2,296,587.9

a i' M.G~ M B)

7 SB '

-R* (SBRB TMB)' SB (h IB) +TMB R

Otherwise 7
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IM
e. U. S. Standard Atmosphere Alliiude - Temperature - Pressure Table

Al:itude, Temperature Pressure, C~rrection
hB, ft TMB' °R P2, lb/ft 2  Z, dim

-16,391.307 577.17 3711.0756 1.00000969

0.0 518.67 2116.22 1.00006922

36,151.798 389.97 472.68122 0.99997683

65,823.897 389.97 114.3456 0.99994861

105,518.46 411.57 18.12897 0.99988460

155,348.08 487.17 2.3163292 0.99994118
172,010.76 487.17 1.2322622 0. 99994953

202,070.31 454.77 0.38032587 1.00007811

262,447.98 325.17 2.1673089 x 10-2 0.99990452 IM,

295,275.59 325.17 3.433025 x 10-3 0.99988145

328,083.99 379.17 6.28115 x 10`' 0.99987195

360,892.39 469.17 1.5360 x 10-4 0.99984512

393,700.79 649.17 5.2667 x I0S 0.99983723 1
492,125.98 1729.17 1.0572 x 10-5 0.99994038

524,934.38 1999..' 7.7157 x 10-8 0.99579481

557,742.78 2179.17 5.8325 x 10-8 0.99978217

623,359.58 2431.17 3.5197 x 10"8 0.99978447

754,593.18 2791.17 1.4537 x ICr 0.99968987$

984,251.97 3295.17 3.9345 x 10-' 0.99939327

1,312:336.C 3889.17 8.4177 x 10-8 0.99944931

1,640,419.9 4357.17 2.2885 x 10-8 0M99941075

1,968,503.9 4663.17 7.2059 x 10-9 0.99921789

2,296,587.9 4861.17 2.4891 x 10-3
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2. Winds

a. Wind Sped _qg Azimuth V

The wind velocity is a function of vehicle altitude and input wind speed,

and azimu~th O.The wind direction is direc-ted parallel to the local horizontal

with 9) beirg the clockwise angle from nerth to the direction the wind is coming from.
-w

If the input aictitude multiplier, K., is zero, or the vehicle is outside the

atmosphere

v V 0 Oand
w -w w W

where * are the vehicle velocity components with respect to

the air as measured in the 3-system n e h tl i

For
Kh 0 and Khhj ;5 h hh

v. K,[IL(h~v h~. .v) + h(vw- v (+))]IQ - hj~)1

v vn W(j+l) ý+i vj wJ w(J AM

Kj+K (h 14  %) + h(*~ 1~~~)]/(h -

if h > K.hh (J denoting the last input where J 1, 2, .. ,32),

then v.1 -K*vv and~ 10.m *j

if h < bhhl,then v.~ Kvvv and VY -

The derivctives ate calculated as

a(dv /dh)h
V V

(0 wd/dh)h
-V
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witn J

0 < 3600

dv dhr/dh -hoh

K (v j)/[Kh(h.+l " h )] Otherwise

0 ~~If h < 1hýor h >Khj

(j,)- t7! Irv(h jlOtherwise

iwhere vw J, j, and h1 _ ( _, Zj ... , 12), Kv, and K. are input.

b. Wind Local and Launch Centered Cartesian Coordinate f
The Cartesian componentts-of wind velocit-y nd acceteration _ -

in the local coordinate system (the It-system) are

-v sin (
v

z -o

r-v sin I (X/108 )- v~ CosN
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where X poitvenoth and Aln h
vector connectlt., the missile and earth center, positive down.

From FIgure 24 , the wind %elocity components in the

e-system are

%wee I VAII±

with

cos PL 0 sin. PL I 0 0 cos p 0 -sin P

(Alli" 0 1 0 0 Cos P' -sin j 0 1 0

-sin P,., 0 cos OL 0 sin Cos 41 sin f 0 os o

where pL-is the input latitude and p and t±' the instantaneous

vehicle latitude and longitude change, respectively.

I%

Z1A

--I

CC
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C. Artificial Wind Profile

The MMHR1K TVC design wind profile is constructed from the

input specified peak wind altitude, h'mxvd (L0682). This artificial

altitude-wind velocity table is set into the wind profile table.

The final and initial altitude of maximjm wind shear used in the

TVC duty cycle slow rate calculations are also set.

SIf had > 0 the wind profile is established as

F240,000 If h ~d> 240,000

h Otherwise

Altitudes of maximum wind shear

h h + 3000

[0 If hmxwd < 3000

h 3000 Otherwise

Velocity of wind shear

-V - 1,000 Sik

wik wnax k

Vw3k V - 3,000 S3 k

VvSk sVax -5,000 Ssk

where V is the maxim=m wind velocity and Stk, S3 k' and S~k

are th. wind shear for 1,000, 3,000, & 5,000 feet depths

respectively, all of wich are function of the peak wind

altitude.
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0 adS1,000 
-1

fOh 0V
1  (V h

-100110 8000 Q5

h7 -hiooo 9

2mxw~d V

h 30 V1m 1[(0-1,00

b3 - V -V
W3 unax

h h +31,000 1  vi

h5 -h 1 ,~+,o0 VWVw 3 k

h6  h + 5,000 Vk

79 1w 9

h8 300000-9

if 1,00 <h S , 00



h 80,000 w75

h8 -100,00 -90

h 8 300,000 % 90

99

If 3,000 < h 5,000mxwd

[Vw~ m~ 3000)

-Vw~ (hd -5000)1/2,000

h h 3,002 w3k
2 nmxwd 3' -v

h3  m-hdlOO ~ w3 Vwlk

h~W4~ wmax

h7 + h+500O V 7 V~5

h9 h0,0 9 ~ =90 wl

300, 3000 V1w,1  90 w-

If 5,0000 v~ ws 10005

2980

9 
-00,O- w



2h~mu~d 5,000O v2 vý.k --

113 hw -3, 000 v V~

v3 w3k _

hih 15,000 V

5 %000 Vvma5 -

h -1000v 1 iG

h11 h 00,0009

hP 1000 <hxwd 5`32000 w 5

h116 - ,000 v~ W11 9

IF___ - 11,0 <- h 5-2-



h7 h mxwd 3,000 Vw7 Vw3k

8 mxwd 5 0 0 0  "w8 -'yw~k

9h9 80,000 V%9  75

h 1O 100,000 9

h1 - 301O00 VN =90

• wlO

If 32,000 < h-d < 42 ,000

1hiO Vi = 20

-h 1bo -5

S5,000 t 3 w5k

h4 3,000 Vw4 =w~3,000 
1

-h5 hmw -1,000 =V

h! h6 =hmxv.d Vw6 "Vvmax

h v

7 hmxwd ' 1w7 iwlk

8h h d + 3,000 =w8 wSk

h98 hmzxOd + =,OVO -• h• hff~d ÷•,• 9 " %k_

0 =0,000 75,I0  7

32 100,000 V , 90

h1 2 , 300,000 Vwl 2 = 90
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If hmx~, > 42,000

h 0 V1 =20

h- 10,000 % -h3 -h d -5,o o -• "v•

h3 mxwd 3000-

h7 3,0k

4 m•8 "w 4 +,°oV -=3k

hdahd3,o V V

h9 7 hmd + 51,000 V 9 -V

hlo8 hmd3d + 3,O 75

hV -90
h 12 00,000 1

Maximum Wind Velocity

T The maximium wind velocity is a tabular-function of the
input altitude of peak winds. The table is linearly interpolated.
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Peak Wind Altitude Maximum Wind Velocity
-I - hm, feet Vý " ft/sec

0 92

19,000 210

32,000 348

42ý000 348
S61,500 197

90,000- 197

196,00 590

O • 590

Wind Shears

The wind envelope shears for incremental altitudc of 1,000%

3,000, anJ 5,000 feet from the input desi•niwind altitude (L682).

Tables for the shears are listed at 1,000 feet intervals, startilt&

at zero feet altitude and ending at 90,000 feet altitude. If V

Pea'k Wind Altitude exceeds 90,000 feet values at 90,000 feet are

used. The table is linearly interpolated.

Wind Shear Table

SPeakWindShear Depth

Altitude 1,000 feet 3,000 feet 5,000 feet

•--h, , feet Slk, I/sec x 103 S3k, l'sec x 103 Ssk, _ /sec x 103

0 .3425 .0325 .0145

11000 .0409 .0305 .0153

2,000 .0393 .0288 .0161

-3,000 .0378 .0272 .0168 -_

4,000 .0362 .0258 .0173

5,000, .0348 .0247 .0177

6,000 .03148 .0238- .0179

7,000 .0321 .0232 .0178

8,000 .0308 .0227 .0175

10,000 .0289 .0222 .0167

9,000 .0296 .0222 .0167
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Wind Shear Table (Cont'd)

Peak Wind Shear Dep
Altitude 1,000 feet 3,000 feet 5.000 feet

3 3 3
h f,.ed fet SIk, i/sec x 10 S3k, 1/see x I0 5k, 1/sec x 10

11,000 .0273 .0220 .0164

12,000 .0263 .0219 .0161

13,000 .0253 .0216 .0158

14,000 .0244 .0210 .0156

15,000 .0237 .0203 .0158

16,000 .0230 .0198 .0163

17,000 .0226 .0194 .0169 1
18,000 .0226 .0192 .0176

19,000 .0232 .0193 .0183

20,000 .0226 .0200 .0190

21,000 .0271 .0208 .0197

22,000 .0300 .0217 .0203

23,000 .0311 .0227 .0210

24,000 .0318 .0236 .0216

25,000 .0324 .0247 .0223

26,000 .0331 .0258 .0230

27,000 .0341 .0274 .5236

28,000 .0360 .0295 .0245

29,000 .0487 .0318 .0258

30,000 .0550 .0347 .0285 -

31,000 .0588 .0384 .0308

32,000 .0631 .0432 .0321

33,000 .0683 .0478 .0328

34,000 .0758 .0501 .0332

35,000 .0764 .0503 .0334

36,000 .0759 .0482 .0333 -•

37,000 -.0744 .0386 .0330

38,000 .0707 .0356 .0325

39,000 .065- .0337 -0316

40,000 .0562 .0325 .0300

41,000 .0487 .0316 .0277
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Wind Shear Table (Cont'd)

Peak Wind Shear Depth
Altitude 1,000 feet 3,000 feet 5,000 feet

hmxwd, feet Slk, I/sec x 0 5 3k, 1/sec x 103 s5k' 1/sec x 1

42,000 .0442 .0308 .0256
43,000 .0407 .0303 .0243
44,000 .0379 .0299 .0235
45,000 .0359 .0296 .0228

46,000 .0346 .0295 .0222
1 47,000 .0338 .0294 .0217

48,000- .0336 .0292 .0212
49,000 .0342 .0291 .0207
50,000 .0363 .0288 .0202
51,000 .0397 .0287 •0198
52,000 .0428 •0286 .0195
53,000 .0440 .0283 .0191
54,000 ,0442 .0280 .0187
55,000 .0432 .0277 .0183
56,000 .0428 .0272 .0179
57,000 .0411 .0267 .0175 1
58,000 .0389 .0259 .0171

59,000 .0368 .0252 .0168
S60,000 .0348 .0243 .0164

61,000 ,0327 .0233 .0160
62,000 .0308 .0223 .0L57
63,000- .0291 .0213 .0153
6),000 .0275 .0203 .0149
65,000 ý0262 .0193 .0146
66,000 .0249 .0186 .0143
67,000 I•239 .0178 .0140
68,060 .0231 .0172 .0137
69,000 .0223 .0166 .0134
70,000 .0217 .'O.0131
71,000 .0213 .0156 .0128
72,000 .0209 10152 .0126
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-� Wind Shear Table (Cont'd)

SPeak Wind Shear Depth

Altitude 1,000 feet 3,000 feet 5,000 feet

hmd, feet Sik, 1/sec x 10 3k, 1/sec x 10 Sk, l/ser x 103

73,000 .0206 .0148 .0124

74,000 .0205 .0145 .0122

75,000 .0204 .0142 .0120

76,000 .0204 .0139 .0118

77,000 .0203 .0136 .0116

S78,O01) .0202 .0133 ,0114

79,000 .0201 .0131 .0112

80,000 .0200 .0128 .0110

81,000 .0198 .0126 .0109

N 82,000 .0197 .0124 .0107

83,000 .0193 .0122 .0105 I
84,000 .0191 .0119 .0103

85,000 .0188 .0117 .0102
86,000 .0185 .0113 .0100 I
87,000 .0182 .0110 .0098

88,000 .0179 .0107 .0096

89,000 .0176 .0103 .0094
90.000 .0173 .0100 .0093 I

co .0173 .0100 .0093

"9i
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3. Angles of Attack and Side Slip

The angles of attack ,ind side slip are shown in Figure 27.
Sa. Still Air Angles of Attack

The still air angles of attack are functions of the component of missile velocity
in the b system.

£ XbbDJ X + [D) Xe
Xbb I e

S| 
The still air angle of attack is

J 0 fX =Z 0O
IIf

S b bbb b)bb 
-

arctan (bZ Otherwise 9

-- @

IV bb

I1 0IfXbb Yb
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0 If Ve 0

"• arctanr[ + ) / b Otherwise z•

If~b =Zb =0 •=
lYbb 7bb

arctan(YbbZbb) Otherwise

artn 1 bb (-bb + Zbb)

The vehicle vel ocity components with respect to the air are -4-

"aee ee we.

and the total velocity is

Va aee ae aee

b. Apgles ot Attack with Winds

Angles of attack are a function of missile velocity with

respect to air and missile attitude. The components of missile

velocity in the b-system are
p?

X - [D)-X
abb aee

where the matrix [D] is defined in Section B.l.b

The component angles of attack (see Figure 27) are

If outside atmosphere or X = a = 0
ae (Zabb/Xbb)abb abb

•= If outside atmosphere or =Xabb= 0
aretan (Yab /k b)

abb abb~

If outside atmosphere or Y = = 0
abb abb

taretabb ab'bbb
[aretan (Y /Z
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- _ 1--f=---O

with

-180 < a, 1800 I
and the total angle of attack is

If outside atmosphere

a' arctan Zb + A Otherwise

abb abb Iabb Oteis

The effective angles of attack used to compute the

aerc•.yn.iAic normal forces are given below. These values account

for the reduction in the forces as the angles of attack move from

+ 90 degrees to + 180 degrees. The values are

Fa If -900 a 9- 900

aE 1800 a If 900 <ca 1800

• -180* a •If '800 < a < -900

W_ and

If -90 < 6 9 90'

"DE 1800- If 900 < 3 3 180

"180 if -180o < < -go-

and

a? If0 a 5900

180* a Otherwise

L

C. Time Rate Change of Ang~e of Attack

The time rate dcange of &ngle of attack shall be calculated

if the input multiplier, ,. # 0 and the mode type M 5.
a y
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Pitch

0abb bb 0

{L (IO/")(Xabbzabb" ZabbXabb)/(Xabb + Zabb) Otherwise

Yaw fo 0I abb = Xabb 0
+ abb N otherwise

LalSO.•)(xabb abb "abbXab)b (bbX bb 0

4here Xabb) Ghe missile velocity components with respect to the

surrounding air in the b-coordinate directions, are given in _

Section F. 3. a and the corresponding components of the missile __

acceleration are: -_

X b+1ý- D -Ie [DI"I [A2,]" [D]'1 [AI]Xl [D'
~~Xabb - [D]" + fl•]-l' " •

b ee Xee -A 11  [ [

[All

where Xee and X are the components of missile velocity and

acceleration in, a right handed Cartesian coordipate system

located at the launcher: X and X are the components of
W11li

wind acceleration and velocity in the local coordiaate systemi

(the 1 system: the matrix D is defined in section B. 1.b and

the !:me derivative of !he inverse Is

[D1-. Y 1. j [ -1. A M +]-I+ [ A .]- (A. -1 [Aeo]"
I AV Do b 1 eo

where the matrix IAI] which rotates the inertial axes coordinate

Sompanents from the i-system to the eo-system is defined in -•

section B. 1. b: the matrix ;A I whihch rotates the inertial axes

coordinate components from the eo-syst= to the e-systen is

defined in section B. 1. band Lhe time derivative cf the inverse a

_0is
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0 '1
0 sin p

[A in PL 0 -Cos PL [Aeo]_1

0 Cos PL 0

"where w is the input magnitude of the earth's angular velocity and

p it the input launcher latitude.

The matrix [Ab] which rotates the inertial axes coordinate

components from the b-system to the i-system 4s defined in

Section B. 1. b and the time derivative of the inverse is

0 +
b Rb 0

b b "Pb
IQb _Pb 0 J
L

where P Qb and Rb are the instantaneous vehicle angular

velocities in roll, pitch, and yaw respectively.

The ustrix [All which rotates the axes components from the

-1-system to the 3-system is defined in Section F. 2. b and the

time derivative is

Fo1 W8)jzsin 10 0 0 cos PLsin al -cos W

W1180) -sin 0L 0 -co + sin '0 s n oL s inu

0 Co A 0 Cos U. -s In n sin U' 0

where time rate change of vehicle longitude ;bange fmm the

laiuicher and vehicle latitude are

(1801/%(Z Y Y Z (YP + z?)

c• cc cc cc Cc cc

(Y - .X X[r (Y + ZX
- cc cc cc cc c• cc cc.cc -0 c-c cc
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where X and X are the earth's geocentric coordinate systemcc cc
vector and time derivative respectively.

The rate change of the missile velocity components is:

- (Df15� + (Dl x

ee ee

thus

Pitch
r if -0

- 0

a [(180/TO � 2� b �b - �b '�b� " + Zbb)

Yaw if Y� XbbO

�j180Ii�) � 3 bb�bb bb�'bb' +

- Y' (X� �bb�

These are calculated only if T 13 or 11.
_ y

4. Mach Number and Dynamic Pressure

The Mach number is

M = V IC
a a

and dynamic pressure is

q (0.7) �M 2
a

9 1
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G. AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The aerodynamic force and moments are contained here. The aerodynamic

representative is applicable-only to a symmetrical body about the longitudinal

axis.

1. Aerodv.iamic Stages I
There are four ae -dynamic stages. All aerodynaumic

characteristics are input as functions~of Mach number. -The

Mach numibe-ra are input monotonically increasing. 'The following

logic and comments app~j to all parameters:

if Iii 1

where M.1 is the first input Mach number, then the coefficients

are held at the first input values.

if [Ml2 -M,

where MH (J -1, 2, .. ,15) is the la~t input Mach numaber, then

the coefficients are held at the last input values,

3 121



a. ody Axial Force

A vaximum of fifteen axial force coefficienta cav be input

per stage. The a:ial force multiplier is

1.0 ifC 1  0
1-o Io

Otherwise

The axial force during the current stage is

C- SRC qCA Zk cos dcosd

Where SRC and are input.

The axial force coefficient for

(Mj CA(J+l) -Ji1 + [CAj -CA(J+1)]M/

C. A (M3 - .+l + CBN if jai s 90

CCA Other~ise

where C and its corresponding Mach aiuber Mj (not nec*ssarily

the sme Mach-numbers as those for the -normal force) ara input.
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The added aerodry amic base drag coefficient due to nozzles not

thrusting is

SifKEDmlor 2 and

C3, j° > 0 or Fc> 04C + C % /2.0 Otherwise

Area coefficient for main motor

4l If FM 0 and KBD#

SMRC- KfBD

0.0COtherwise

-Area coefficient for complementary motor

ILE

BAC
0.0 Otherwise

Generalized base drag coefficient

0.79996568 + 0.28892727 IMI - 10.60569 MR2 + 105.77183 IM(s 13

H-486.47910 M + 943.6044 1M1 - 647.72025 MH if IM1 < 0.5

3.4709 - 26.428040 HIi + 102.16591 MP - 213.47669 IM13

+247.78677 M4 - 150.51554 (HI5 + 37.510830 M'S if 0.5 I (HI < 1.0

41.875203-- 153.36892 (HJ. + 238.07985 MR3 198.19504 IMH(;

CDa: + 92.924624 M4I - 23.211652 [HIS + 2.4099132 M6 if 1.0 ;S !H1 < 2.0

0.34063761 - 0.95438446 (MI - 0.01990222 M3 + 0.15989115 (14(

--0.0034737133 M4 + 0.00033548493 IN15 - 0.000012362510 M6 I
if 2.0 5 IfM < 7.0

0.007 !"0.007 I if 7.0 1 M! < 10.0 I
0.0 if 10.0 S IH!
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fo

The drag coefficient at 1800 angle of atta,.k

0.85 + 0.02076766 jxj if IMI < 0.60

1.733?905 - 2.8023463 IMI + 2.2502164 MR if 0.060 % < 1.0o

CCA- 1.8550591 + 5.1110871 Il- 2.4796399 MR

+ 0.40418455 lMls if 1.00 x IMI , 2.14

1.688 if 2.14 s iM

where AeM. and A are the input nozzle exit areas for the main motor and

eM eC
complementary motor, respectively, FM and 7 are the delivered thrusts of

the main motor and complementary motor respectively, SRC is the input

aerodynamic axial force coefficient reference, M is the Mach number, and KBD

is the input base drag suppression flag input in Lk108.

b. Body Normal Forces Due to Angles of Attack
A maximun of fifteefn normal force coefficients can be

input per stage.

The normal force multiplier is

1.0 If , 0

Otherwise

The normal force for the current stage is:

S SRNg 'C,~N

N, S~ C1 N COS IE

where e is the bank angle.
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where SR is input and CN Is defined as -follows

+ (p/S )CCN - (l8O/%T)(~i/2)CN1] sintj
jsin aý Otherwise

The coefficients for

f are

CN1 (i CNI(j+l) Mj+1 CNj + 'CI CN1(j+l)]t43/Q4 M- N

%2 (JCN2 (j+1 - M~ ~ CN2 + [c.j 2 (j+i)]M)I(Kj -j,

C3 fbi. CN3jl Mj+ CN~j + N3j CN3 (-+l)]H)/(Mi -j)

where C NljI %N2j and C.3j and their corresponding Mach ntumber
N (j 1, 2, .. ,15) are-input.

Thec following logic apply:

I' CN2 'ji22 =0, then

%2 0 for all N

and if Ci CN2 0ý, then

0 for all H
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Where % 2 ' CN2 21 CN3 1' and CN3, are i•,put.

where the normal force coefficient at 90° angle of attack

i0.84584966 + 0.32629796 Im 2 1065 M1
I 3+ 11.086155 1

16.513306 IMI + 9.3484993 'I" if I"I < 0.9I

-628.76609 + 2,827.6544 IM1, 01.3.6157 1I12+ 4,584.0631 jM13 M

C CN =-2,070.4406 IMI4 + 374.70503tMI5 if 0.9 e IMI < 1.2

4.3744073 - 5.5002559 IM+ 4.132796 I - .6453339 IMI

+ 0.33668120 I - 3.26740990!M1 5 if 1.2 •< jMI < 2.2

1.268 if IMI 2.2

c. Aerodynamic Normal Force Due to Damp'n

•ha transverse force, positive down or to the left, attributable A

to the Vehicle pitching .xnd yawing and to rate change of angle of attack is:

S0 if V 0

SIi 
,

N = a

N 
-

RN lN ,cp Q b + ii f)I/(2Va )

where VaI A a

0 ifV =0I a
N I
-Pz

RN CNI 10cp1-4Q %x +*' a)(V

where V~ is the missile velocity with respect to the air, Qb and R.

are the missile angular pitch and yaw rates respectively, & and 6 are

the angular angle of attack tate in pitch and yaw respectively, q is

the dynamic pressure - is the center of gravity to center of pressure

cRN 5
distance, CNL is the linear normal rorce coefficient, and SRN and

M are input.
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d. Aerodyn rnic Fin Force Coefficient

A maximum of fifteen aerodynamic pitch movable fin linear fin
lift coefficients, CLzI nonlinear fin lift co2fficients, Clz' drag coefficient,

CDz and drag due to lift factor, KLz can be input per stage.

the coefficient for

let

Kit " and linearly interpolate

M M

-- C z (Kint CLz(j+l) + (1 - Kint) CLzj

l " , ['Kint Clz<•> + (I - Kind ,lj

Cog C~ Kn Cr.z(j+l) + ( Kind %~zj'

K•z _!" $ljCSer K Lz int ,Lz(j+l) + int

-itere Cj, Cl, C0zj. and KLz and their corresponding Mach
numbers M (j - 1, 2, ... ' 15) are input in the smzw table with
the pitch aerodynamic control fin center of pressure data.
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First and last input logic f or the aerodynamic pitch

movable fin force coeffi~ients are -

E~z -Lzlif Ii~

[532 C023 i~f IMJ >M 3

L3 C if III > M1
vhere ~ ~ l th usrp rfr otefis al nutcefcj~

and he sbscipt refrs c th las tale etry

1.0K.,if I

1.0 if 0nK~ril

319 _
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e. Aerodynamic Fin Forces

Fin angle of Attack

(Xf a 1 ef 8
Scz

ýcf 5 Fcf+ I ae

af+cRf,'M

Ocfi 5cf. 8R %ie

vhee heHelx iileof attack is: 9 e arctan (f/8)t)/[i

wher th ael +ll %e Gcfl (7/80 .. lr~

where the lift coefficient is:

LZ a1 C.

1C C1  acfr.+ C.. a (

CLZ CLZ 2CL)!2

C $1 1C + C..
CLY 12c!t.c~ cf 2

CLY LZc + C 0~

-1-+C ,-#/2

Ly Ly 2 LY 23

the drag coefficient is:

'CDZV+ CD-7+ LCZ L{ZI

CDZP. CZ + KLZ CLPZ

C~ -( C )/2.0
CDZ ',DZl DZP
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C C +-Dyl DZ KLZLY

C -c + KL 2
Dyz ZZ Ly2

C = (C +CDY )/2.0

Normal Force

V Pitch

Nz =-SFz q (C cos aE + DZ sin 0E)

r Yaw

N -6 Fz q (CL cosfE +8 T sin8E)

___ DragIC S C Cs +C o CL sin cCL Csin~E
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2. Aerodynamic Moments

a. Body Center of Pressure

A maximum of fifteen total center of precsure body stations

can be input.

The center of pressure location for

H M Mj+l

i is

I if x PC 0

X Xp (sin e)2 + 9 (cos a 2  if go* x9 0&Xpc #0

'22
PC PCp

IL
i:PC )(C• C)21+ ::;;8:ex #0cJ i•

where xc is the input plan form area centro-Id body station, xe in•

thee S• •the nozzle exit body station, and at is the augle of attack.

v here.2 c X c (j+l) j+Ixcpj + - (+)

-• H~i (j j+l :

where x.p, and M. (j 1, 2, 15) and X are input. _
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S cp -p

cp -

[:1. 0 Otherwise

The center of pressure and normal force coefficienL vaLue-s

are input in rhe same tablea. The Mach iuumbers are inoput 111onotolli ra! ly

increasing so the M1 <11 M ,

V' irstL and last input logic for the centitr of Isres!tsrf' L%-

= ~ ep> cp]
cp

ep CPJ

where the x and M& and the x and 14, (31 1, 2, .. ,or 15)

are the first and last input values, respectively.
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b. Pitching and Yawing Damping Coefficients

The aerodynamic pitch damping moment coefficients are

10 if De 0 =

2 2Q+ (2C /iD I 2c(xR- xcg x + xRQJ otherwise

Refeenc Ritc Damin Bod Stat cgns

LcR Q cph Q

0if DN= 0

XIr I

LCjW^ + K. (DR2N)[2xcp(xI x Xcg 2 + xp,2 otherwise

whewhere C n and ar e t unadjusted aerodynamic pitch damping

moment coefficients, CNI is the linear normal force coefficient,
Xc is -he aerodynamic center of pressure body station, xg '

•-- is the vehicle center of gravity body station, xR an] px .

are the reference aerodynamic pitch damping moment body stations,

-•N Reference Pitch Damping Body Stat-uns "

S~~The reference aerodynamic pitch damping moment body stations are -

heeXR•, and • are input•?

M O

n"Ma--



c. Unadjusted Aerodynamic Pitch Damping Moment Coefficient

A maximum of ten total unadjusted aerodynamic pitch damping

moment coefficients can be input.

The coefficients for MH IS I 5 M H are

-" MQO+l) " Mjjl 4 QJ + [%Qj " CQO+I)J /CM 3 - Mj+ 1 )

A

0 M jCm%(j+) " M'÷-M + [ 4 "w)j+))l /Mj "j+1 AM

The unadjusted aerodynamic pitch damping moments coefficient

for pitch rate and angle of attack rate are input in the same

table. The Mach numbers are input monotonically increasing

so that m < M2  .

First and last input logic for the unadjusted aerodynamic

pitch damping aoirent coefficients are

Sif MI <H1

LCQJ if ,MI < ]J
ýiif IM I <M1KV' if IM I >M3

where the CMQl' 949 and M 1 and the Cmi C~l and M1  J
1, 2, .. ,or 15) are the first and last input values respectively-
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d. Aerodynamic Control Fin Center of Pressure

A maximum of fifteen pitch aerodynwmic control fin center

of pressure ratio of the input pitch fin base root length can

e The pitch aerodynamic control fiu center of pressure locat i..

for

is

S..cz Ucz(_14 1) 0(+1) czi z(i1)

_I 1(/ - 1.i4

where U and M. (j 1, 2, 15) are input

.1•

The pitch aerodynamic centrol fin center of pressiire, and
force ceofficients are input in the same table. The Mach numbers

1 2'

First and last input logic for the aerodynamic control

I surface center of pressure is

FU if M<Mczl IU a

j cz if IMI > m

where the Ucz and the U and M, (J 1, 2, ... ,-or 15)

are the first and last input values, respectively.
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Se. Aerodynamic Disturbing Pitch ah.- .vW Moments

The moments due to the aerodynamic normal forces are:-

SCZG C

1 fNSQ NZ Icp

=if Va 0

M•

ICC= -C Ycg

S• MNSR y cp -

NDR

I[q SRN D2RN (2V )][QC-RY b + M Mra

RN RN a 'QN b a

QM R MCyG MNSR +NDR

MI

-i1 If "' •o 0@

I. 0 Otherwise

M -Ny8 -

where N•, and 1iZ are the aerodynami~c static normal forces, £p is the•-

NSR ycp

center o0 pressure lever arm, q. is the dynamic pressure, V is the

missile velocity with respect to the air, CQ and M are the aerodynamic

S~pitch damping moment derivative, Qb and R,, are the midssile angular pitch

p and yaw rates respectively, a andl B are the an~gular angle of attack

Q a

[a.e nSR DR,7• nd (2 rehe npt

a b 327j&#
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f. Disturbing Aerodynamic Roiling Moient

An aerodynamic rolling moment taay occur when the missile is

not a body of revolution. The equations given below are developed

considering raceways, but can be applied to other protuberances as well.

Two raceways for each stage can be defined. Their locations (seeA

Figure 19) and reference areas are specified by input. The aerodynamic

characteristics of both raceways are specified by a single set of normal

force coefficients. A maximum of 10 normal force coefficieats versus

Mach number can be input for each stage.

If the input roll force reference area, SRRI, is zero for the

current stage or there is no atmosphere, then the rolling

moment equations are iguored. Otherwise, the rolling moment is:

y Aa /2)P a (IMRII Mp.I CRR1SRR1 rRI +

AR~
IM R2 MR2 CRR2SRR2 r R2)

where the reference areas, SRR and the center of pressure radial

locations from the missile centerline, rRi (1 1, 2), are input and l

the other parameters are computed as folls-ws:A

The Mach number due to the velocity normal to the i-th

raceway is:

MUsin Cos0 )lC,Ri)/a
M~ =(Zabbsi ORE "abb cos a_

where the bank angles of the raceways, -•Ri are input.

The instantaneous normal force coefficient for M. IM I M N+ is:

(N ~ - CRR + (C - Q+ )l Ill
RR j R(j+I RRj RRj C RR(j+I) Ri

S j+I.

where CRRJ (j 1,2, . 1., 10) and its corresponding Mach number, M.

(not necessarily the si-.e as in the above scctions), are input.
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g. Pitch, Yaw and Roll Control Moments

The pitching moment due Co the aerodynamic control force is:

M.i N •tbQ 6z 5z

where N z is the pitch fin normal force and I,5z is the pitch

movable control fin center of pressure to center of gravity distance.

The yawing moment d'e to the aerodynamic control force is:

bR by by

where Nby is the yaw fin normal force and X8y is the yaw

movable control fin center of pressure to center of gravity distance,

The -rolling moment due to the aerodynamic control force is:

•-•Mp I= 2. -Cos cc- + (C~z sin •
5P 2.0 (LZI cLZ2 )cs (DZI "lZ2~ siCE

+ (C -C ) cos B + (C -%C ) sin B.]:•Lyl Ly2 E Dyl D-y2

where £ r is the fin radial center of pressure to missile

centerline, SFz is the input fin reference area, G is the dynamic

preesure, aE is the effective angle of attack, 0E is the effecti,- side

slip angle, CLzl and CLz 2 are the pitch fin lift coefficients, C,

and CLy are the yaw fin lift coefficient, C and CD: are the

pitch fin drag coefficient and CDy2 and CDye are the yaw fin drag

coefficient*.

-
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The torque about the pitch fin hinge axis is: % 4 i
M rz Sf q CJ

fz LZ "hz

-where 1;z is the pitch movable control fin center of j-essure

to hinge axis distance

Mhy SFzq CLY "hz

'where 1h is the yaw movable control fin center of pressure

to hinge axis location.
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H. DA1ISSILE THRUST AND WEIGHT

THRUST-WEIGHT STAGES

There are four thrust-weight stages. Missile thrust Is ct-nputed either

from input vacuum thrust, nozzle exit area, and at mospheric pressure or from

intz'nal ballistics. Instantaneous weight is a function of input stage weight, weight

flow, and propellant vacuum specific impulse. There are two thrust-weight tables

for each stage: the main and complemientary thrust-weight tables. These two

tables allow the capability of simulating the simultaneous operation of motors hay-

;ng different characteristics or they can be used in sequence. Twenty-five data

points can be input in each table. Under the internal ballistics option, the Input

main thrust-weight table-is replaced by a ibrust vs time, a pressure vs time or

a burning ai-ed vs web table.

Total axially directed thrust, F, is computed from main thrust, F and

complementary thrust, F , as follown:I

FM +F

a. Noninternalk Ballistics Evaluation of Mfain Thgrust Weight. Table--The main

thrust-weight table c"'z.n.Asts of the followin~g inputs: stage termination control param-I

eters, Cy, k~ total vacuum imt~uise quantities, i ,I main stage weight,vT vM'
W -thrust, weight flow and time perturbation factors, KM Kw tN specific

MOK tM
impulse, I ;nozzle~ exit area, A we'ght carryover flang, K; nozzle separated
flow parameters, C d, C& X aV cI and a maximum of 25,j1,2, 25

d' dd s ., 2s,

monotonically increasing main thrust weight switching times, t, 1 j, 'with correspond-

Ing vacutim thrust, FM ~,and weight flow, W ml

An adjusted main thrust-wiveight table of 6 parameters and a maximum of 25

rows Is generated as follows:
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(1) AdjustWd time switching points

tM Ma)tMO) = Kt tM0

(2) Adjusted vacuum thrust points

F AI=vm"a

(3) Adjusted total main weight flow points

0 if t + Tt or j J apd W' ~0
MjMO

-N W )/tA~ 1  f #ift and j J and W'<0
V10 +"1)0+ 1-tlMj) tMO +1) 0I

W = 1 if and W 0
M(j) wMWU) spM Mo

^A

MWM) +FM /Ip Otherwise

(4) Adjusted time rate change of vacuum thrust points

0if tJmti) a HJl- M(j)

"U* .,,J+I) ýM(J).Itm/(j÷+) -K()

(5) Adjusted tii t•i e change of weigit fhNw points

ID to iftj# o .t (J r <0
AA

~jQI~~ ." - -Ocherisee

(6) Adjutea•i ,'in tUbie eC-pended weight poinfs --

___ i <0

-- 332 !
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Weight, weight flow and thrust are evaluated as:

veight expended for main motor

WM~ WM,(J) I WMHO) AtM + 0.5 WH() At;

weight flow rate

vacuum thrust

MV H(j) + (a

where j is such that

t < t <tB
__ 40)~ B - O +l1)

AtM =tB -t )B MO)

b. Noninternal Ballistics Evaluation of Motor Chamber Pressure and Nozzle

Vacuum Pressure Ratio--If the input propellant diameter (D p) is less than or equal

to zero and the nozzle expansion ratio Cd is greater than 1.0, the foilowinf "igic

is used to establish the motor chamber pressure (Pc) --id the nozTle vacuum

pressure ratio (PP).
c e

Nozzle half angle momentum correction coefficient

-(d 1( cos od)/2.
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-= - - - -

Nozzle half angle

15 if ell 0r

Otherwise

Ahere f is the input nozzle half angle.

oj.ti.m thrust coefficient (" Pd

eI d
CFO ad II (? d C O (/P 

-"

Chtasber pressure

P=F v(d ~CC + (d/(PP'A
C d L1CD d FO dc Aem x144.

Nozzle efficiency coefficient -1
[.96 If CL 0

Ctherwise

lWhere Ci is the ioput nozzle efficiency coefficient

Ratio of specific heats functional constants

E'd - - 1)'7d +1

- ( 8  1~v )V•[2/(~ ) rIy

0 d =/1 d 1 /(yd +1)] 01/(7d + 1 )/ 2 d -1)1)

334
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[1.18 if0

Otherwise

Where y Lai the input exhaust gas ratio of specific heats.

Nozzle expansion ratio

=(d

Pressure ratio

Solve for (P/ by Nevton-Raphaon iteration method

(1/ 7d)( P/p a]
Ed ~d e1P~ ali 71~e

Lete (n) (n)

- (0395 + .78. 7)E4(0.28563 + 0.8631

Algorithm

(n+1) (n) 01) (11)q0

F~R 3[R 3 - 0,1,A2

Where

FI(R() (R 1 1R ~ [R 1I- (rd) Ed -

-- R~) z-- ('.d [R (n Ir I -( [Rd (n I - ( ]rdd31

Terminapteio raraioiioI



c. Internal Ballistic Evaluation of Main Thrust Weight Table--If the input propellant

diameter (D ) is greater than zero, the following equations and logic are used to

simulate the operation of a single chamber controllable motor.

L-Number Symbol Definitioa Default

L-kOol D Diameter of propellant, in. 0.0
p

L-k002 rt Burning rate of propellant at 1000 lb/sq in. 0.0b1000
chamber pressure and flag to determine
evaluation option, in. /sec

X-k013 €d Nozzle expansion ratio, dim 0.0

L-k014 Rd Patio of specific heats of the rocket motor 1.18 I
exhaust gases, dim •

L-k015 C Nozzle efficiency coefficient, dim 0.96I D
K-kO16 fd Nozzle effective half angle, deg 15

14c095 Pp Density of propellant, lb/cu in. 0.065

L-k096 T Web fraction, dim 0.8w
L-k097 n Burn rate exponent, dim 0.6

L-k098 Of Propellant diffusivity, sq in. /sec 0.00027
p

L-k099 P Maximum allowable chamber pressure, lb/sq in. 0.0max

L-k407 WpC Pressure control frequency, rad/sec 0.0

The following logic will initialize the following tables depending on the input

options: (a) Vacuum Thrust-Time Table, i.e., if r' = 0. (b) Chamber Pressure-
blO00 "

Time, i. e., if r < 0, (c) Shurface Area-Web Depth Fraction, i.e., if r' > 0.
b.O00 b1

1 tMj Time, sec

2 F Vacuum thrust, lb
Mj

3 P Chamber pressure, lb/sq in.
ci

4 P Time charge of chamber pressure, lb/sq in. -see

5 g Web depth fraction, dim
wj-

6 Vci Chamber volume, cu in.
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7 9Expended propellant fraction, dim

8 A Si Surface area, sq In.

9 A Throat extinguistiment area, sq in.x

In addition to these tabular values, the following constants are also calculated: =

wt' a~ , Ca C and C
CAtrf' rblOOO' fwt W -TM a Ai AS2 AS3

A 1  P and P
xxnaxmn cmxa cref

Thrust coefficient route (dim)

Cf f (-Yd' Cd' ad' Cd)

Ratio of specific heats functional constants

'~= d 1/vd + 1/ L2 [ d '~~ /(Y1d-

-Qd Yd[2/ (,yd)i/ -2/(Vd + 1)] {()Id r/[(Yd)}

Pressure ratio

Solve for (P c!P e by Newton-Raphson iteration method

d=-d c eL' e d

let [i?/Pp 1
cej ()

R= (0.3953 + 2 7 8 5 yd) ~ (0.28563 + 0.8631 y

Algorithm

R( 1  =R F [R~tj /F [R~t,] 1 -0, 1, 2,
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---- = - -- 7

Where -r /21/2
, 

-1/2

7 r i 1/vdy[,~ d-
Fd[RI d Ij) Cd

-1/2
-rd rd~i~1

Terminate iteration if

then set

i-d (Pc/e= Yd)

Optimum thrust coefficient (e =d

321/2

C FO = Id - (P/) d

Vacuum thrust coefficient 0)

C f

Chratemtrustic Velocity(tec

I g

p t (e d)

F 1/

33 (Pc/Pe FO d Ll 1



- -= r- •- - W__ •_-.--- - -_• • . •-:,. =

-f

Reference Throat Area (in 2 ) 4

Ait x 144
Atref - €

Web Thickness (in)

fwt D /2w V p!

Number of points in table (dim) q

Set .J such that

or when table is full J 25

For cipt i~oi siig input thrust versus A

if r!Dl000

the thrust multiplier logic is used to evaluate the adjusted vacuum thrust

time points FM, and tT.

Caamber Pressure (lb/i.n2 )

At i mp l trof

The total impulse (lb-sec)

J-1
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IA

Burn Rate Coofficjcnt (tin/secjfin2/Ibl~

r

Where

[P cj) I It1 4 (I 1

I(n-i-) [PC(4+i1) - Pi f c(j4KlN ~cj

Irboh)

[P. 1ZM(J+l) j

Rflcfrtnce Bisit Rate at 10(10 rl

rf ai(iO000

Fr-act ion Web Burned at Thrust Timp Poi-ot'(Pt'

g 0

1wj = 3w(j-1) + w-t rbJ

340
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- -�

§ �-�=- -- - -

Fraction Propellant at Thrust Time Points (dim)

g
-� A

j -

g. + ' t4(1) i.z(i-l) M(1-IL
*11'

j = 2, ... J

Total Propellant Weight (ib)

I. = 1. Up TM SPM

Initial Ch�niber Volui�u� (Ins)

V1 = ba ( (L..r'� 2

Cliamh'z Volume at Thrust Tilhic Points (iI,�)

W
V.V + -kg. * / I
ci ci 0) P3

Time Rate Change of chamber Pressure Betweesi Thrust Time Points

(11)/in2 - soc) J

I -. A A A

lfI�cj4l �c11''1�i(iJi) - t� 1 1 j LE C��. 1 (�� 1 )

- P �j.OOOI ('LIu-rwi�t'

Last point

-'(7 P =0
cJ

341
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Burn Surface Coefficients (1/in), (if~l2scc),([1b/inf2-s.ecrjfl2/lbjfl n

CASt Yd 1~T2

Atrf ge
CAS2J CAS3 =P1a

Su Zace Areas (in2)7J 1-n
As (CAS2/CAS'3) P~

Al CAI~ Cj c A2

SCAS, cj -AS

Sj S

For option using input chamber pressurc, versus time

Ifrý 1000 < 0

Cambenhr Pressure (lb/in)

P F j1,..J
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Vacuum, Thrust (Th)

Fj Pc A j=1..Nj cjtref Cf

Total I-..pulse (ib-sec) 7d

J-1

1 ~0.i *1 -. M NI(w; I t~j)
j-

The initialization parameters arc set as:

=ýT 0

VM TH

airm 0

The thrust multiplier logic is used to evaluate the adjustted vacuum thrust

time points 7' and t and the logic in the option using the input thrust versus time
is~to Cj cj

is sedtoevaluate the ballistic parameters.

For option using input As versus

If r1 1 0  > 0

Set

=~ t..j 2, K~.

A =?
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burn Rate Coefficient ([in/sec] [in•2/bjn)n

a rb1oO0/(1000)

-Burn Surface Area Coefficients (A/in), (in 2 /!sc), ([Ib/in 2 -secj fit.^-i. in) in

"(AS = 12 C*2

SA_-ref ge
CAS2 C*

CAS3 p a

Chae•ner Pressure Coefficients

CASl a
CPCl= (n+l) 2

P niCAS2

CASICPC2 2 p
p

C

CAS2

Initial Chainiber Pressure (lb/Ii 2)

Pc1  (C- !Asi i
I
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Evaluating V P. P t~ at g Points

The following calculations are performed for 1. .... J1

Incremental Burn Din;tance 
i!NY

&bj~~~U = -~1

Iteration for Chamber Pressure, i.e., P

let

k iterat iolt ittumbvr

_____ n+l n

(PPC - p C~

+_ck ~c + 0 P: Ab Ak (J) )cAN
P02 Ck cj,-1 PC3 k~) c

V

Ft(Pck) 1 (n+,) P n

+2 C P -nC A P-
P02 ck P03 SO) Pck

Newton-Raphson Iteration Method

Algorithm

P P )F* (P )k =1, 2,..
(k+l) Pek F(ck ck
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Termilnate itp~ration U:i

I f(k+11 -Pk <
IP ckI )

or k =50

Set

ctJ) c(k+l)

Time rate ch~ange of chamber pressure

P.-P. n+l n+l1
PO- a P p p

7. k o(j) CH-
Abj(n+,L)t

Initial cbambei. volume

2 J-1

w) = )ii 2 2w (AS 5 l S w

w J=l

Clautber volume

CAS

cO-I-) ci 20 p j t(jo+I) + cj

incremental burn time (sec)

Arb (n+l) P -p

ja p+ t i
Pc(J+l) P 7

Time

t 0Ml

-_0

t
NIJ = 2 M(j- 1 )

2
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Vacuum Thirust (lb)

M~i Pcj Cf Arzj

Total Tmpulse (ib-secN

~Max-l
11, 0.5 FM~jl FM (tM~j1 - Mj

Total Propellant Weight (Ib)

p TM SIPM

Fraction Expended Propellant at Thru.st Time Points for j = . 2, ..

g =0R

V-i

g. g9 + 2*

The initialization paramet~ers are set as:

I'=0
VT

XIM TM

P =0
arm

The thrust mu~ltiplier logic is used to evaluate theadjusted complementary

tube vacuum thrust time points F ared tCj C
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The following logic is applicable to all options when D # 0

Extinguishment Area

As C A3C* a V. CS
A . 1.1 - - -

pC*p AS.

Maximum ExtinguishmentArea

Aa= MAX (Axj J = 1, ... J

Average Reference Chamber Pressure

TH
cref A Cf t• Atref tf KT

MNaximum Reference Chamber Pressure

c MA =ILX (Pcjj=1 . J) -
cmax

Maximum Allowable Chamber Pressure

"".cE 30 Pmax 0

PC A P P > 0

CLmax max

tfmax cmax maxI

Maximum Surface Area

SMAX X j1 ... ,J)

Minimum Throat Area

n-C*
A A P CAS3 -

Axmin SMAX C MXA g
ge

348
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2 d. Controllable Motor Dynamics

The following logic and equations evaluate the dynamic internal

ballistics of a1 pintle controlled single chamber motor.

Burn Rate

r

P nn Otherwise

Burn Depth

Db =frb dt

Percent Web

9w D b/f j
Intergolation Formulas

index Table4

jis such that

gwj ki gw(j+l)3

Incremental Burn Distance

U21

349
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-Inter~polation Time

&cb n ~l /(n+l)
I~tl ) + (P

ci a Ci IP p

P cj cj c(J+l)

Pb-n Otherwise

Chamber Volume r

ci V~ A+ e (P~ '+ L, T2 )
P

Nomineil Vacuum Thrust i

F Fý +(Mil Ml

VN ~-

Nominal Delivered Thrust

FN FN -PAt I
Burn Surface Areas

A CASI'_l VCI C~~ AS' (Pcj + Pe
ASI

CASS (Pcj + cj

Time Change of Chamber Pressure

[rc At

(AS3 ASI c A.tref 'AS2 Pd"CAS1 Vc1) I t<

ý- L A C:AS 2 _ P CASI Vc! Oth4erwtse
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Equilibritum

A A i
= 'A treE SI ~ ~<

ce0 L t S2 JotherwiseI
Chiamber Pressure

Co1 qtf 0 cit I~~ 1

PC- Bk
P Otherwise

L

where TMC is the thrust dynamic mode, if =0, the achieved thrust equals

commnand thrust and, if = 1, the first order response system is solvedJ.

The initial chamber pressure is set at P P (P equation)

T a sion RatioA

E dA f/At

Thrust Coefficient

CF1 f C, Ced C

Thrust

FM P A Cl
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Mass Weight Flow Rate

At

Mass Propellant Removed

p BkOWp' tBk=O pd

Fraction of Propcllant Removed

U I
9PI W

Extinguishment Area 1-n

A SI CAS3 C* a VCI C
e AsL 0 p

3
352
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The following logic evaluates the commanded Lharrber pressure and
equilibrium throat area for a given commanded thrust.

Commanded Vacuum (-t (b)

F F + PaAvcom c a eM

Interate for R

ATCCIRATCCO

C i d/RAT•cci d Acci -

Cfi f (7"d Ccci' ad, Cd) A

kI7 jn-'- tref RAcci Cf nN

S~vcom

Converged if

Acc(i+l) " ATccil -6< 1. x 10-6• ..RAT -:-

A-_-_ Acc A Atref R ATcci 
•

N-••-•==• Command Chamber Pressure~c (Ib/inz) • •
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)-

Pintle Area Control Law

Rate Change of Throat Area

At = (P P +K P)
t Sc C C P C

where

the pintle control frequency (rad/sec)

CAS2 (1-n)
WCAS1 

VCI

the dylamic constant (lb/in4 -sec)

rc 1-nCAs2 C A

Atr•f CASi vCi L S7]

Controller Frequency

[p pc
PC
pc CLI otheri e]

Pressure Error Gain (in4/lb-sec)

K=
S PC P

Pre•.-ure Rate Gain (sec)

K- 4
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Throat Arealb trA to + f Atdt if cTMCo

At = Bk

tpc

II A If A > A

XWua tP mxax

Aet A fk

xcfinf tp ,min

[ Otherwine

Initial Throat Area

A A

to Atrf

If A > .or At < Atp >tpci ai

Sct

0 :

I

4-=-%k
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e. Main Table Deiivered Thrust

Thrust equation to include flow separation in the nozzle:

[0 ifF%1 ~0

IFy P if Ed 0or P :5PIV d' eM a e

FM 0 ifE C 0and P •5PMd c d1/9S2d [D L- (P/P)rd] + (P ~d(/)

[(P AlA) (1/144)] Otherwis~e,

Where F is obtained from the main vacuum thrust-~weight table,

A the input area, and P the static base pressure.CM d

Nozzle exit p~ressure (lb/In. 2

P =P /(P-/P )
e c C e

2
Nozzle separation pressure (lb/in.)

[d (a + b f/(7d c 1] I1 d- c'dj

s c

P Otherwise

2Static base pressure (lb/in.)

P =P /144.0d a

WhereP is the amibient pressure.a

3IND



Where

0.3 If a' b' c; 0

a-
IaI' otherwise

[0.7 If a' b' c m 0 !
-~b 8 - -

£ b Otherwise

10.884 If a'inb'c's 0g

[cl Otherwise

Is

Where a', b>, and c' I re input nozzle separation polynornia!
s S a

coefficients.

Nozzle separation expansion ratio

S(P /P ) - 1'/.d)[l (P1?P )rd4ý] if P > P*
-d 6c Sc CC

I Otherwise

Nozzle critical pressure

-* Pc [2I/, + 1)][7d/(7,u-i
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f. Cot. ')lerentary Thrust-Weight I

The complementary thrust-weight table zonsists of the

following input: thrust, weight flow and time perturbation factors,

Y t K,' Kt; specific impulse, I pc; nozzle exit area, AeWC -
complementary stage weight, WCO; total vacuum impulse quantities, IýC; Z

complementiry weight carryover flag, KnO; and a maximum of 25,

j = 1, 2, ..... , 25, monotonically increasing complementary thrust weight

switchinu times, tC (j) and weight flow, WCO(Y)

The adjusted complementary thrust-weight table is as follows:

At stage initiation set up a 6 parameter table with a maximum of 25 A

rows such th~at the:

Adjusted time switching points are: A-

tC(j) -KtC tC(j)

Adjusted vacuum thrust points are: 12

FC(j) KFC F (j)

Adjusted total complementary weight flow points are

0 if t c(j+l) =tCj 01 j and W CO < 0

V (t

*if tt an Jad
C~j) C(J+l)#tCj niJnWLO < 0

w -j
Kwif 1CJ 0f u and WI ;S 0SC ( Co •

KWc WC(j) - C(j) p

Otherwise
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Adjusted time rate change of vacuum thrust points is

0 if tC(j) I tC(j+l)

-~ C(j)

I( [= C(j+) "C(j) /[C(J+l) "C(j) Otherwise

Adjusted time rate change of weight flow points i.;

if (j) tC(jýl) or WCO

'C(j)= [[WC(j3 +) " C(j)] [C(jl) _tC(j)

Otherwise

__ Adjusted coi-plementavy table expended weight points are
WE

tj)

=• " [ ) W(i-l)W [tci) 2 tC(i-)1 Otherwise

For table interpolation:

Weight exp.,t!ed fcr complementaiy motor

C•()59 0.5 W,• C

1 O) WCj 4j) c

= -



Weight flow rate

'C `C(J) +C(J) ArC

Vacuum thrust

A

FCv "c(j) + C(j) c

Mhere J is such that

SC(J) S tB < tC(J+l) or tC(J+l) < tO)< <B

And

SAtc " ts " t cl

Thrust equation for the complementary thrust

if FCY
PCv

• P a Otl-ervise

Where FCv is the -tmplementsry thrust weight table vacuum thrust,

AeC is the input complementary exit area, ard ra is the atmospheric A

prossure.
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Thrust Multipliers

The logic and equations presented in this cection will accept

the input thrust time table& to correspond :o any reference

altitudes and convert then to vacuum conditions so that the

trajectory program may use them in the standard manner. The

reference altitude pressure, input in poundo per square foot will

stipulate that the input thrust time points will be for that

atmospheric pressure and similarly designate that the input specific

impulse and tnput t..sl impulse be applicable at that altitude

pressure.

Main table time multiplier

Ice FtM

K -N

; K tM Otherwise

Main table reference atmospheric pressure

[2116 If?' < 0

ararmPaarM

6therwise

Calculate the back pressure impulse as

JM1
J -l
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@Where

mj M(j41)

i1.C Otherwise

The Input main total impulse adjusted to vacuum total impulse is:

if Ii 0

IvM

- + T Otherwise

Main table time adjusted inpat thrust integral ie:

•M" -l_

vK /; F(j) + j lM(j+l 1,tHM(J+l) - tx(j)112
J-i

The main table time multiplier, Kt is input in LkOU 9

The main table thrust reference atmospheric pressure, P ,
artV

is input in Lk020

Vie main tabit nozzle exit area, A , is input in LkOll

The main table tabular time points, tMj, are input in Lk0..X,

vhere XX 17 + 3j and tH , 0

The main table tabular thrust points F% are input in
MA.

Lk0V,, where YY - 18 + 3j-A
Thn main table total impulse, 11, is input in LvO0S

Tt.e subscript j refers to the j-th row of the thrust

weight table 364
L



Tefers tc the last input row of the main thrust

wieight table. Such that tH(j+l) I tM(J) or j - 25

Comlementary table time multiplier:

1.0 If K& 0.0

K -t Otheruine :L

Complementary table reference atmospheric pressure:

-P-
2116 if Pa < 0r(

P-C Otherwise

Calculate the back pressure impulse as

CC

ICj -t~

IF arc AeC KtC•_ IJ[cjl'c]••

Where4

1.0 otherwise

The input complementary total impulse adjusted to vacuum total 4A

impulse is: p

r0

+ In Otherwise -€
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Complementary table adjusted input thrust integral

J -1C K

I'vC KtC [F•(j) +F F(j+l)] (tc(j+l) - tc(j)]/ 2

Jul

The complementary table time multiplier, Ktc,' is input in Lkl02

The complementary table thrust reference atmospheric pressure,

PIreis input in LkllO

The complementary table nozzle exit area, AeC, is input in LklO4

The complementary table tabular time points, tCjV are input

in LklXX, wbere XX 7 + 3j and t 1  o 0

The complementary tabular thrust points, Fý,, are input in
71lYY•, %here YY =8 + 3j

The complementary table total impulse, IC, is input in LklO6

The subscript j refers to the J-th row of the thrtist weight

taýle, such that tc(j+l) a to~j or j 23

J refers to the last input row of the complementary

thrust weight table

Total main and complementary impulses corrected to vacuum

0' If 1' 0
vT

1T + IT +I Otherwise
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The vacuum scale factors for the main and camplementary

stage thrust-time table, are determined as follows:

+T v C( I) if I,>T 0 0i
I;T/I'v If I1v 0 and I', 0

VT v "
SHif Iý - ,In; ji

I'_/(1M + I if 1' # 0
vT IV vc vT

I/1If I'T 0 and I'(, 0
v v vC v:v

ifc If 1 ='; -o0KT vC

1.0 If I' T C- -
vT IVC KiC 0

Main table vacuum adjusted thrust integral is: I

The main table adjusted to vacuum thrust points are:

FMj Mij+ atM AeM "FIj

Where

0 ifF' "0

L.0 Otherwise
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Complementary table vacuum adjusted thrust integral

* -I + I /C
VC vC 1C '~FC

The complementary table adjusted to vacuum thrust ints are:

FCj F i j + arC AeC 5FCj

Where

0 If ,- 0

.1 0 /"C Otherwise

The total of the =&in and complementaty impulse, I,, is input in LkO0G.- j

and KFC, the multipliers of the main and compilementary stage

vacuum thrusts, respectively, are determined as follows:

I /(1* T*) V' #0
vT v'M vC

If I' 0 oI d -0 0

vT vii

1.0 If I'1 1 ImS' 0

AV vT V,÷

It 1(1 inif IfI'.. #
IT VH VC v

-=Cj If IvT 0 andi' 0
v~vM

4T vii
L.0 If I, 1 =Ký 0
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U

Where the main table thrust multiplier, K�, is input in LkCO7

The complementary table thrust multiplier, Kkc� � input in LklOO

The main table adjusted to vacuin specific impulse ±3?

I -I'

spK apk � K� 4/(I� iC� -I)

'Ihere

The main table specific impulse, T is input in LkOlOspM

The complementary table adjusted to vacuwa specific impulse is:

1� -I' IL T�
--- I' 

1� rc 1�c/(l*vc - -�spC 7FC

Where

The complementary table specific impulse. 'pC' is input ii� LklO3

The total main and complementary tables vac.n!n adjusted

thrust integral
1�

1* =1* +1*
vT vM vC

Total main and complementary calculated total vacuw� impul 'e

r
tvT I� K� + 1� c 1� c
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h. Auxilary Roll Control System

The weight expended for roll control is determined by

integrating the roll control weight dlow determined from~:

spR

IF ~ I/IR Otherwise

where FR is the instantaneous roll control thrust and:

L for t tIspRl B R2

IspR I spR2 for t'R2 t B t R3

I- spR3 for tB _ tR3

with IspRj (j 1, 2, 3) input for each stage with the roll control

data and tB the instantaneous current stage time.

At the initiation of the current stage, the expended roll

control weight is:

S0 If K =0
Ok

R =

R S(k-!) IfKOkk-

where WR(tS(k-l)) is the expended roll control weight at the end of the

preuious stage.

The zolI thrust, Fr, fo, lation is given in section D.2.b.
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2. Thrust Forces and Moments

Thrust components and moments required in the li ear and angular

momenta equations during the K-th stage z: as follcs:

a. AxWal Forces

[F/[1.0 + tan2  5 + + tan2 (by + 6My)] If 5= 01

Fx [FM/(1.0 + tan2 (bp + 8Ip) + tan2 (5.. + 8y)]ý 3

+ F. If K6 = 1

F/iil.0 + tan2 IMP,+ tan2 E1• If K5 = 2

F/[1.0 + tan2 85 + tan2 by]8 If K 0 =0

FX I FM/[I.O + tan2 6P + tan 5y If KS I
[F y

FIf -
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(F tan (by + ,y)]/[1.0 + tan2 (p + bYp • •an 2 ( y +

If Kb =0

Fy (IFM tan (by + Ny)]1[l.O + tan2 (5p + BMp) + tan2 (&y + 6M

[F tan 8y]In[1.0 + tan2 5HP + tan2•My f

SIF tan ký1/1f.0 + tan2 5 2 byn %I If K -0
Fy Vm LF an ByllOM I- tan2 5p tan2 r I-- Kr - 1

0 If K6= 2

c. Transvere

IF tan (bp + N p a]/[1.0 + tan2 (tap + 5Mp) + EanK (by + EMy]O

Fz " (FM Lan8(/[1+O•pan/[l.O + tanmb ( I " M~ fK6 = a: Sy+5y]1•
jo if K 0

L

(F tan (b+.p]/[l. (1.0 + tan2 (b 4 N + tan2 ]+ MY1

If K6= 2if K 1

[F tan N ]/11.0 + tan2 8OM + tan2 bjL

46If Kb 2

fF tan 8P]/[1.0 + tan2 5p + tan I8 If KX 0

z[FM tan p]J/[l.O + tan2  P + tar2 by) if K5 1

0 If YK 2
L

Where 5p and by are rl.! pitch and yaw thrust deflections, respectively,

N. and 5My are the stag, input thrust vector misalignment angles, K.

is the irsput per stage contiol flag, F is the total thrust, and Fi

is the main thrust, Fc is the complementary thrust.
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d. Thrust Moments

Pitch

Offset
MFJQ Fx (ze

Control
MFCQ zFz#e

Yaw 2w

Offset

IAFOR Fx (y e c

C Control

Roll

Of fý.d
FO z (y y )-~ (z -F " e " cg e cg

Vertex
•'J p•Vp = •vrF Where i r = 0.00363

unless otherwise input

-IN
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e. Jet Rawptgw

The jet damping forces and moments on a missile having an

internally burning fuel arise from the reaction to the Corilis force

:xerted on the exhaust gas as it moves along the missile xb axis toward

the nozzle exit plane in the presence of missile angular rotation. -

a. Force

F ( )(22 - f -I)Rb (i/l80)

Myi ' /
FJDz (4/ge)(PLE - *Pf - "Ia)Qb ('C/180)

b. Moment ••

E 4
I4~Q: '6 e4 E cef:Pf:;::;a )3 + *P b (-1/18)

where W is the total instantaneous missile waight, flow, ie is the input

mass conversion gravity, Qb and Rb are the instantaneous vehicle angular

pitch and yaw velocities, and IF, £pf, and Lpa are the nozzle exit,

forward and aft propellant grain lever arms defined in Section 1. 3.
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f.Propellant Grain and llozz-le Exit Location

IThe values are com'iiuted as follows:

(1) Nozzle Exit

xES

x otherwise

(2) Aft End of Propellant

xc If x'mO

Pa=
xX otherwise

(3) Forward End of Propellant

x If x~

XPf
x xf Otherwise

where x..,x,' and x are input per stage, xe is the thrust

gimbal location, and x is the vehicle instantaneous center. ofcg
gravity.
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g. Thrust Gimbal Location

The thrust gimbal location is specified in the left-handed Cartesian

coordinatv system shown in Figure 27. Thrust location components are xe,

the missile body station measured along the centerline, and Ye and ze are

measured from the vehicle centerline positive to the right and down, respec-

tively. The gimbal components are input for each stage as constants. The

Y and Z components represent a thrust eccentricity which yields moments

during powered flight. The clustered motor configuration is shown in

Figure 28 and the effect of typical variation of thrust history is pictured in

Figure 29. The effect of clustered motors is simulated as follows as a thrust

vector point offset.

X= X
e e e

Ye Xe Ye
n' 0Oor 1

S Ye [of Rc/%F2] cos 0 + Re Ye
n 2-

n' >2

rr[a R /-2 n=..osin 0 + R z

ze [f Rc• si •V e e

[. + F2 + FR FL2 - 1.51k

and

FL + ze,2 + Rear2 (1 1/C( +F t tac tb) 03e

!
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.Z

Fh it t/2) (fF v ( + ab)t])

n vac

The following are input to this part of the program:

X xe', Y's z' n'. R ,' and F(t).
m"e C e b t a tbF tI

The following are required output from this analysis:

Y-= f(t)

z f(t)

The internally calculated number of uotors in a cluster (nm) and the

number of control nozzles in that cluster (n ) are defined.C

rIf n' 0

n m

nm' Otherwise

n' If=n 0m c~nc

n Otherwise

where n' is the input number of motors for the k th stage, n' is the
m C

input number of control motors for the k th stage.

V,•
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h. Movable Nozzle Tail-Wag-Dog Forces Moments

Pitch

F0 if I = 0 or wc 0 or M # 2, or 5

z (/180) W /W Otherwise

Siforw 0 orM # 2, or50f n 0r c Y

- I "
S(n/180)(in + Wn £e/nlge) 5p Otherwise

Yaw 1
0O if I= 0 or w 0 or M 5Sn c y

~TDy
= (t/l8O)w e by/w Otherwise

0 if I 0 or w 0orM 5

MTDR Lt/18 0 )(In + WI I -e/)Y Otherwise

where I is the movable portion of the nozzle mass moment of inertia,n

W is the weight of the movable portion of the nozzle, -e is the vehicle

center of gravity to nozzle gimbal poin. distance, en is the movable

portion of the nozzle center of gravity to the gimbal point distarce,

w is the input second order TVC transfer function flag, ge is the mass

to weight conversion gravity, and P, I are the nozzle angular deflection

acceleration in pitch and yaw respeccively.
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3. Vehicle Weight

Instantaneous missile weight, W, is computed from the un-
a=iJus•ed stagirng weight, WS, the expended main weight, WM, the expended
complementary weight,WC, the expended roll control weight, WR, and the
jettisoned weight, WjT, respectively, as follows:

W = WS -
4 

- - - WjT

Main and complementary weights are functions of input initial
stage weights, weight flows, vacuum thrust and specific impulse, and
multipliers. In addition, the main weight is dependent upon input weights
at each Lhrust-wleight switching time. Roll cortrol and auxiliary motor
expended weights are functions of thrust and specific impulse. If W < 0,

the run in halted and "WEIGHT HAS GONE TO ZERO" is printed.

Missile mass is compuced as follows:

where m W/iI

-ge If g' is input 1.4

ge 32.174 If ge' is input zero
"gel Otherwise

M.1
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The unadjusted staging weight defined as follows:

wpL + W.Ao(p) + Wco(p)] if k-•j or O.)-

p-kI

Hs (k) W(g)
4

WPL NWe(g) + c)---) +L i(fp") + WcO(p)]

p-kSf O 0 and'Ko~kl =(g)

4 SO

Where k is the current stage number; Kk is the input stage

start control function; Ko(k) and KNO~) are the input weight

carryover flag and input complementary thrust-weight table carryover

flag respectively; W(g) and WC(g) are the vehicle weight, ard
expended complementary weight at the termination of the (k-l)th

stage respectively, WMO(k) and Wco(k) are the main and complementary

initial stage weight for the k-th stage, and WpL is the input

payload weight,

Main and complementary weights are functions of input

initial stage weights, weight flows, vacuum thrust and specific

impulse, and multipliers. In addition, the main weight is dependent

upon input weights at each thrust-weight switching time. If W S 0,

the run is halted and the statement hV'EIGIf HAS GONE TO ZERO" is

printed.

-j Total weight flow is

C3R
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a. Initial Stage Weight Calculations--Initial stage weights

sre calculated as follows:

If the input main itage weight WMO is input negative, the

stage weight will be calculated as a function of stage time and

the input values in the thrust weight table. The stage weight-

history values are input in the column normally used for the

input weight flow values. Linear interpolation between these

input table weight points will be used to evaluate the irnstantaneous

stage weight.

Similar logic holds for the complementary weight if W is

input negative.

Main Table Weight

if o < o

[WML 0 Otherwise

Where I0 is the input main stage weight input in LkO06 and

W 1l is the first input main table weight point input in Lk022.

Complementary table weight

FWC1 if WO < 0
C1 Co

W ICO
[W1 Otherwise

Go>

Where is the input complementary scage weight input inWhr CO

LklO5 and WCI is the first input complementary table weight point

input in LkOl2.
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b Jettiren Weight Calculations

The weight lost to jettisoning is

8

WJT " (j)

Where

0before O(j) J(j)wazj -
TJT (j) [

WJT(j)2Ie ,Jj) IJ(j)

with oE(j)(J 1 1, 2, ... , 8) the acvi~'ed value of the parameter

designated by code input and Kj(j) the input value of that

parameter at whicd the weight, WJT(j), is to be jettisoned.

Logically the jettisoning must be satisfied sequentially.
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1. MASS PROPE'ITIES

1. ~Cent'tr-c~f-Gravity

-ae center of-gravity location in specified in thi same

left-handed coordinate system as the gimbal ic ..tion. The Y and Z

components represent a c:enter-of-gravity offset which yields moments

during VowerL,! and atmospheric flight. Thie center-of-gravity location

wilb nu orec tg s ierfntino h oa

intatnu vehcl weight

______ ~ =~--- 9w-4-



a. Center-of-Gravity Body Station

Fifteen center of gravity body stations (xg) can be input

cgM
for each stage. The body station is computed from input during the

current stage as follows:

ForW Wj +1

Xcg Xcg IW Xcg(j+ih -W+ 1  c +(xcgj Xc(j+l))W]/

W j+l)

where Xcg' W, and Xcg (j = ., 2, .. , 15) are input for each stage

with the moment of inertia data, and W is the instantaneous vehicle

weight. The Ui. are input monotonically decreasing so that W, > W2 ...

The first z'nd last input logic for the center of gravity is:

If W > W1 , then

= - x

cg cg cgl

or if W < W, then

x =X x
cg cg c

where the W, and x and the Wj (J = 1, 2, ... or 15) and x are
CF cgJ

the first and last input values respectively.

b. Center-of-Gravity Offset

Fiften offsets can be input for each stage. The Y and Z

offsets for the current stage are as follows:

Ycg cg 0

Otherwise for W1 1 W W 3J+2
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y -X [W - W y .+(y )W/ - W)cg cg Y cg(j+l) j+l cgj cgi cg(j+l) i i+ 1)

z -c [Wa - W .c (z " -z )) W/(W Wcg cg j cg(j+l) j+l cgi + cgj cg(j+l) - W+1

where j - 1, 2, ... , 15 and @J, Ycg and z . are input for each stage inScJ J cgjl
a tab'.•, with the body station values. The Wj's are input monotonically

decreasing.

The first and last input logic given for the body station center

of gravity are applicable for the offset lata.

2. Moments of Inertia

Fifteen pitch, Iyy, yaw, IZZ, and roll, IX, moment of inertia

values can be Input per stage. The moments of inertia are linear functions

of total instantaneous vehicle weight and are computed as follows:

For W, ZW W

- I f.Wj 'X(j+1) -Wj+l 'Xj + x- X(j+l))W]/(WI -

1yy - Iyi[Wj 1y(j+l) - WIJ1 
1yj + (Iyj - Iy(j+I))W]/(Wj - W1+I)

Izz Izk[j IZ(j+l) j+l 1 zj + z- IZ(j+I))W/(Wj -j+

Ixy - IxIWj IxY(j+l) Wj+ 1 I Yj I Y(j+I))W]/(W "Wj+I)

- I [W I Xz(J+l) - j+l X*j + (X'j XZ(j+l) rj+lz

=I', Y, 1,', 1xY' (j - 1, 2, ... , 15)

• - ~are input for each stage with the body station center of grav-'ty and W .•

• the instantaneous vehicle weight. The W.'s are input tnonot-•nic81ly decreasing.
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The time derivatives of the moments of inertia required in the

angular momenta equations are:

For W W W

0 if I xk 0

.X I(W. W+) Otherwise

yy, -y(Iyj - Y(j+l))(WJ j Otherwise

= WIz(Izj V -W wJ 1 ) ' zk f 0

I yy Otherwise

0o if Ix 0

SWI(IYj - Ixy(j+) - j+l

Otherwise

0 if = 0

~x .xtxzj - xz(j+))/w - wj+1)

lyz

Otherwise

where W is tfe total instantaneous vehicle weight flow.

1.84
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The first and last input logic for the moments of inertia

and their derivatives are:

I "XiX If w

-I 1 IW

u•y t yi If W > -

I i

I- If W <WI

Sf Iz 0

SI °if 1Iz 0 and W > W1

zz znzd

II if 1 z 0 and•W < W

f [- Y If W > W-- Xy X IXYI1

T• ifW <Wj

IX = Ii z i. f W > W

XZ ~ A/If W > w

xz •x 1YZ

[ IX If W < W

Sand if : > W1 or W < W

, where theI anid L. , and the and rc h Irs, n... '

:zhe• th W and \ .Z j X,y,zj

--- are Me rst and st input values respectively.
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3. Lever Arms

Significant distances shown in Figures 20 and 21 are given below:

a. Gimbal Point to Center-of-Gravity

e e cg

b. Movable Portion of Nozzle Center-of-Gravity to Gimbal Point

e (x' -x')
n n e e

c. Center-of-Gravity to Canter of Pressure Distance

cp cg cp

d. Nozzle Exit to Center-of-Gravity

E= xE Xcg

e. Forward End of Propellant Grain to Center-of-Gravity

A x~Pf f f cg

f. Aft End of Propellant Grain to Center-of-Gravity

2Pa Fa cg

g. Pitch Movable Control Fin Center of Pressure to Hinge Axis

S(Ucz " h bz
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RE h. Pitch Movable Control Fin Center of Pressure to Center-

of-Gravity

£+1 e Cos (b *K
z Xhz Xcg hz p cf

%Z -xg + hz

i. Yaw Movable Control Fin Center of Pressure to Center-

of-Gravity

-'°-• = x + cos By .Kcf)

b8y xhz xcg +h cosz(by

where xe is the gimbal point body station, x is the movable portion

of nozzle center of gravity body station, x is the aerodynamic• cp

center of pressure body station x is the vehicle center-of-gravity bodyeg
station, xE is the nozzle exit body station, Xpf is the forward end of

propellant grain body station, XPa is the aft end of propellant grain

body station. Uz is the pitch movable control fin center of pressure

to t.ie leading pitch fin base root location distance to the pitch fin

base root length ration, Uhz is the pitch movable control fin hinge

V axis to the leading fin base root location distance to the pitch fin

base root length ratio, 1 bz is the input pitch fin base root length,

Xhz is the input missile body station cf the pitch fin hinge axis,

6 is the instantaneous pitch deflection angle , y is the instantaneous
p y

yaw deflection angle and Kcf is the fin control multiplier.
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J. TRAJECTORY PARAMETERSLII
Parameters vhich have no effect on the solution of the momenta

equations are formulated. The parameters are introduced because of

their usefulness as switching functions and/or the additional trajectory

characteristics they furnish. A few of the parameters that can be

represfonted geometrically are shown in Figure 26.

I
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S1. Orbital Elements and Impact Determination

The equations in this section are cepputed if

K S cc g X'2 or at terminatico of the final stage

where oc is the achieved value of a quantity designated by code

input and K.I and Kc 2 are input limits.

if the quantities in this section are involved as switching

functions, e.g., flight segment initiation or termination, then

the proper values of Vi and a must be input. However, thecl,2 c
equations are nlw&-ys ccmputed at cut-off, but cannot be used as

cut-off switching function unless the •c -logic is satisfied. The

print is always given at cut-off.

Once ac I cl K or V>c2, the possibility that at some later
time < C or2 '

time ac < icl or c a Kc2 is ignored. Obtaining the limit

values by interpolarimn t.s not done.

a. Orbiral Elements

If the above criteria apply, the following are computed:

The parameters

a rc VI ere

a 2  a1 cos 27I

a 3  a, sin 711 cos 711

where rc, V,, and 7l1 are current values

CF
° _
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The eccentricity

2+ (1- a2

1Ee 2[a 3

and the perigee altitude

(rp - re )/6076.1033

YThere re is input and rp a 2rc(l + e)

b. Apogcee and impact

If 0 < e <1, compute:

The apogee altitude
J

h -(r -r~ )/6076.10333a "e
where r a 2 r e)

The velocity at apogee

1ia (rVI CoL a)/r

The angle to apogee

arctan (a a

a ( 3a4/(l

where 0 S a < 360" and

+1 If 171l < 90"

a4
Otherwis.:
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The flight time to apogee

V (r 2 VI sit, 711  (

+ 2[r IGH (2 - a (,1180) arctan ([(l + e)l(l e).

(l/tan 4 MO

where 0 " arctan (3 < 180, t is the current time, anid r 0

if tan 4 0.

The total flight time to apogee

at t+ rSaa

The orbital period

P = r[(r + r )/213 21/30aa p

and the termin&l radial distance

rf =r + hf e f

where hf is input

Besides the above criteria, the following must be satisfied

in order to compute the equations given below:

1. if K - -1, then, 7,1 > 0, ra > rf, and h < hf -0
7a

K2. If K7 +1, then, v > rf, r < rf, and if 711 < 0,

then, h > hf

where K is input as plus or minus one, so Chat
7

K +1 if impact is to occur at an altitude of hf
7f

K -1 if P space intercept is to occur at an altitude ef hf
7A
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P- M, -n

If the above are satisfied, compute:

The glide range angle

4i- On + I arctan fte 2 (1 ar /r 2)a/r/r
f 2 7

where 0 9 aretan f)< 180"

The modified range angle is

* If 4i< 3600

-' 360* Otherwise
f

If~~~~ ~ ~ E ,ra>rf n rf9  compute the modified range angle47

as £ollhvs:

-) (1801s) yt((r /rf)al + 1 4, 2(1l (r /r )]/Il- (r2/r2 Coe

+ (It/iBO) arcten (2a fr /rf - 11 tan 112)I~r/r

2tan -YvI)

2
where -180* < arctan (2a4 [(r/r) 11l tan Yi1)/C[rc/rf -1

2
tan -ylI) 1 180i0

The glide time is

.. r a inOf+ a~4(-cos of + )Jr (2 a a)V V 1 cos 1

+2[r /Q( (2 a, %r/180) arctan ([(-I + 2a sin f~ A21

cos (a5 -* /2)) + vp

wnere 0 S arctan () 180 and
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If4 > 0

a 180 -71 If a4  < 0 and 711 < 0
5

180 -Y1 Otherise

and

0=. If f < 3600

'Pt

60 P Otherwise

Total flight time is

tf t+ t*f*'

where t is the current time.

The total range angle is

4+ a4 *f - (fSO/,) •tf

w•here 4 is the current range angle and w is input.

The ground range is

Sf - (g/180) r e/6076.10333

The instantaneous latitude, longitudinal, and azimuthal flight

path angles are:

P - arc sin (sin pL cos *+ cos pL sin 0 coI

where

-900 •- S 900

arctan [(sin 4 sin coo p•)/(cos *- sin sp sin C)]
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where

-1800 < u • 180O

-180° < g • 180°

721 arctan ([V cos cos 0L sin *il]/[Ve cos 71 cos

(cos •i cos -sin *r sin g in pL +
2wr Cos oI

00° • 21 < 3600

pf and gf are calculated as follows:

Impact latitude is

Of~ arc sin (sin p cos I'sfI +I cos p sin 10f cos 721)

with

II -900 . Pf 900 i
where p and 721 are the instantaneous latitude and azimuthal

flight path angle, respectively.

Change is inertial longitude, positive in eastward

direction, (0 ! arctan (I L 3600) p! - (sign *,)[sign

- (sin '21l] arctan [(sin I1f Isin 7y? cos P)/(cos I('f -sino£~. sf )1•

Impact Longitude is

u - I+ (180/W)bntf If -180° < i - LI + (1801-)Wrf S +180

3600 + i + (l8O/-OW-f

If -180 - + (180/h,,f

-360o + 1- t + (l8o/tr).af
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where w is the input angular velocity of the earth.

The components of inertial velocity and total inertial

velocity at the terminai altitude are 1
ri

rf tV1 Cos 711 [a 3 a4 cos *f - (1 - a 2 ) sin *f]ia2 )ar

rf 0 - (180/ff)(r V cos -ll)/rf

Vf f C I
Vi rf [ (t/180) (rf f) 2 14

and the terminal inertial flight path angle is

7 1if - arctan rf/rf~f (/180)

7 21f,' ra' a' Sal 7 21a' and i are calculated as follows:

S7 21f arctan [cos p sin sin Of/(cos 4 f sin pf -

with

-900 711f LC 900

and

0 • 7 21f < 3600 1
Apogee longitude is

-la + (180/ffiTa If -180* < ý - a + (180/- )W-. < 180"- a + (1t 0Piaa+a

:6 0 * +s + (la ) W a
ua " !~~~f -180° ;k u a + (•/•T -

-360" + u -(80/,A:)ta

aaf5- + (18 01i)e. a
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The total ground range to apogee is

_Lg180)'e rarccos (coc oL co Oa sa + sin sin fa

a 6076.10333 If 0 G Aa < 1800

360* - arccos (cos 0 L COa cos •A + sin sin 0a)

If 1800 As < 360*

where 0 1 arccos (1 9 1800

Aa" gal

Inertial azimuthal flight path angle at apogee is

721a - arctan [(coo p sin 72I sin $a)/(cos a sin Oa - sin p)]

whcre 0 S 7 21a < 360°

Inclination angle is

i -arccos (cos p ain 721)

where 0 S i _5 180*

Calculate the atmospheric entry condition if the following

criteria are met:

1. he 0 where he is input

2. r > r.

3. re r +h If 7 1 1 < 0, then h > h
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SIf the above are satisfied, compute the glide range to entry angle

0a + arctan ([e 2 - (I - a2rc/rE)2 ]/(l - 2rcir E) A

If r
p<r

where 0 S arctan (I < 1800
2 2

(180/1) r((rc/rE)a, + 1 + 2 (1 - (rE/r)]/[l - r

cos 72 ]) + (I/180) arcten ([2a.[(r /rI) - 1] tan

7llC([r,/rE . 1)12 tan, y 11) W

If rp k rE

where 0 9 arctan () < 1800

-3600 < 4E < 3600

The glide time is

ItE rE =r[( a2 ) sin € + a 3 a4 (-cos f'E + cE)]/(2-a 1 a1 )V 1 cos 71I1

+ 2[r c/GM(2-a 1 )3] (x/180) arctan [[(-l+2/a 1 )• sin (4E/2)1/

cos (a 5 + OE]

where 0 < arctan 5) . 1800 and

Total flight time to entry is

tE t + '

where t is the current time.

The total range angle to entry is

-4€+ a4  E " (180/,V);.rE

where 0 is the current range angle and w is the quasi earrh

rotation role.
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The ground range is

SE= (/180)0re/6076.10333

Entry latitude is

arcsin (sin p cos I1+ o p sinEIcos 72I)

with

"90° : PE. 5 90'

where p and 72, are the instantaneous latitude and azhnuthal

flight path angle, reapectively.

The components of inertial velocity and total inertial

velocity at the entry altitude are

r E (VI Cos 71 1 [a 3 a 4 ccs 0 E (1-a 2 ) sin

and the entry inertial flight angle is

= arctan /Fr 0 (w/180)]

uhere -180' < 71E • 180' j
7 21E arctan [cos p sin 72I sin ¢E/(COs *E sin oF. - sin p)]

with

-90°" 7 901
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b

and

0 • 7 21E < 3600

The velocity and flight path angle with respect to the ambient

air at entry conditions are

V Ei ( 2 ~ v r 2 2 2
aE (ViE "2w V IE re sin /21E coP. Ecos 711IE + rE w cogBPE)

7 1E = arcsin (VIE sin 711E/VaE

S"900 S YlE S 900
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2. Integrals

a. Motor Impulse

The vacuum impulse is

IV F cit
tk

and total impulse during the k-th stage is

t
I r Fdt

tk

where tk is the time the k-th stage begins and t is the current

time.

b. Control Impulse

The control system related integrals are

tk

t

ly (I + K r Jrydtt tk

where

K' If K,' 0

[1.0 Otherwise

AL is the input amplitude of the limit cycle, fL is the Lnput

frequency of the limit cycle, tB is stage timeK' is the input
side impulse multiplier. N

AP 2 tB ALOL/x + f rp dt
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t

I. = 2 tB AL oL/ 'L/i+ * + •I

tk

IP = (n'/nc) IýýP

TAY (n'/n') Iýyy_

where

If • and w Y 0

= (Bpj - p(j)Ii/At)

6•i (byj - y(j-l)!Z"tc)

where I and I are the pitch and yaw side impulse, respectively;

and l1p and Iy dre the sum of angular thrust vectoring velocities.

The integrals are ignored if M 0 5.
y3

The roll cctitrol expended impulse is

t

I F. FdtM
lR = R di

tk

c. Aerodynamic Heating

The heat integral is

Hf f qV dtHe J a
t

0

where t is the trajectory start time, q the missile dynamic

pressure and V the total vehicle velocity with respect to the air.
a
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d. Delta Velocities

The following are computed merely for print purposes.

The thrust-to-weight-flow ratio

0 if W G C

S1F/ýl Otherwise

where F and W are total instantaneous values,

The gravity loss from trajectory initiation

t
L t in y dt

0

where t is the trajectory start time, G is the

gravity acceleration components and 71 the instantaneous flight

path angle.

The ideal velocity from stage initiation

t
AV= ge (F/W) dttk

where ge is gravity at the reference body surface and tk is the

stage initiation time.

The drag loss from stage initiation is

t
LD etf + C C OIc + (Nz d N Sin

+ (N - Ny - Ny Siný]/W dt

where C is the instantaneous aerodynamic axial force.

40
S~402
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- - -

Instantaneous back pressure loss is

t

LF = ge r (F - F)/W dt
tk

where FV is the instantaneous total vacuum thrust, FV is the instantaneous

delivered thrust g is the mass gravity and W is the instantaneous

vehicle weight. Vector velocity loss from stage initiation is

LV=AjV- L-L L- V + V
F D e eok

where V is the ideal velocity from stage initiation; LF is the back pressure

velocity loss. L is the gravity velocity loss, LD is the drag velocity loss,

Ve is the instantaneous missile earth reference velocity, and Vk is the

missile earth reference velocity at state initiation.

3. Target Position

The target position and velocities are determined from

(1) input code (c.to), and value (wto) which designates the

start of the target maneuvering; (2) input initial velocity

To'), fl'ght path angle (yTo), differential range azimuth (0),

altitude (ho), down range (S ) and cross range (So) and;
TO TO TWo

(3) tabular input target earth reference accelerations in "g' s

tangential (a.7j) normal (aTNj) and transverse (aTcj) to the

target velocity vector and the target time tenminating the j-th

acceleration value (t_.).
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a. Target Start Time

The target start time is set, i.e., (t TS t) when the

specific value, KTo' delineated by the code, arto, is achieved.

L If the value bar not been achieved set:

t To 0 aTT 0

V 00

T

7T To '-ZC 0

S- T o h 0o
T o T

T To hT 0

ST 0

T To

b. Target Coordinates

The target coordinates are as follows.

Acceleration (ft/sec)

j T•- j 9e

"'Nj = aTNj e

VCj =aTCJ e

where j is such that tT(j.l) < t-tTS < t Tj
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If ttTS tTj set j J

where J is the number of input time points such that

t T(k-l) < Tj I
The following differentials (target coordinates) are numerically

integrated with respect to time.

Flight Path Angle Rate

1,(180/,c) V/VT
T N

Azimuthal Path Angle Rate

tT= (180/h) c I(VT -cos YT)

"Altitude Rate

T VT sinT
•T vTs 7T

Down Range Rate

TT VT Cos 7T cos

Cross Rarge Rate

S V cos 7T sin
T C "T 7 TnT
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4. Missile-Target Coordinates

The relation between the target and missile is used in

Intercept Guidance (T = 10) and Homing Guidance (T = 11)
y y

types of flight to direct the attacking missile to the target.

The following equations and logic delineate missile to ta-.get; A

differential altitude and earth surface down range and crcjs -7

range distance (Oh, AS, and ZS ) distance rates (6h, LS, and c)q
c c

and total range distance and distance rate (R and RMT), angle

and angular rate of the missile to target line and local horizontal

(aT and &i1 ), angle and angular rate of the missile to target

line differential azimuth %. and N1T); seeker look angle and

angular rate ir, pitch (eMT and MT) and yaw (N51T and bMT ); time

to intercept (ti); range to target intercept (RMI); intercept

coordinates (S S aMCInd I) local flight path angle to

intercept (cý) and differential flight path azimuth to intercept

(- I); flight path error to intercept (eMI); and flight path

azimuth arror to intercept (8~).

a. Missile to Target Diotance

Earth surface difference and distance rate

Down Range

46= ST S

Cross Range

c~ = Sc -Sc
S S

c TC c
& " Sc

c TC -S
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140 WI T -- 0 1-

Altitude Difference Distance and Distance Rate

Missile to Target Distance and Distance Rate

( 62+ + N,2)k

It Missile to Target Angles

Elevation

aT= rc sin (bh/fT) 90 is Crm 5 90

Differential Azimuth

arctan (AS 10S) - lB°° < - 1800

=(18OI0/,C) we - t $ct'S) cos2

Seeker Look Angle and Angular Rate

eRelative Azimuthal velocity vector comonnpOft

if arctan &,A, l80. <y~ 7 18s0SO

(180/i4) c0s 7 an, Trm i-/l
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- !Z

where

1 0 0 FCos P 0 S ir.4 0 s sin 0
I 2.

Mrl 0 cos sin 0 1 0 in cos 0

L -sin cos -sin 0 0 cos P 1 J
01

= ~ ~ee

XIM [AT J&.I~ Xt +

= (~ -7i)Cos (P + 7.) sin c -

ýMT ýT - cos q + T -m sin q - a

I • [(kr1T - ) cos q + (cMT -:I) sin :p]

Sc. Target Intercept Parameters

Time to Target Intercept

tM! v -ein 2 E*.P - vT V os III)

where

=arccos [cus oT cos -yT cos -M M)A

+ sin aT sin

-- 409 290
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LQ

Range to Target Intercept

Ve M

Intercept Coordinates

Smi ST + ST tMI

h hT + hT tM

S =S +S
CM1 C+SCT tMII

Angle to rarget Intercept

Elevation

arc sin - h)/R1 Ij

"3 0 : GMI -900

Azimuth

T~j= arc tan - Sc)/(SMI. s)]

- 1800 <T - 1800
TMI

Flight Path Error to Intercept

Elevation

"MI 180 -< -8o < 1800
'MIA

Azimuch

4 -180 < 0MI < 180
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-5. General

Because the following parnameters can be involved as switching

functions, their solutions are necessary after each integration

step.

a. Stage Data

The instantaneous current stage time and main weight are -

}g-

t -t - AMtB k

and 314
%- W

g-

B Wgjk•

where t is the instantaneous time, tk the stage start time, Wik

the main step weight for the current stage at time t., and

the main weight lost between t. and t.

-b. Earth Referenced Values

The total vehicle velocity with respect to the launch

site is J"

V=(k-2 + j2 + )2l
e ee ce ce

where Xee is obtained from the integration of the linear momenta

equations.

I The total vehicle acceleration along the flight path with
respect to the launcher is

-2 + Y2 + j2  IV

ee e ee e If. e 0

e
ee ee cc cc ee ee tews- V ~Otherwise •

e

411
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where X is obtained from the lineat momenta equatioas.ee '•

The local pitch flight path angle isIfV =0
0 if Ve 0

e
7x. = ~aci le

arcsin-Z/Ve Otherwise

with

- 900 5 7i - 90g

0If V = 0

7ZIlVe - ZllV )/(Ve cos 71) Otherwise

and the local azimuthal angle is

0 If Ve 0

S~72= arctan (YI/X 1 I) Otherwise

where 0 1i 72 < 3600

'•-0 if Xl =. 0
If

72

x(YIXI - Clogll) cos' 72
. .Otherwise

where the velocity and acceleration components in the I system

are

* -1
11 [AI

N-=~

x11 [A11- ee [A ee

412
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c. Local Bank Attitude

Transformation from the local, north, east, and downI system to the missile axis system for a commanded angle of

pttaci,. "-ngle of sideslip, and back angle is accomplished by
b [A [Al•] [An.) [A] j[A2 "

S• [ Xbb Y2 rD•I ll1

Xhb b D [I

where the azimuth velocity vector transformation is

cos 72 -sin 72 01
[A sin 72 cos7 2  01

0 0n

ain

-sin 72 -cos 72 0 ,0

[A COS 72 -sin 72 0f 0 [A]

0 0 0 0 0 0

[ where the elevation velocity vector transformation is

cos 71 0 sin 71

(A 1= 0 1 0

sin 7i 0 cos •_ I

and

-sin 7 1  0 cos 7Yi 0 0 Y.1

y- ,. , I0 0 0 0='o 0 0 fA 1

Scos o -sin 7i1 1-7 0 0



The bank angle transformation is

10

[A ] 0 cos T sin r

0 -sin o Cos Q)

The angle of attack transformation is

Cos a 0 +sin
-I

[A 0= 1 0

-sin F 0 cos

-sin Y 0 cos 0! 0 0 '7*

[A ] S0 0 0 0 0 OY A 11
-Cos cc 0 -sin Of 0! 0 0|

I-cos1 0L
The side slip angle transformation isCos. s in-t ' 01

[A ]t -sins cos0' o

i0 0 1
L L

where ;' = arctan [(tan a )l(sec /a]r
[-sin t3 Cos ." 0 0 5 0

(A• ,M- " -Cos ;" -sint3" 0 R 0• 0 f, 'I-

o 0 0 0 0 0 •

where

1 If Cos 6 0

• ~Cos

141
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_Cos t3

The instantaneous bank angle is
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, ? (A] [D]A-I' (D" A (A [A1-

where

(AA"-1 [Aa]-I [D)-1 [A] [A " [A -
1 7-2 -Y

+i [Ar]"I [1 Aoal -1 [I"1(AI [A 1- [A .V]' I A!]I

-1 -12-

-1
+ [A ll [A tD , [A , [A - ([A 1

+[Al"l [Aj- 15, [Al(A2 [AT1

" C:11 (A tDI ( A 1 -(
+A•-1% [Aej [D. {(A1 ) [A [7A -

7---Y

T22 (lps (a 2 3 A Q22

J. Inertial Values

The inertial values are referenced to a system fized in,

but not rotating with the earth.

The missil- energy per ,unit mans is

-ir iMItr - ;M/r + V1/2

_wlt-r(v zero pi-Leut tial v'hergy is asst:ie(' .1I, i•, s-r!.Ic;- 01 tLIM

-er,.-,-• bodx', r is the i.plint re'ft-ren:e ho'd%. ia ! ' .us I

computevi from Hpit. and r and VI are the -inss c. di r .- il'-
C

earth .,r a-if itiertial velocity respet ,ei

115
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The in•.tial velocity components ace

x

Y Y + t r cos o

S• "i1n = Zil

- 11

The flight path angles are

S•0 if V I = 0

arcsin (-Z 1 l/V!) Otherwise

and

io If Y = X = 0

= oarctan (YliX) Otherwise

Swith

90 < 1 900

0 721 < 360*

where is the input azimuth angle.

e. Generalized Coerdinates

-:-The g system, introduced below, can be used to obtain vehi-cle

"position and velocity components in a coordinate system oriented

about the e system. The system also is a part of the guidance

system model. The orientation of t'e g system is specified by

input Euler angles which perform the following rotations: 9
g

about t;he Y -axis, t abou! the restIting Z-axis, and 0
g g

about the X-axds. The components are computed from the following

4 j6 -



kI

if the itput "PL-Kr" is nonzero or if the type of flight,

Ty, is four or five or the current stage a is nonzero.

x [A]'"S= X

gg g Ce

= -[A ee

where r -

w1 0 0 , Cos " sin " 0 Cos 1 0 -sin

[Ag 10 Cos sin 0 sin g cos V 0 0 1 0

0 -sin Cos cJ 0 I sin g 0 cos5"g

The orientation of the g system is shown in Figure 17 for

and equal to zero.

CIA
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6. '.'C Requirements and Duty Cycle

K The following parameters are calculated and stored isi the L-7000-

7999 block, if Kd # 0 (L-671).

ii-dc

E
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L-No. Symbol Definition Units

7000 I Motor thrust impulse for TVC duty cycle lb-sec
stage.

v Motor vacuum thrust impulse for TVC lb-sec
dut:y cycle stage.

7002 x TVV duty cycle stage thrust vector point ft
brdy station.

7003 X Body station of nozzle flange of the TVC ft
design stage. Input in L-680.

7004 8 Design maximum vector angle for TVC deg-me duty cycle stage. Input in L-681.

7005 1 Main table specific impulse for the sec
SW TVC duty cycle stage. Input in

L-(Kdc) 010. m

7006 W Slew frequency used in the TVC design rad/sec
c stage slew rate calculation.

7007 8 Control system design slew rate for TVC deg/sec
S _.design stage.

7008 Slew angle for TVC design stage. deg

7009 I Pitch control thrust impulse per control lb-sec
motor from TVC duty cycle initiation to
stage termination.

7010 l;p Integral of the pitch angular thrust vectoring deg I
velocities from TVC duty cycle stage
initiation to stage termination.

7011 t Stage time at which maximum magnitude sec
pitch thrust vector deflection angle
occurs during the TVC design stage

S( ~Pmax•

7012 Ratio of the delivered thrust (F) to vacuum dim
thrust (Fvac) at maximum magnitude pitch
TVC deflection angle (b

7013 Maximum piLch thrust vector deflection deg/sec
7pmax angular rate, for the TVC design stage.

'4-7014 5 Maximum magnitude pitch thrust vector deg
deflection angle, per control motor for

the TVC design stage.
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S Symbol Definition Units

7015 I Yaw control thrust impulse per control lb-sec
motor from TVC stage initiation to
stage termination.

7016 Iy Yaw deflection rate integral per vehicle deg
control motor.

7017 t, Stage time at which maximum magnitude sec
yaw thrust vector deflection angle occurs
during the TVC design stage

7018 'y Ratio of the delivered thrust (F) to vacuutn dim
thrust (F ) at maximum magnitude yaw TVC

vacdeflection angle (&nax)

709 a Maximum yaw thrust vector deflection deg/sec
Y-aXangular rate, for the TVC design stage.

7020 Y Maximum magnitude yaw thrust vector deg 9

YmX deflection angle, per control motor for

the TVC design stage.

7021 qa t  Product of the maximum absolute value lb-deg/sq ft
max of the dynamic pressure-angle of attack

for the TVC d.-sign stage.

7022 q Dynamic pressure at maximum qcz' during lb/sq ft
the TVC duty cycle stage.

7023 t TVC duty cycle stage time at maximum sec
qu qcz'.

7024 C Aerodynamic normal force coefficient I/deg
at maximum qa' during the TVC duty
cycle stage.

7025 M Mach number at maximum qa' during the dim.
TVC duty cycle stage.

7026 ; Average TVC deflection angle per control deg
ave motor for the TVC design stage.

7027 Kdc Stage number of the TVC duty cycle stage, dim.
Input in .-671.

7028 DB TVC duty cy:?> stage case diameter in.
from axial forte reference area.

7029 A Stage I vacuum thrust to liftoff weight g's
used in the vehicle characteristics
pe-1tinent to roll requirements.

7030 t TVC duty cycle stagte time. sec

dB
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L-No. Symbol Definition Units

S7031 F TVC duty cycle stage average vacuum lb
vave thrust.

7032 W TVC duty cycle stage liftoff weight lb
0 used in the roll control requirements.

7033 Ratio of motor chamber pressure to I/sq in.
vacuum thrust of the main thrust table
of the TVC design stage.

7034 Cd Nozzle average expansion ratio for TVC dim.
design stage. Input in L-(Kdc) 013.

7035 A Nozzle throat area for the main motor sq in.
of the ITC design stage.

7036 7 Ratio of specific heats of the rocket dim.
motor exhaust gases of the TVC design --':age.

7037 P Action time average motor chamber lb/sq in.
-M pressure for the TVC desigi, duty cycle stage.

7036 C* Rocket motor propellant characteristic ft/sec
velocity for the TVC design duty cycle stage.

7039 W Estimated TVC system fixed weight. lb
Used in TVC design stage for the refly
option. Input in L-677.

7040 Wexi Estimated weight of the TVC system lb
expended weight during the TVC design
stage during the original vehicle flight.

Input in L-678.

7041 I Estimated TTVC system caused specific sec

spaug impulse augmentation (positive) or

degradation (negative). Used in trajectory
TVC design program refly. Input in L-679.

7044 n Number of motors in the stage cluster dim.m

7045 n Number of control nozzles for the dim.
c cluster motor logic.

7046 A Number TVC duty cycle tB data points, dim.

7047 Maximum of the absolute value pitch fin ft-lb 0
: hzmax hinge torque for the TVC design stage,
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L-No. Symbol Definit ion Units

7048__Mymax Maximum of the absolute value yaw fin ft-lb
hinge torque forthe TVC design stage.

7052 h Altitude of TVC duty cycle stage ft
maximum qa'.

7053 P Atmospheric pressure of TVC duty lb/sq ft
cycle stage maximum qa*.

7054 Integral of the vacuum thrust of the lb-sec
input main thrust table in the TVC duty
cycle stage. Input in L-(Kde) 005.

7055 WO Initial main weigit for the TVC duty cycle lb
stage. Input in L-(Kdc) 006.

7056 K TVC duty cycle stage, the main switching dim.
time multiplier. Input in L-(Kdc) 009.

7057 ae Angle of attack in pitch at TVC design deg
q stage maximum qW'.

7058 Bt8 Angle of side slip in yaw at TVC design deg
stage maximum qa'.

7059 P Maximum main motor chamber pressure lb/sq ft

in TVC duty cycle stage.

7060 Atma Pintle System required throat area rate. in 2 isec

7061 IAt Integral of the absolute value of the in
pintle throat area rate.

7062 F Pintle motor maximum vacuum thrust lb
max

.2
7063 P Pintle motor chamber pressure at maximum ib/in.cmax

vacuum thrust

7064 Pintle motor expansion ratio at maximum dim.
vacuuni thrust

7065 A Pin,.le motor throat area at maximum in. 2

vacuum thrust
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L-No. S ol Definition Units

7066 Cfmax Pintle motor vacuum thr coefficient dim.
at maximum vacuum thrust

7067 Fmin Pintle motor minimum vacuum thrust lb

7068 Pcmin Pintle motor chamber pressure at minimum lb/in. 2

vacuum thrust

7069 fmin Pintle motor expansion ratio at minimum dim.I vacuum ttrust

7070 A Pintle motor thvoat area at minimum in. 2

va:cuum thrust

7071 Fintle motor vacuum thrust coefficient at dim.
1Cf mnimum vacuum thrust

7072 A max Motor extinguishment throat area in.

7073 Atmn Pintle motor duty cycle mirimum throat -' in. 2

7074 A Pintle motor duty cycle maximum throat area in. 2

::• -tmx

7100 t Stage time at which TVC duty points occur. sec
7199 Bq

7200 Pitch thrust deflection aug.le at tBq* deg
7299

7300 b Output modified yaw thrust deflection angle deg
7399 at t for TVC design stage.

Bq

7400 F Delivered motor thrust (F) at tn, during lb
-7499 VC design stage.

7500 X V" iele center-of-gravity at t ; the ft7599cgq T'VC duty cycle point.

7600 F Vacuum motor thrust during the TVC lb
vacq design stage (F ) at t

7700 W Output motor weight flow (W) at t the lb/sec
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a. Slew Rate

The calculation of maximum TVC slew rate is computed as follows:

;S = 0.22797 o

where 5 is the design slew rate, is the pitch slew angle. The

0.45594 (W /2) factor is created by the maximum velocity of the
c

response to a unit input step function at one-half band width frequency.

If the input dnes not have w , then the following logic is used forC

evaluating the actuator system band width frequency.

Slew Frequency

w IfW #0

W If w 0 and w 0

(&) = anti Ln [12.146979 1.3829872 (In W01
+ 0.062446656 (In WO1)2 - 0.00093655891 (,tn WO1)]

Otherwise

where W 01 is the stage I liftoff weight, w is the input slew

frequency at.4 w is the input second order TVC frequency.!c
IA
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BIT-

Slew Angle kiplitude

The deflection terms of the slew rate are computed as follows:

The maximum magnitude pitch deflection in the region where

-•max Q
ho < h <h and h <h

and

[•PM "51PL

= or

-M "PH , whichever is greater

[18Y" - ) 3

or

F 5yH[ , whichever is greater

where b and are the maximum magnitude pitch and yaw deflection
Sangle in the region where hB h _5 h= and 6pL2 5Fý4, SyL, and by,, are

Sthe pitch and yaw deflections at the input altitudes h and h a

FIf hfalls outside the TVC design stage altitude regimue, set

5 A

-• where n and n are the internally calculated number of motors

in a cluster and the number of control nozzles in that cluster

respectively. i
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i OF ! . . .........

IL is suggested that the altitudes h and h correspond

to the altitude at which tie wind shears start and stop, respectively.

Using these altitudes will assure that the maximum thrust vector

deflection used in evalu;ating design slew rates will be approximately

compatible with the actual ,ystem requirements for near step

function inputs.

4_I 
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b. Duty Cycle Storage Logic

The values of 5, -, cgq' F, F acq tt

arestored for the kd-th stage for use in the hardware design

subroutine.

Where

5 is the modified pitch thrust deflectionangle (b) at t (deg),

Pq P BqA

B is e.e modified yaw thrust deflection angle y at t (deg),
Yq 0:Y B

Xcgq is the instantaneous vehicle center-of-gravity at tq (ft),

F is the delivered motor thrust () at tq (lb),
q B

F is the vacuum motor thrust ( ) at t (Ib),vacq vac Bq

Wq is motor weight flow (W) at tBq (lb/sec)

Where

t is the stage compute time iust greater than or equal to
Bq

Jtf/ZAdc (J - 0 2, , 2 ' zsdcd and tB at stage termination.

If any of these conditions coincide: one value shall be stored.

The number of tB data points shall be counted and stored as ndc*

Where

t; is greatest, tOK or tc'Ktc (j = 1, 2, or 10) value on the

input tCrust time values for tha TVC duty cycle stage,

Adc is the input value of number of desired ddty cycle

points (99 maxinum) if input zero, set eqval to 50,

v is the input stage number of the TVC duty cycle stage,
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K and K are the switching time multipliers for the main
t tc

and complementary thrust tables.

c. Modified Thrust Deflection Angle--The modified thrust deflection an~gle is

6P 1- p + AL sin (% 1180/1. ft -tk])] (n/n)

S [v + AL sin (w, tBod ft - tkl)] (n/nc)

BP =[5F + AL wL COS (oL[1801rO [t - tk])] (n/n)

5. [by + A, wL COS (w[8O/r t - ) (nm/nc)

Where

5 are the pitch and yaw thrust deflection angles (deg),
P, Y

, are the pitch and yaw thrust deflection angular rates (deg/sec)

AL is the amplitude of the limit cycle (deg),

t is the tL'e fsec) and t. is stage initiation time (sec),

A ?L is the frequency of the iii•it cycle (rad/sec),

n is internally eicul~ated nturber of motors in a cluster (dim),

n is the number cf contrcl oto'ors in the. Uttuter (dim),
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S• d, M,•.€flj tv ��yie 'I hrust Vector Integrals and Weights Flow for a

The thrust vector integrals and wei.pht flow per motor of a cluster

Tk - 4Wconfiguration is

FP/n

F A
Fvac vac m

W. mW/n m" /n

SI n

S• •P~j = I Inp- •

V v m

I I/n

p c

1 P (n /n)

bY m c BY

Where

F is the instantaneous motor thrust (lb),

F is the instantaneous vacuum~ motor thrust (lb),
vac

W is the instantaneous motor weit'it flow (Ib/sec),

I is the motor vacuum thrust impulse from TVC duty cycle
VA

stage initiation to stage term'nation (lb-sec),

I is the total vehicle vacuum thrust impulse from TVC
V

duty cycle stage initiation to stage termination (lb-sec),

I is the total vehicle delivered thrust impulse from MVC

Sduty cycle stage initiation to stage termination (lb-sec).
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Sis the pitch control thrust impulse per control motor
p

from TVC duty cycle stage initiation to stage termination

(lb-sec),

I is the pitch deflection rate integral per vehicle control

motor (deg),

16 is the integral of pitch angular thrusting vectoring

velocity from stage initiation (deg).

Vehicle Characteristics Pertinent to Roll Requirement

Average Stage Vacutan Thrust

vave v B

where I and t are the TVC duty cycle stage vacuum impulse and
v B

stage time respectively at stage tetmination.

VIC Stage Liftoff Weight

W Wo(Kdc) is the vehicle weight at TVC duty cycle stage

initiation.

Stage I Vacuum Thrust to Weight

A, If AW o
FW1

AFWl (I /t )/W if -It

3.0 Otherwise

Base Diameter

B o Ckdc
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Maxiatum Dynamic PNessure Angle of Attack

The maximum q 1 and tOe corresponding normal force

coefficient and stage time are saved for the TVC duty cycle

stage.

c - NzlEsRN (qa')l at qc*' max

where N is the normal force, S is the aerodynamic normal referencez RN
area and qc' is the dynamic pressure-angle of attack product.

qalmax qU' at maximum qa'

t = tB at maximum qa' (stage time)qat

N q Mach number at maximum qa'
ql

qqc' Dynamic pressure at maximum qa'

h ' Altitude at maximum q' I

%z ce Angle of attack at qc'

sac, Angle of side slip at qa'
NO

°51ii °'
£
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Nozzle Parameter

The parameters input of internally calculated in the program

germane to the nozzle design are APFV A I spM' Pca' C*,

and 7 d Zor the TVC design stage. e and I are input and

7d is specified in Main Thrust Weight logic.

Motor Chamber P'ressure to Vac,,,m Thrust Ratio

0 If d 0

RPFVU
[PCOF1V . nm/144 Otherwise

where PCOFMV is che ratio of chamber pre3sure to vehicle main

vacut•m thrust calculated in the nozzle separated flord logic, n• m
is the number of motors in a cluster and cd is the input nozzle expansion

ratio.

Motor Nozzle Throat Area

0 If d 0
• -• At

S144 A l/(en Otherwise

Ahere Ae is the input nozzle exit area.

Action Time Average Motor Chamber Pressure

Pa v RP• /tF B

where ! is the motor vacuum thrust impulse from TVC duty cycle
v

stage initiation to stage termination, and tB is the TVC duty

cycle stage time.
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Rocket Motor Propellant Characteristic Velocity

[C If Cd 0

.1FM Afe e I pt/ OtherwiseI

where IS is the input vacuum specific impulse for the main

thrust weight table.

Average Thrust Vector Deflection Angle

save -arc sin P+ Y

where I P and Ivand I are the pitch control thrust impulse, yaw controlI

thrust impulse delivered thrust impulse. per control motor for the TVC

duty cycle stage.
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e. Thrust Modulation Control Related Parameter

If D # 0 for the TVC design stage the following parameters

are calculated and stored.

2Pintle System Required Throat Area Rate (in /sec)

Am 0.45594 w (A - A )
tmax p xonax xmini

where w is the pintle control frequency (rad/sec), A is
p xmax

the maximum extinguishment throat area and A is the minimum
,onin

throat area and 0.45594 is the factor created by the maxima1

velocity cf the response to a unit input step function at a

band width frequency wi and amplitude of (A - A ).
p xmax ,min

Integral of Pintle area rate (in) ]?

et13

At Of " dt

where At is the rate chrnge of throat area and t is the stage time.

Minimum Throat Conditions

The minimum throat area value is evaluated from each compute

interval and the corresponding values of thrust coefficient, chamber pressure,

vacuum thrust, and nozzle expansion ratio are also saved.

Atmin At

C -fmax F1

F
max MV
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Minimum Throat Conditions

The minimum throat area value is evaluated from each coaputer

interval and the corresponding values of thrust coefficient chamber

pressure, vaccum thrust, and nozzle expansion ratio are also saved.

Ami - AT

C
fmax F1

F Fmax MV

wnaxA
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Maximum Throat Conditions

The maximum throat area value is evaluated from each complete

interval and the corresponding values of thiust coefficient •chamber

pressure, vacuum thrust and nozzle expansion ratio are also saved.

C -Cfmin PF

F -F
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SL K.TRAJECTORY LOGIC

Logic governing stage initiation and termination, numerical

integration step size, ar.d the times at which trajectory values

are printed are defined.

-1. Initiation - Termination

a Trajectory Initiation

It is possible to start a trajectory at any stage initiation.

Besides the initial values required for the differential equations

and the values for vehicle rharacteristics, the following additional

data are required input: (1) the stage designation parameter. Kk

(k- 1. 2, 3, or 4), (2) the trajectory start time. to. (3) the type

of flight segment, T'. (j 1. 2. ... , or 16), and (4) the mode segment.
YJ

"AMl 0 = 1, 2, .... or 10). There are exceptions to the requirement

1 of inputting the last two items. These are explained in Mode and Flight

Controi Sections.

i
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b. Stage Termination

Each of the four stages will end when
I

=k 0 (k= 1, 2, 3, 4)

with

Ak = fSk 3 kgk

where -S is the achieved value of a quantity

designated by code input, k3 k is input. If r-
3k Sk

is designated as stage time. t or time, t, then the
IB

input kak is multiplied by the input ktk,

when kO, let t tSk

If • =0, halt the run and print the reason.

If v$2 = 0, only one stage is desired and cutoff occurs
-S2

when , 0

If aS3 = 0, two-stage operation is desired and cutoff occurs

when & = A

If U$4  0, three-stage operation is desired and cutoff occurs

when

If Sl'~s' a3,and aS4 #0, four-stage operation is desiredI and cutoff occurs

when 0
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Unless other logic applies, the run ends when cutoff occurs.

When the c" iterion for leaving a stage has been satisfied, that stage

is not re-entered during the trajectory.

-i°

-E
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£ c. Staging Values

The values of specified values at the tc.min~tion of the k-th

stage are made available to the hunting procedure control by

specifying input TBJ and (j - 1, 2, ... , 5). The oBJ

specifies the achievea value of the parameter designated by code

input at the termination of the input TBj stage. Certain selected

trajectory parameters, i.e., V h1,h , U S, L, LD, Lg, Lv,
dr, an,$ q, jv, h hb , tf, 7 11f• and V for stages 1, 2, 3 and

4, are also available to the hunting procedure.

IN
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Sd. Trajectory Halts

- Certain computations and parameter values result in program

logic terminating the run. The error which causes the abort and

the location of the error are identified by the printout. The

printout format is discussed in the final section of this volume.

-I
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2. CornuteL Time

The follouwing are compated for all mcdeA:

i, The main and complementary thrist-weight switching time5.

2. The times when the trajectory begins and ea:-.h stage ends.

3. The times each segment of flight in the altitude control

table and mrode region ends.

4. The time when the special ptint is satisfied.

5. The times when weight jettison occur.

6. The times when TVC gains change.

7. The time when the main print occur.

8. The time when the auxiliary print occur.

9. If the wind table altitude multiplier Kh is nonzero at

the time when the input wind altitude occurs.

10. The time each segment of target dynamical switch conditions occurs.

11. Time of lift off.

12. The time each segment of the TMC table ends.

13. The time each segrrent of th2 rol; control values taibles ends.
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a. Variable Compute Inter-val with Accuracy Check

The numerical integration method utilized in the trajectory

program is a fifth-order Runge-Kitta-Merson with a fourth-order/

fifth-order accuracy check routine. Generally this routine functions

as follows.

Let y be the vector to be integrated (,a code 5701 thru 5750)

and let y' by the dk-rivativ_- vectur (5751 thru 5800). The differential

equation to solve is

y f (y. t)

Following standard Runge-Kutta notation, define

k1 hfV [Y" t.]/:3

k.,_ ( [yn + k" t, + h/3j /3

k3='hf [Yn + (k, + k 9)/2, t + h/3] /3
1 3 . n h2k{ hf['t 3k1 /8 -÷ 9k3 /1S tn + i!] 3

k- hf y + 3k1/2 - 9k3/2 + 6kl , tn+ h] /3

Then two independent estimates of y are given by

4y y 3kl/2 9k3 /2 k, 4)(
Yn l n + -. / 3 6 ,

and

=+ (k+ 4 k4+ k )/2+O0 (h 5

n + 1 1 4 5

The second of these is used in this program. An estimate

of the &rror is the difference between the two, or

e k - 2k 41, -k
3 4
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The error index is calculated as
ei

E. i=1,2,...50I Ri + Rii

where the Ri are error tolerances, described below.

Code Parameter R Code Parameter R

5701 XDEE .01 5726 VN .001

5702 YDEE .01 5727 VC .001

.5703 ZDEE . 01 5728 GAMT . 001

5704 XEE .001 5729 ZETAT .001

5705 YEE .001 5730 liT .001

5706 ZEE . 00i 5731 ST .001

5707 QB . 1 5732 STC .001

5708 RB .1 5733 DB .01

5709 PB .1 5734 PC .1

5710 THETAB .01 5735 AT .1

5711 PSIB .01 5736 WPR .01

5712 P1IB .01 5737 IMP .01

5713 DELDP .01 5738 iV .001

5714 DELDY .01 5739 IP .1

5715 DELDR .01 5740 IY .1

5716 DELP .001 5741 IAT 1.0

5717 DELY .001 5742 Open

5718 DELR .001 5743 LF 1.0

5719 FR .01 5744 DELTAV 1.0

5720 WR .1 5745 IR 1.3

5721 FRC .1 5746 LD 1.0

5722 TIHETAM .01 5747 LGG .1

5723 PSIM .01 5748 liE 10.0

5724 PIH4M .01 5749 Open

5725 VT .001 5750 Open
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The error tolerances may be modified by input. In input locations L280 thru L303,
up to 12 pairs of index/multiplier may be entered. For any index in the range of
1 thru 50, the corresponding values of Ri ari multU,,)lPed by the input multiplier A'r.

The 'inaimum Ei (EMAX) is employed to control the integration step size:

If EM• 1. 0, halve the step size

If EMAX _ 0.031, triple the step size

Specified Maximum Compute Interval

If the compute interval is input in the compute interval
table, the interval is limited as follows:

Maximum
Interval Compute Interval

Ut tcl

tL < t 5 tz Atc
Ll czc

e < t c8 tAt8

t and 6t. (j - 1, 2, ... , 8) are input and t is the instantaneous

time.

If t > tcj where the subscript J refers to the last input
point in the compute interval table, the compute interval
is unlimited.
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C. Discontinuity Print

The discontinuity print will occur when the input ODj specifies

the first "L" number of an ijput table row.

TABLE CODE PARAMETER

Jettison Weight WJTj (i = 1, 2, ... , 8)

Special Print (tj (= 1, 2, ... , 8)

Attitude Control (j = 1, 2, ... , 16)

Wind Profile hj (j = 1, 2, ... , 30)

Mode Control M (j = 1, 2, ... , 10)

Main Thrust-Weight tr (j = 2, 3, ... , 25)
Back side

Complementary Thrust-Weight t~. (j = 2, 3, .. , 25)
Back side

Gains KDp1 (i = 1, or 2)

Target dynamical condition tTj (j 1, 2, ... , 10)

TMC Fyj (j 1, 2, ... 7)

Roll Control KDRJ (j = 1, or2)

d. Variable Break-up Tolerances

Compute internal break urs are used to exactly conpute

discontinuities for the following conditions:

I. Attitude Control Table

2. G-ýins (TVC) Table

3. We'ight Jettison Table

4. Special Print Table

5. Wind Profile Table

6. Mode Control Table

7. Staging

8. Target Dynamical Conditions Table

9. Main Thrust-Weight Table

lt'. Complementary Thrust-Weight Table

11. Lift off

12. TMC Table

13. Torget Dynamical Condition Table

1.. iRoll Control Table
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A break-up uill occur whenever either delta time or delta

x becomes less than the corresponding tolerance, DTi or DX

where delta x is the difference between a break-up variable and

its target value, and

Dr. A + B TIKEmin t t

DX =A+ B fxtr.t

The default values, which are used unless over ridden by

positive input values, are

At 2.E-4

Bt l.E-5

A l.E-9
x

B = I.E-5
x

Experience t-s shown these values to be reasonable most of the

time. There is )bably little danger in using values that are too

small; the principal effect would be an increase in running time

although it is possible to cause the integration routine to fail

(with appropriate messages and a dump) if the tolerances are too

tight. Looser tolerances allow a more random flight, and could

cause the hunting procedures to fail.

Any given break-up point will depend almost entirely on only

one of the four break-up tolerance parameters. In general, the

following rules apply:

A. If the break--,-, variable is changing slowly with time,

DXn will control

1. if IX I is small, A will controltarget x

2. if iX I is large, B will control" 'target x
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B. If the break-lip parameter is changing rapidly,

DYT will control

1. if T'IME is small, A,- will control

2. if TIKE is large, Bt will control

-A

I1
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3. Print

Trajectory print times are discussed. Two blocks of printout

are featured, i.e., the main and auxiliary prints. The main print

contains printlines A throu. and succeeding printlines that are

given when special criteria are met. The auxiliary print is given

in two lines uhich are labeled Printline Z and ZZ. Print times of

6 the main and auxiliary prints are controlled by the logic given
below.

a. Main Print Interval

Printout of the main print occurs when the .ollowing times

are achieved:

Interval Print Time
= pl t =n &t pl

t pl < t 6 t p2 t =tpl + n At

t < t 5 t t t + p8
P7pa p7 p8

where t and Ap (j 1, 2, ... , 8) are input.

if •p < 0, every compute point i3 output.
Pi< IS

b. Sl.eciai Print

The main print is given when the logic given below is

satisfied.

With Otj (j 1, 2, ... , 8) the achieved value of a parameter
designated by code input and Ktj the input value of that parameter,
then, the main print is printed when B•j Kt"
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S c. Max Print

The maximum print and hunting procedure control quantities
are specified by input Tm and a (j = , 2, .,., 5). The

l a I specifies the maximum or minimum achieved value of the

parameter designated by the code input. Input T < 0 specifies

a minimum value; input amj = 0 specifies ignore the max print logic

for the J-th input; input %j > 0 specifies a maximui. value; and

input ami < 0 specifies the maximum absclute value regardless of

the sign of T mj

The flag ITm. directs the maximum control region. If IT .1 0,

the maximum print logic for the cmj parameter will be computed for

each stage and the max print will appear after the termination of

that stage. if IT .1 = k (k = 1, 2, 3, or 4), the max print logic

for the cmj parameter will be computed for the k-th stage and the

max print will appear after the termination of the k-th stage only.

If ITýj = 5, the max print logic for the amj parameter will be

computed for the entire flight duration and the max print will appear

after the termination of the last stage. When more than one

parameter is designated, the prints occur in the order of the j-th

index.

Sd. Auxiliary Print

The auxiliary print consists of it'me jA eleo!ven parameters

designated by the code input apj (j= 1, 1, ... , II). The print

will occur if the input, tpl is non-zero and when

Interval Print Time

t t _tpl t =n Atp Pi
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Interval Print Time

t < t t t t + n At2

tp < t s tp t tp + n Atp

where tPj and Apj (j 1, 2, ... , 8) are input.
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L. HUNTING PROCEDURE

Two methods of isolating variables and obtaining extremals are

provided in the program. The first method incorporates an incremental

humting procedure (P1) which isolates and maximizes the dependent

variable by varying the independent parameter. The second rethod

incorporates a simultaneous hunting procedure (P2) which isolates and

obtains extremals (maximum or minimum values) by varying up to

seven parameters simultaneously. Either or both methods may be

specified. If both methods are specified simultaneously, procedure I

is used as a subroutine within procedure 2. (Experience has demonstrate

that some problems will converge more rapidly if range is maximized

by PI while other parameters are simultaneously hunted using P2.

Experience with the program will expose other arei. where joint

utilization of the hunting procedure is advantageous.)

The hunting procedures vary independent variables which are

initially specified by input to obtain extremal and isolation solutions

for dependent variables evaluated at cutoff.

Another cption delineated in this section is one that allows

the coefficients utilized in the steering equations to be

automatically computed.

1. Incremental Hunting Proceaure (P1)

The hunting procedure logic and equations for this option

apply if the input P1 is non-zero.

The hunting -rocedure makes it possible tn obtain a trajectory

in which a specified quantity "a" (the dependent variable), can be

found (isolated) er may be maximized wit!h a single controller

independent variable. The value of X (the independeut variable, and

the resulting value of "a" (the dependent variable) are designated

by inputing the proper simna cLde for aX and 0 a' respectively.
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Isolation or maximization is an iterative process involving

"trajectory computations and hunting procedure logic. Dependent

values for the first trajectory are computed with the input guess of

the independent variable X.. Then the value of X is computed frnm

their previous values and the input increment 6X until the isotation

or maximization region is bracketed. Thereafter, the independent

variables are found by interpolation using quadratic eqvations.

If AX is input zero, the errcr message "DELTA X INPUT ZERO"

is output and the run is terminated. If 6a is input zero, the error

message "INTERNAL TOLERANCE INPUT ZEK0" is output and the run is

terminated. If the quadratic fit is singular, thr error message

"SINGULARITY IN QUADRIT FIT" is output and the run is terminated.

If for the first two iterations, the dependent quantity does not

vary, the error message "DEPENDENT PARAMETER NOr VARYING" is output

and the run is tenninated.

a. Isolation

The isolation procedure in this secL,•.l will apply if K = 0.
a

Desired value of the dependent variable is Lij Lput af.

The achieved dependent values resulting from rrajecLtories computed

with the dependent values X (j 1 1, 2, 3, or 4) are aj.

3=

(1) Isolation Incrementing Routine

The dependent variable aj is computed using the input starting

value Xi then point set (ai, i is transfered to the low

point set (a 3 , X3 ). The center point set (a 2 , X2 ) is coqputed

using X2  X + x.

If the desired dependent parameter is not bracketed but progressing

in the correction directiun, i.e.. a 3 < a 2 < af or a3 > a2 > af

then R2 is determined by incrementing, i.e., X =X + AX and the
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a1 is evaluated by running a trajectory. The incremental process is

continued until the desired dependent parameter is bracketed. Then

the three data point sets are arranged such that the dependent

variables are in descending order then sent to the quadratic

interpolation routi.ne. If after the incremental direction is

established, the trend of the dependent variable reverse, i.e.,

diverges from the desired value af, then the error message

"IMPOSSIBLE REGION EXISTS" is output and tl z run terminated.

If the desired dependent parameter is not bracketed but

progressing in the wrong direction, i.e., a2 < a3 < af or

a2 > a3 > af, the second and third data sets are interchanged,

the incremental direction changed, i.e., 6X = - X, and then

the incremental process as described above is utilized.

(•) Isolation Linear Interpolation Routing

If the desired dependent parameter is bracketed then the

two date sets are arranged in the first and third position such

that: a > V3. then k is determined by linear intierpolation using

af and then a2 is evaluated by running a trajtctory.

if the predicted dependent value is within the bracketed

zone, then the three data points sets are such that th,- dependent

variable are descending order and then sent to the quadratic

interpolation routine. If not, the one point of the original

point set and the newly predicted point which span the desire( dependent

variable are singled out and the process is repeated.

(3) Isolation Quadratic InterpoLuation Routine

When t-he dependent variable span the desired value, and are

arranged in descending order, i.e., a1 > af > a3 and a < a2 < '

then the predicted independ-':" variable X4 is determined by
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quadratic interpolation using af and the predicted dependent variable

a4 is evaluated by running a trajectory.

If the predirted dependent variable a"4 is within tbe bracketed

zon•, then the bracket point sets and predicted point set are

arranged such that the dependent variables are descending i.urder,

i,e., a > a > a and then transfer back to the quadratic
interpolation routine.

If the predicted dependent variable a is outside the bracketed

zone, then the predicted point set and thze one point set of the two

bracketed point set which span the desired dependent variable are

singled out and transfer back to the linear interpolate routine.

(4) Isolation Convergence Criteria

If at any place in the logic the value of the dependent
variab~le out of the trajectory routine is within the input A

vy distance of the desired value a, then the hunting procedure 1

isclation has converged.

b. Maximization-Minimization

The maximizat:ien prt,,cedure in this section will apply if

K #0.
a

T•he achi-ved dependent volues resulting from trajectories

coMDuted with the dependent -values, X. 9 j = 1, 2, 3, or 4) are

a. If the input flag P1 is greater than zero, the function

corresponding to oa is to be maximized. If the input flab, rI is :ess

than zero, the function corresj ,nding to %a it to be minimized.

M(" Ma-imi-ation-Mitinmization Incrc.,enting Routine

The dependent var.ible . is computed usin-. the input starting

value then this fooint sec (a , X ) is tra-isferred to the low

.P1
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tset (a 3 , X3 ). The center point set (a 2 , X2 ) is computed
point st( e

using X + AX, where AX is the input increment.

If the depend.ent variables ere increasing for maximization or

decreasing for minimization, i.e., a2 > a3 and pl > 0 or a 2 ( 0,

Sis determined by incrementing, i.e., X - X + AX, and a is
-1 1 -~ X2I'X

evaluated by running a trajectory. This incremental process is

coaztinued in a hill climber fashion untj.l the peak has been crossed;

that is, the dependent variable has become less .han for

maximization or greater than for minimization, the previous

value, i.e., a1 < a2 and PI > 0 or a > a and PI < 0.

These three point aett which form a peak or P valley are

then s~nt to the quadraric routine. If the dependent parameter

is progressing in the wrong direction; that is, decrc;sing for

maximization or increasing for minization, i.e., a2 < a3 and

P1 > 0 or a 2 > a3 and P1 < 0, the second and third data sets arc

interchanged, the incremental direction changed, i.e., AX = -AX,

and then the incren:ntal process as described above utilized.

,Z) Maximization-Minimization Quadratic Routine anu Convergence CriLeria

14hen the dependent variables describe a peaiz for maximization

or a valley for minimization, i.e., at < a 2 ind a. '3 al and PI > 0

or a > a 2 and a3 > a 2 and P1 < 0, then Lhe predicLed independent

variable X4 is determined at the inflection poi tt by a it.dratic

equation, the corresponding curve fit dependent variable set to aft

aad the nredicted dependent variable a4 evaluated by running a

trajectory, If the predicted dependent value is within the input

convergence tolerance, distance of the curve fit dependent

variable aft then the ,u zing procedure 1 maximization-minimization

has converged.

If the predicted dependent variable a 4 is progressing towards

the optimum value; that is, the predicted dependent variable is

greater than for maximization or less than for minimization, .e.,
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S> a 2 and PI > 0 or a 4 < a 2 and P1 < O, then the points sets are

arranged such that the predicted point set (a4, X4 ) are in the

center data set (a 2 , X2 ) and the two independe,,t variables; X,

closest to but one greater than and one less than the predicted

4 independen- variable X are transfer to the high (a 1 , X1 ) and

i low (a 3 , X-3) poinr sets where high and low correspond to the value

of the independent variable X. These three point sets which form

a peak oz valley are then sent to the quadratic routine.

' If the predicted variable a is not progressing towards the

local optimum; that is, the predicted dependent variable is

less than for maximization or greater than for minimIzation, the

center set dependent variable, a2, i.e., a 4 < a and P1 > 0 or

a4 > a 2 and P1 > 0, then aniother po..t set in which the dependent

variable is half way between the two independent variableý not

spanning the predicted indepenient variable X is calculated by
a

running another trajectory. Three point sets of the five inclusive

of rie center point set, (a 2 , 2 ), in which the dependent variables
form a peak for maximization or a valley for minimization with the

ivdependent values in numerical order are selected and then arranged

such that the independent variable, X, are in uu..e..ding order.

Thest three data sets are then sent back to ttte quadaric routine.

Z. SinuLLaneous Hunting Procedure (P2)

The hunting procedure logic ar.J equations for this option

apply if the input P2 is non-zero.

The logic for this section is contained in. the O"IMZ subroutine

1.Titeup*, **which describes in detail a generalized hunting procedure.

This hunting proccdure us's one of three empirical models whose

coefficie-its are e.ctimated by least square fit

*Bri.ihall,R. K., "Design Optimization Using Model Estimition

Programming", Thiokol Chemical Corporation No. 1166-13,61 dated 23 January 1?57

**O& .n, R. A., "Determining Extremals and/or ConstraLatE Using. the Method of

Lal rangrs Multtipliers", Thiokol Chemical CorporatioM Subroutine 9117 dated
4- %,vemtier 1965.
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The input code word P1 Jettrmines which mode, will be .- ed.

"LI Linear Model Iselation Only

+2 Complete Quadratic--Maximization

P2 = -2 Complete Quad-, ".c--Minimization

+3 Incomplete Qui,, -1laximizat ion

-3 Incomplete Quadrati%--Mininzation

These three m-dels will now be discussed to facilitcate trajectory
program input.=

a) Linear Model

The logic in this section applies if P2 equals to one. The

linear model is only used to isolate input dependent parameters.

The linear empirical model consists of a system of polynomial

equations equating the independent variables x2,, Y&, ... , r to

each of the dependent variables yl, y2, .. y

y= a_,c 4, a11xf 4- alJxz + a!Vx3 + ... + aJnxn

y- a 2 o + a 2 1x 1 + a 2 2 XV + a23x3 + ... + aznxn

Y3= a3 0 + a3 1x 1 + a3,x 3 & a33x 3 + ... + a•nXn

"a + a
'n no niX a + %2 X + an3 X3 + .. annX

wh -e n may vary from one to seven.

The generalizeti hunting procedure logic systematically varies

tne values of the independent variables (x's) from which the

trajectory program evaluates the cor-esponding dependent variables

(y's). The resulting dependent and independent variables are

submitted to a multip * r..gression scheme to determine the -vefficients

(a's) of the above equutic:, L'y at least square techique.
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The desired value of the dependent variables (yus) specified

by input are equated to their polynomial equations and this system

of linear equations is solved for the independent variables

(x's). These predicted independent variables (x's) are input in

the trajectory program to evaluate the dependent variables (y's).

Because the polynomial equations do not exactly match the true

functions, the model determined dependent variables (y's) will

yield some error; this resulting error between the predicted and

the achieved is further reduced to an acceptable increment

specified by input by an incremented process involving the

differential of the model system of equations.

The required input for this option is G, a, "'., n to

identify each independent variable; xi, xi, ... , Xin to specify

the initial value for each of the corresponding independent

variables (x's); Ax , Ax .-. K. "x. to establish the model

array size and also to establish the latgest allowable change

in the independent variables (y's) during an iteration; a

Cy " a to identify the dependent variable being isolated;

YU', Yuri .'. Yn to specify the desired value of the dependent

variables; cII Cc&$, .. S cn to stipulate a tolerance of

convergence upon the dependent variables (y's); xLI, xLS, .. ,

xn to esta..ish a lower restraint limit on the independent

variables (x's); and xU1 , .c, . XUn to establish au upper

restraint limit on the independent variables (x's).

An example of utilizing the linear model isolation ,Lruultanecus

hunting procedure is as follows:

Problem -- 100 nm circular orbital injection

Model P2 = A

Independent variables

x3 Q• (Pitch rate at kickover)

x0 =Q 4 (Terminal pitch rat4e

W"PL (Payload weight)
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Set

a 3 320 x 10 AIX 1 x -15 x -5

Cx 333 xi, -0.05 Axi. 0.01 xLZ -0.15 x 1 2  0.05

(T 20 x. 40,000 M. s 5,000 xL3 20,000 xUs 60,000
133 i3

AA

Dependent variables

y2= V1 (circular orbital injecti-on inertial velocity)

ye = 7.1 (circular orbital injection inertial flight path angle)

y= h (circular orbital altitude)

UyI. 5029 Yu, 25,570 cc 5

=5255 YU2 0  c 0.01

550 = 607,610 ce 2.00

The generalized hunting routine uses the technique of

Lagrange to -maximize or minimize the function f subject to the

constraint functions g1, g2, .- , gm. Thus

i=m

G f(xI, x&,, x) +g( 1 x,*.x-i

where L. is the value of the constraint, A. is the Lagrangian

multiplier and G is the Lagrangian function. The Lagrangiau

function G is differentiated with respect to each x and each X,

then the partial derivatives of G are each equated to zero, and

the system of n + m equations are solved for the n + m unknowns;

thur yielding the required values of x, x2 , ... , xn which

maximizes or minimizes the LUgrangian function G.
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The generalized huntirg routine is designed so that only

maximums, as specified by P2 = +2, or minimums, as specified by

"P2 = -2, will be obtained. There is m guarantee that the

solution obtained will not be a local maxima or minima. Saddle

point solutions will not be obtained. -

The functions f and g are represented by a quadratic response

,urface of the form:

function f

z =ao

2
+ axLOxi + apoxI

+ a3ox2 + a 4 0 xIx2 + as 2 I
2

+ aeoxs + a7oXIX3 + asoxaxs + a9Ox3

function g

Yi= aoi

2
+ a~ix1 + azixi

S~2
• + a�3ixg + a4iýlx2 + asix2

2
+ aeix3 + a7ixi-3 - a8ix2 x 3 + a 9 ix 3

S•+ " . . . . . °

;;here i 1, 2, ... , m

Mie generalized hunt procedure will determine the coefficients

(a's) in the same manner as outlined for the linear model.
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b. Complete Quadratic Respons. Surface

The logic in this section applies if P2 equais positive or

negative two. The complete quadratic resonse surface model is

used (1) to maximize or minimize a function subject to constraint

or (2) to isolate a particular solution from a family of maximized

or minimized functions subject to constraints.

If the input fD equals zero, the generalized hunting procedure

will maximize or minimize the primary dependent variables called

z where z = E(t1 , x1 , ... , x,), subject to constraints in m*

secondary dependent variables called y.1, ya, ... , y~ where y1 g
%(xI, x2 , ... , x ). The num.ber of constraint functions may vary

n
Ffrom zero to n where n is the number of independent variables

(x's) and n cannot exceed seven.

If the input fD equals non-zero, the generalized hunting

procedure will isolate a particular solution from a family of

maximized o:' minimized functions subject to constraints. This

family relates the independent variable x, as function of the

maximiz.d or minimized dependent variab.. z with respect to the

iadepen-,ent variables xs, x 3 , ... , x subnect to constraints
n

in m ucpendent variables Y1 , Y2 .... y and m cannot exceed

n-l. Isolation involves selecting the independent variab]es x.

whicit yields the maximizec or minimized dependent variable z

specified by the input value fD"

Th^ required input for this solution is az, idc;ttify

the dependent variable for which the extremal solution is

desired; • , , ... , n, to identify the independent variables;

x. , xi&, ... , xI, to specify the initial values of the

independent variables; A% Axi, ... , *Axin to specify the model

array size and to specify -he maximum change of an independent

variable during a given iteration; ao,, ay, ... , ay, to identify

the dcrpendent variables being constrained; yLV' YL' "'' YL'

to establish the lower con;traint boundary; Yu,' YU&, YUm'

to establish -he upper conitraint boundary; c1' t2 "".
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to establish tolerances or the constraint solution; XL, x.,

to establish a lower restraining limit on the independent

variables; and x, , ... , x.n, to establish an upper

restraining limit on the independent variable.

An example of utilizing the complete quadratic response

surface model to maximize a function subject to constraints is

as follows: 1

A

Froblen -- maximize range with fixed payload subject to

the constraint that the maximum dynamic pressure

be less than 1000 psf

Model P2 = +2

Dependent Variables

xl ', Q& (Pitch rate at kickover)

x= Q4 (Terminal pitch rate)

Set

-3- 19 Yl, -12 ,i -2 XLa'A 2 0  xuI1 -4

o =331 x13  -1 tx.3  0.1 x,,f, -I0 xU,= 2

Independent variables

z Sf (range)

a qmax (maximum dynamic pressure)

Set

z =5013 YLI =0 YU 1000 7 -0.5

= 271 +cl i

-5037 T 5
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c. Incomplete Quadratic Resporse Surface

This model is used if P2 = +3 to specify maximization, or

P2 -3 to specify a ainimization.

This model is used in identically the same manner as the

complete quadratic respons; surface discussed in Section L.Z.b. The

relative merits between the. two models are discussed in section

L. 2. c. The model used to vstimate the dependent variables z and

Yi is of the form:

function f

2 2z aoo + a1ox1 + a2o.1. + asoxa + a 4 ox* + ... + a( 1n-l)on +

2
a x(zn)oxn

function g

2 2"a. + a .x + a + a + a4i +... + an-i +

Soi +112 &1 1 3iX& X2  (irn-3i)in

a (an)

where 1 1, 2, m.,r*.

The required input is the same as that described in Section L.Z . b.

An example of utilizing the incomplete quadratic response

surface model to isolate a particular solution• from a f,.wily of

ra.ximized functions subject to constrai is as follows:

ProbLem -- determine the payload consistant with a maximtru

range trajectory for a range of 5500 nm subject

to the constraint that the maximrnu dynamic pressure

be less t0in 1000 psf.
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Model P2 = +3

Independent variables

x3 ff WPL (payload weight)

xa = Q& (pitch rate at kickover)

x3 - Q4 (terminal pitch rate)

Set

a 20 I. 10,000 .xi3 1,000 ,c 0 20,000

S320 x -8 &x. 1 xi.2  -12 xU, =

ac 333 -0.5 6. 0.05 x -5 IU

Dependent variables

Z= Sf (range)

yj -qmax (maximum dynamic pressure)

Set j
5024 = 0 1= 000 0.5YU - Y0U YL z

ay.5070 T c5 f 500

-1:

W d. Generalized Hunt Characteristics

The data described in this section is applicable to that

described for each model.

In the extremal problem the variance of the model is evaluated

at the apparent solution point. If the input parameter c is

-4.-
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I
nonzero and if the probably is greater than 0.05 that the model

error is greater than C., the entire maximization (or minimization) V

will be repeated.

The independent variables may be transformed to aid the

convergence of the model. A transform code input is available

for each independent variable and is input TTV, TT2V .. T Tn.

A constant of transformation aTl, aT2, ., aTn is input for

each transformation. The available transformations are:

T ~0iX aT
TTT 11=IXI (x)/Ixt

TT 2 r, In aTx
T
T
TT = 4 i -eaTx

where i is the transformed indepen.dent wvriable.

The relative merits of using the complete quadratic response Il
surface as opposed to the incotplete quadratic response surface

is in running time. If e is non-zero and if it is the same value
m

for ezither method, the samt, answer should be eventually obtained.1

Advantage to using the incomplete quadratic response surface

model will probably not materialize until n 6 or 7. As a guide

to choice and an oid to esiimation of running time, the follouing

table describes t1h: number of trajectorieu necessary to estimate

thv covfficients roquired to make the first optimal prediction.

nComplete Quadratic ln__complete Quadratic

Traiectories Coefficients Trajectories Coefficients
Simulated Estimiated Simulated Ert im ted

3 3 3 3

2 6 6 9 5

3 15 to 13 7

4 25 15 17 9

5 27 21 21 it

6 28 1 % 13

7 79 36 15

0
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Wk. • The complete quadratic response surface model will always

make better predictions for any given iteration; therefore, the

incomplete quadratic response surface model should require more

iterations. Experience will dictate the most efficient method

for solving the hunting procedure problem.

The maximum number of hutit predictions beyond the initial

array must be specified in nt2. If nt2 is inpitt, a negative

irumber, the hunt will restart after nt 2 -th iterations.

Kr

i-K

tt
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3. Special Routines

a. Acquisition of Coefficients for Steering Equations

The coefficients for the pitch steering equations are obtained

by a least square curve fit of flight path par:.T.aters. This

option automates the acquisition of these coefficients. The

portion of the trc'jectory to be fit will be specified by sigma

codes contained in the switching table.II
a g is zero, this option is by passed for the k-th
gik

stage. If aglk > O,.the data locations containing the summation

matrix and the obs.rvation counter n will be initially set tog

zero at the beginning of each stage. Over the portion of the

trajectory whi&, is to be fit, a summation of data wil 1 be generated

in the following fo-%m for each integration step. Data will be

processed over the upen interval K 9 a to a 5 Kg~k.

n =Z 1.0g

let

Ul gg

u=X
2 gg

u= m (radians)

Then the summation matrLx appears as follows:

1il u3 Du4  u5

22
r.(uI )2 •l2 1'l3 1Ul4 1Ul5

1u2 u 1  (u 2 ) 2 2 u3  2u 4  5

E(u 3 )2  
£u 3 u,,

2
4 4u2 4 u3  E(u 4 ) 2 5
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3. Specialc Routnes

a. Acquisition of Coefflicients for Steering Eq-uations

45

-by a least 3tuare curve fit of flight path parameters. This

option autoaiuxtes- the a_4uisiti&~t of -these- coefficients. "The

portion of the trajectory to be fit will be Npecified by sigma

codes contained in the switc.hing table. -

if 'lkis zero,, this option ic oy passed for the k-th

stag. If01k > O,.the data locations containing the sumnation

matrix and the observation counter nt will be initially set to

zero at the beginning of each stage. Over the portion of the

trajectory vfhid is to be fit, a s-immat ion of data will be generated

in the following form for ea~h integration step. -Data will be

processed over the open interval Kgl 'l to V K -4

let

U,

U2 - Xg

3 g

"4 8
us 9 (radians)

M

Then the summiation matrix appearts as followis:

n, D1 iDiE1 2345

,:(ul)2 1 i2 "1'lU3 DN "'uu
F (u2) 2  ,u2,,3  D~ 5

%u 22 I~ 3) ')a 4  2

22
-1-1 2 4.3 EuVJ DM4 u,

-1 ~4681
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At the end of staging, after the printing of "TERMINATION?

OF STAGE K" before the printing of the note '"WAXI VALUES" 4
the data generated should be processed.

if g > 0 and n < 5, a note should be printed as

Sfollows, "STEERING COEFFICIENTS NOT CALCULAT"ED." The trajectory

should continue as though this option were not called for.

If •¢k is non-zero and ng 1 5, then data has been generated

and should be processed as follows:

The summation of the product term, .u., is scaled oy andu

corrected for the mean by multiplying by dividing by u , D

and subtractingn. The corrected terms wll then be of the form

-n

- Tae corrected matrix then is the following 4 X 5 matrix: -

n2Y )2 2 2 2 2
(__)_-n___m -ng lu 3 - ng •UlU4 -ng jli • -ng

n- -7•u- 1I -an u2 -- n - n

•_ uFl-g 1•2) g g g •25 g

S-- -n -u3  4
Th2Th1 g 3 g 94 g ~ ~

2 2 2 n 2 2 2

n~h~u1 n~z~2 ~ 3) n~ 4  nj2L2U5on --nn ---- - 8 -- n

8_•4u 4u g (4•)3 g (hfl 4)z -i u• -
°-70 2our rs 1h veto (Z A29 n 2J* ,2"

I E~I

22 2 2 22
___n_ XY2u n,,~u 3 ) n 9('u 4) __2-l4i -n -n D, -g Z -n -

2 1 2 42 2 243 s

where the first four columns are the matrix U. and the last

colum-a is the vectorU
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Then the coefficient Vector U is determined by

(Us la ]-A(U2)
with the constant term defined as

u (1 - U8  - Ug2 - U83 - Uh4) (U. 5)/n 8

The steering coefficients for the k-th stage will then be as

follow3:

g_: ~ g3 (__i !Lt)-I

I k go
blk = lg, (rEus)/(Eul)

The steering equation coefficients are saved to be availuble

on the next run.

I

1CA
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b. Shaper Subroutine

I 1 ntrad,ict ion

This routine utilizes a generalized attitude cmtrol table,

and sets up the hunting procedure to (1) maximize range for a

given payload, (2) maximize payload to a given range or (3)

isolate the payload weight for a given circular orbit. The

generalized attitude control table specifies the following flight

path.

1. The vehicle will fly vertically off the pad until a velocity

of 170.0 feet per second has been cbtained before initiating

pitchover. This ascent vill ý3ssure that the vehicle has

- cleared the ground handling equipment and lauriching facilities.

2. The vehicle will pitch down at a rate consistent with available

TVC angle and reasonAble streAs levels in the interstage.

This rate Is established empirically as a function of the

Xý vehicle liftoff weight. The pitchover is terminated when a

specific pitch attitude, em2, has been obtained.

3. The vehicle is maintaLned tst this specific attitude until

the velocity vector angle coincides vith the vehicle centerline,

i.e., at zero degrees angle of attack.

4. The final and major portion of flight is progratmmed as a

gro:-.ty turn path such that the vehicle is thrusting along

the velocity vector, i.e., at zero degrees angle of attack.

This flight profile will be utiliLed for both the ballistic

range trajectory and the orbital trajectory.

The prime inputs to the routine are the ;nput control flag

which specifies the mission, the input target range or orbital

attitude, the stage rocket motor I.llistic characteristics, as

specified by the thrust-weight input and the input trajectoty
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initial conditions such as the laanch azimuth, initial altitude,

velocity, etc. Inherent in the hunting procedure are a starting

point and a maximum V.alking distance. The hunting procedure in

the trajectory program requires that the initial and incremental

values of the independent parameters be specified. These initial

values ef tl-.- -ndependent variables are determined as continuous

functions of the vehicle ideal velocity, stage burn times, and

initial conditions. R

This program will simplify the input to the trajectory program

when doing performance trajectory wGrk.

(2) Shaper Equations and Logic

Input Control Flags
4

0 ignore routine

1 maimize range
Ks

sh 2 maximize payload to a given range

3 determine payload to a circular orbit I

S - target range or orbital altitade (nmi)

Terminal Stage Number

n largest stage number containing a non-zero input, s

Calculate impulses and thrust multipliers

KF•i�, K•, Ktc, K, KWC, 1', tvC' and Iv

The input main waight flow integral:

JM°1t A+ M) _m(:) y()

jul

4172



The expended main propellant weight:

if 1 0.0
som

%KMV/I Otherwise

The complemientary weight flow in'.egral:-

C-

6 -C 'we~tc L (4ccj+l) + Cwcj) (tc(j+l) -tc(.) )1

The expended complemientary propellant weight

0 ifl -0.0
$PCC k

~F~t~v/I sp'otherwise

Total expende~d weight: _

A" fyu +fi~f+ ACi ;f

Stage effective specific impulse

'speff 'VT'
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A

Carryover weight:

A,

0 If k 1 or KO(k .I) O(k-1) 0.0

Wo fWB(k-l) •W(k-i) -0(k-l) 0.0

[Wco(k-1) "WCi(k-1) " Cf-(k-1) If %O(k-1) t 0.0

and KOk)' 0.0 -

Stage Weight: Stage Weight Ratio:

WB WMO+ WCO WOV WB/WBI

Stage duration:

tB tB(J) K-

Earth rotatein factor:

Cosei - sin -

Propulsion system liftoff weight A

nk

WPLOk BL j-+1 WHO(j) co~j)

Maximum Range:

If Kh - 1, apply the following logic and equations

Ideal Velocity Equation:

WPL~__
AV i ., 'speff In ~WL+ j~

kukK k 1 k ~kJ



Vehicle Liftoff Weight:

kk k

WT - W.()O + W z~

k C!

Velocity at pitch Over:

17.0 ifv 160
70.0 I£ eo

-V + 10 Otherwise

Pitch Over Pitch Rate:

( (2,186.428 + In ( [-218.16888 + 6,4511537 In ( T.I)YW /%Q2 T""

Pitch Oier Angle:

- -19.33383 + .0031310 AV (ft/sec)•'• 2 A2 -•
- .00000012854 AV

+ .81426 tB: (sec)

+ .00082444 tl2

+ .13693 tB2 (sec)

+ .036519 tB3 B3e

S.043040 Vo (ftlsec)

- .00022205 hb (0t)

.0ooooN0085475 ho2 2 Z9

- 5.13440 (dim)

+ 23.95712 v 2  (di)

+ 47.53343 v (dim)
3

- 1.45158 I2 (deg/se-

- .013984 (%q)
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If e 2, apply the -following log'ic and eqAstions : •

Ectimated required Ideal Velocity for Range 9 8000 Nautical Milea:

SV __- .0041972

S--1.46207 V0 (£t-sec)S- 25,15275 t (see)

+ .33069 t B12
S+ 10.9855 2(seec)

S+ 4,77.16 t B3 (see)

S- .04378 h 0 (ft)

+ .60000074999 H 02
+ 336342.902) (SaF /a) (tme)

-25126.6', (S F/1O00)2

+ 10625.982 (S F/1000)3

-2570.1949 (S /1O00)4

FF

= + 355.47505 (S I1O00)5 ••F I
-26,22204 (SF /1O00)0

+ . 801102 (S F/1000)7

For Range > 8000 Nautical Miles"

+ .33069w

AV10.d z r Ir5 In ed

+"l 4+77 t-P 3  (sk

da e04a78 
(it)

XiM



UT- ~~

where 2 is the iteration counter.

Initial guess for

For l X- s /30.0
PL WpL0kkO

For e2 w.02

ForZ l-1 (AV - AVk 1 )(Wlj' Wk'

For 1 22 3A WM A

if < <0, theni set AL-V /2.0

2f <-0 0.00004, terminate iteration

Vehicle Liftoff Weight

Velcit atPitch Over

1I70.0 if V 10.

P0 + 10.0 otews
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(4) Pit,-h Over Pitch Rate 
-

• 12 - - [2,186.428 + en (VT) t-218.16888 + 6°4511537 en {WT)j)/WTI

Pitch Over Angle

m2 -23,42023 + .86 (sec)

+ .094735 CB
+ .022857 tB3

-040341 v0  (ft/sec) 'I-. 00033343 ho(ft)2

- .0000000070714 h02 (f-t

- .88686 2 (dm) . .
-1.2008(s/)

+ 33.3329 72 (dim)
+ 53."J0273 v3 (dim)S- 3.91364 1- .14096 Q22 )2

- .0027139 I=

4 80
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(5)1 Payload to Circular Orbit

if K 3, apply ':he fr.'Low~ng logie and equaticns:

Estimaede4 rzquired Ideal Velocity

AV -24753.331 + 16.17 h (anmi
co

-8.8850495 tl (sec)

+ .38179208 t 2

+ 9.4 t (Sec)

.523 (sec)
856.07602 v(dim)

+ 9742.4-243 v 3  (dim)

~'1585.8688 'I dim)

-.046233604 h0  (ft)

-2.6770574 V0  (ft/see)

+ .0020621782 V0
2

Payload Iteration Procedure

Ideal Velocity EquZia.in

nJ
a V "Se PL PLOIC

i -!. spf X w -~

k~- FL + L0.w

Initial guess for WP-L

For l I~- -W /30.0

ForZn w2  2  1.01W -a
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I•(For AV3 ) 4 - -- ,, •

WpL P1- (A 2 AVI-1

if V < 0, then set W ! /i2.0

AV
if <~- <0.00004, terminate iteration

If £ 1 100,* terminate run and print

"PAYLOAD WEIGHT ITERATION DID NOT CONVERGE"

At the termination of the payload weight iteration,

e~
set W WL

PL PL

Vehicle Liftoff Weigbt

RT WPL + M~k + CO%

Velocity at Pitch Over

170.0 If Veo 160.0

VP0
Veo + 10.0 Otherwise

Circular Orbital Altitude

h Ssh x 6076.10333

Inertial Circular Orbital Velocity

(O+ e

~1~0 48j
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where

the gravitational canstant is:

F32 . 14625  If g 0
Vco"

gel•,: Oth erwi se

and earth radius is:

20,926,400.0 If r' 0 0

e
re Otherwis~e

Pitch Over Pitch Rate

• - (2,186.423 + Xn (WT) f-2i8.16888 + 6.4511537 er (WT)])/WT1I3

Pitch Over Angle

8m for V0• 160 feet per second:

-2 -2G.618013 + .1013901 h (nmi)
- •000083344619 h, 2

Ou4+ .7863 tB1 (sec)
+ .0752 t (sec)tB2 =
- .0032 t (sec)tB3

+ 19.666608 "'2 (dim)
+ 92.727271 (dim)
- .33013554 W/W (dim)

- .00020876696 ho t)
.- 011349661 VO (ft/secJ

+ 33.876497 (deg' ec)
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(6) Tnttial flight path angle to terminate next to last stage zz_

= -4.3479152 + .0014201471 hC (nmi)C02 --A -
+ .000014699632 hco

- .010439863 tB 1  (se)-

+ .00024116553 tB1 2

+ .0047000003 t B2 (sec)

+ .075800000 tB (sec)

- 3.1327416 v (dim)

+ 20.151515 v (dim)

.84360441 v/a (dim)

.000020950557 h (ft) __

-. 00128745 V (ft/ec)

+ .0000013688082 V0
2

AMNN Qn-2

a h A

48 JF
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(7) Shaper Subroutine Noca.acl1ture

S-nbol Definition Units

GH Gravitational Constant (32,14625) ft/sec**2

HGO Circ.lai opbital altitude un

HO Initial altitude ft

ISPC Comp specific impulse used to find vehicle wei-,Ot flow sec

ISWFFF Stage effective specific impulse sec

ISW4 Main specific impulse used to fine vehicle weigiht flov seec

IVC Integral of the complementacy vacuum thrust table lb-sec

IVM Integral of the main vacuum thrust table lb-sec

IVT Integral of the main and compiementary vacuum thrust
table lb-sec

JC Number of data in complementary thrust-weight table

-1 Number of data in main thrust-weight table --

KSC Multiplier of the comple•-entary stage vacuum thrust

KE1 Multiphler of the main stage vacut•• thrist -

KK Stage number

KNOK 'Complementary thrust-weight table wt carry-over flag

KOK lein thrust-weight table weight carry-over flag

KSH Control Flag indicating type of flight

KTC Time multiplier for the complementary thrit table

K7M Time multiplier for &he mait. thrust table

KWC Input complementary weight flow multIier -

Y. Input main weight flow multiplier --

NK Largest stage number coutainin5 a non-zcro input sigma --

F P Pitch over pitch rate deg.'sec
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SRE Radius of the earth (20,92•,400) ft i•

SSH Target range or orbital altitude r• •

TR Stage durst ion see • •)

TRJM S•age time of last main thrust-weight point •ec :• ::

TCJ Complementary thrust•ei•t switching times sec

•lldJ Main thrust•wei•ht switching times sec

TICJ Complementary thrust-weight switching times (stage start) see •

TIMJ Main thrust-'•eight sw; :thing time from stage initiation sec • •i
VEO M•ssile velocity at traJe.•tory start time f•/sec • i•

SVICO Inertial circular orbits! velocity ft/see • •

:! VO Initial velocity of vehicle ft/sec i "•
SVPO Velocity at pltchover ft/sec
•: % WB Stage we'.ght Ib i

SWBK Total missile weight at the •emination of lth stage !b

SWCO Initial complementary weight lb

•o .• WCOK Initial complemengary weight for the Kth stage Ib

•: N CJ "Complementary weight flow at T'CJ: J - l, o.., 25 per

stage lb/sec

:• •)OT MJ M•In weight flow at T'MJ, J - 1, ... , 25 per stage lb/•ec

SNHO Initial main weight Ib -'•

SWf•! Carry-over weight ] b • :•

}: WPL Weight of payload Ib

•- WLOR Propulsioa system li[to£f weight off Kth st•e !b N
} N

S•'r Vehirle I iftoff weight lb
• N
-=-- aAMA IG Inertial flight path angle to terminatien next to last stage deg

-• DELTA V Total ideal velocity of missile ft!sec • •.

DELTA •I Integral of the •ain weight l b •-



R -

SyMbol Definition Units9

DELTA W Total expended weight lb

DELTA WCP Expended complementary propellant weight lb

DELTEA WCFIC Expended coiuplement~iry propellant weight of Kth stage 1b

DELTA WCI Comnplementary weight flow integral lb

4DELTA WCIK Complemzentary weight flow integral of the Xth stage lb

DELTA IlK Total expended weight of Kth stage lb

DELTA MIF Expended main propellant weight -1b

THETA M2 Pitc:- over an~gle between launch horizoaJht and command
control line deg

THETA HAIM2 Initial value of theta ýýe dleg

Nil 2 DPatio of stage two weight to stage one weight, ittitiallv -

NUl 3 Ratlo of stage 3 weight to et~age one weight, initially -

OGI/G*iG Earth rotation factor -
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I. XNP T

Load sheets are provided to facilitate data input and are shown, at

the end of this section. Utilization of the load sheets are46 -

explained below.

1. GENERAL INPUT j

It is possible to subm~it any load sheet as the first or last
page of the bazic deck or run. Any load sheet not required may
be deleted from the basic deck or ri-n. Columns one throxtgh

seventy-two are available for program input. Because of program

logic regarding the basic deck system, a minus zero is never

input.5

Unless a quantity is input in the basic deck or ruit, tha*t

quantity will be zero unless special program logic apply.A

The decimal point will be input with the number in the load

sheet. If the decimal point is not specified for an input

quantity, the decimal will be assumed after the last inputJr

nterof that quantity.

If the value of the desired input is too large or too small to

satisfactorily indicate it, in the spaces provided, write the

numer te lttr'E" azrd the power of ten the number is to 9

trulciplied by. If no decimal is specified for the number, the

deci-cil is assumed after the last integer before the "E".

The first entry for all tables must appear at the top of the 1

table. The independent variables specified in the load sheets 1M

raust be filled out monotonically, but the last value may be

input' before the table ends.

load sheet pagc-s 11 and beyond can be used for first, second,

third, or fourth stage. The desired stage is designated by

insertin-Z the stage number in the box followin- the .

Inputs in '-0, Ll, and 1.2 are th-r iu'entification basic deck,

reierence run, and ran. The basic deck ard the run number

must be nonzero ir order for the trajectory to run. These

,.dentificaticn numbers are printed at the Lop 01 each page of

outp~t)~49.'
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2. INPUT L-NUMBER LIST

L-number S3mbol Dafinition Units

LOOO BD Input basic deck number dim

L0001 RR Input reference run number dim

L0002 RUN Input run number

L0003 input stage sLart control function. If 1, dim
2, 3, or 4, the run starts at the initiation
of the ficst, second, third, or fourth stage,
respectively if input zero set is equal to 1

L0004 t Input trajectory start time sec 17!

L0005 t' Input start time with the initial stage K sec

LO006 T Input initial or restart type of flight dim
control flag

L0007 i" Input initial or restart type of mode dim
y control flag

LO008 S Input initial or restart special print flag dim

y
L0009 D Input initial or restart discontinuity print dim

flag 
- J

L0010 Veo Input missile velocirya t the trajectory start ft/sec
t ime

L,0011 71 Input flight path angle at the trajectory deg
start time, -180 10 1800

L0012 h Input missile altitude at the trajectory ft
01 start time

10013 SO Input missile ground range at the trajectory ft
-O•l4 start time

L0014 V. Input flight plane azimuth argle. Angle ft1 measured norta to the flight plane, -180*-

" 180"

L0015 e. Input ineztidl elevation axis Euler angle deg
1 relating tf_ - and e systems

0 14
L0016 ii input ir-ntial meridional axis Euler angle degrelating the i and e systems
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L-number Symbol Definition Unitsi

L0017 Innut launch latitude, -90* S p 4 901 deg

L0018 Input launcher longitude deg

1.0019 hL Input la.uncher at~titude ft

L0020 VWPL Input payload weight lb

L0021 h input altitude above which ambient pressure ft
E and aerodynamic forces are zero and speed

of sound is 1,000 ft/sec. If input zero is
set to 300,000 ft

T 022 Oven

L0023 J Input gravitational va-lue which a'ýcokunts dim

f or the earth's oblateness

L024 gInput mass conversion gravity. If input ft/sec 2
e

zero, set equal to 32.114

L0025 g9'? Input gravitation~al acceleration at the ft/sec2
C surface of the referenxce body. If input

zero, set equal to 32.1462'

L0026 r t  Input geometric radius of the earth. If ft
e input zero, set equal to 2.0,926,400

'0027 WInput magnitude of the earth's angular rad/sec
velocity. If input greater than 0.5,
set equal to 7.29211 E-5 M

L0028 Inpit initial command pitch attitude dog

).09 iptinitial commranded yaw attitude deg 2

L0030 Input initial cotmanded roll attitude deg

L.eon1 9  Input initial vehicle pitch rate deg/sec

L.0032 boInput initial vehicle yaw rate 4eOg/sec

L.0033 input initial vehiczle roll rate dGog/fiec

L.0034 0 boInput pitch orientation angle at the degZI

bo ~trajectory start tinae, -180- < 0b~~10

1.003 boInput yaw orientation angle at the trajectory deg

bostart tinze -180o < 1800
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L0036 Input roll orientation angle at the deg A
trajectory start time -180o< q~bo - 1800

L0037 Kc1,2 Input lover and upper limits, respectLvely, for dbi
computation of orbital elements and impact
determination computations

L0039 hf Input altitude at tV.: cei .-natign of the fE
glide phase

L0040 K Input glide phase termination control function. dim
L07 A value of plus one will specify im.pact after

apogee, while a minus one will specify impact

before apogeeIA
L0041 a Input code which designates the quantity that dim

c determines the flight region when the orbital

elements and impact determination are desired

L0042 h Input altitude of atmospheric entry ft
e

L0043 S Input initial earth surface cross-range n.m.
co at trajectory start time

L0044 Input azimuthal flight path angle at deg

trajectory start time

L0045 Open

L0046 V Input generalized coordinate orientation angle. deg
g Second rotation angle (about the re; ulcing Z

axis after rotating through eg, g, and q-

L0047 9 Input gerneralized ccorainate orientation for deg V

g velocity steering. First rotation angle

(about the Y -axis' of the set eg, %, and i.

L0048 •g Input generalized coordinate orientation angle, deg
0-9 Final rotation angle (abou" the X axis) of

the set 0 .g, and . . g

L0049, W Input weight to be jettinoned when i parameter lb

52, etc. had I value

L0050, y i.nput code which designates the quantity th-at dim

53, etc. determines when the V weight is to be
jettisoned where j - -, .. , or 8

L0051, K Input value of that parameter at which the dbi I
54, etc. weight WJ_. is to be Jettisoned where j

1, 2, 2.., or 8

L0073 _P Input flag so specify hunt procedure (P1) dim

L0074 KS input. szage print control function. A ncn- dim
S zro value is required to print the trajectory at

the termination of eath stage during the hunting
procidulz 198
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L-number Symbol lDefinition Units ..

L0075 Input trajectory number limit. No more than dim -j
n trajectories will be computed during the
hunting procedure (P1) by varying X

L0076 KA Input isolation-miaximization control function. dim
If zero, isolation is specified and if nonzero,
maximization vf the dependent variables will
occur used in hunting procedure (P1)

L0077 a Input code which designates the independent dim
variable in the hunting procedure (PI) : A7

L0078 a Input code whirlh designates the dependent dim
Sa variable in the hunting procedure (P1)

LOOSO X. Input value of the first guess of X used in dbi

hunting procedure
L0081 A X Input increments that X is incremented during dbi

the hunting procedure (?I)

L008_ af Input value of the dependent variable to be dbiisolated by the hunting procedure (PI)
J71

L0083 6a Input hunting procedure ýPI) values that "a" dbi
should be computed within the isolation
or maximization routine

L0084 P2  Input flag to specify hunt procedure (P2). dim 1
if P2 = 0, by-pass hunt procedure 2;

2I, use a linear response; I21 , use

a quadratic response surface where +2 maximizes
and -2 mtnimizes; IP21 = 3, use an incomplete
quadratic response surface where +3 maximizes
and -3 minimizes

L0085 a Input code. "be oa identifies the dependent dim,,.
z variable being maximized or minimized. Used

in hunt procedure (P2). If aý < 0, Ote values
"of Xi' %.?2' "'. Xi

L0086 z Input value specifying the toteranPAe of the dbi
predicted maximization parameter (z). Used
in thM hunt procedure (P2)

L0087 C Input flag to specify -odel error used in hunt dim
procedure (P2). If em < 0, the model will be
iterated until an extremal soluation has a
95 percent probable model error. If e 0,

the extremal solution is obtained without regard
to probable model error
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L0088 Open

L0089 f Input atil flag specifying maximization and dbi
isolation of the same parameter used in hunt
procedure (P2). If f is nonzero, the

D
funct'on f is maximized relative to the
independent variables x , x3, ".. and is
isolated to a value fD 5y varying xI

L0090 n Input specified rrmaximum number of hunt dim
predictions (P2) beyond the initial array.

ý If n t2 is input a negative number, thul
hunt will restart after Int2 I iterationg

L0091, o Input code which designates the independent dim
xj

100, etc. var'ables used in hunting procedure (P2)
where j =1, 2, ., 7

L0092, x.. Input initial array reference independent dbi
101, eec. variable designated by code input that is used

in hunting procedure (P2)

L0093, ax.. Input increment of x- used in incrementing dbi
102, etc. during hunting proceaare (P2), j = 1, 2,

10�e•7
1,00941 Input code which designates the dependunt dnim
103, etc. y ariables used in hunting procedure (P2)

where j - 1, 2, ... , 7

f,.0095, YLi Input desired dependent vaziable or lower dbi
104, etc. constraint boundary of the dependent variable

designated by code input that is used in
hunting procedure(P2) where j - 1, 2, ... , 7

L0096 y Input upper constraint boundary of the dbi
105, etc. dependent variable designated by code input

that is used in huntin g procedure (P2)
where j - 1, 2, ... , 7

L0097, icl input tolerance on the j-0a condition of dbi
106, etc. constraint used in hunt procedure (P2)

where j - 1, 2, -. ,

L0098 T Input transfermation flag used in hunting dim
107, etc. Tj procedure (P2) 1 = 1, 2, 7..,

L0099 aj Input transformation constant used in the dbi
103, etc. simultaneous hunting procedure (P2)

1- , 2, , 7
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L0354-160 xj Input upper limit that an independent variable dbi
0 -6 may assume a value used in hunt procedure (P2)

where j - 1, 2, a.., 7

L0161-167 xLj Input lower limit thac an independent variable dbi
may assume L value in hunt procedure (P2)
where j - 1, 2, ... , 7

L0168, 170, 8c Input computing interval during t t t t sec
etc. where j - 1, 2, , 8 cp-l

L0169, t Input limit o. the computing intervalAt cj sec
171, etc. where j - 1, 2, .. , 8C

L0184, At. Input main printing interval during sec
186, etc. i t 5 t where j - 1, 2, ... , 8

L0185, t Input limit of the main printline print secp 187, etc. Pi interval where j - 1, 2, ... , 8

L0200-205 PL-DA - Input flag where nonzero values are dim
GB,K,KB, required if printlines DA, GB, K, KB, N,
N,O 0 aie desired

_ L0206-208 Open

L0209-219 a Input code designates the quantity to be sec
printed in printline Z where j - 1, 2,

.Q ,8

L0220, At Input auxiliary printline iut erval during sec
222, eec. tp(jl) t S t where j=1, 2, ... , 8

L0221, t Input limit of the auxiliary printline print see
223, etc. interval where.j - 1, 2, ... , U1

L02a6, otj Input code which designates the quantity that dim
238, etc, determines when to print a special time

where j = 8, , ... , B

L0237, Kt. Input value when a trajectory printout is dbi
239, etc. tjdesired where 1 , 2, ... , 8

L0252-259 o Input code which designates the quantity dim
D' that determi~nes, Ozen to print a discontinuity

where j 1, 2, ... , 3

L0260, T Input max print region flag dim

25,2, etc. -
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L-number Symbol Definition Units

L0261, a Input code which designates the quantity whose dbi

263, etc. maximum value is to be printed following each
stage time where j = 1, 2, ... , 5 Z

L0270, T Input staging values flag, j = 1, 2, ... , 5 dim
272, etc.

L0271, aBj Input code !which designates the quantities dim Al
273, etc. whose values at staging are to be available

to the hunting procedure, j 1, 2, ... , 5 -
L0280, A Input code which designates the integration dbi
282, etc. tolerance parameters where j = 1, 2: ... , or 7

L0281, A'. Input and utilized relative integration dbi
283, etc. ri tolerance, j 1, 2, ... , 7

L0304-305 Open

L0306 A' Input absclute aliowabi- break-up tolerance of dim I
time

A
L0307 Bt' Input relative allowable break-up tolerance- of dim

t time

L0308 At -Input absolute allowable break-up tolerance sec N
- x-of target value ii

L0309 3' Input relative allowable break-up tolerance of dim
target value

L0310 Ty Input and output type of flight control flag dim
317, etc. where j = 1, 2, .... or 16

L0311, a Input code which designates the quantity that dim
318, etc. fj determines when the j-th type of flight ends 1

iraere j = 1, 2, ... , 16

-L0312, Kfj Input limit of the j-th type of flight where dhi i
319, etc. j = 1, 2, ... , or 16

L0313, tc j input vehicle pitch turning rate. Positive if deg/sec
S320, etc. the vehicle is intended to pitch up (Tysl)

a•( Input commanded angle of Attack used in the deg

constant angle of attack and angle of side

h I-put commanded altitude used in the constant ft i
cj altitude type of flight (?Ty- 8 )
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Input commnand load factor for ccnstant load g's
ci ~factor type of flight where j -1, 2, ..[ ~or 13 (Ty-9)

LInput guidance associatel first order intercept sec'Mij guidance controller time constant used in type
10 flight where 3 1, 2, .. ,or 13 31_

-HIInput navigation constant used in the Hxrning dim

L Guidance (Ty~ll)

1L0314, R Input vehicle yaw turning rate positive if the deg/sec
321, etc. mjvehicle is intended to turn right (Ty-l) A

8Input cocanianded angle of side slip used in the degL cj constnant angle of attack and angle of side
[slip (Ty=-2')J

Input attitude control frequency used in rad/sec z
zj constant attitude type of flight where 3 1,

2, .. ,16 (Ty-8)

Input conunand I oad factor crosswise to the S
velocity vector used for constaiit load
factor type of flight where j 1,l 2, *.

(Ty=9)A

TInput pitch and yaw flare-in factor used in secI
IGJ the Intercept Guidance (Ty-10)

Input pitch and yaw flare-in factor used in secI
HGJ the Homing Guidance (Ty~ll)

L0315, P Input vehicle roll turning rate positive if deg/sec
322, etc. the vehicle is intended to roll clockwise

looking at if from the aft end (Tyl-)

Fk input command roll attitudie used in the deg -

c3 con~ztant angle of attack and angle of-side

slip type of fligh~t (Ty=7)

Input constant attitude (Ty=8) attitude control dim
zjdamping ratio where 3 = 1, 2, ... , or 16

Input commnand roll attitude used in the constant
cj load factor type of flight where j 1, 2, .,I

or 13 (iy=9)

a Input limit of angle of attack during the deg
mmi -th type of flight l
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L0316, Input flare-in time constant for constant g's - -__

323, etc. load factor type of flight (Ty=9)

L0401-406 Open

L0407 N Input wind altitude multiplier and flag. dbi
If zero, no wind effects are considered

L0408 Kv Input wind speed multiplier dbi

L0409 KO Input wind azimuth multiplier dim

L0410, hj Input wind velocity altitude associated with dbi
413, etc. v and 1P where j = 1, 2, ... , 30 dbiWi wj

L0411, v Input (with altitude h) wind speeds where ft/sec
414,- etc. j = 1, 2, ... , 30

L0412, w Input instantaneous (with altitude h ) wind deg and dbi
415, etc. azimuth angles, measured in a plane Aarallel

to the local tangent plane where j - 1, 2, ... ,
30. Angle measured clockwise fron north to the
direction from which the wind is coming.

L0500-597 Reserved for Aerodynamic Coefficient
Calculation Routine

L0598 K Input shaper control flag i-
where: if tr equals 0, ignore routine
1. maximize range
2. maximize payload to a given range c;r,
3. determine payload to a circular orbit

L0599 Ssh Input target range or orbital altitude n.m.

7-0600, Ni Input and output mode type contro! where dim
603, etc. j = 1, 2, ... , 10. If 1 rigid body with

controls, and 2 rigid body with controls

L0601, -1. Input node which designates the quantity dim
604, etc. that dete'rmines when the J-th mode type ends

where j 1, 2, .,., 10

L0602, Input quantity which designates the limit of dim I
605, etc the j-th mode type end where j = 1, 2, '.-,

10

L0630 Input code designating start of target maneuvering dim

1.0631 Inpct quantity which des ignates the start of dbi
taxgc t maneuvering
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L0632 Input target initial velocity at start of ft/sec
target maneuvering

L0633 T Input initial target flight path argle at deg
'TO start of target maneuvering

L0634 ho Input target initial altitude at the start ft I
T, of the Var~et maneuvering

L0635 TO Input initial target azimuthal flight path deg 4
angle at start of target maneuvering

L0636 S Input initial target position down range n.m.
TO

L063? STCO Input initial target position cross range n.m. :f ...

L0638-639 Open

L0640 tTj Input target time terminating the j-th target

644, etc. acceleration value of dynam cal condition table

L0641, aTTj Input target earth reference acceleration g's

645, etc. tangential to t;e target velocity vector for
the j-th period of the target dynamical condition
table

L0642, aT ~ Input target earth reference acceleration g's
646, etc. normrl to the target velocity vector fir the

j-th period of the target dynamical condition
table

L0643, aTCj Input target earth reference acceleration cross- g's

647, etc. Vise to the target velocity vector for the j-th
-period of the target dynamical condition table I

L0668-669 Open

L0670 A Input value of number of desired duty cycle dim
points (100 maximum) if input zero, set equal

to 50

L0671 Input and output stage number of TVC duty dim
.• cycle stage4

L0672 ha Input final attitude of maximum wind shear used ft
in TVC duty cycle slew rate calculations

L0673 h input initial altitude of maximum wind shear ft
0-used in TVC duty cycle slew rate calculations

L0674 Input slew frequency used in the TVC design rad/sec

-• stage slew rate calc44tion
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L0675 FW1 Input stage I 'vacuum thrust to liftoff weight g's
used in the vehicle characteristics pertinent
to roll requ:rement

L0676 W Input stage I liftoff weight used in roll control
requirements lb

L0677 Input and output estimated TVC system fixed lb
7 TVC weight. Used in TVC design stage for the

refly option

L0678 W Input estimated weight of the TVC system ""
exi expend weight during the TVC design stage 7

during the original vehicle flight

L0679 I Input and output estimated TVC system caused sec
spaug specific impulse augmentation (positive) or

degradation (negative). Used in trajectory
TVC Design program refly

L0680 X Input body station of n,.zzle flange. Used in ftthe TVC design program

L0681 8Input maximum, vector angle design limit also dezg
me output in TVC design duty cycle

L0682 hm Input altitude of maximum wind velocity. Also ft
flag to set up wind table per MBM wind shear
criteria I

L0683 KPF Input titled print flag dim

LO.84 799 Reserved for plotter option
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L0800, F Input thruntr control. las codle for the j-th d im
810, etc. type of T1C.abl

811, etc. that determines when the j-th type of

TMC endrs

L0802, K.Input limiit ofthi~e '-th type VHC d bi
812, etc.

1,6803, TMC. Input thrust dynamic mode of the j-th type d im
8013, etc. TMCa

L0804, C Iput thrust system proportionality sfstem dim
814, etc. gain of the j-th type TMC

L0805, t ~jInput control system time constant of the sec
815, etc. j-tb type THC

L,0806,. MIN. Input min-Mum velocity or constant Mach dint/f t/ec 7

816, etc. number of the j-th type of TNCSI

L807, q Input maximum Allowable dynan-ic pressure lb/ft2 I
817, etc. ma~ of the j-th type of DI.C

2
L0808, qInput minimum allowable dynamic pressure ibift

818, etc. of the j -th t~p e of TMCI

L0809, 819, M4

etc. Open

1,O170, t1,, Input time vallue for Specific Velocity -Time sec
872, etc. Profile used in Fy~l T.hC j =1. 2, ..., 15

L0871, Input earth reference velocity for the ft/sec
873, etc. Specific Vel.ocity - Time Profile used in

Fy~l 111C j 1, 2, .. ,15

L0900-999 Spetial Coding I
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The followirg parameters are input for each stage. The tirst digit of the
L-numbeL indicates the stage number.

L-number SyMbol zOfinition Units

KO0O* aSk Input code which designates the quantity dim
that detcr mines when a stage is terminated
where k = 1, 2, 3, 4

K001 D Input diameter of propellant in
P

K002 r'1 00 0  input burni'ate of propellant at I000 lb/in 2  in/sec
-chamber pressure and flag to dpt•.rmine

evaluation opticn

K003 K Input quantity w4hich determines stage dbi
teinhinat ion

K004 vT Input total of the main ard complementary vacuum lb/sec c _

impulse

K005 inpul main stage rutal vacuum impulse lb/sec

K006 W Input initial w i wght for the k-th stage lb A
MO

K(007 Input multiplioexs of the main vacuum t~hrust dimA

K008 lW input mainrweight flow multiplier. If input dimr,
zero is set to 1.0

-C009 K' Input main switching time multipliers. If dbi
zero, the program assumes a value of one.
If o is designated at tB, then 1,,, is

multivlied bv K'(.

(K010 I Input main specific impulse used to compute sec

vehicle weight flow. If zero, weight flow
is determined from theinput weightflow. Also
output in the TVC duty cycle.

2q

KOUI A' Input main thrust-weigit table input stage ft2
nozzle exit area

ol?. Kok Input maia thrust-weight table weight carry- dim
over flag for the k-th stage. If zero,
separation has occurred with regards to tlbe -=

•main and complementary veights. If non-zero,
the ma" weight at the termins ion of the k-i 1 -

stage is used as the initial main weight of

the k-tb stage

K013 S- Iiiut and output nozzle expansion ratio tsed in dim

thc separated flou nozzle thrust equations
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L-ntmber indicates the stage number. •
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L-number Symbol finition Units

K000:* Input code which designates the quantity dim
that detcrmines when a stage is terminated
where k = 1, 2, 3, 4

"-K001 D Input diameter of propellant in
P

K002 r' Input burnrate of propellant at 1000 Ib/irt2  in/sec
bOO chamber pressure and flag to determine

evaluation option

(K003 K Input quantity which determines stage dbi
termination

1K004 Input total of the main and complementary vacuum lb/sec
vT

KC105 I' Input main stage total vacuum impulse lb/secvM
K006 W Input initial main weight for the k-th stage lb

K007 K• Input multipliers of the main vacuum thrust dim

(K008 KW!ý. Input mainweight flow miltiplier. If input dimzero is set to 1.0

K009 i input main switching time multipliers. if dbi

tM zero, the program assumes a value of one.

If a is designated at tB, then K3 is I
mul-tiplied by 1(tt

R-0KO I Input main specific imrppulse used to compute sec
vehicle weight flow. If zero, weigh- fl -
is determined from theinput weightflow. Also

i output in the TVC duty cycle.

K111 A' Input main thrust-weight table input stage ft 2
eM nozzle exit area

K012 KF Input main tbrust-weight table weig.t carry- dimn
over flag for the k-th stage. if zero,
separation has occurred x•ith regards to the
main and complementary weights. If non-zero,
the main weight at the terminz ion of the k-I
stage is used as the initial main weight of
the k-th atage

(K013 Input and output nozzle expansion ratio used in din
the separate,_ flow nozzle thrust equations
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KO14 Input and output calculeted ratio of specific dim
heats of the rocket motor exhaust gases. If
input zero 1.18 is used. Used in separated
flew nozzle thrust equations

K015 C; Input and calculated nozzle efficiency dim
coefficient used in the separated flow nozzleS• thrust equation

KOI16 a Input nozzle half angle used in the separaLcd deg
S~flow nozzle thrust equation.

IT KOi7 at lrput nozzle separation polynominal coefficient dhin
S~used in the separated flow nozzle thrust

Sequat~oll. If input zero is set to 0.3

K018 b' Inputnozzle separatien polynominal coefficient d.
s used in the separated flow nozzle tbrust

equation if input zero is set to 0.7

K=019 C Input nozzle separation polynominal coefficient dim
c used in the separated flow nozzle thrust

equation. If input zero is set to 0.884

1K020 PaR Input main table thrust reference atmospheric lb/ft
pressure

1021, Input value of the main vacuum thrust to be Ib
024, etc. used during tj S t< t, +1 where j 1, 2 .. , 25

per stage

0K22, •. Input main weight flow at t'. where j = i, 2, lb/sec
025, etc. ... , 25 per stage I

YK023, tt Input main thrust-weight switching time from sec
026, etc. stage initiation -here j 2, 3, ... , or 25S~per stage

K095 PDensity of propellant used in Internal Ballistic lb/in
evaluation is set to 0.065 if not input

K096 Web fraction used in Lnternal ballistic evaluationis set to 0.8 if not input dim

K097 i Burnrate exponent used in internal ballistic dim
evaluation is set to 0.6 if not inpu'

1K098 o Propellant diffusivity used itt internal in2 isecSP ballistic evaluation is set to 0.00027
if not input

SK099 P Maximum allowable chamber press.ore used in lbWin2
max intcrnal ballistic evaluation
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o=

KIO0 K0 Input multiplier of the complunentary vaow;
cC thrust, If Input zero for the k-th stage.

and 1 eT - I'T 0, the compaeme-itary thrust

for the k-th stage aze zero dim

Ki01 Input complementary weight flow multiplier.
It input zero is set to 1.0 dim

K102 K"c Input conplementary switching time multiplier.
- Tf zero, the program assumes a value of one. dim

K103 input complementary specific impulse used to
compute vehicle weight flow. If zero weightPlow is determined from inpift weight flow. i see

K104 AeG Input complementary thrust-weight tabl-- stage 2nozzle exit area ft2•

Ki05 W Input initial complementary weight for the k-th

stage lb

K106 I• Input complementary stage total vacuum impulse lb-sec

K107 KNOk Input complemeittary thrust-weight table weight
carryover flag for the k-th stage. If Kok and
KNOk are non-zcro, separation has occurred with
regards to the complementary weight. If Kok is
non-zero and KNOk is zero, the total vehicle
weight at the termination of the k-i stage is
used as the initial weight of the k-th stage dim

KIOS KBD Input flag which stipulates that the main nozzl2
exit area will be used in the base drag
calculations when splitting main and
complementary tables to allow for up to 47
thrust time points dim

1K09 Pare Input conmlImentary table thrust reference lb/ft 2

atmospheric pressure

Kill, 114 t" Input complementarry thrust-weight switching
etc time frcm stage initiation where j 1, 2, 3,

... , 25 per stage sec

K112, 115, P Input value of the complementary-vacuum thrust
etc to be used during t S t 5 to(j+!) where J

"1, 2, ... , 25 per sFAge lb

K113, 116 W*.j Ii.ut complementary weight flow at t6 Where
etc Ae It 1, 2, ..** 25 per stage lb/sec

-K185 R Input aerodynamic chord force coefficient

reference areas sq ft
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~ 1(186 C1 input Gtage axial forceconrlfnto i
3::ý K186and multiplier. If input zero, the multiplier di

is set to one; ilZ non-zero, the axial. force
Ris determined from input and multiplit v

1(187 Open

K(188, M Input )Mach number for aerodynamic axial dimI
190, etc. representation where j =1, 2, ... , 15 per -tage

Kr1189, C input and instantaneous (with Mach niumber H.) dim
19'1, etc. Ajaerodynamic axial force coefficients,

respectively, where j =1, 2, ... ' 15 per stage

Z Ci 218 SP Input missile platf~orm area used in calculating sq Ift

tumbling aerodynamic axial force coefficientsj

K(219 Xc Input missile body station of the centroid of ft
K_ the platform area

K(220 3Input aerodynamic normal force coefficient sq ft
reference area_

K(221 N. Input normal force control function and dim
normal force multiplier. If input zero, the
multiplier is set to one and if non~-zero, the

multplid b Nkwhee k- 1 2,3, 4

K22 Xlapt tag arodnaic oralforce center dbi

CP o presuremultiplier

K23 nu ahnumber for aerodynamic normal force dim

2215tc poerfsciegerepresentation where j 1, 2, ..

K'7426 C Input values of C 1 3  respeictively, deg/deg2/deg3

12,j corresponding to 48e . .... 1-5

per stage

X227, XC Input and output instantaneous (with Mach dbi and ft
232, etc. cjnumber M) aerodynamic normal force center of

pressure body station numbers, respectively,
where j 1, 2, .,15 per stage

K(298 D ~ Input aer.'dynamic reference diameter f

K(299 Input aerodynarmic pitch damping m-orment due to dim

pitchi rate multiplier

K(300 Input aerodynamic pitch damping momaent dur, to dimI
, A rate change of angle of attack multiplier
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K(301 Input aerodynamic pitch damping moment due dim

to pitch rate multiplier

K302 xRQ Input and calculated pitch damping moment dbi and ft
due to pitch rate reference moment point

body station

1K303 K% Input aerodyna=.ic pitch damping moment due dim
to time rate change of angie of attack
multiplier

K(304 .Input and calculated pitch damping moment due dbi and ft
to rate change of angle of attack reference
moment point body station

1305,308, M Input Moch number for aerodynamic represent- Jim
etc ation where j = 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage

K306,309 Input aerodynamic pitch damping moment due to /deg
etc pitch rate coefficient where j = 1, 2, ... , 15

per stage

1307,310 Cl. Input aerodynamic pitzh damping momcnt due to /deg _

etc rate change of angle of attack coefficient
where j 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage

1350-379 Open

1380 nm Input and output internally calculrted number of dim
motors in the stage cluster

K381 n' Input and output internally calculated number dim
c of control nozzles for the cluscer motor logic

K1382 Rc Input radius of cluster for the k-th stage ft

1383 a Input standard deviation of the ratio of total dim
It impulse to nominal total impulse for the K-th

stage

1384 ob Input standard deviation of the ratio cf web dim
burntime to nominal burntime for the k-th stage

.(385 •vInput bivariant consideration axis for the k-th -
v stage deg

K386 61  Input amplitude of limit cycle for the k-th stage

K387 A Input side impulse multiplier. If input zero dim
is set to one

K388 Input frequency of limit cy:le for the k-th rad/sec -

stage
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L-number Symbol Definition Units

A K389 6 Input nozzle misalig.-Lnent angle in pitch dog

K390 Input nozzle misalignment angle in yaw deg

K391-392 a. Input constants used in the Zgg and coastant rad

ojk components nontarget dependent pitt!' steering

equations for the k-th stage 41

K393-395 b.. Input constants used in the , X2  and k3 gg rad-sec/fLt
JK ~f henonaret g'rad-sec 2/fr t 43

componentu of the nont.rget dependent pitch and ra-e
steering equation for the k-th stage j 1.a
2,.3

K396 ifk input pitch flare-in time cozstant for k-th sec
stage used in velocity steering type of
flight (Ty=4) A

F397 Cl Input code which designates the start of the dbi
acquisition zone for evaluation of the

steering equations coefficients for the k-th
.,tage k 1, 2, 3, or 4

1K398 Kglk Input quantity which designates the start dbi
of the acquisition zone for evaluation of
the steering equation coefficient for the
k-th stage k = 1, 2, 3, or 4

(K399 1.2k Input qunrity which denignates the end of the dbi I

acquisition zone for evaluation of the steering

equation coefficient for the k-th stage, k = 1,
2, 3, or 4

K400 K2k Input quantity which designates the end of the dbi
acquisition zone for evaluwtion of the steering
equation coefficient for the k-th stage, k =
2, 3, or 4

K401 Kk Input gain constant in the nontarget dependent dim
yaw steering equation for the k-th stage

K402 yk Input time constant in the nontarget dependent sec
Y yaw steering equation for the k-th stage

K403 Input rnll system fin misalignment angle deg

K404 AR Input roll fin radial center of pressure ft
to missile centerline distance

K405 KRC Input roll control system flag. If equal i, dim
an auxiliary roll thruster system is simulated.
If equal 2, aerodynamic centeral fins are uncd
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L-ntnber symbol Def init ion Unit s

K406 n Input disturbing roll nozzle vortex multiplier. ft
yr IL not input is set to 0.00363

K407 Wdpc Pintle control frequency rad/sec ,J

K408-416 Open

:(417 Xkf input stage forward end cf propellant grain ft
body station

K418 x Input stage aft end of propellant grain body ft
station

K419 Input and computed stage nozzle exit body ft
XE station

K420-421 P Input per stage inicial pitch thrust vector deg and
deflection angle and angular rate at the deg/sec

trajectory initiation or stage initiation

K422-423 O O Input per stage initial yaw thrust vector .,eg and
deflection angle and angular rate at the ocg/sec

trajectory initiation or stage initiation

K424 F Input per stage initial roll thrust lb
RO

K425-427 Open

K428 Zb Input stage pitch attitude reaction angular deg -
impulse; i.e., added to at staging

K429 t-Rb Input stage yaw attituo reaction angular deg
impulse; i.e., added to at staging

1K430 X Input stage thrust ginbal position tFurliplier dbi.

K431 Input stage thrust gimbal position body station ft

-K432 Input stage thrust giLbal yaw eccentricities. ft
Positive in the Yb axis direction.

KLI433 z ~ Input stage thrust gimbal pitch point dbi and ft
eccentricities, respectively. Positive in tht

Zb axis direction

K434 K Input thrust control flag. If zero, control dim
thrust is determined from instantaneous
vehicle thrust. If one, the control thrust is
obtained from the instantaneous main stage thrust,
if two control thrust is nonexistent

KI35 I l nput -tage pitch and yaw control systems time se-
constant for the thrust vector deflection
first order transfer function
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L-number Symbol Definition USnits
K436 •c Input stage Pitch control systems damping dim

ratio for the thrust vector deflection a

second order transfer function

K437 W Input stage pitch contiol sys!:ems forcing rad/sec I
frequency for the thrust vector !eflection
second order transfer function

K438 tv input vehicle controlled damping ratio dimn

K'439 E' Input vehicle controlled frequency for the rad/sec
k-th stage

K440-449 1. Inp-t control system Ohere j = i, 2, ... , deg

1 10 per stage. If zero, a limit is not applied; deg

otherwise, L. limits the following parameters
where the statement number is j deg
(1) KDp L, (2) Ec (3)5p, (4) b. and (5)5p deg/sec5D deg/so !
-6) Fr At ) 5ye, (8) b.8 (9) 5, (10) 8.,deg/sec2

KA50,459 K.p, Input control system pitch attitude error dim
etc gain for the j-th control region j - 1, 2, or 3

K451,460 KDy- Input control system yaw attitude error gain dim

etc for the j-tf control region j = 1, 2, or 3

-K452,461 Kpj Input control system pitch attitude rate gain sec
etc for the j-th control region j 1, 2, or 3

K453, 462 KRYj Input control system yaw attitude rate gain sec
etc for the j-th control region j = 1, 2, or 3

K454, 463 KI Input pitch angle ot attack gain for the J-th dimn.
etc control reioi . 1, 2, or 3.

1K455, 4•4 K(IYD Inpyt your angle of side slip gain for the j-thS~etc
etccontrol region j=l, 2. or 3

1K456, 465 fi Input attitude control system gain control dim
etc flag. If equal to zero, input gains are

utilized; if not equal to zero, the automatic
gains are utilized for the j-th control zone
i 1, 2, or 3; and k-tb stage, k 1 1, 2, 3, or 4

K457, 466 Input code which designates attitude control dim
system gain zone limits (j = 1, 2, or 3)

K 1458, 467 KInput attitude control system gain zace dbi
limis (i = 1, 2, or 3) and the k-th stage
k = 1, 2, 3, or 4

K475 L. Input mo t-nt of inertial multiplier dbi
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L-number Symbol Definition Units

K476 I Input yaw moment of inertia multiplier dbizV@
K477 I input roll moment of inertia r.;-ltiplier dbix
K478 W Input stage weight multiplier. If input zero, dim

is set internally to one and if nonzero, the
input weight used in the mass properties table
W• (j = 1, 2, ... , 15) is multiplied by 11

J

K479 X Input stage center of gravity position multiplier dbicg

K480 z' Input center-of-gravity offset bias distance, dbi
Scg in pitch, positive down

_K481 Ycg input center-of-gravity offset bias distance dbi

in yaw, positive tn the right

K482 Wn Input stage movable portion nozzle weight lb

I Ir put stage mcvable portion nozz'.e moment slug-ft
K(483 I of inertia about the gimbal point

K484 Input stage movable portion of nozzle center- dbi

of-gravity boly station

K485-487 Open

1K488- 498 W Input vehicle weight to relate the input lb
etc moment of inertia values 1= , 2,...,

15 per stage

K489, 499 x Input i.stantaneouR (with total vehicle dbi and ft
etc cgj weight, W.) center-of-gravity body station

numbers, 4espectively, where j 1, 2, ... ,

15 per stage

1490, 500 Input total vehicle pitch moment of inertia dbi
etc corresponding to the total vehicle weight

Sinput W• where j 1 , 2, .. ,15 per stage
1K491, 501 z Input instantaneous (with total vehicle weight, dbi and ft

ie25
etc W ) center of gravity offsets, respectively,

wNere j 1 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage. Positive in
the Zhaxis direction

2
K492, 502 I1 Input total vehicle yaw moment of inertia slu

corresponding to the total vehiclt weight
input W, where j 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage

K493, 503 y Input instantaneous (with total vehicle weight, dbi and rt
CA W) center of gravity butt line number, where=

j = 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage
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L-number Symbol Definition Units
K494, 504 Input . A vehicle roll moment of inertia slug f 2

SIXj weight input Wj, where j - 1, 2, ... , 15

per stage

2 -

K495, 505 1 Injut total vehicle roll-yaw product of slug ft4 5Xyi 4inertia corresponding to the total weight
input Wj, where j - 1, 2, ... , 15 per
stage

2
K496, 506 Input total vehicle yaw pitch product slug ft2 I

of inertia corresponding to the total
vehicle weight input Wj, wher6 j 1, 2, =1

15 per stage _

Y.497, 507 I Input total vehicle pitch-roll product of slug ft 2

inertia corresponding to .Iii total v ice hil

weight ir.put Wj, where j ... , 15
per stage

K638, 648 Input thruster rol! cor .I lever arm for ft
658 Ri the i-th center zone

K639, 649 TRi Input stage roll control system time sec
659 constant, for the first order transfer

K640. 650 Di Input roll control system hysteresis for dim I
S • 660 th-e i-th zor-_, i = 1, 2, or 3

K641, 651, F Input maxim,,m roll cvntrol thrust for the lb

661 i-th zone, i 1, 2, or 3

K .42, 652, LR Input maximum roll control thrust for the lb
662 i-th zone, i - 1, 2, or 3

K'543, 653 input roll control system attitude error dim A
663 gain for the i-th zone, i = 1, 2, or 3

K644, 654 Open
664

K645, 655 K Input roll control system attitude rate sec I

665 gain for the i-th zone, i = 1, 2, or 3

K646, 656 I Input roll control motor specific impulse sec
666 for the i-th zone, i - 1, 2, or 3

K647, 667 th Input operating time fron stage irnitiation secRi of the r,'ll control function for the i-th

zoue, t = 2, 3 4
K667, 670 input zeference area of the i-th raceway, ft

5RRi•i 1 l, 2
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L-number symbol Definition Units

K668, 671 Input distance from the vehicle ceneerline ft
7Ri to the i-ta raceway center of pressure

i , 2

K669, 672 Input bank angle location of the i-th deg

raceway where i 1, 2. As seen from

the rear of the vehicle, a positive angle

is measured clockwise from the 7 axis

direction 
-

K673, 675, Input flach nuniber 'or aerodynamic rolling dim

I etc moment, j = 12,..., 10

K674, 676, C Input raceway aerodynamic force coefficient dim

etc corresponding to the MRj, j = 1, 2, 1.., 10

K693-699 Open

K7Ou Input aerodynamic pitch fin lift and drag sq ft
Fz coefficient reference area

K701 Input missile body station of the pitcn fin ft I
K71 Xzhinge axis 1,

X702 U Input pitch movable control fin hinge axis to dim.

K7 Ihzthe leading fin base root location distance
to the pitch fin base rcot length ratio

K703 Input pitch fin base root length ft

-K 7-^Vy Input aerodynamic yaw fin deflection -ngle dim

multiplier

K705 KPei Input aerodynamic pitch fin deflection angle dim i

multiplier

"K706 C1 Input aerodyanmic linear pitch fin lift dim 4
coefficient multiplier. If input zero is

set to 1.0

K707 CT Input aerodynamic nonlinear pitch fin drag dim
iztcoefficient multiplier. If input zero is set

to 1.0

K708 Input aerodynamic pitch fin drag coefficient dim

multiplier. If zero set equal to one

K709- Input aerodynamic pitch fin drag due to lift dim

multiplier. If zero set equal to one

K710, 716, MF. Input roach number for aerodynamtc fin dim

etc representation where j 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage .j

K7ll, 717, CL& Input qnd calnulated aerodynamic pitch fin 2 /deg

etc 7onlinear lift coefficient j 1, 2, , 15
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L-number Symbol Definition Units

K712, 718 C Input and calculated aerodynamic pitch fin 1/deg 2

et_ lzj nonlinear lift coefficient j = 1, 2,...,
15 per stage

K713, 719, CDzj Input aerodynamic pitch fin drag coefficient dim -

etc j = i, 2, ... , i5 per stage u

K714, 720, KL. Input aerodynamic pitch fin drag due to rad
etc lift factor

K715, 721, U Input pitch aerodynamic control fin center dim
etc czj of pressure as a ratio of fin chord length

K800-999 Open

F- A
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3. SWITCOHING CODE

Quantities which can be involved aa switching functions or in

the hunting procedure are assigned a code number shown in succeedir.;
pnges * The code number is irnput in the. appropriate space on the

load she-et and the program determines the parameter which corresporod5

to the code number. The parameter and not the code input is usad in

program equations and logic.

The input parameter code is designated by inputting the L-numbev

(delete the"L" of the parameters). These parameters can oe used only

as independent variables in the hunting p..ocedlure.

If the sigmta code number is input niegatively, the absolute

value of the parametur is then utilized in the program equations and logic.
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FORTRaN Engineer's

L-number Sjmbol Symbol Definition

5000 T t Instantaneous time (see)

5001 T8 tB Ttne f ram the current stage initiation (sec)
Bi

5002 TB2 ItTime frob. Stage II initiation zero if I-II
Lb2 staging has not occurredI (see)

5003 TB3 -B5Time from Stag -I rtaion zero 1f 11-111
Staging has not occurred (,sec)

5004 TB4 t 4  Time from Stzie IV initiion zero if III-IV

sqtagi~g has not occurred (.see)

5005 .SST Stage start time (see)

5006 GST2 SST Start t~ime stage 11 (se~c)2

5007 SST3 SST 3  Start tire stage Ill (sec)

5008 SST4 SST, Start time stage IV (.see)

5009 TBF tf Trajectory burnout time for the stage belol; (sec)

5010 TT tTime from target manaeuvering initiatL on (see) _7

s' 5011 TITS VTarget start time (sac)3*1S

5012 TA t Total flight time to the glide phase apogee
a altitude (see)

5013 TE LTotal flight time to atmospheric entry (see)

5014 TF tf Total flight time to the termination of the
f glide phase (sac)

5014 PERI0JP P Glide phase orbital period (min)

5016-5017 Open

5018 RAT=E S Missila ground ran;ge. Distance along the
surface of the earth measured clockwise fran the
launch vertical to the local vertical down ran~ge AT A
(ft)

5009 SD S Timne rate change of missile down rapnge (ft/see) ý

5020 SIC S Missile cross ground rage. Distance along
Cearth -surface from the launrch vertical Eto the If4

local vertical crosswise from launch azimuth (fc,

5021 SC cTime rate change of missile Cross range (ft/sec)

5022 SA S Total missile ground range at fligi apgW(m
a
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FORTRAN Engineer's
L-number 3ymbol Symbol Definition

5023 SE Total missil e ground range to atmospheric
entry (mn)

5024 SF S. Total missile ground cange at the termination
of the glide phase (nm)

5025 SS Missile slant ground range. Distar.ce along
S earth surface from the launch vertical to the local

vertical slantwise (ft) A

5026-5027 Open

5028 H h Missile geometric altitude. Distance between
th e surface of the reference bodv and the
missile measured along the local -.ertical.
Positive away froa the reference body (ft)

S 5029 HD h Time rate change of missile geometric altitude.
Rate between the surface of the reference body
and missile measured along the local vertical
positive away from the reference body (ft/sec)

2
5030 HDD h Instantaneous altitude acceleration (ft/sec2)

5031 HA H Apogee altitude of the missile during the
a glide phase (nm)

5032 lp h Perigee altitude of the missile during the

glide phase (nm)

5033 HAP h Height of apogee + perigee (nm)

5034 HLAB AlhiA-tude above launcer (ft)

5035 RC r Inr.ztntanaeous ýdistance between th- center

-f the referenze body and the missile (ft)

5036-5fW1 Open

5032 g.•i- ioi .iortharnly com-,ottein of gravity (ft/sec2 )

e- 2
5039 ..YI Lycl easternly zcpcwent of gravity (ft/sec2)

5040 Cz-g1 Ldcal downtiard component of gravity (ftisec2 )

"24G Laurch -centered car-h -fixed nora.ernly component
-- of grRgity (ft/sect)

2L-unc6 ,en*Qered earth -fixed ua..tr3.ly comptment
Of gravity (ft/shc 2 )

503 4'.1 La-znch centered earth fxed dou:ward component
ot Fravlty (ft/sec2

504k-5045 Open
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SL-number SYmbPi Symbol Def3 •itions

5046 rE- V Missile. earth referenced velocity (ft/sec)

5047 VDE Ve Time rate chare of missile earth reference
velocity (ft/sec2 )

5048 VEK V Earth fixed velocity at stages (ft/s ec)
ek

5049 VA V Missile velocity with respect to air (ft/sec)
a

5050 V1 V. Missile inertial velocity (ft/sec)

5051 VIA V ~ Missile inercial velocity at apogee if
powered flight ends at the time being
printed (ft/sec) f

5052 VIk V Missile inertial velocity at apogee and
impact of intercept. respectively, if

powered flight and the atmosphere end at
the rime being printed (ft/sec)

5053-5055 Open

5056 VW v Instantaneous wind speeds and time rate
W change respectivel.y (ft/sec and ft/sec2 )

5057 VN Vw Open

5r S V..E VaE Velocity with respect to the ambient air
at entry (ft/sec)

5059 VIE VIE Inertial. velocity at entry conditions (ft/sec)

5060 VXXX V Cmmaand velocity used in the TMC command logic.
V if Fy -, V if Fy 4 (ft/sec2 )
ecv eon

5061 VDXXX V Command accelem tio- used in the TMC coinnand
logic. V -i y =,V if Fy 2, and -ecv ecm

zero if Fy = 1 and Fy = 2 (ft-/sec2)

5062 VDECQ Corm-and acceleration to constrain dynamic 2
pressure used in the TMC coamand lngic (ft/sec )

5063 *MACH 14 Missile hach number (dim)

5064-5065 Open

506b CAV C Speed of sand at the mis siie (ft/sec)

5067 -C"D1t dCa/dh Partial derivative of the speed of sound

4- with altitude (1/sec)

5068 PA P Ambient pressure at the missile (lbift2)
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L-number symbol Definition

5069 DPADH dP /ifh Partial derivative of ambient pressure withaltitude (lb/ft)

25070 Q q Nissile dynamic pressure (lb/ft )[5071 PCC r Commanded chamber pressure used in pintle
c7c motor contrcl logic (lb/in )

5072 PSTAR P* Main motor nozzle critical pressure used inseparated flow equations (LbMn 2 )

S 5073 PS P Main motor nczzle separation pressured used
in separated flow cquations (lb/5nf2 )

5074 PE P Main motor exit press re used in separated
0C flow equations (lb/it)

5075 EPSILS e Main motor nozzle separation expansion ratio
used in separated flow equation (dim)

5076 Open

5077 GW I Percent web (dim)

3
5078 VCI V Chamber volume (in3)

5079 ASI As- Burn surface area (in-

2
5080 ATCC Atcc Commanded throat area (in2)

5081 CF CI Thrust coefficient "dim)

5082 CFO CFO Thrust coefficient at optimum expansion

a

5083 OEGAP w Pintle cor trol frequency (rad/sec)
p

5084 GPI gP Fraction of propellant removed (dim)

2
5085 AXI AXI PrDpellant extinguishment throat area (in

5086-5091 Open

5092 1M$S M Instantancous missile mass (lb-secc/ft)

5093 W W Total instantaneous missile weight and
5094 WD total rxpended instantaneous missile flow

respectively (lb and lb/sec)

5095 WB WB Instantaneous gross vehicle weight minus
the u.eful load (lb)
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L-number Sm•bol Symbol Definitions

S5096 WJT WjT Total weight jettisoned

5'r97 WM W Total instantaneous expended main weight and
50)8 WIM weight flow respectively (lb and lb/sec)

5099 WC WC Total instantaneous expended main weight and

5100 WDC Q weight flow respective! (lb and Ib/sec)

5101 WS W Stage weight (lb)

3102 WSMAIN V! Initial weight of main motor (Ib)

5103 WSCOMP W Initial weight of complementing motor (lb)SC!

5104 PIMM V Vacuum impulse under input main thrust curve
vM (b-sec)

5105 PIVC t" Vacuum impulse under input complement any

thrust curve (lb-sec) ny

5106-5108 Open

5109 ECH E/m Total missile energy per unit mass during
the glide phase, Potential eqergy at the
launcher is taken as zero (ft' sec )

5110 QAP q Product of total anile o" attack and dynamicI
pressure (ibideg/ft ot

5111 INCL i Orbital inclination ange (deg) time rate
change respectively

5112 E e Eccentricity of the missile path during the
glide phase (eim)

5113 LLR I Missile travel distance on the rail launcher
r used in ground launch tape of flight (,,Py= 6 )

(f t)

511A PHIA4 0aa4 Glide range angle to the apogee vertical (deg)

5115 FOWD Instantaneous effective specific impulse (sec)

5116 IBDDP I6p Sum of pitch angular thrust vectoring vclocities
from stage initiation to the time being
printed corrected for dither (deg)

5117 1BDDY 14 Sum of yaw afiguiar thrust vectoring velocities
frem stage ini tiation to the time being
printed corrected for dither (deg)

$ 5118 LV Lv Output ideal velocity vectering losses (ftlsec)

5119-5121 Open
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5122 F F Total instantaneous thrust acting along
missile centerline. Positive when thrus2
vector points forward along missile centerline(lb)

5123 FVAC Fv Instantaneous total vacuum thrust (Ib)

5124 FM F instantaneo,,l main. thrust (lb)

5125 FM" ' Instantaneous main vacuum thrust and thrust
5126 FD"V F X.rate respectively (lb and Ib/sec)

5127 FC Fc Instantaneous complementary thrust (lb)

5128 FCV F Instantaneous conplemertary vacuum thrust and
5129 FDCV FCV time rate respectively (lb and lb/sec)

5130 FCOM F Comimanded altitude thrust used in TMC logic (lb)
corn

5131 FVC04 F Commanded vacuum thrust used in TMC logic (lb)
vcom

5132 FVN FN Nominal vacuum thrust used in TMC logic (lb)

5133 FN F. Nominal altitude thrust used in TMC Logic (lb)

5134 FWATC F Thrust required to maintain Ve; i.e., retarding
c axial force used in THC logic (lb)

5135 FCQMN F Require thrust so that the vehicle will iNj
maintain the minimum dynamic pressure used
in TMC logic (lb)

5136 FCQMAX F Maximum thrust so that the vehicle will not
zqnax exceed the maximum dynamic pressured used in

VMC logic (Ib)
5137 FCALOS F Command thrust to provide acceleration proportional

to LOS rated used in IhC logic (lb)

5138 FCCLOS F Command thrust to provide a minimum missile to
cetos target closing rate used in TmC logic (lb)

5139-5140 Open

5141 FX F, Components of total vehicle thrust parallel
to the coordinate axes of the b system (lb)

5142 FY F Components of total vehicle thrust parallel
y to the coordinate axes of the b system (lb)

5.43 irz F Components of total vehicle thrust parallel
to the coordinate axes of the b system (ib)

5144 FMX FX Thrust force alcng nozzle centerline (lb)
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-Zk 514~5 FYY 1PComponent of total vehicle thrust moved
to nozzle centerline; positive right (1b)

51-46 FZZ Fz Component of total vehicle thrust normal to
nozzle centerline; positive down (lb)

5147 FTDY FT1Dy Movable nozzle tail-wag-dog force in yaw

positive to the right (1b)

5148 FTDZ F Movable nozzle tail-wag-dog force in pitch M
Tzpositive to the down (Ib) -

5149 FJDY FJF Jet damping yawing transverse force (lb)

5150 FJDZ FJ~ Jet damping pitching transverse force (1b)

5151-5153 Open

_5154 Dr2  Rail launch frict ion drag (lb)

5133 r,'DELZ C8  Aerodynamic pitch fin axial force (1b)
516 DEY Aroynmi yw innoma frc6(b

S5157 NDELZ N ~ Aerodynamic yitc fin normal force (lb)tBY
5158 NPAC N Pitch aerodynamic control normal for--, per

PAC radian fin deflection angle (lb)

5159 NPAD NPA Pitch aerodynamic disturbing normal force per
radian angle of attack (Ib)

5160 NPDA N Total pitch disturbing norrmal furce per
radian ang!le of attack (lb)

5161 NNVA NAForce normal to velocity vector per radian
angle of attack (lb)

5162 NPCD Np ~Total pirc..h control normal force per radian
deflection angle (1b)

5163 NPEA N Pitch trim normal force per radian angleI
of attack (lb) -

5164 C C Instantaneous aerodynamic axi~al srce (dbi)

5165 NY N~ Instantaneous yaw aerodynamic axial normal
forces directed opposite to the direction

of the axis

__ 5166 NZ N ~ Instantaneous pitch aerodynamic normal forzes
directed opposite to the direction of the

-axes (lb)ZbA
5167 NPY N ~ Aerodynamic force due to dampin3 in yaw (lb)
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FORTRAN Engineer's
L-number Symbol Symbol Definition

5168 NPZ Npz Aerodynamic force due to damping and pitch (lbXJ

5169 ETABA ba Acceleration load factor along velocity vector
(g '5)

5170 ETABT %t Acceleration load factor transverse to the
velocity vector (g's)

5171 ETABN Acceleration load factor normal to the velocity
vector (g's)

5172-5174 Open

5175 Ixx I Roll moment of inertii about vehicle center-
of-gravity (ft-lb-sec )

5176 ixy Ix Roll-yaw product of inertia 4bout v&.icle

center-of-gin vity (ft-lb-sec')

5177 IXZ I Roll-pitch product of inertia about vehicle
center= of-gravity (ft-lb-sec2 )

5178 Open

5179 IYY Iy Pitch moment of inertia about vehicle center -

of-gravity (ft-lb-sec2 )

5180 IYZ Iy, Yaw-pitch product of inertia about vehicle
IYZcenter -of-gravity (ft-lb-sec2 )

5181-5182 Open

5183 IZZ I Yaw moment of inertia about vehicle center-
ZZ 2of -gravity (ft-lb-sec)

i 5184 IDXX Time rate change of roll moment of inertia
(ft-lb-sec)

5185 IDX? Time rate change of roll-yaw product of
inertia (ft-lb-sec)

5186 IDXk. I' Time rate change of roll-pitch product of
inertia (Rt-lb-sec)

5187 Open

5188 IDYY iy Time rate change of pit&. moment of inertia
(ft-lb-sec)

5189 IDn, I, Time rate change of yaw-pitch product ofi of

inertia (ft-lb-sec)

5190-5:91 Open
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S5192 IDZZ Time rate change of yaw moment of inertia
(ft-lb-sec)

193 IPRD I Pitch inertia rotation damping moment integral
(ft-lb-sec)

3194 iYRD Yaw inertia rotation damping moment integral(ft-lb-sec)

5195 IRRD I
RRD Roll inertia rotation damping moment integral

(ft/sec)

5196-5201 Open

= 5202 MIQ P1 Unbalanced pittaling moment about vehicle center-
IQ o-rvt f-u

75203 MIR MIR Unbalanced yaiw moment about vehicle #center-
of-gravity (ft-lb)

5204 MIR l Unbalanced roll moment about vehicle center-
of-gravity (ft-lb)

5205 MDQ ND Perturbing moment abot~t vehic~le center-of-
-~ gravity in pitch (ft-lb)

5206 MDR UblPertucerbing moment about vehicle center-of-
ogravity in yaw (ft-lb)5205 MOP Perturbing moment about vehicle center-of-

-" gravity in roll (ft-lb)

5208 MOQ MQ Controlling moment about vehicle cext.er-of-
gravity in pitch (ft-ib)

5209 MCR MDR Controlling moment about vehicle center-of-
gravity in yaw (ft-lb)

5210 MCP M Controlling moment about vehicle center-of-
gravity in roll (ft-lb)

5211 NN8 Aerodynamic yawing moment about vehicle
-center-of--gravity c(ft-lb)

5212 MNR N Aerodynamic yawing moment aboutvehicle e e
center-of-gravity (ft-lb)

5213 MN? H Aerodynamic rolling moment about vehicle
center-of-gravity (ft-lb)

5214 MNFQ F Thrust offsed pitching moment (ft-lb)

5FoThrut ofset ya ing moment t

5216 HFOPF Thrust offset rolling moment due to pitch

I ... =, dnd yaw TVC (ft--b)

- ~- -A
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5217 MTDQ MT Movable nozzle tail-wag-dog moment about
vehicle center-of-gravity in pitch (ft-lb)

5218 MCDR MTDp Movable nozzle tail-wag-dog moment about
vehicle center-of-gravity in yaw (ft-lb)

5219 MMVP Rolling moment about vehicle center-of-
gravity due to vortexing effect of axial

gas flow through the nozzle (ft-lb)

5220 MJDQ MJDQ Jet dampi•'g pitching moment (ft-lb)

5221 MJDR R Jet damping yawing moment (ft-lb)

5222 MBAP M Aerodynamic rolling moment induced by
raceways (ft-lb)

5223 MFCQ !4FCQ Thrust vector control pitching moment (ft-lb)

5224 MFCR MFCR Thrust vector control yawing moment (ft-lb)

5225 I4FCP Auxiliary roll thrust control moment (ft-lb)

5226 MDELQ M Pitching moment due to the aerodynamic tk
control force (ft-lb)

5227 MDELR H Yawing moment due to the aerodynamrnc control N

force (ft-lb)

5228 1DELP Mbp Rolling moment due to the aerodynamic control
force (ft-tb)

5229 MIYQ All Aerodynamic axial force center-of-gravity offset
yawing moment (ft-lb)

5230 MGZG M Aerodynamic axial force center-of-gravity offset
5MCZG pitching motient (ft-lb)

5231 WTC "PTC Pitch total thrust control moment per radian
TVC deflection angle (ft-lb)

5332 MNSQ XNSQ Aerodynamic static pitching moment about vehicle
center-of-gravity (ft-lb)

I 5233 MNSR mNSR Aerodyanmic static yawing moment about vehicle
cent er-of-gravity (ft -l)

5234 MpmC Pitch main thrust control moment per radial
TVC deflection angle (ft-lb)

-5235 MNWQ Aerodynamic damping moment about vehicle
center-of-.gravity in pitch (ft-lb)
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5236 MNDR M-R Aerodynamic damping moment about vehicle center-
of-gravity in yaw (ft-lb)

5237 rpen

5238 MPRR Mp Pitch inertial rotation reaction momentS- PRR
used in the automatic gain logic (ft-lb)

5239 MYR!R R Yaw inertial rotation reaction moment used ý;M
in the automatic altitude gain logic (ft-lb)

5240 MRRR M•L. Roll Rotation rc.ction moment used in the
automatic gain logic (ft-lb) M I

5241 MPAC MPAc Pitch aerodynamic control moment per radian
angle of attack (ft-lb)

S5242 MYAC MyAC Yaw aerodynamic control moment per radian angle
of side slip (ft-lb)

5243 MARC-- Roll aerodynamic control moment per radian
fin deflection angl,. (ft-lb)

52114 IPAD MpAD Pitch aerodynamic distbrbing snoment per
e WPADradian angle of attack (ft-lb)

5245 MYAD Yaw aerodynamic disturbing moment per radian

angle of side slip (ft-lb)

5246 RAI RAD Open

5247 HyM Torque abc-ut the yaw fin hinge axi, (ft-lb)
~Iy

5248 MHZ Kz Torque about the pitch fin hinge axis (ft-lb)~HZ

5249 Open

5250 MPDA MPDA Total pitch disturbirg moment per radian
angle of attack (ft-lb)

5251 MPCD MpcD Total pitcl, control moment per radian
deflection angle (ft-lIb)

5252-5300 Open

5301 ALPHA q Instantaneous-pitch angle of attack.

£o'sitive if the vehicle centerline is above
the air velocity vector (dog)

5302 ALPHAD Time rate change of angle of attack (dcg/sec)

5303 ALPHAC Command angle of attack (deg)
C

- ~~53L - -
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L-number SMbol Symbol Definition

5304 .LPPE Effective tot ingle of attack used to
compute the o, odynamic normal force (dog)

5305 ALBAR a' Still air total angle of attack (deg)

5306 Open

5307 ALPHBD a Time rate change of still wind angle of
attack (deg/sec)

5308 BETABD 1 Time rate change of still wind angle of
side slip (deg/sec)

5309 AYHRIM a' Total vehicle angle of attack. Angle between
the centerline of the vehicle and the missile
air velocity vector. Always positive (deg)

5310 ALBAR a Still wind angle of attack (deg)

5311 ALPHAE Effective pitch angle of attack used to
compute the aerodynamic normal force (deg)

5312 ALPHIAM Commhanded angle of attack for constantm
angle of attack flight (Ty=2) (deg)

5313-5314 Open

5315 BETA 6 Angle of side slip. Positive if the vehicle
centerline is left of the air velocity vector
when viewed from the rear of the vehicle (deg)

5316 BETAD Time rate change of angle of side slip (deg/sec)

5317 BETAC c Commanded angle of side slip (dog)c

5318 BETBAR Still wind angle of side slip I

5319 BTPBAR 0' Still wind angle of side slip in the commauded
coordinate system used to evaluate the local
bank angle

5320 BETAE Effective yaw ang,%e of side slip used to
E compute the aerodynamic normal face (dog)

5321 GAMI 71 Pitch flight path angle. Angle between the
earth referenced velocity vector and tle
local tangent plane. Positive away -frcmn
the carth (deg)

5322 GD1 71 Pitch flight path angular rate. Positive
up (deg/sec)

I =

532
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5323 GAM2 Y2 Azimuthal flight path angle. Angle between
the horizontal projection ot the earth reference
velocity vector and the local north. Positive
clockwise from nor di (deg)

5324 GAMI2 79 Azimuthal flight path angular rate (deg/sec)

5325 Open

Inertial azimuth flight path angle at
5326 GAM2IA 7 21a apogee (deg)

5327 GAMIIE 1 Pitch flight path angle with respect to theambient air at entry conditions (deg)

5328 GAM1IE Entry conditions inertial pitch flight pathEangles, if powered flight and the atmospheric

end at the time being printed (dcg)

5329 GAM2IE Entry conditions inertial yaw flight path7 2Eazimuth angle, if powered flight and the

atmosphere end at the time being printed
(deg)

5330 GAMi! 1 Inertial pitch flight path angle. Angle
between the inertial velocity vector and
the local tangent plane. Positive away
from the earth (dcg)bý'

5331 GAI-121 2 Inertial azimuth flight path angle. Angle
~2Ibetween local north clockwise to the

projection of the inertial velocity vector
on the local tangent plane (deg)

5332 GAMITF l Impact or intercept inertial pitch flightpath angle, if powered flight and the

atmosphere end at the time being printed
(deg)

5333 GAM21F 7 Impact or intercept inertial yaw: flight path
azimuthal angle, if powered flight and the

atmosphere end at the time being printed
(deg)

5334 GAM4AR 'R Output required velccity flight path angleat the missile instantaneous position (deg)

5335 GAMMA 7G Calculated local angle of velocity to be
gained (deg)

5336 GAMH Relative azimuthal velocity vctor angle in
Ii missile-target coordinates

5337 GAht Relative azimuthal velocity vector angular -31
rate in missile-target coordinates :

.533 5
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5338 DELI5 Azimuth flight path error to intercept,

Used in type 10 flight (deg)

5339 DELPC P Pitch plane thrust deflection cotmmands (deg)
5Pc

5340 DELIC Yaw plane thrust deflection canmands (deg)

5341 DELRC L ommidnded roll control fin deflection
angle (deg)

5342 DELBRP Modiiied pitch thrust deflection angle to
include limit cycle and misalignment angle

(deg)

5343 DELBRY • Modified yaw thrust deflection angle to
include limit cycle and misalignment angles
(deg)

5344 DELTREB 16 Vehicle pitch attitude error angle (deg)
b

5345 DELPSB 6b Vehicle yaw attitude error angle (deg)

5346 DELPHB 4b Vehicle roll attitude error angle (deg)
bI

5347 DELA 1ak Pitch flare in cmstant used in evaluation
ak for restart (deg)ak

5348 DEbBK 4 k Flare-in constant used in evaluating •k
for restart (deg)

5349 DELAP P itch flare-in angle (deg)
a-

5350 DELBP Yaw flare-in tingle (deg)

5351 DEIM2T Seekr ,aw look angle (deg)

-3352 DELDIT Seeker yaw look angular rate (deg/sec)

5353 EPSIiA e Total angle of attack roll orientation angle.
Angle between total angle of attack plane A
and yaw axis. Measured counterclockwise (deg)

5354 EPSBAR N No-wind total angle of attack r.oll
orientation angle (deg)

5355 EPSMI IFX1 Flight path error to estimm ed intercept (deg)

5356 EPSHT Seeker pitch look angle (deg)

5357 EPSEI4T Seeker pitch look angular rate (deg/sec)
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5358 ZETA Cross range angle. Angle between local ve*tical
and vertical on firing azimuth down range
location. Positive if positive is left of i
firing azimuth (deg)

5359 ZETAD Cross range angular rate (dee/sec) Ai

5360 LAWM Angle of missile to target line projection
on horizontal and firing azimuth (deg)

5361 LA14T X Angular rate of missile -o target line
projection or horizontal and firing. aziuth
(deg/sec)

5362 MU U Instantaneous vehicle tongitude. Value is
positive or negative west or east of Greenwich,
England, respectively (deg) AM

5363 M? Instantaneous vehicle change of longitude
from launch longitude. Value is positive
east (deg)

•T

5364 MUPD 9 Vehicle longitude time rate change (deg/sec)

5365 NJA ia Vehicle apogee longitude if powered flight
a and tie atmoshpere end at the time being

printed (deg)

5366 'PJF 4 Missile impact or intercept longitude if
Sf powa ed fl ight and the atmosphere end -it

the time being printed (deg)

5367 RHO Instantaneous vehicle latitude positive north

of the equation -90 ! o ; 90'

5368 RHOD Vehicle 1stitude time rate change (deg/sec)

536a RHOA a Vehicle apogee latitude if powered flight
and the atn'±osphere end at the time being
princed (deg)

5370 KP.OF pn. Mis-.ile impacc or intercept latitude if 1%
"pcwced flight and the atmesphere end at M

the time being printed (deg)

5371 s".,=T ~ AnA-le of missile to target line and local
hcbrizatonal (degr)

5372 SIGDMT Angular rate of nissil- to target line and

local hoirizon~tal

5373 SIG%1,I o Local flight path angle to estimated target
Titercept (cOeg)
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UP5H eel Amzinukhal argle to target intercept (deg)

5375 P111 Instantaneous down range angle. Angle between

tL.e launch verkicfl and tie local vertical on
the down range azimuth point. Positive as

shown in Figure I.i, o < q, <co (deg)

5376 "HID Instantange,,•s range angular rate. Positive
d iwn range (deg/sec)

5377 Open

5378 ?HILA Glide range angle to the apogee vertical (deg)a

5379 FPIS Instantaneous .- ant range angle. Angle between
the launch verLical and the local vertical

(deg)
5M0 SCRPHI T Local bank angle (deg)

5381 PHU Glide range angle to glide phase teimination

vertical used in Keperian impact p.edictions
(deg)Z

5382 PSI Vehicle azimuth in the launch horizoatal
plane (deg)

5383 PS-1W Instantaneous wind aimuth augles, measured NJ
in a plane parallel to the local tangent
plane where j =- 1, 2. ... , 30. Angle
measured clockwise from north to the direction
from which the wind is coming (deg)

5384-5400 Open
A

5401 QMNO Instantaneous desired pitch turning rate
(dog/see)

5402 RM R Instantaneous desired yaw turning rate (deg/sec) i

5403 PM P instantaneous desired rfll turning rateS (deg/sec)

.5.04-5430 Open

5431 DELS Calculated earth surface down range difference
of the target and-missile (ft)

5432 DELSJ Calculated time rate change of the earth

surface down range difference of the target
and missil - (ftsec)

536
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5433 !ELSC ASCalculated earth surface cross range
C differenct? of the target and missile (ft-

5434 DELSDC •S Calculated time rate change of the earth

surface cross range difference cf the

target and missile (ft/sec)

5435 DELH A Calculated alcitude difference of the target
and missile (ft)

5436 DEL1AD Calculated time rate change of the altitude
difference of the target and missile (ft/sec)

5437 RMT PT Missile to target range distance (ft)

5438 JfMTf Time rate change of missile to target
distance (ft/sec)

5439 THI Estimated time to inteicept (ft)

5440 RMI Estimated range to target intercept (ft)

5441 SMI SM Estimated earth surface down range at target
intercept (ft) X

" ": b442 I.LU hMi Estimated altitude at target intercept (ft)

5443 Sai S0 Estimated earth surface cross range at --frget
intercept (ft)

5444 ATY aTT Target tangential acceleration (g's)

5445 ATN aT Targct normal to its velocity vector
acceleration (g's)

5446 ATC aTC Target transverse acceleration (gls)

5447-5448 Open

5449 FD FD Instantaneous roll control system phase
plane signal (deg)

5450 KS K Pressure error gain used in pintle area 3S control low in the TMC (in 4 /ic-sec) A

3451 UP K Pressure rate gain used in pitntle area cattrol
low in the TMC (se--) L

5452 KCV K ~ oCozmanded thrust velocity error gain used
Kcv in THC (lb-sec/ft)

5453 KCQ K Commanded thrust dynamic pressure error
gain used in TMC (ft )

_ -~ -~- - -=5 ,37
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5454 KXXX C Commanded thrust system gain. Set equal toIKcpR if Fy=3 and KALOS if Fy= 6 (dim)

5455 GZ G Partial derivatives of altitude acceleration
to vehicle altitude (ft/sec2 .deg)

5456 KZ K Altitude error gain 'isect in type 3 flight
Z (deg/ft)

5457 KD Ki Altitude rate gain used in type 8 flight(deg-sec/ft)

5458 KZDD KZ Altitude accelerati-n gain used in type 8 flight
(deg-sec2/ft)

5459 KTHDD K- Conmand attitude pitch attitude angular
accleration gain used in type of flight 8
and 9 (sec2)

5460 KPSDD • Command attitude, yaw attitude angula:c
acceleration gain used in type of flight 8
and 9 (sec 2 )

5461 KDP Kp Instantaneous control system pitch attitude
error gain (dim)

5462 KDY K~y Instantaneous control system yaw attitude
error gain (dim)

5463 KDR KDR Instantaneous control system roll attitude
error gain (dim)

5464 KIP Kip Instantaneous control system angle of attack
gain (dim)

5465 KIY Kly Instantaneous control system angle of
side rlip gain (dim)

5466 KIR KIR Roll control attitude bias gain (1/sec)

5467 KRP K~, Instantaneous control system pitch rate
gain (sec)

5468 KRY Ky Instantaneous control systen yaw rate gain
(sec)

5469 rKR Instantaneous control system roll rate gain
(see)

5470-5490 (pen
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5491 MAXVAL(l) amLxl Values which are designated by input, as
5492 MAXVAL(2) ,rx2 quantity whose maximum value is to be
5493 MAXVAL(3) amx3 printed following each stage time (dbi)
5494 MAXVAL (4) 0mx4
5495 MAXVAL(5) a %x5

5496 STGVAL(1) aBX1 Values which are designated by input, at
5497 STGVAL(2) aBX2 staging which are available to the hunting
5498 STGVAL(3) aBX3 procedure (dbi)
5499 STGVAL(4) aBX4
5500 STGVAL(5) oBX5

5501-5503 Ope n

5504 AXB ax, Componenc of vehicle acceleration due to total
thrust and aerodynamic forces. Postitive
in the direction cf the coordinate axes of b
system (g's)

5505 AYB ayb Component of vehicle acceleration due to
total thrust and aerodynariic forces. Positive
in the direction of the coordinate Y axes of
the b system (g's)

5506 AZB a Components of vehicle acceleration due to
total thrust and aerodynamic forces. Positive
in direction of the coordinate Z axes of b
system (g's)

5507 XDABB Xab X component of missile velocity with respect
to the ambient air in the b systen (ft/sec)

5508 YDABB Y-bb Y component of the missile velocity with
respect to the ambient air in the b system
(ft/'sec)

5509 ZDABB Zabb z component of missile velocity with respect
to the ambient air it. the b system (ft/sec)

5510 XDDZBB abx component of missile acceleration with
abb respect to ambient air in the b system

(ft/sec2 )

5511 YDABB Yabb ycomportent of missile acceleration with respect
bb to the ambient air in the b-system (ft/sec2 )"M

5512 ZDDABB Zbb z component of missile acceleration with M
respect to the ambient air in the b system I

(ft/sec2 )

5513 XCC Xc Earth centered missile position northern
axis component (ft)

5514 YCC Y Earth centered missile position east from
launcher (ft)
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5515 ZCC Z Earth centered missi.L position away frorm
cc earth axis at launcher longi'tde (ft)

5516 XDCC X Northern component of missile velocity in
cc earth centered coordinates (ft/sec)

5517 YDCC Y East from launcher component of missilecc •.locity in earth centered coordinate (ft/sec)

5518 ZDCC t Away from launcher longitude component of
missile velocity in earth centered coordinates
(ft/sec)

5519 XDDCC X Northern component of missile acceleration
in earth centered coordinates (ft/sec2 )

5520 YDDCC Y East from launcher component of missile

c c acceleration in earth centered coardinates

(ft/sec2 )

5521 ZDDCC Z Away from launcher longitude component of
cc missile acceleration in earth centered

coordinates (ft/sec2 )

5522 XGG X instantaneous component of vehicle position in
gg the generalized coordinates down range

from launcher (ft)

5323 YGG Y Instantaneous component of vehicle position
gg in the generalized coordinates cross range

from launcher (ft)

5524 7ZGG Z Instantaneous component of vehicle positive
gg vertical from launcher (ft)

5525 X.DGG X Instantaneous component of vehicle velocity
gg in the generalized coordinates down range

from launcher (ft/sec)

5526 YDGG Y Instantaneous ,omponent of vehicle velocity
gg in the generalized coordinates crosswise

from launcher (ft/sec)

5527 ZDCG Z Instantaneous component of vehicle velocity
gg in the generalized coordinates vertical from

launcher (ft/sec)

5528 XDI)rG X Instantaneous component of vehicle acceleration
9g in the generalized coordinates down range

from launcher (ft/sec2 )

5529 YDDGG 7 Instantaneous component of vehicle acceleratiow
in the generalized coordinates crosswise
from launcher (ft/sec2 )
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5530 ZDDGG 2 Instantaneous component of vehi cle acceleration
iigg n. the generaliz~d coordinates vertical from

launcher (ft/sec)

5531 XDW1I Local northernly component of wind velocity
Wilft/sec)

S5532 YDWll Ywll Local easternly component of wind velocity(ft/sec)

5533 YDW11 wil Local downward component of wind velocity

(ft/sec)

5534 XDDWlI X Local time rate change of northern componentof wind velocity (ft/sec2 )

5535 YDMlI Local time rate change of easter.ly component
i of wind velocity (ft/sec2 )

5536 ZDDWII Zwl Local time rate change of downward component
of wind velocity (ft/sec2 )

5337 XDBB X Inertial component of missile velocity along

xb axis (ft/sec)

5538 -)BB Ybb Inertial component of missile velocity along

Yb axis (ft./sec)

5539 ZDBB Inertial component of missile velocity along
zb axis (ft/eec)

5540 XDDBB Missile acceleration along vehicle body axis,
position forward (ft/sec2 )

5541 YDDBB :nertial component of i.issile acceleration
Yb axes (ft/sec2)

.Yb

5542 ZDDBB Zb Inertial components o5 missile acceleration
along zb axis (ft/sec)

5543 XDIIl Local northerr.!y conponene ob missile velocity

(ft/sC0.

5544 Yl v Local easternly component of missile velocit.
(ft/sec)

5545 ZD11 Z Local downward component of missile velocity

(1t!sec)

5546 XDDII Local northernlv eomnonent of missile
L acceleration (ft/sec)

5547 YDDIl YLocal easternly component of missile
5517 YD1 Y iacceleration (ft/sec2) -_

-•-• •"541
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Local downward component of missile accelerati.Ocj
8ZDDI :11 (ft/sec2 )

5549 XDWEE XTraztsformed launcher northe;-nly component of

wee winq velocity at missile location (ft/soc)

5550 YDWEE Y Transformed launcher easternly component ofwee wind velocity at missile location (ft/sec)

555! ZV,•E Z Transformned launcher downward component ofwee wind velocity at missile locatimn (ft/sec)

5552 XDl1I X1 II Local northernly component of missile inertial
velocity (ft/sec)

5553 YD11I Local easternly component of missile inertial
velocity (ft/sec)

5554 ZDIII Local downward component of missile inertial
velocity (ft/sec)

5555-5563 Open
5564 CLZ CInstantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable fins

ZCLz linedr fin lift coefficient (l/deg2 )

5565 Cz CInstantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable fin

lz nonrlnear fin lift coefficient (l/deg2 )

5566 CDZ CDz Instantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable fin
drag coefficient (dim)

5567 KLZ KLz instantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable fin
drag due to lift factor (dim)

5568 UCZ U Pitch aerodynamic control fin center of
prcssure ratio relative to the root chord (dim)

5569- CN CcInstantaneous aerodynamic normal force
coefficient (dim)

5570 CNI CN Instantaneous first, second, and third
5571 CN2 CN derivatives, respectively, of CN with

2CN3 respect to the angle of attack, (/deg,/degZ, /deg 3 , respectively)

5373 CA CA Instantaneous aerodynamic axial force
coefficient

5574 CBN- CB Added aerodynamic base drag coefficient
due to n4zzles not thrusting (dim)
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5575 CMQ c1QCalculated and unadjusted for translattion
CMQaerodynamic pitch d~amping moment due to

pitch rate coefficient (1/dA-g',

5576 ~ MAD C'aCalculated and unadjusted for tvanslation_
aerodynamnic pitch damping moment due to a
rate cha-ge of angle of attack coefficient BZ-M
(!deg)

5577 CHLY C1  Instantaneous aerodynamic yaw movable fin
total lift coe~fficient (dim)

5578 CHLZ LZInstantaneous aerodynamic pitch movable fin
cotal lift coefficient (dim)

5579 CHDZ CD Instantar:-,ous aerodynamic pitah movable fin]

=5580-5532 Opea

5583 XCP xInput and instantaneous (with ILcch number M)
aerodynamic normal torce center of pressure Z
body station numbers, re..pectively, where
j= 1, 2, ... , 15 per stage (ft and dbi,

respectively)

5584 XCG xInstantaneous center of gravity body stattion
cg numbers (1ft)

~'cg Center of gravity offset bias distance
positive in the '. direction (ft)

5586 ZCG z Center of gravity offset bias distancecg positive down (dbi)

5587 XPF xf Computed stage forward end of propellant
grain body statior. (ft)

5588 XPA Xa Computed stage ait end propellant grain
body station (ft) It

5589 YE y0  Thrust gimbal yaw point eccentricity position _

e in the Yb axis direction (ft)

5590 ZEThrust gimabal pitch point position in the Zb
axcis direction (ft)

5591 -5592 Open

5593 LE e Gimbal point to vehicle center of gravity 0

C distance (.It)
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5594 LEE 1 Nozzle exit to center of gravity distance

E (r
(ft,

5595 LN 1 Movable portioi. of the nozzle center of
gravity to ginrbal point distance (ft)

5556 LCP 1 Vehicle centei of gravity to aerodynamic
center of pressure distance (ft) V

5597 LNNN Vehicle center of gravity to stop-start
motor thrui point distance (ft)

5593 LPF l-p Forward end of propellang grain to center
of gravity distance (ft)

I
|•5599 LPA -paAft end of propellant grain to center bf

gravity distance (ft)

5600 LDELY lSy Yaw movaole control fin center of pressure
to vehicle center of gravity lever arm (ft)

5601 LPELZ 25z Pitch movable control fin center of pressure
to vehicle center of gravity lever aim (ft)

5602 LHZ Pitch movable control fin center of pressure
to hinge axis lever arm (ft)/sec

5603-5700 Open

5701 XDEE e instantaneous components of vehicle 'locity,
no-gh the launcher (ftpsec) l t

5703 YDEE Xntee sanrtanous components of vehicle velocity,i
eo eas" tae launcher (ft)sec)

5703 ZDEE Zee Instantaneous component of vehicle plocityi
negative up from sea level launcher latitude
(ft/sec)

5704 ZEE X Instantaneous component of vehicle p osition
e inorth of lapicher (ft)d s

•i5705 YEE Y Instantaneous component of vehicle position

ee ~east of launcher (t

-l 57006 ZEE Z Instantaneous component of vehicle position
•Iieenegative up from sea level launcher latitude

S5707 QB Qb Listan~aneouR vehicle angular pitch velocity..
S~Pitch up is positive (deg!sec)

5708 RB Rb Instantaneous vehicle angular yaw velocity.

Yaw right is positive (deg/sec)
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5709 PB PInstantaneous ',ehicle angular roll velecity. Roll 0E.
Cl~ockwise is positive (deg/sec)

5710 THETAB 9Achieved missile Euler angle pitch att-itude

b (deg)

5712 PSIB 4'Achieved mi~sile Euler angle rolw attitude
b (deg)

5713 DELDF A ichiee thrust l deflert angular rall positive
up(deg) sc

5714 DELDY Yawtc thrust deflection angular rate, positive
lef (deg/sec)

5714 DELY Yaw Aerudnsitrl fn deflection a ngular rtpstv
leat. (deglsec)

5716 DELR 5 Aeidych i t rust fin deflection angleuPs lieupr
(deg) -dg/e

5717 DELP 5 Yawc thrust deflection angle. Positi~ve lep

(deg)

5718 DELR BRAerodynamic roll, fins deflection angle (deg)I

5719 FR FR Instantaneous roll control thrust. Positive
if the vdiicle is intended to rotate clockwise
as seen from the rear of the vehicle (lb)

5720 WR WR Instantaneous expended veight due to roll
control motor operation (lb)

571FCF Instantaneouh roll control system thrust
5721 RC Recoimmand signal (lb)

5 722 TkIETAM 0 Desized missile attitude Euler angle -relating_
m the m and i system (deg) -

573PSD4 Desired missile attitude Euler angle relating

In the m and i systems (deg)

5725 VT T Target tangential velocity (it/sec'

5726 VN V ~ Target normal veloci~y (ft/see)

5727 VC VCTarget transverse velocity (ft/sec)
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5 728 GAMT Target pitch flight path angle (dog)

5729 ZETAT Target azimuthal flight path angle (deg)

5730 HT hT Target altituce (ft)

5731 ST ST Targetdown range (ft)

5732 S2TC snTarget cross range (f t)

5733 DB DbPropellant burn depth. Used in TMC logic

I5734 PC PMain motor chamber pressure used inA
C separ.ated flow equation (lb/in2 )

5735 AT A Pintle nozzle throat area. Used in VIC
t logic (!'.2)

5736 WR Weight of propellant renDved. Used in MhC

577IPR Total missile impulse and vacuum impulse,

5738 IV Irespectively, zucastired from stagej ~~initiation to the time being printed (lb-sec) --

5739 Ir I P Pitch control thrust impulse from stage

initiation to the time being printed (Ib sec)

5740 1YYaw control thrust impulse from stage
initiation to -the ti-me being printed (lb-st-c)

5741 IDELD2 Sun of pitch angular thrust vectoring
velocities from stage init~ation to the time

b~ing printed (dog)ý

57142 IDELDY tySum of yaw angular thrust vectoring veiocities
fromr stage initiation t,) the time being
printedt (dez)

574-3 LF LF Output total velocity loss due to back pressure from
stage initiation to time. being printed (Ib-sec)

5744 PELTAV 44Ideal missile velocity resulting fromn
achieved thrust (ft/sec)

57t45 IR I Auxiliary roll control system delivered
totp-i impulse (lb-sec)

5746 LD I.. Drag velocity loss fran stage ignition
xft/sec)

5747 HE 1% Beating parimeter. Integral of qv from .ge -

initiation to the time being print.d (1b;ft)
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5748 LGG L Gravity losses, from trajectory initiatfctn

O 5748 LGG g to the tiae being printed (ft/sec)

5749-5750 Open

5751 XDDEE X Instantaneous northernly canponent of

vehicle acceleration at launcher (ft/sec2)

5e52 YDDEE InstanUtneous easternly component of

vehicle acceleration at launcher (ft/lec2 )

5753 ZDDEE Z Instantaneous dovaward component of vehicle

acceleration at launcher (ft/sec2 )

5754-5756 Open 
-Y

5757 QDB 4b Instantaneous vehicle angular pitch

zcceleration. Pitch up positive (deg/sec 2 )

5758 RDB R Instantaneous vehicle angular yaw
acceleration. Yaw right positive (deg/sec 2 )

9PDB Instantaneous vehicle angular roll

accelem tion, roll clockwise positive (deg/sec2 ) A

5760 TIETDB Hb Achieved vehicle Euler angle pitch rate

b •(deg/sec)

576M PSIDB W'b Achieved vehicle Euler angle yaw rate (deg/sec)

5762 P111DB Achieved vehicle Euler angle roll rate (dng/sec)bm

"50""LD Pitch thru.st defIceticn an~ular acceleration

7p angle positive up kucg/secl)

-5764 DELDDY Yaw thrust deflection angular acceleration

angle positive left (deglsec2 )

5765-5768 Open

5769 FDR Time rate change of roll control thru.tR_ (Ib/sec)

S5770 WDR Roll control system mass flow rate (Ib/sec)

B• 5771 Open]5772 THETM e Desired vehicle pitch Euler angular rate

(deg/sec)

5773 PSM! " Desired vchicle yaw Euler angular rate

(deg/sec)

; 774 PHIDM Desired vehicle roll Biler angular rate (deg/sec)
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F~ORTRAN Engineer's
L-number Sy§mbol 5ymbol Definition
5775 VTD VTarget tangential acceleration (ft/see)ýTj

5776 'IND ~ Target normal acceleration (ft/see)

5777 VC-D VC Target transverse acceleration (ft/sec)

5778GAAIAIT ýTTarget pitch flight path angular
5778GAMMD 'Trate (deg/see)

5779 ZETATD Target azimuthal path angular
rate (deg/sec)

5780 HTD hT Target altitude rate (ft/sec)
5781 STD S~TTrgtdwragraef/ec

5782 STOD ST arget crown range rate (ft/sec)
TI

5783 1RBB rb Propellant: burn rate (in. /sec)
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FORTRAN Engineer's
L-nt iber Symbol symbol Definition

5781A PDC Time rate change of chamber pressure
5C (lb/n 2 -sec)

"5785 ADT Time rate charge of pintle throat arec
(in 2 -sec)

5786 W4*T WMI Mass flow rate of gases three pintl.ý nozzle
throat lb/isec)

5787-5800 Open

5801-5840 BLOCK(1)-(40) Begin reserved for coding output block 'dbi)

5841, Z(l,I) IFN(1) Calcult ted main table nozý-le back pressure
impulse for stage I (lb-see)

584g- Z(2,1) I (I) Calcula ted main table input total impulse
adjusted to vacuum conditim s for stage I
(lb-sec)

35843 Z(3,1) I Calculated input vacuum corrected main
table time adj=xsted thrust intcgral for

stage I (lb-sec)

5844 Z(4,1) v ) Calculated main table vacuum adjusted thrust
integral for stage I (lb-sec) - -

5845 Z(5,1) Calculated main table thrust multiplier for
'FM l)stage I (lb-sec)

5ý46 Z(6,1) I . Calculated main ta.,le adjusted to vacuumr
sp:,L, specific impulse for stze I (see) D

5847 Z(7,I) Calzula ted complementa.y table nozzle back

prs-;'re impulse for stage i (Ilb-sec:

^

5848 Z(8,1) Calcuiateo completentary table input total
"" implilse aojusted co vacuum condition for

stage i (Ib-sec:)

5849 Calculated input acu.un corrected complc-
mantarv zable time adjusted thrust integral
for stage I (I.h-sec)

5850 Z(lOd) I Calclated complementary table \acuum

ad'.stod thrust integral for stage I (ib-sec)

5$51 Z(i',I) X: .... Calculate:! comprem.ntary Lahle thrust

S.J•imultiplite for stage I (di -)n

5352 14J.21). 2,C1i) Calf-ulr -d coaplem entary table acdiust-d to 27
vac'um specific impul-se for stage ! (sr-,. -
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5853 Z(13,11) ICalcula ted input main and complementary
impulse corrected to vacuum conditio~n for
stage I (ib-sec)

5854 Z(14,'-) I TN l Calculated main and cormplemeat-ary vacuum
adjusted thrust integral for Stage- 1.A
(ib-sec)

5855 Z(15,1) IvQ Cal~cu'-ited input vacuum corrected wain and
VT~l.)conplementary impulse corrected for stage I

(Ib-sec)

5856 Z(1,2) I Calculated main table nozLle back pressure
impul~s'- .,.r stage II (lb-sec)

5857 Z.(2,2) I vM2) Calcul. ezd ioain table input total impulse
Vi~j adjus-..ed to vacuum conditions for stage 11

(lb-sec)

5358 Z(3,2' T Calculated inpuit vacuum corrected main
~vrn(2)tAble time adjusted thrust integral for

stage 1I (Ib-sec)

5859 Z(4,2) I '% 2Calculated main table vacutun adjusted
vN(2)thrust integral for stage II (Ib-se,)

5860 Z(5,2) K*Calk. qted nain table thrust multiplier
FILI(2)for stage 11 (dim)

5861 Z(6,2) I Calculated maizn table adjusted to vacuum
spl'(2)speeific impulse for stage ILI (see-)

5862 Z(7,2) 1F()Calculated cc~plem&entary table n~z, e back
pressure impulse for stage 11 (Ib-sec)

5863 Z(8,2) I~'2 Calculated comiplementary table input total
impulse adjusW 6 to vacuum condition for
stage 11 (lb-sec)

5864 Z(9,2) Iv(2 Calc-lated input vacuum corrected
complementary table LLime adjusted thrust
integral for stage 11 (lb-sec')

585 (122)J Calculated complementary table ýncuum
adjusted thrust integral for stage 11 (lb-sec)

5866 Z(il,2,) K~~~Calculated complementary tab-le thrust
multiplier for stage II(Dim)

5867 7 Z, TCalculated complemzentary table adjusted to
vacuum specific impulse for -stage i1 (sec)
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L-number Symbol. Symbol Definition

5868 Z(13,2) I Calculated input mair, and complementaryvT(2) impulse corrected to vacuum conditions for

stage II (ib-sec)

5869 Z(14,2) l*T(2) Calculated main and complemer:tary vacuk-m
adjusted thrust integral for Stage II (Ib-sec)

5870 Z(15,2) I Calcuiated inp,!t vacuum corrected main and
v()complementary impulse time corrected for

stage II (lb-sec)

5871 Z(1,3) I Calculated main table nozzle back pressurc
8I(3) impulse for stage III (ib-sec)

5872 Z(2,3) 1 Calculated main table input total impulse
5872 V, adjusted to vacwium conditions for stagc ill

(ib-sec)
5873 Z(3,3) I Calculated input vacuum corrected main

table time adjusted thrnst integral for

stage Ill (lb-sec)

5874 Z(4,3%1 I* Calculated main table vacuum adjusted

584'(3) thrust intugral for stage IIl (lb-gec)

5875 Z(5,3-) KCal-.uated main table thrust multiplier W

for _,tage III (d~m)

5876 Z(6,3) i M,spl,(3) Calculated main table ad.usttd to vacuum
soecific impulse far stage III (sec)

5877 Z(7,3) I Calculated complementary table nozzle back
F( pressure impulse for stage !,I (lb-sec)

5878 7(8,3) !vC(3) CaLcub tea complementary table input total
impulse adjusted to vacuum conditions for
stage III (Ib-sec)

5993,1 T vC(3) Catculated inpbt icuum corrected
393r-pleinentary table time a~djusted thrust integral
for stage III (lb-see)

5880 Z(10,3) ) Calculated complementary table vecuum
VC(3) adjusted thrust integral for stage Ill

(0b-seZ)

5881 Z(11,3) K Catculated complementary tabie thrust
multipler for stage IIl (dim)

5882 Z(12,3) I Calculated complementary table adjusted to
1spc(3) vacuum specific impulse for stage Ill (5ec)
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L-number Symbol SXMOol Definition-

5883 Z(13,3) Calculated input main and complementary
impulse correcced to vanuum conditions
for stage III (Ib-sec)

5884 Z(14,3) T( Calculated main. and complementary vacuum

adjusted thrust integral for stage III

(lb -sec)

5885 Z(15,3) IvT(3) Calcupafei input vacuum corrected Aain
and compl.!'entary impulse time corrected
for stage III (lb-sec) I

5886 Z(l,4) 1 Caiculated main table nozzle back pressur
5Z,(4) impulse for stage IV(lb-sec)

5887 Z(2,4) I Calculated main table input total impulse

adjusted to vacuum conditions for Stage IV
(lb-sec)

5888 Z(3,4) IvC(4 Calculated input vacuum corrected n'ain table I
time adjusted thrust integral for .age IV
(ib-sec)

5889 Z(4,4) Calculated main table vacuum adjusted58z44I _M4)thrust integral for stage IV (lb-sec)

5890 Z(5,4) %1(4) Calculated main table thrust multiplier
fcr stage IV (dim)

5Isp,(4 Calculated main ta-le at usted to vacuum

5891 Z(6,4) specific impulse for stage IV (sec)

5892 Z(7,4) I Cnlculated complementary table nozzle back
4 presstsre impulse for stage IV (Pb-sac)

5893 Z(8,4) I Calculated complementary table input total I
impulse adjusted to vacuum conditia s for
stage IV (ib-sec)

5894 Z(9.4) IvC(4) Calcuilated input vacuum corrected
complementary table time adjusted thrust
integral for stage IV (lb-sec)

5895 Z(1O,4) I 4 Calculated compiementary table vacc;m-
vC(4) adjusted thrust integral for stage IV

(lb-sec)

5896 Z(1l,4C) Calculated complementary table thrust
"F (4J multiplier for stage IV (dim)

897 ,.(I,4 TspC(4) Calculated complementary table adjusted to

vacuum Specific impulse for stage IV (9ec)
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5898 Z(13,4) I Calculated input main and complementary
SIvT•• impulse corrected to vacuum conditions

for stage IV (ib-sec)

5899 Z(14,4) IvT(4) Calculated main and complementary vacuum
adjusted thrust integral for stage IV (ib-sec)

5900 Z(15,4) IT(4, Calculated input vacuum correcte- main and
compleme.tary inpulse time corrected for stage
IV (lb-see)

5901 SAVED(ll) V l(Bl) Missile inertial velocity at the termination
of stage I (ft/sec)

5902 SAVED(2,1) hBI) Missile geometric altitude at the
termination of stage I (ft)

*5903 SAVED(3,1) 71(BI) Pitch flight path angle at the termination
of stage I angle between the earth referenced
velocity vector and the local tangent plane.
?ositive away from the earth (deg)

5904 SAVED(4,l) W,1I Total missile weight at the termination of
stage I (lb'

5905 SAVW'Ot5,l) S Total missile ground range at the termination
of the glide phase if the powered flight
were to end at the termination of stage I (nm)

5906 SAVED(6,1) LF(BI) Tetal thrust velocity loss due to back
pressure for stage I (ft/see)

5907 SAVED(7,1) LD(Bl) Drag velocity loss for stage I (ft/sec)

5908 SAVED (8,1) Lg8 ]) Gravity velocity loss for stage I (Ft'sec)

5909 SAVED(9,1) LV(Bl) Vectoring velocity loss for stage I (ft/see)

5910 SAVED(lO,l) AV(BI) Ideal missile velocity for stage I (ft/se:-)
5911 SAVED(1l,1), Vehicle accelerationdue ýo total thrust and

S(aerodynamic force at the termination of

stage I (g's)

5912 SAED(12,l) Missile dyramic pressure at the termination A4
of stage I (IbIftC)

5913 SAVED(13,1 Iv(BI) Total missile vacuum impulse for stage !
((lb-sec)

5914 SAVED (I -) h Perigee altitude of the glide phase if theP(BI powered fligh. were to e.d at the termination A

of stage I (nrm)

*.ztored v.altes of saved angles are in degrees I•- 552
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5915 SAVED(15,1) ha(Bl) Apogee altitude of the glide phase if the
powered flight were to end at the termina:ion
of stage I (nrm)

5916 SAVED(16,1) t Total flight time to the termination of the
ef(Bl) glide phase if the powered flight were to

end at the teir.ination of stage I (sec)

"*5917 SAVED(17,1) y Impact or intercept inertial pitch flight
path angle if the powered flight were to
end at the termination of stage I (deg)

5918 SAVED(18,) Vf Missile inertial velocity at the termination J

of the glide phase if the powered flight
were to end at the termination of stage I :
(ft/sec)

591.9-5925 Open

5926 SAVE-D(l,2) VMissile inertial velocity aL the termipationI(B2II VI(B2 ) of stage II (ft/sec)

5927 SAVED(2,2) h,) Missile geometric altitude at the termination
597 ,ED2,)of stage II (ft)

*5928 SAVED(3,2) 71(B2) Pitch flight path angle at the termination
of stage I1. Angle betveen the earth

referenced velocity vector and the local
tangert plane. Positive away from the earth.
(deg)

5929 SAVED(4,2) W(B2) Total instantaneous missile weight at the
,termination of staig# II (Ib)

51930 SAVED (5,24) S Total missile ground range at the termination

D 5 2 f(B) of the glide phase of the powered flight

were to end at the termim tion of st ge TI (nm) z

5931 SAVE-D(6,2) LF(B2) Total thrust w iocity loss due to back
pressure for stage Il (ft/see)

5932 SAVED'(7,2) LD(B 2 ) Drag velocity loss for stage II (ft/see)

5933 SAVED(8, 2) IB2) Gravity velocity loss for stage II (ft/see)

5934 SAVED(9,2) VIMB2) Vectoring velocity loss for stage 11 (ft/sec) A

5935 SAVED(1O,2) &V(B2) Ideal missile velocity for stage II (ft/se-)

5936 SktD(ll,2) aXb(B2) Vehicle acceleration due to total thrust and
aerodynamic force at the termination of
stage II (g's) ME,

(Stored values of saved angles are in degrees) 2 A
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5937 SAVED(12,2) q Missile dyn.•aic pressure at the ten ination
of stage II (lb/ft)

5938 SAVED(13,2) I(B2) Toral missile vacuum impulse for stage IIv ~ (lb-sec)

5939 SAVED(14,2) h Perigee altitude of the glide phase if thep(B2)
powered flight were to end at the termination
of stage Ii (nrm)

5940 SAVED(15,2) h a(B2) Apogee altitude oi the glide phase if the
powered flight were to end at the termination
ef stage II (nm)

5941 SA¶ED(16,2) tf Total flight time to the termination of the
flight phase if the powered flight vere to
end at the termination of stage I! (see)

5942 SAVED(17,2) 7 11f(B2) Impact or intercept inertial pitch flight
path angle if the powered flight were to ond
at the termination of stage II (deg)

5943 SAVED(18,2) VlfB2) Missile inertial velocity at the termination
If2 of the glide phase if the powered flight were

to end at the termination of stage 11 (ft/see'.

5944-5950 Open

5951 SAVED(1 3) V Missile inertial velocitv -t the terminatian mIof stage !II (ft/sec)

5952 -AltED(2,3) h(Bn) Missile geometric altitude at the termination
52of stage III (ft)

5953 SAV..D(3,3) 7 Pitch flight path angle at the termination

"S D,) l of stage III. Angle between the earth

referenced velocity vector and the local
tangent plane. Positive away from the
earth (deg)

5954 SAVED(4,3) W Total instantaneous missile weight at the
termination of stage III (Ib)

5955 SAD(5,3) S Total missilz -,Luund range at the termination
Arf the glide phase if the powered flight were
to e-id at the termination of stage ITl (nm)

5956 SAVED(6,3) B Total thrust velocity loss due to bacl A-
pressure for stage III (ft/sec)

5957 S•sVED(7,3) LD(B3) Drag velocity loss due to back prehsure for
stage III (frtsec)
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5958 SAVED(8,3) Lg(B3) Gravity velocity loss for stage III %ft.sec)

5959 SAVED(9,3) LV(B3) Vectoring velocity loss for stage III (ft/sec)

5960 SAVED(10,3) 4 V(B3) Ideal missile velocity for stage III (ft/sec)
5961 SAVED(ll,3) a Vehicle acceleration dueto total thrust and

aerodynamic force at the termination of

stage III (g's)

5962 SAVED(2,3) (Missile dynamic pressure at the terminati on
of stage iii (lb/ft2)

5963 SAVED(13,3) ITotal missile vacuum impulse for stage III
(B3) ore(lb-sic)

5964 SAVED(14,3) h Perigee altitude of the glide phase if the
p(M) powered flight were to end at the termination

of stage 1I (nm)

50965 SQAWED(15,3) "b ' 'pogee altitude of the glide ph~se if thea(B3)powered flight were to end at the termination

of stage HII (nm)
5966 SAVED(166,3) t Total flight time t the termination of the

. glide phase if the powered flight were to end

at the termim tion of stage III (sec)

5967 SAVED('7,3) 'lif Impact or intercept in-: ial I ých flihtpath angle if the powercd fligi were to

end at the termination of stage III (deg)

5968 S.VED(18,3) V Missile it -. *tial veiocity at the termination5968 S,•ED(IB,3
of the glide phase if the powered flight were
to end at the terminatiat oL stage III .'ft/sec)

5969. 5975 Open

5976 SAVED(1,4) V Missile inertial velocity aZ the termimtion
of stage IV (ft;sec)

5977 SAVED(2,4) h Missite geometric altitude at the termination
of stage IV (ft)

5978 SAVED(3,4; Pitch flight path angle at the temim tion

() of staie IV. Angle betwecn the earth

referenced velocity vector and the local I
tangent plane. Positive away from the-
earth (deg)

5979 SAVED(4.t.) W Total instantanpous missile aeight at tileI
termination of stage 117 (lb)
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5980 SAVED(5,4) Total missile ground range at the termination

Sf(B4)
of the glide phase if the powered flight
were to end at the termination of stage IV
(tun)

5981 SAVED(6,4) LB Total thrust velocity loss due to back
pressure for stage IV (ft/sec)

S5982 SAVED(7,4) LD(B) Drag velocity loss for stage IV (ft/sc-c)

5983 SAVED(8,4) Lg(B4) Gravity velocity loss for stage IV (ft/sec)

5984 SAVED(9,4) LV(B4) Vectoring velocity loss for stage IV (ft/sec)

5985 SAVED(lO,4) AV(B) Ideal missile velocity for stage IV (ft/sec)

5986 SAVED(II,4) a ~b(B4) Vehicle acceleration due to total thrust and
aerodynamic force at the terminatim of
stage IV (gt s)

5987 SAVED(12 4) q(B4) Missile dynamic pressure at the termination
of stage IV' (lb/ft 2 )

5988 SAED(13,4) I(B4) Total missile vacuum itnpz Ise for stage IV (lb/sec)

5989 SAVE)d14,4) h Perigee altitude of the glide phase if the --
powered flight were to end at the termination
of stage " (Im)

5990 SAVED(15,4) h(B) Apogee altitude of the glide phase if the
powered flight were to end at the termination
of atage IV (Im)

5991 SAWED(16,4) tThtal flight time to the teinination of the
tglide phase if the powered flight were to -2

end at the termination of stage IV (see)

5992 SAIVED(17,4}i 7 11f(4) Impact or intercept inertial pitch flight
path angle if the powered flight were to 47,

end at the termination of stage IV (see)
5993 SAVED(18,4) V Missile inertial velocity at the termimtien

of the glide phase if the powered fl.ghz

were to end at the termination of stage IV
(ft/sec)

5994-5999 Open
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4M 4. Load Sheets

The load sheets are shown in the following pages.
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'1. PWNTO T
Printout forrniats for tWe input anid output prints -are given. in th~is ,a

The X's an~d O's show., in the forma~ts represent spaces for integers anti minlus

signs, respectively. The numbers and letters appearing at the left ;ide of the

-printlines are always printed with their respective printlines.

The basic deck (BD) . reference run (1R)~, and run kRIN) numbers and

page number appear on every printout page. Th,'e date is also printed. -

1. u s rne as shown in the following pages.

if all teprmtrinaline ar2 zero, the line f eletcd. If -the linep.

in a titled section contain all zeros, the title is deleted.

The T-card message- is printed after the words "INPUT FOAR".

228

A

A

586

2-



INPUT PRINT

BD XXX2. RR XXX. RU.1 XOOOX. DATE MO ~XX M PAGE X

INPUT FOR (MESSAGE IN TRAJECTORY RUN CARD, COL1.ThIS 2THRL 57)

INITIATL CONDITIONSX

0 y Y y y
3 OX. O0)=.=K00 OM0C.X-V-X OXX. OX. 0oCx. O2x.

o 0 0 h0 s0

14 0.V.X20X= OM.OX0XXX C-0XX.XM=~X

h

17 OXXXXXX OXX.XXXXX OXX.XX0DI

AwPL hE
20 o20O000i.xx 0xxxa0xx. XXX20mX.

ee
23 0XXX.20)OMM 0OXKD.XXX2 0.U.X.OXn oxxx'XcXxxZLN.x XXX2X

0ma mo ma
28 OMX.XXXXX aXXX.XXXXX WM*XXjQCX

Qbo Rb bo
31 OXXX.XXXX OXXX..XXX OXXCX.XXXX

bo b bo
7-34 0XX=.M=X X0.X~XOX 20~

AS ORBITAL ELM'ENT VALUES

k k h K r h
cl c2 f 7 c~ e

F37 OX.XX200cOXX OX CXX2 XOXXr OXXXXXX. OX. XXXXl CXXXXXX

TRANSVERSE INITIAL COINDITIONS.

A3 oXXXXKXXX. ONXXXX. XXXXX OX X XXX. VXLX

GUIDANCE ALI&1M4ET

46 0)xx.x)Mc ooc)Mo= 0)=.==00

587



W3T8 "8 J

70 0X.2OOOOOCE.VX XXXX OX.2DOcX0coXX

MH14T ?ROCEDURE 1

P11 K n
. x tl a ~ a

~173 OX. O.Y. TMX. OX. OXX2O 0)0= cX

rN a-

80 OX.MLMOOc0XX OX.XXXXECOX 0X.LX2~XXoxx XXXXX

P2 R f nJ D 41 t2

914 OMWX 0X.)XXXXE0XX OX.X)D,%E-MM OXXXX OX.L-WX-E0X OX. XCXOMMM±1 T aj
191 o; X.XUMEOXX omX O.X.X*XXXXEO

1345-M OX.XXXKXXEOO.OX .XXEOXDOXM~.EXxXXXE Ox-X m.xowXom2Co.,ummx

1 158 OX ..XX)OCXEOXOX.XXXXX OX ý OX.OOCEDOm

UPPTER LIMIT P-2

161 AL2 'L3

14OX.=WXXVXX OXX.XXX%-OiXXE(OXXo.MLXX;vEO)W OX4XXXXEOX

jill' 6Y--
15 XXMCI0%MNX-o ~DD=



16 O L5 x L6 XU

165 0X3)O=,,OFX OX .X)OXXXEO OXXXO XXEOXX OX .X-L%%%'D~OXX

COMPUTE INTERVAL

~cl cl 'ý'c2 tc2

168- OXMiO~.=XXX OXXXXX.=2~ 0=XX..XX= OXX)=~. XXX

c3 c4 c4c
172 OX)OO=.%.-&-M WXX,-X .. XXX (OXMX.MXXXX OXXXXX X.XXXX

cc; C5c6 co
176 O)XXX.X=OX OXJ-X)MXX * lxxOX M XX OXXXX.XXX

AtC7 t7 0 AtC6 t c8
180 OXXXX.X-,DXXX Ax.xo OXX.xx.oxoc xx

MIAIN PRINT

.!tPI tp 1  ~ p2 tp2
184 0=000=XXX D)OM2~X.,X-On OMV..XX * XXX aXXXX.X)xx

p3, P3  p4 p4

188 010=cX.==2O OXXXXX.X2L OXX* XX OXO( XX

p5 5 p6 p66

192 OXXXX.XXx) XXXX.XX OmXX.x~xmk MXX .Xxx-X

Cp7 tpS tps

196 0000C. XXX OMXX xxxx O)DM' O=.XXXOM QQX7~.xm~

PRINTr FLAGS

PL-DA PL-COB ?L-tK FL-KB PL-N PL-O

20') ox. OX. OX. OX. OX. OX. OX. ox. \o.

AUXILEARY PRIN'T

209 OMOcXO)M OEM WOX OX2--KXX G=MX o)UM0 oXXXX a aomx OXXX (cO OXXXX

P1 ~ Pl P2. P2
220 02)XXX .x=00 MYMMXX.XXX OX2cX.XXXXX O)M=.y-%2CXx.

btP3 t 3 AtP4tP4

224 OX0O=.XXX~a O=17.XO- OM X '%.)D=O XXX .MLC%.X

P5P5 'P16 PF6
228 0=OO~.XX)D% XVX JOC-%7OC OX~Q .~



t~P7  tP7  ~ P8 tPS

232 OXXXK.)000CM OOcXXX.,00 000.XXX CM X= O2 -XXXXXg

SPECIAL PRINT

ati Kt, ot2 Kt 2

236 OXXXX OX.XKMOCMXOXX O200Q OX.,OOOcEOX
ot-3 Kt 3  "t4 t

240 oxx6 ox.mXXcMEOXX OXXX OX.OOOOOEOXX

Kt
244 OXXXX OX41 X0ECIM0 OXXX (X .XIM2OCE XD

K K't77 't8 Kt8
248 OXXXOC OK .XXJOMXOXX O=XX OX .XX2000CEO2OC

DISCONTINUITY PRINT

'Dl 7D2 'D~3  "D 'D5 %,6 t'1 7  0
252 OX=X a= OXXMCOXX OMXX OXW.C O=)O c0oxW OXLXXO

MAXIMUM PRINT

arn M2 ara Tm. %3 m4 'y%4 m5 ,,5
26n) MXKOC MMOX OXXOX. 0XXMO( XWO. O2OXX OMM0. OXXX OXX. M . WM

STAGINIG VALUES

T I B B2 TB 3 T4 a4 TBi %i T 2 B ~ a B5  aBM
270 OX. OMLXXX OX, OX2O0X O.X0  OXXXX OX. OXXX OX, cOXXM

bc -rýRAT ION TOLERANCES

280 OXX2O 0XX.%%%'WE0X

Ar2
282 OXX)M OX.~OXXXM.,OXX

ar A'
A 12 r8

302- G=XX OX.XXXXXXKOXX

aeI



BR2EAK UP TOLERANCES
AAABA Bttx x

L306 +O.XX2OXXXE+XX i0~DD.} OXE+. I0.XXXXX+yxX +0.XXXXXXXX+XX

ATTITUDE CON'ROL

310 OX. OT-W O.X.) WXE OX .%CO='3OXX OX.l=0UMV0) OM .DOGVý

3941 OX. a=%-K OX .MD=JOX'X O.X.Y* 0XEO= 0X.n"X=a*, o)=.x0Oox oyxx. xxxx
- -401 OXXXX.XXXX OXXXX. X%'XX OXXXX. XXX (OXXXX.XXXX OXXXXXXXX

WIND PROFILE

V'h K
407 OX.XM=E'OMx 0X.XXXXXOXX 0X.-XMX*XXE0X

Ar 410 OX .)a3%%"O.XX 0)=..M

h-.0 '00 W30
497 OX. MX:iXXEMOXX OX..XE'3QXXEtW.oxxx

MODE

Myl 0M1kM
600 OX. OXXXX CK.:00= =~O

-627 Wu. 0O=X OX. XXXOXXY_

TARGET CYINMICAL CON4DITION'S

630 __ o .cJ=~

7TO - ST TOO STC()

b~32 MWXx::~ ]CM. XXWOcO 0xXx-YjX OXXXX xXxxx. OX>

63.3 OXXXX.XXXX OXXXX XXXXi
5;91
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- Ti"T1"n, aTCI
640 OXXXXX.X2O= oxx.mXX) W.'XX.)OO OXXX. XXXX

tT7 =~7 '7 aTCI
664 0XOX=.2OOO OLC.ZOO 0200(.XXOO OXXX. XXIIXXX

668 OXXNXX XXXX OXXXX. XXXX
IDMT CYCLE AND SLEW RAE GRIT

Aekd he h

670 Onx OX 0OO. DD=OO.XX

674 2OOO.XMMX 0M.'OOO XXXXW=O~.

TV'C PROPERTME

ITYC exi$pn
677 OX.mx=xOXX 0--vO.XXXEMD o=.XXX.0000

mef 6 m~xwd ktpf
680- OMOaOC.XXXX 0MO.2O)OO O.XXXXXX.XX oxx.

TITLED PRILT FLAG

1IP-"I
683 MX. OXX
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THRUST MlODULATION CONTROL

IFK T

800 OXX. OXX=~ OX. XXXXXXEOXX O-XX. OX-.XXXXXX EO.XX OXXXXX. XXXX

MIN, q

806 OX. XXUXXXEOX YX OXXXXX . XXXX O.XKXXX.MXX OXXXXX. XXXXX

IF K
y7 Fy7 Fy7

800 OXX OXXXX. OX. XX.X.\~OXOX X-~ OCOKX.)~O

860 OX. X(X VXEOXX OLXKXXXX.. ,:\XXX OX.XX.XX .\ XXXX OXX)LCX.I-cXXX

SPECIFIC VEIDfCITY TIME PROFILE

t -V
vPl P1

L670 OXXX5L\. XX.\XzX OX XX.X. XXXX

tVP 1 5  V1

-159



lNPUT PRINT

STAGE ONE

Al MAIN THRUST-1WEIGHT

D k

vT I'

104oOOOOOKJxc.x oxxOo=~a.x 0xJOO)DD CEOxc

wK Iý KO

a ba5  bC

1017 O-DMX.XX -J~ o =~O~~.=DCo~c
ti F

1 1 25
1020 C tOX=.XXX oX<.LXXXXXXEOX oxxx-omo~xxE

F25 2
25252

1092 oXlo=X.xmX ox.X%-UoO)D OX.X\-OL~XnaaO
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MAIN THRUST MOTOR BALLISTICS

K095 .XXXXX X. XXXXXX X.XXIXXXX +0 XX=XXXD+X.X XXXXX).LXX

CSTAR ATREF 1111100 FW2T WP

XXXX. XXX XXXX. XXXX X. vcxXX XXX. XXX XXXXXXX. XXX

ITMI A CASI CAS2 CAS3
+0.XXXXD'X X XXXX 0 XXXD+XX +0.XXXXXXD4XX +0.XXJ)XX X 73)

AXIMAX AX.MNIN PXAPCBREF

NXXXXXX. XX X"Ax XXX. XX XXXX L X XXXXX. XXX

J TIME VAC THRUST CIL. PR ES PODOJT PROP FRACT.

XX.=XXX 0.XXXD-XX- 'XX XX +0 XXXXXD4-XX X. XXXXXX

13 ,XIX.X.XOOO-X 4 0. X X XD~ XN.KXX)X X XX 40.',"XXXD+-XX X. XXXX-XX

J TlIVE WEB SURFACE VOLUME EX. AREA

xx X. XxXXLX X.)DrXLX.KX +0. X-XXXXX=D4XX +0. X) VCXXXD + X.X XXXXXX . XXX

?~c. X-axXX X. XXX>0XXX 0.X X ýX)'X XXD4X +V. C OXX-.VVXDi-XX X X)X. XXX

CaM.PLEIMENTARY THRUST-WEIGHT

Yli %C KteI Sc A C
1100 0X00XX XXXXX X-XOX OXX L XX X0.XX0

WXXD'--a 0. 0% pMX0=. =
-wco vC -i0 D ParC

1105 OX0QXXwD[L.X O~CXXXX=.X OX.X OX. x GX=0.XmD- V
Cl Ci c

1110 OX=XX.XX= cK.X.Do0cmc x 0.XlmmomXX0X

tlF U
25 C25 "C25
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-A~ FORCE- _ - --- =---

P 5~RC C
-' ~11851 OxOOO.2OOXOO0XX.XOKKOXOX.2 S

1186 0OOUX.KXtX OXX.XXXXXX

1216 O0cXM.JXXX a.xjoooo

-= P1JN NFOR

$F 'PC

.218 0)GOOcX.JCOOOC GOOOOQOC

NOIHALL FORCE COEFFICIENTS

RN'

1220 GO0OC.XXOOX 0OCX.XJXXXX OXX.20000C -

-1 Rhfa %'21 CU3 Cpi

1223 0XOCXXJCO= OLX..XXOOWOOO OfCX.2OCOOCOXX0X.X2OO MOQC0O 0=4M=jOOC

1l5 %115 C25CN 3 l, P1
* 1293 am X.2oOOW 0XODE((.VOOcOO.OOXE OC OSOO.XOOOO

AEROflYMflIC PIT1CH DAMAPING COEFFZIEN7$-

D; M N

KQ RQ 6 B
1301 0XX.XXK% XXX M.OjO~ OXKX.)OO()DO.OO

1305 XXX OJOODOOCOX.XJODOOCEOJO QOX)OOOM2CEXX

1347 Mr..xMa=x a.cO O~XX OX 4OX QXX]CE
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K CLUSTER CHAkRACTERISTICS AND SIDE IMPULSE

1380 MWX xXX OXX.xxIDC 0oxx.xXm OX.XXXX 0oCx.,=

TVC ANW1ALflS
AL K'4PiY

1386 O]OM.=X OXX.MXX OXX.XXXX 0XX.=D OXYX.XXX

PITCH STEERING

a3 1 a 1

1391 0)=. XX2OOX2O OX..XX"XO)E0=

bb1

-1 Kg 1 21 '31211397 K Nx~ WMOXOX 0)=a ox)WD'oDo

Y-AW STEERINNG

1401 OX.XX'XXXXXX EOX\X -OX)XXXX.XX-.x

ROLL ANOMNALIE-S

6MR -SR ~ RC 1 V

1403 OXX. )XXXXX x >MXX LN0IUc oxxK. 3xx cxx

-jET DAMPING

- Xf

1417 G=.X-&O-2Q O2OO.MXoc XXa
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INITIAL TVC CONDITIONS

5 Po ro5otYo F Ro
1420 OMO~.X=DOOCC O0)C. XM= OMC. )00QXX OQOC.M0OOy OX. XXXXXXXXEOXX
1425 O.XXXXX .XXXXX OXXCMXXX OXXX OXX.XXX. D%"%OCX.X

STAGE ATTIT14DE REACTION

1428 0Wx.XXXXXX QXX M. X XX)MXX

GIMBAL LOCATIONS

e - Ye e
1430 XX .XXXXX XXXX = .OGX XX. xxxx xx xxxx :ocxx .xx

TVC CHARACTERISTICS

1435 UxxX..XXM0= xx.xM=xx XXX.mXXXXX )a.)==~xx

LIMITS

L 2 L3 L4 L5
1440 1 =LX 2 X.%-' 3 ~ a) 4 5x

LL,. L LLL6 8 9 1
1445 N3XXX.xxxx~ XACXX.XXXX XX.XXXXXXXXX xX.xxxx

xD KmY ýA1' Y-RY1
1450- .XXX.,*00 XX.XXXXX XX.XXXX )MXrjDM

;61 -I1j ~GI Gm
1454 Xooc.xoooCx X.X OX. ==XX OX.XOOOXXED C

%P "-2 K-RP2 YKRY2
3,4591 =Kc.M=~c MMo.Mooco XX.XX=o~ x.ooo

YKP 2  Y2 YG2 KG2

1463 XX=.X)W= 30OC,)DM=OCX. 0=OC OX.XO000CEX

KDP3 XDY3 %RP3 Ka, 3

1468 XOXK.IXXXn M.M=C.XXOO O.]OO X(X.XX=O

r f-
Y-I 3 F"'IY 3

1472 ,Oc.2.ooo XMOO OX.
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MASS PROPERTIES

y -z
1475 OXX.xmoxxxx oxxjowxxx Cxx .~X.OcX)OO

1478Xcgcg cg1478XXXEoxX oxx. xXXXXXX OXX. XXXX2GO= OXX.XrDD=~
w I

n n n1482 oxXOcxx,Ux oX~ooOOOC.XX OX=XXXXXXOOO

1485 ONXXXX. XXXXX QXX.X OXXXXX. XXXXX

1 Cg ZCgl Z
148OXXXXX CXXXXZ. XXXXX OXXXXXxx. XX OXXX. XXXXXX OXXXXXXX. XX

I ~yI
ZIL cgl Xi

1492 OXXXXXXX.XX GXc,XX~XxxX cXXXXXXX.XX

Xyl YZI zX1
1495 OXXXXXXXjcm OXXXXXX.nXX OXXXXX.X.XXX

1Xcgis Y15 cg15
1628 OXXXXXXXX. X oxXXX. XXXXX OXXXXXX. ,XX OXXX. XXX.XXX

I ~yI
Z15 cgl5 X15

1692 OXXXXXXX. XX OXXX.LXXXXX (OXXXXXXX. XX

XY15 XZI5 ZX15
1695 OX-X=XXX XXX OXXXXXX XXX OXXXXXXX. XXX
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ROLL CONTROL

L D1  FlLR

_ 1638 xxxxx. xxxx -XX. XxxxOOx X . X~XXXpjm XXX. XXXXXX X-CXXX.X.XX

KDRI KRR1 spRl R2

-~1643 XXX XX XX. XXXXXXXXX X. XXXXXXX XCX. XXXX'XX XXX.XXX

D F
R2R2 2 F 2  LRc2

10648 XXXX. XXXXI Xx0c. XXXXX X KXXX XXX. XXXXX XXXXX . xxxxx

LEYDR2 ARFR2 1spR2 tvR

- 1653 XXXX. XX X.XXXXXXYXXXX X XXXX. )OOOOC' XXXX .XXXY2XX

L 7 JR3 R3 4A3  
1 Rc'o

76,58 XXXX. XXXXX XXIXX. XXXXXXX LX.XXXX%,X XXX. XXXX X,=X. XXXXX

KDR3 K.RR3 tspR3

'663 XXX .XXXXXXX.XXXXX'C-=XX XX. -XXXXXXXX XXX. XXXXXXX

AERODYNAMIC ROLLING MOMENT

~RR1 'rli "RI

S1667 OXXXXX. XXXX OXX XX OXX.XX
S RR2 R

R2 IR2

1670 OXXXXX.XXX OXXX.XXX QXXXXXYX

-1 C

I I

10 10

1691 O)DIoDXXXX .x XX X110 X X-XXX. x x

4 800



AERODYNMIC, MOVABLE PITCH CON'TROL FINS COEFB'ICIENNIS

Y2 'bzbzY
1700 OXXXX.MDMX OXXXXXXXX OMC.XXXXXX ==0.X= X000')-%

CL 12 %Z LZ

1705 OXXXX.XXK oOmX.mxx OXXXXX o=~.Xm\ jy .xxx

CL151 ,l5  DZ15 11IScz15z
1710 OXXM-K .X0)=)3-% OXXXMX',- Oxxxxxxx oxXD[ *oocoxo. oooc.ox OX * ,ocX

c C K- u

is CLZ1 lz z5Lz15 CD~S KzS UZ15
1794 OXX CX)=c OMx.x2Oxxx OX-X)=) OXMU7 ox'X .Xooo 4 oo OX .~o 4
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STAGE TWO

2000

2999

ST7AGE THREE

3000

3999

STACJr FIOLR

4000

* K)

4999

I
I

• ~602 "
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~ 2. OUTPUT PRINT

The output print coiltains the parameters which are computed during the

a-Ztrajectory. The output print is separated into two formats. Form~at I con'taiins

stage identified time oriented block-, consisting of prirtlines A thru P. the wain

M ~pr'nt:. Y thru YD, the hunt p~rint: Z thru ZB, the auxiliary print. X thru XA, the

Fomt1 cnit of the TVC duty cycle print blocks c'nsisting of -

a. Format I Output Print

Foiinat I output print is given following the input printA

defined in section 9.1 or the hunt print if it exists. Each

stage Is titled as specified in the "output stage identification"

logic. The printl~ine blocks in the main print, hunt print, and

auxiliary print, are time sequenced. The steering coefficients

print block are given at stazse tor-;inatinn. 't~ie train print,

hut:t jnauxiliary print, and steering coefficients print

arrangenen~s are pictured in this section.

() Output 15tage identification

The starr of etých stage is identified by the message:

INITIATION OF SIVAGE
Kk:

where K is the stage number, i.e., i, 2, 3, or 4

After the stage termination printout type:

Followsing the time orienteQ. print, one of chese three rzehsagev'

will appe~ar:

1. Normal stage termination

A-021- ThIEMINATION OF STAGE t
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where K is the stage nuwoer, i.e., 1, 2, 3, or 4
k

2. End of fiight control table

TRAJECTORY MALTED-END OF 'LIGRr Ca '.OL TABLE

3. End of mode ccn-rol table

TRAJECTORY hALTED-ENZD OF MODE CONTROL TABLE

(2 •"Main Print

The main print contains printlines A, B. A. and succeeding

pi intlines when the following special crilera :-tre met. The main print is

Sgiven when criteria of paragraph K. 3.-a, K.3.b. and K.3.c are. satisfied.

604
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Printline Obtained

A Always

AA 
If My 4 or 5

B Always

BA If Mv 4 or 5

BB If My 4 or 5

C Always

CA If My = 2 or 5

CB If My = 5

Cc- Ifi 0d
CD If My =5 & Ixx #0

CE If D i70 for kth stage

CF If D 10 for kth stage

Cc if D ;ý 0 for kth stage

CH If D 0 for kth stage

1.4 iiuf F k0
Y

CJ If F i or
v

605
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D if h -1or h < h

DA If DR 0 or Kh # 0 or L - DA #0

DB If (D RN O) or (My 4 or 5 and Ty 8, 9, 10 or 11) or
(PL - DA # 0)

DC If h #- 1 or h < h and My 2 or 5
EE y2r

DD If hE .1 or h < hE and My=

DE If hE 1 or h < hE and Sf 0

DF If h.# -I ol h < hE and S 0 and My= 4 or 5L £z
E If My 2 or 5

ED If My 5

EB If My1= 5 and 1 0

F If My 2 or 5

FA If My 5

FB If y -2 or 5

FC If My 5

FD If My 5 andI #0
xx

G If tTl 0

GA If t 0 and My 4 or 5tT1

GB If PL- GB 0 of Ty 1O or 11

GC If (PL - GE # 0 or Ty 10 or 11) and My = 4 or 5

GD f PL GB # 0 or Ty 10 or 11

Cz If (PL GB# 0 or Ty = 0 or 11) and My 4 or 5

TE If Ty= 6

If Kcl a K or at the stage termin-don of final
stage and the orbital criteria are satisfied.

4
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Printline Obtained

J If K c K12 or at the stage termination of final stage

and the orbital criteria are satisfied.

JA If K cc K or at the stage terminad on of the

final stage and the impact criteria are satisfied.

JB If K f K or at the stage termination of the

final stage and the impact criteria are satisfied and

h # 0
E

Jc If K cc K or at the stage termination of tha

final otage and the impact or orbital criteria are

satisfied.

K fPL- K 0 or Tv= 4 or a 0
gg

KA If (PL - K 0 or Ty - 0 or a O) and My 4 or 5

KB If PL -KB 0 or Ty = 4 or a 0 Z
91

N At stage termination or PL - N 1 0

0 At stage termination or Pl, - 0 #0
P If tB = 0

PA If P a 0 Or P # 0 and if tB 0

PBarm i 0 or Pr 0 andiftB 0
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Output Print Format I

Main Print

I ex y y
A XXYXX.XXXX YXXXXXXXX DXXXXXXXX. XXLX.XX XXXX XX%.XX OXX. XXXX n XX

a C

in i a 11T azb

XXX21 Yb OX
BA ex XXXX .C XXXX OM.DXXX . XaXXX\ OXXX.)XXXX OXXXXXXX OXXI.XXXXX OXXXX X

0 4,m Qm
-~BB OXXX .XXXX OXX * XXXXX OXX. XXXX OXX..XXXLXX OXX .XXXXLX OXXX..XXXX OX-X. XXXX

W W F v (F/t,] F x%
4 ~ ~ axm C =~lV XXXX Xxx ,.. C)bOJCXtJ OXXX yQ fx OXXXXXXX. oxx.:ccxx

W DQ cQ FCQ .JtQ jz NQ
CA OXXXXXX. OXXXXXXXX. OXOXXXXXXX. OXXXXXXXX\M. OXXXXXXXX. O.XXXKXXXXK. OX.,XLXXX

1zz DR,  NCR ~ FCR MJnC FMIa
LB OkXXXXXX. OXXMXXXXX. O.X-2tX-XXXX. OXXKXXXXXX. OLLX.XXXXX-. OXXXLXXXX OX LxxXX

p c Pe P* ?sc

cc &)DXXXXXX.XX OXXXXXX .XX OXXXXXXX XX OXXXXXXX ,XXý OXX1~X. XXXX
t xx N pMCP N FCP MNFVP Nro FONlI

* CD OLXXXXXXXX. OXXXXXXUUXX. O)XXXXXX OXXXX. OXXXXXXXX. OXXXlXXXXX. oxxxxxxx

rb D v A£elbb 01-cl SI F

CE flc.1WOos X=.Noa x. xx= XXXKXXXXAX. XoooLcXXX. x xxX xx X.SO X

P P P F FFF
c cc corn. Vordi VN

CF +XIOOQcXJ. XXXX. XXX XXXXX. XXX -XXXXXKXXX. x-x-XX-xX. XX.%xXX3OC. KXx-XXXXX

AAt A~C K K (

CHi XXXXXX.XX XXXXXXXX. N~-.( XXXX XNX.X
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OUTPUT PRINT FORMAT I

MAIIN PRINT

KXX VXX

CI XXXXXXMXX. XLXX. XXXX KXXXX. XXX OXXXX XX XXX.X.KXXX
F.F K V F, F

cmn cqxnax cq ecq cAWi2S cclos

cj 5rxxxxxxxx. xxxxxxxxx. xxxx. xxxx oxxxx.X xxxxxxxxx. Xxxxxxxx.

where-
V If? =

ecv y
v

vc~ If fF =2
XX y

(If 1F =4

L Otherwise

xxx Iv IfF =2
1ecM y

10 Otherwise

FCPR 1fyu
K'XXX K If fF = 6

LO ~Otherwise
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m v a N z(p Pa
D XX .XIXXX X;XXXX. X OXXX. XX XXXXXX XX O)DX.XXXX. XXXXX. X XXX .XX

DA OXXXX XXX OXXX .XXXX OXXX.-XXXX OXXX.= XXX X.MXX OXXX XX OXXXX . X

DII OXXXX. XXX OYXXX . )DXX OXXX. XXXX OXX. XXXX MXXX. XXXX OXXXC 0X X)C.XX

x I ii N
p MNQ cp NSQ CZC NDQ Pz

DC OXXXX. XX OXXXXXXXX. O*O*X W MXX OX XXXX. OXXXXXXX. OXXXXXXXX. OXXXXXXXX.

MN? "'NR Nr 1NSR CY NRP

DD GXXX.OX XXXXXXX, OWL=X. .OLXXXXXXX. OXXXXXX. OXXXXXXX. OXXXXXXX.

50b z bz Hi z
DE OXX-XX XXX. OICXX . XXXX .X-XXXXXXX. OXXXXX. XX OXXXXXXX. OXXXX.=XX OXXXXXX.

m
511( byy

DF OXXXXX. OXXXX XXX O)DXJQCXXX 0.% OXXXXX.

Iz 6. QQYY e cg cg ob b
E YY~lrXwXX . O.XX.*X)X XX XwXXXX 0XX)=X XX .X= XXX OXXX .XXX

1,yRb Rb

EA XXXXXXXXX XXXX. XXX OXXX.XX OK.XXXX OY.%*XXX OXX'X.) 4XX

SXx bb b MiRAP
EB XXXXXXXXX. OXX.=XXX OXXX XXXX 0XX)LXXXX OXXX.)=X OXXXXXXX.

F OX-X.X=MX X M.MXXX r 0.\ XXXX)L OXXXX.XX OX)U=X.XCX X .XXX * xx xXXX

b8 - yg KDY K RY
FA OMMUMXX OXX. XXX OXXX.XXXXX OXKXX..X OXXXXXXXX XXX n. XXX a X .XX

8?p Ibp NFO MTDQ FD
PB OXX.XXX xXXXXXX. X)L X XXXX.OX.XX 3XXX X~0C

5 1 1&I m~ F

FC OXX.YX(XXX XXXXXXXXX.. XXXX .XIX aoolXXKXX. 0XXX.)D XXXOX.-~x3,XXX OxXXXXX

F R F F J
- RD R F. R

FD OXXXXXX.X XXXXXXXXX= OX.XXXXXXa OXXX.XXXX OXDXXXIX.X oXXXXX.XX OXXKXX. Xi

TC IIi, T
GA XXXM OcXX xxxxxx.XD\ 0 .70= O)L .X3XiM OXX.X:%XXOXXXXOX.XXX

GIO



- a

'2

CIl SI Nai %MI 'iI
GB XXXXXXXX. OXX: XXX OXXXXXXX OXXX XKX.XX YX.lW OXv.)

GD OXX XXX=X OMXXX * X XXOXXXXX.Xx O.XXXXXX.ox xo OXX.xxx

4"M ON6I I " MT
GE OXXX: XXX OXXXX XXX OYXX . XKXX O.XYXXX XXXXMX

IE OX *XXXXXXOXX

e 4 iap

XXX~XX XXXXX . XXCX XX=XXX.XXXX XXX XXXX )=,)D XXX, X xvym YXXXXXLX .XXX

tf f f 0f vf 711f 7 1

JA OXXX.XXX XXXXX.XXX OXX.XXOXX.X"= xxXXXX XXXXXX X OXX.)MXX )DO. XXX

B E 'Lr E IF 7 11E 7 2)1 E
J B OXXXtX. XX XXXXX.XXX OXXXXX *XX OXX .XXXX OX'XXXX.XX OXX. X.XXXX XXX. XXXX

S 721a a a In I

I)JC OXXXXX X XX.XXXXX OXXX .,XM OXXX.Y2 xxxx X'ocx.KXx

KA OYXXXXXX. OXXXX.XX. OXXXX * XXX OXXXXXXXX. OX,=X. XX OXXXXJ'. XXX

KB OXXXXXX. OXXX=XX.X OXI=X. XXX OXXXX~XXXX. OXXXX .X-X OXX. xxx

LFLD L 9L v A/NI

N XXXXX.XX X2CXXXX * OXXXXX OX)0OCX. XX XkXXXX.XXl XCOXXXX.

I H

0 0X,.XXXKXEOXx OX.XXXXXXXOXX OX.XXXXXXXMOXX t

I vT v vC
p O.X.XXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXEX OX.XXXXXEOXX G.X. XXXXXOyxX OX!.XXXXXCKXX

M'FC 'VT v

PA OX .XXO=OO) -OX .MOOOOMMX OX.XMOOOOOXX OX.X)MkXJOoxlx OX.XXMOMOXK

SPC VýT vM C
PB O.XX)=.XXXXX OXXXX.XXXXX OX .XXXXXXEOXX OX .XXXXXXOX O.X.Xk*XXXXOXX
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(3) . Hunt Print

Procedure 1

If P1 is non-zero, the 2rintline Y is printed at trajectory

termination. If ti-c iiput flag K is non-zero, the stipulated

main print is output, i.e., as described for P1 equal P2 equal

zero, for each trajectory run during tnis hunting procedure. The

title for this hunt print is set at "ITERATION" and tne number of

iteration is output as ni-

After convergence occurs the tra4.- >r, is printed as

j described for P1 equal to P2 equal ze-i.

Procedure 2

If P2 is non-zero, printlines YA through YD are printed at

end of each trajectory iteration. The hunt print printout continues

uwtil procedure 2 convergence occurs, then the trajectory is printed -.

as described for P! equal P2 equal zero. The hunt print title sho-.d

be "ARRAY", "BASE CASE", or "ITERATION" for .ne indicated run.

The number of trajectory runo is output as n

(4) Auxiliary Print

Printlines Z, ZA (if aP5'7P6' `PT' or aP8 is non-zero), and

ZB (if apg, ,PlO, or aplI is non-zero) Vihen the auxiliary printline

criteria of peragraph K.3.d are satisfied.

(5) Steering Coefficients Print

If g> 0 and n > 5, then the steering ccefficients
gl g

print is printed after tLe note "TEMIINTION OF STAGE k" and
before the note '"A*MIM VALUES".

61)
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If • > 0 and n < 5, the note "STEERING COEFICIENTS NOT

CALCULATED" is printed after the note "TERMINA¶CION OF

STAGE k" and before the note 'hMIMUM VALUES".

02-
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OUTPUT PRINT FO1WiT I (ContinUued)

Hunt Pr-int

n title
HUNT PRINT 200C HHH{HHH1{

X a
YI OYX.X%-o0XXOm OX.XX20000cEOXX

XX2X3 X4

YA OrX .)XYXXXXOXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX. XXXXXXEOXX OX .XXXXKXXXE-OXX

X5 X6 X7
YB OX .20000XEO)0C OX.XOOXXK=O.XO OX.I 000OOMEO2DX

Z 1 2 z 3
YC OX.XXXXXXXEODM0 OX.XXXXX'OcOXX OX.X)XXXXXOXX OX.XXXXXXuXX

YD OX .2XXXUMOXX OX.XXXXXXXOX'X OX .~QXX)O0XEO)M OXMKMXXXEOXX

Auxiliary Print

t 'pi '7P2 'P3 (7P4
Z XXXX .~XXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX= XX2WOX O .XXXXEXX OX.M X=2,XXEMX

UPaP6' 7  -p8
ZA 0. DM~ OX .XXXXXXXOXX OX.XXXXXXXEQXO XOO~EOXX OX. XXXXXEOX

OP9 7PlO 'Pu
ZB OX .XXXXXXXEOIXX OXI. XXXXXXXOX OX.X * G oXE

Steering Coeff-icient Print

S~TERING COEFFICIENTS

a0  a1

X O. mc o OX.XXXXMDXXOXXOXX00.OC

bbb b
23

XA~ OX.2000-XXXXEOXX OX..XJOcXXEOX OXXOXXXXOXX MC=X.

Maximum Print

H4AXUILN VALUE-S

mj(value) a (.oe T

V xxxi.-xx OXXLý amxoox o ox
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(6) Maximum Print

If a# T k or Tm . with kk 4, the maximummj mj k' mj
print (printline V) including the i.ote 'MAXIMUM VALUE"

is printed after the steering coefficienrs print of the k-th

stage.

(7) Optional Titled Output

If KTPF the titled print flag input in L683 is non-zero

the following format is printed at the top of each page of the

output print format I.

BD XXX. RR XX. RUN XXX.

T CARD TITLE MESSAGE IS PRINTED ON THIS LINE

A TIME GROUND GEOMETRIC EARTH iERTIAL AXIAL MODE TYPE
RANGE ALTITUDE VELOCITY VELOCITY ACCEL

B ATTITUDE ATTITUDE ATTACK FT GHT INERTIAL TRANS EARTH
ANGLE RATE ANGLE PATH1 FLIGHT ACCEL VELOCITY

ANGLE PATH RATE _-Z

C EI4HT WEIIHT TOTAL VACLUUM SPECIFIC AXIAL VEHICLE
FLOW THRUST THRUST LMPULSE THRUST LOAD

"FACTOR

D MACH DYNAMIC AIR AXIAL NOEMAL Q AMBIENIT
NUMBER PRESSURE VELOCITY FORCE FORCE ALPHA PRMSSURE

---

1 J4

A_

_2
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b. Format II .Output Print

Format II output prin: is given following the entire

Format I output print defin.-d in section Ni. The print] ina

block in the duty cycle print is sequenced to present general ducy

cycle parameters first, thei the time dependent duty cycle parameters.

The duty cycle print arrangement is pictured in thib section,

(I) Duty Cycle Print

If KI is nor-zero, the duty cycle print for tihe "KiD-"-th

stage thall be given following the flexible body print.

Ir

i
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O)UTPUT PRIN'1 FOiRMAT 11

flIITY CYCLE PRINT

v Xe Xf bme
I -DEL 1-VAC X-E X-NF fl-DESIGN

WA OX.XXXXXXXEO2OC OX XOO= =OXX OcX"N.XOOX oZooXA.x=o =.O.XXXX

I Dmh qapa Is

ISPVAC1M H-Q ALPHA P-Q ALPHA CONT FflZtQ SLEW D-SLEW
WB OXX.XX.)UOi 02Q=X OXXXX .XXXXOXXX = .=XX 0=~.X)=0 OXX .XXXX

1' 81' IP 1'IDSx p~ix
I-P I-DDOTP T-NP ETA-? DDOT-FMAIL D-PWA

WC o.A CX=XXEoXX Oyxocx xx Oxxxx .xx ox .oXXXX omsx .xxx oXX.XX2OC

y -y r ymax Eymax
I-Y I-DDOTP T -IN E"A -Y D:.ar-YMAX D-YM4AX

zvq OXm m m .OXXXEO oXXXXX a.XX ==00C.XXX= oxmý m=.~C O xmm .XOCOXX OCX

qct q t C
max q. qa n qa ave

Q-Ai.PHA Q-Q APLHA T-Q ALPHA NORM COEF MACH Q A- f-AVE
J wr. 0 X xxxxxDx 7.x oxxx ,X 0XXXXv .XXXX OX .XX~o[XXX oXX .XXXX OXX.XKXXX

K, DB A t F W
FWBB vave0

S-Y%7- CASE !?Lt irEH VMIVWT STIS TIM.E STG VAC THRUST STG LI7WJFF WT
W, X XX. X XX.XX XX.XX.CX * XXXOcXXXOX OX .XCOCOWXMXE0O

R Kv d leC

PCF'VEx~ IA A1A PCA C ~AR
WG, OX.) 2 KXXXXEW~ GVXX .XX L-,X I ,X ONX )XXXX OX.01XX X~G mX)m. XX

- exL -pan czax
ý4v . -V.IISP-AUG PC-MAX

wI Xl xv )or -ax, ~xXXjý XkOxx ox.)comX.roxX

NjN
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A A
at xa

ADTINAX IAT AXNIAX

WK +O.XXCXXXXEDCX +O.XXXXXXEDCX XX.XX

F P A c
max cmar.Ina tmin fmax

FAIAX POMIBAX EPS114AX AT1~IA CFMAX

WL +XXXXXXXX. XvX +XXXXX. XXXX +XXXX XXXX +,X~XXX .XX +X XX

F. P A Cini cmira min tmax fniin
F MWl" PCMIN EPSMIN AT.MAX CFMIN

WM +X-,XXX'joc. x xc(xxxx+XX.XXX +XXXXX.X'= +MXXx +=X.XXX +X . XXXXXX

& byqF X lBq Pq bqq cgq vacq q
TIME D-PITCH D-YAW F-DEL X-CG F~.VAC' W-DOT

wo Xxx~x.o xcx x xxo 2CX~C. XXXX .XXXX CxxXX.x XJo=XX.XX

wo xx~x xxcx.x o X .XMxxXXŽMX X X2OCX XX)DO XXXXXXXX.x X5CXXXX.xx



(2) Error Code

Certain computations and parameter values result in program

logic terminating the run. The error which causes the abort is

identified by printout. The printout occurs after the main print

is given for the trajectory computation up to the time of error.

(a) Common Er-.,r

Verbal descriptions of coon errors are as follows:

1. *Undefined type of flight - check input L310,

L317, etc.

2. *Undefined m-de - check input L600, 1603, etc.

3. Undefined type of hunt - check input L84

4. InValid sigma Z or Y - check input L85, L94,
L103, etc

S5. Invalid sigma Y - check input 1.77

6. Input card error

7. Dependent parametur not varying - Hunt Procedure one

8. Impossible regiorn exist - Hunt Procedure one

9, Singularity in quadratic fit - Hunt Procedure one

10. Delta X input zero - checK L81

11. Internal tolerance input zero - check L83

12. Invalid sigma A-- check input L78

13. *The missile weight has gone to zero - dump follows

*These messages are £olloweC by a formated dump

A 61.9
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Cb) Integration Routine Errors

In the event of an integration routine error, the following information is

provided:

INTEGRATION ERROR TYPE X

Type I indicates the initial integration interval
is too small: this error should seldom occur.

Type 2 indicates the CNTRL or MAXPRT r.-ctine
has cut the interval too far in attempting to meet
aczuracy criteria.

Type 3 indicates the integration routine has cut
the interval too far.

The minimum allowable interval is 2 (t +1 )x 10

AT TIME XXXOC - the time of th- -silure

DELT = X.X)X - the integration interval

CONTROL COUNTER. V=CX- the number of passes
through the CNTRL routine. L e.. the number of
time intervals integrated. Zero here indicates the

trajectory cannot get started for some reason.

BREAKUP COUNTER. XXXX- The number of passes
Ctiroughi the CNTRL routine in attempting the
most recent breakup. An integer here and
error type 2 indicates trouble with one or more
of the following:

I- Attitude control Table
2. Gains Table
3. Special Print Table
4. Weight Jettison Table
5. Wind Profile Table
6. Mode Control Table
7. Staging
8. Target Dynamical Conditions Table
9. Lift off

10. Thrust Modulation Control Table

MAXPRT COUNTER XXXX- The number of passes through
the MAXPRT routine: a positive integer here and
error type 2 indicates trouble finding a maximum
print valve. A vahle of -1 indicates no maximum )

prints have been requested.
620



INTEGRATION COUNTER XXX- The number of times the
integration interval has been cut. A positive
intekger here and errur type 3 isidieu,•s troubie
in mainti.i'nig integration accuracy.

TIME (START) - Time at call to integration routine

DELT (START) -Initial integration interval.

EMAX- Maximum value of E.

JMAX - Index f of E.

Following the above there is a table of 5 columns of 50 items each, labeled

Y (start), HKI, HK3, HK4, .nc. Y (start) is.just that, and HKI, HK3. and HK4 31

iare the h . h3. and h of the Range- Kutter-Menson integration method (k2 is
1'3 4

not saved and k5 can be found as D in locations 751-800 of tile P-region). INC
V

is a logical :arlable indicating whether the particular equation is included in the

integration vectr. This information is of use only with type 3 errors.

-j2

4
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(c) Formatted Dump

Certain error conditions cause the trajectory ro terminate

with a formatted dump consisting of the following sections:

P REGION (1000 locations) - this is the section described

in switching code; i.e., the output variables identified

by L5000-L5999.

GN REGION (100 locatioas) - this area contains real variables

and constants.

JN REGION (100 iGeations) - this area contains integer

variables, constants, counterg and flags.

6

i1
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LG REGION (100 locations) - this area contains logical flags

WOT TABLES (150 locations) - this is the WGTBLS common region.

It contains supplemental main and complementary thrusz-weight

tables, each of which are 3 x 25 arrays. The table entries are

the derivative of th:ust, second derivative of weight, and

weight.

STAGE TABLES (75 locations) - this is a 15 x 5 array, containing

15 values each of XO...D, XT•K.P, XTARG, DET, and BRXTH. These

values are usec by :he routines C•NRL and BKKPS to perform

breakups. XOLDi in the past value of variable i, XTEMPi is

the most recent value and XTARG is the target value. DET1

is either the estimtred time to achieve XTARGi, or -10s if

X'LARGi has been achieved. BRKTMi is the time a previous breakup

occurred and is used whenever .MXPRT requires repeated passes

over the same interval to locate and extremal. The i index

relates the type of breakup ;.nvolved, as follows:

i = i. Attitude (flight) Control Table

2. Gains (TVC) Table

Weight Jettison Table

Special Print Table

5. Wind Prof! ie Table

6. 'Mode Control Table

7. Stagin.

8. Target Dynamical Conditions Table
9. Liftoff

10. Thrust Moduiation Control Table
The remaining locations (i = 9-15) are not used.

STAGE FLAGS (30 locations) - this is a 15 x 2 array of integers;

15 values each of Il? and KDP. These are used with the values

above. LMP 1 is the ,-number, less 5000, of tae variable X;

for example, L%.P = 0 meaus a break-p on the v.ariable t, or

LMP = 273 means a breakup on X. KDPi is the '.-number zhat

idenZifIes the breakp; for examp.,, KDP = 31, means that the

623



breakup of the second line of the attitude corcrol table was in

progress. KDP 0 means that brea..up point has not yet been

found. The index i is as above. A negative value for INIPi

indicates the corresponding table is not involved in the breakup

process.

TVC REGIC -(800 locations) - this is an array of 100 x 8,

consisting of 100 each of the valuies printed on live WO, followed

by the values printed on lines WA throagh WJ of the Duty Cycle

Print.

Simultaneous Hunt Errora

The following message is output if the hunting procedure

2 fails:

ERROR HAS OCCURRED IN OPTH2 ROUTIbN - DUIP FOLLCMJ3

624
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c. Traiectovy Shaper Output Print

The following output format is used in presenting the

trajectory Shaper parameters

m

I

bd

A

A

I _-

M

IN

IN

IN
I%

S-I-i •. .. i " •



(OUTPUT FORMAT)

TRAJECTORY SHAPER SUBROUTINE

INPUT"

CONTROL FLAG
Ks 'iessage 1

L598 X-DIM HHHHHffRHHffffHHHHHHHHH4hIIHIHHHHH

TARGET CONDITION 'sae2Dlt

s Z~ssge 2 eleteif KS11
L599 OXX*kXX.XX NM HHHP~HHRIIHHHHHHH

OUTPUT

NO STG. INITIAL VEL. INITIAL ALT. EARTI. ROTiTION

.DIM ,FT/SEC .FT ,DIM
Nk h

STAGE I STAGE II STAGE III STAGE IV
ttt t

ACTION TIME OX.X&XXXXXEO.X OX.XXR.XXXEOX OX.XW2 XXXJCEOXX OX.XXXiýXXXEOXX

,SEC 'vT2 '3 1vT4

VAC. IMPULSE OX. XXXXXXXEOXX OX .XXXXXXXEOX- OX .XXXXXXXEOXX OX. XXXXXX>.EOXX

,LB -SEC sef1IIIspff1ef i2 speff3 speff4

EFF. ISP OX.'m'XXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXNEOXX

,SEC 4W

EXP. WEIGHT O.X.XXXYXXXXEOXX 0X.XX'.XXXXE()XX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX

B1B B2 WB3 B4

STO. WEIGHT OX,.XXXXXXXE.OXX OX.XX'AXXXXXEOYX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX

4*2B %a1 LW B.- 61,44WB3

STG. MASS OX. XXXXXEX OX. XXXXX (XEOXX 01- '...X'AXXXEOXX OX .XXXXXXX OXX

FRCT. IM WiB.' B2#JWBL WB31WBI ~ 34/WB1

STG. RATIO OX.XXCXXXXXEO-'XX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXX. OXX

DI PLO1 WPLO2 WPL03 P

PROPULSION OX.X'XXXXXXEOXX ,)X.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXXEOXX OX.XXXXXXX(EOXX
WEIGHT, LB

IDEAL VELOCITY PAYLOAD WEIGHT VEHICLE LIFTOFF

T,/TSEC .LB WEIGHT, LB
a WL W'T

OxXxXXX X'Xxx oXxxxxxx. xxxx O~xxxx~x x~xx
PITCH OVER PIXR OVER ANGUz.AR VEHICLE VELOCITI AT

ANGLE, DEG RATE, DEGýSEC PITCdi OVER, FT SEC
QM2 QuVeo

OXXX.XXXXXX QXXXX XVX~XXOXXXX

CIRCULAR QABDITAL1 Ti.-MINAL STAGE GN-I Ti1ON CIRCLLAR ORBITAL LRt- e te

VELOCIIY FTA SEC j.1 AGHIT PATH AN(LE, DEG ALTITUDE, FT i
vICO -IT hco

OXXXXXX .XXX x OXX.XXXX OXXXA'Zxx.X Ksjj
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Message 1

MA-XIMIZE RANGE WITH GIVEN PAYLOAD If K = 1
sh•_• •MAXIMYZE PAYLOAD TO A GIVEN RANGE if Ks 2 )

sh
DETERMINE PAYLOAD TO A CIRCULAR ORBIT If K 3

S~Message 2

ITARGET RANGE IfK =2

ORiBITAL ALTITUDE If Ksh 3
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SECTION IV

ROLL CONTROL REQUIRFMENTS

The roll control requirements are determined from estimates of the roll

disturbing moments. the offset roll torque, the vortex roll torque. and the

aerodynamic roll torque. The offset roll torque is caused by the transverse I

thrust vector and the distance between the TVC vector point and the offset

center-of-gravity centerline. The vortex roll torque is caused by the

spiralling exhaust gases leaving the norzle. The aerodynamic roll torque

is caused by the coupled aerodynamic normal force and the distance between

the aerodynamic center of press-ire and missile center-of-gravity centerline

offsets.

A. LINCAGE WITH TRAJECTORY ROUTINE

The roll control requirement routine can operate with data from the tra-

jectory output duty cycle or can operate independently ;f the trajectory pro-

gram by inputting mandatory data. Options are available to input variables

and constants or have them calculated internally.

The logic to use data from the TVC duty cycle is as follows.

'. If the mandatory data are not input, i.e., Kk,

D% Fvac3, W, or Fvacl/Wol, then data on print-

line WF of the TVC duty cycle are used.

2. If the control flag Ktr is nonzero, the parameters

CNat,, oat,, and B5mx are obtained from the TVC

duty cycle parameter CN0, qC'max, and 61Anax'

respecti, ely.

Preceding page blank 629
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B. PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS

1. ROLL TORQUE

"Mrtk if Mrtk p

M tk (in-lbf)
W (M + M2  + m2 )k otherwise

L vrk ark

Where M rtk is the input roll torque (,.n-lbf), Mosk is the offset roll torque

(in-lbf), Mvrk is the vortex roll toroue (in-lbf) and Mark is the aerodynamic

roll torque (in-lbf).

a. Offset Roll Torque

'0 if MI is input
rtk

H if 14 is input
ask osk

Mok (in-lbf,
K (1r/180) F C otherwise

, L ka m
Where M is the input offset roll torque (in-lbf), Kosk is the offset roll

Whr sk oa
torque multiplier. Fvack is the input average webtime vacuum thrust (lbf), 5mxk

is the maximum thrust vector deflection angle (deg) and Csk is the effective

offset distance (in).

(I) Offset Roll Torque Multiplier

[-Ksk if K is the inputI• ol Ksk
sosk

k 1.0 otherwise

Where K is the input offset torque multiplier (d.imi
ask

b. Vortex Roll Torque

1-0 if Nrt is input
S, ,

""vrk if Mrk is input

Svrk- (in-lbf)

K T) F*vrk )vrk vack

Where Kvrk is the vortex roll torque multiplier (dim), %,rk is the vortex

roll torque per pound of thruzz factor (in).

630
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S (1) Vortex Roll Torque Multiplier

X0I
[K if K is in~put

vrkrr

L 1.0 otherwise

Where Kvr is the input vortex rell torque multiplier (dim.)

(2) Vortex Roll Torque Per Pound of Thrust F~actor

ryk \r~ ~5 input

\,rk -(in)I 0.00363 otherwise
Where T~r sthe input vortex roll torque per pound of thrust factor (in)TIrki
(3) Maximum Deflect ior. Angle

8 ruk if 5 x is input

Mxk

2
~ ~ + Bl (On W~k + B52 (In W4) otherwis.e

le.&` 1here Stage

do 15.729698

B bll 1i.3695603

B21 0. 046'41178

Stage 11

B5 0  10.480564

B 1  -1.072774

B5 2  0. 032548762

t 1.0

Stage III 4 -~

B 30 5.71,A757

1513 -- 0. 58573616 -

23 0.01817G142 A
1.0 -'I



Stage IV

P B N4" 5.7204757

B - -0-.58573616614

!B24 0.016170142

•:K &n4 1 . 0

Unless

Bjk i' input, then set

- 8Bjk bik

j = 0,1. or 2 k 1,2,3, or 4

or

K 81r•k- is input, then set

K =Kj K•mk =Kk

k = 1,2,3, or 4
,ere Wo is the input k-th stage liftoff weight (!b),B are coefficicnts

and K~k is the maximum deflection angle multiplier. The maximum deflection

V I angle versus stage liftoff weight is shon in Figure 30.

W
(4) Effective Offset Distance

I = kif is input• [osk •osk

- •~osk = ii.
K (B + + DBk +B D +B D3 (

4 i. o el k Ci E 3 Bk3

B 0.51640019 x

Be, 0.34855505 x 10"2

B C2 = -0.21364594 x 10-4

B = 0.28005590 x 10"6
C3

Unless B is input, then se,

U I

jm0,1,2, or 3
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X if K i nu[odk od k i nu

K odkm (d imL)

0O otherwise

Where Dk is the input k-th stage case diaineter(in.), BS are coefficients

and K~d is the effective offset distance multiplier (dim.).

c. Aerod)namic Roll Torque

-0 if is input

M1 if M4 is input
ark ark

ark

rK (n/576) C D

Where M4 is the input aerodynamic roll torque (in-lbf), K is the aeradynamicark ark

roll torque multiplier (dim), C~ is the normal force coefficient (!/deg), DB L

the input case~ base diameter (in), qtl' is the maximum dynamic pressure-angle of

2-
attack product (lbf-deg/ft ).The offset distance versus case diameter is given

in I~igure 31.

(1) Aerodynamic Roll Torque Multiplier

FK if K is input
ark ark

(dim)
ark

10 otherwise

Where K *is rhe input aerodynamic roll torque multiplier (dim.).

(2) N~ormal Force Coefficient

f if~ C is input

0.05 otherwisee 1d
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(3) Maximum Dynamic Pressure-Angle of Attack

STAGE I
I I

"q(% if qCl is input
mXl mXl

qOt " (Ibf-deg/ft )
MXl

Kqo.[BqoIi + Bqql 1 (Fva, 1
1/W0 1) + Bq21 (Fvacl/W")2 + Bq31

(F /.1W
vacl/01) ]

Where B = -1167.3282
q 01
B1 = 5817.9004

Bq2 1 868.14226

B -209.07636
q3 I

unless B is input, then set
qi 1

B
qjI qjl

J 0,1,2, or 3

K, if qC is input

K L oiherwise (dim.)

STAGE II

I I

2if q 2 is input

2
q~mx2 =(Ibf deg/ft2)

K B [02 1; q1 2 (Fvacl/Wol0 + Bq2 2 (Fvacl/WOI) +

B (F /W)B q32 FvaclWo 01

Where B02 = 2564.6454

B a -3653.9365
q12
B 2 1477.6228
q22
B q32 n-60.327994

unless B is input, then set

qj2 q2

0,1,2, or 3
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K q2 if Kq2 is input

L 1.0 otherwise

STAGE III

"qCx3 if q 3 is input

q1mx3 f dbf deg/ft 2 )

L 0 orherwise

STAGE IV

qmx4 if qmx4 is input

qmx4 
(lbf deg/ft )

0 otherwise

Where Bqjk ar. coefficients (dim). XqIk are the maximum dynamic pressure-angle

AM of attach multipliers (dinm), Fvacl is the Stage I input average webtime vacuum

-6 I thrust (ib- and WO, Stage I liftoff weight (Ibm). The maximm qX versus

vacuum thrust to weight is given in Figure 32.
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2. RflLL CONTRO'. SURROUTIMF F4OIENCLATURF

SV4Pft)L OFFIP4ITtON WI~TS

e 0ýtTA IK FACTOR (IF MAX TH4RUST VFCT OFFLT4 ANGLE 9F~ KTH STAGE -

Q PPST K Cqk!SVTANTS USFED Tn COMPUTE EFFECTIVE OFFSET DISTANCE -

% P.3 1 I C1'JEFFICIE~NTS FCW COPTN MAX O0Y4 PRESS-At41;I OF ATTK -

CýIALPHA INPUT NEORMAL FnQCE COE:FFICIENT W1OEc,)
CNALPHAQ AEWrYNARIC NORMAL FPRCE COEFFICIENT AT MAX QALPHA WIDEGI

nl)jTrUT TYC DUTY CYfLF STAGE CASF TIAMETElR
D~tTAWXK MAN THRUST VECTflp OFFLECTION ANGtE CrG
f'FLT 'AP0MXK INPUT? MAX THRUST VrCTOR )PFLECTION ANGLE rEG
ViFt Tf!&RDNX 9AEX MAfINlTtOflF PITCH VECTOR DEFLECTION ANGLE CEG
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